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Ádám Török*

Science or competitiveness?
Science and competitiveness!
Acceptance speech at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences

AIn economic political debates, it has been
endeavoured increasingly frequently in
Hungary since 2002 to reassess the economic
role of each sector. Attempts to relieve the
state budget affect a broadening range of pub-
lic services, and standpoints more on the radi-
cal side doubt justification for state financing
even in case of previously consensual public
services. Reassessment of the state's functions
and duties is particularly observable in sectors
where the link between financing and output is
indirect, or where the social benefit of output is
only partially or not at all measurable in pecu-
niary terms. It is a natural aspiration not to
provide more abundant funding to the welfare
state than what is affordable and matches the
development level of the respective economy.
However, sectors that do not just “swallow”
money without any short-term or long-term
social benefits, but provide services that are
necessary for the future development of the
economy cannot be considered to be a part of
the welfare system. This includes education,
healthcare and, most particularly, an indistinct
area that is sometimes referred to as science, or

as research and development (R&D), or, at
other times, as the national system of innova-
tion (NIS).

The abovementioned debates over economic
policy have not spared this area, either. Various
surveys have been produced of the Hungarian
R&D sector or the national system of innova-
tion since the early 90s1. Most of these clearly
revealed that only a small portion of the
amounts provided to Hungarian research and
development institutions was returned in the
form of innovative products and services that
proved competitive on the market. The facts
revealed by the researchers could justly be
interpreted to say that Hungarian R&D is pur-
sued detached from the economy, mostly defy-
ing the needs of the economy, and it only fol-
lows its own goals interpreted in the narrow
sense (scientific excellence, academic progress,
international success in applications for funds).
If one attempts to evaluate the functioning and
performance of the Hungarian R&D sector
from the aspect of competitiveness, the conclu-
sions can be expressed in two distinct state-
ments, as follows: 

The Hungarian R&D sector alone is not
sufficiently competitive. 

The Hungarian R&D sector does not suf-
ficiently contribute to increasing the competi-
tiveness of the economy.

* The author wishes to thank Gyöngyi Csuka, Zsuzsa
Deli-Gray and Kitti Schwartz for their help and
advice, and takes full responsibility for any errors and
inaccuracies.
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The present study will assess these latter two
theses, which were also voiced frequently in the
Hungarian government communication
between 2004 and 2007, and an attempt will be
made to interpret them more in-depth. We are
interested in the bilateral relationship between
competitiveness and R&D, a mutual link
between an important measurement of eco-
nomic performance and probably the most
important field in creating knowledge, so far
only partially explored in the literature.

ABOUT VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF
COMPETITIVENESS

Competitiveness has become a catchword in
modern economics, and besides, it has also
gained ground as a political talking point. With
economic science split into two major branch-
es, theoretical and applied economics, as
opposed to business/management studies, now
full-fledged disciplines, competitiveness
research has been assigned to the latter area. It
mostly entails corporate competitiveness
research, while the analysis of the competitive-
ness of national economies has ended up in a
kind of no-man's-land between theoretical
(macroeconomic) and business/management
research. A typical standpoint, although far
from exclusive in the field of economics, is rep-
resented by Paul Krugman (Krugman, 1994;
Krugman – Obstfeld, 2003), who definitely
rejects any interpretation of the notion of
competitiveness at the macro level.2

Krugman's sharp counter-opinion is partly
rooted in his observation that economic rela-
tions among countries rely on cooperation at
least as much as on competition, but he also
points out that the operation of multinational
companies widens the gap between measuring
corporate performance and that of the national
economy. This objection is valid in itself, but it
ignores the fact that measuring trade benefits is

traditionally applied to business premises and
not to companies (since Smith, Ricardo, Mill
and the Heckscher–Ohlin-theory), and this
approach is also adopted by international trade
statistics.

The notional and theoretical basics of com-
petitiveness analyses are still unclear from
many aspects. At first sight, “coping with com-
petition” could be a spoken language synonym
to the notion of competitiveness, but – surpris-
ingly to certain economists – there is no gener-
ally accepted definition of competition as the
basic category of market economy. This is
meaningfully pointed out by Robert Bork in his
fundamental work on the theory of competi-
tive policy, who lists no fewer than five diverse
interpretations of competition (Bork, 1993)3.
On interpreting competition or, for that mat-
ter, competitiveness, it does make a difference
which understanding is used as the starting
point, but, unfortunately, no general agreement
has been reached on this issue within the trade.
This results in the fact that competitive analy-
ses – particularly at the macro and sectoral lev-
els – are actually produced without a solid the-
oretical foundation for the time being.4

In the absence of a theoretical background to
the notion of competitiveness, a (lesser for-
malised) methodological framework to
analysing competitiveness has evolved, which is
considered for the majority of macroeconomic
or sectoral investigations.5 The first key issue
here is the measure i.e. whether the competi-
tiveness of market actors is measured against
their own abilities or the competitors' perform-
ance. It is possible for a competitor to highly
outperform their own abilities, and still be a
laggard in the international field. The literature
abounds in competitiveness measurements
built on international comparison, but we will
see that in certain cases – particularly for
approaches concerning the supply side – mar-
ket actors' own abilities are also considered.

In terms of methodology, competitive-
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ness analyses at the macroeconomic or sectoral
level (especially international analyses) can be
classified in three groups (Török, 2006a). The
point of approaches concerning the supply side
is that countries in a more favourable supply
position (for example, producing at lower
wages or other cost advantages) are considered
more competitive, because on a ceteris paribus
basis we believe that cost advantages lay the
ground for better market performance. These
approaches are in line with practical experience
mostly on price-sensitive markets, but where
differentiated products attempt to acquire cus-
tomers not only through prices but also
through various special parameters and servic-
es, they are less applicable to actual market
competition. This approach is represented
when an explanation is sought for the good
performance of “low wage countries” (or a less
clear correspondence with “newly industrial-
ized countries” (NIC) – “tigers”] in terms of
foreign direct investment or commodity
exports).

The demand side approach is just the
opposite of the previous one. It is not the cost
factors of foreign economy that count, but per-
formance itself, which can be measured
through export growth or market share.
Improved competitiveness on the demand side,
however, can be apparent or temporary, if, for
instance, market share only grew as a result of
a competitor's elimination, or if temporary
exchange rate changes are underlying a rise in
the market share. In practice, it is not at all cer-
tain that the dynamics of competitiveness on
the demand and supply sides are closely con-
nected for a market actor, and this is why sole
application of either of these approaches must
be considered as one-sided, and, in specific
cases, causing distortion.

The third approach is comprehensive in
nature, and does not directly represent a meas-
ure of coping with international competition.
Competitiveness here is regarded as a general

indicator of the economy's state, assuming that
an economy that can be described by better
indicators is more competitive. More devel-
oped, faster growing economies that create
more jobs and have better balance indicators
probably have better abilities to exploit their
resources efficiently. This is the approach
adopted for international country lists of com-
petitiveness, such as the rankings regularly
published on an annual basis by World
Economic Forum or IMD.

The three approaches presented may equally
be used on examining the competitiveness of
science, R&D and innovation, as well as their
impacts on competitiveness. Before that, it is
worth clarifying the notions here.

SCIENCE, R&D AND INNOVATION

Creating, organising and using knowledge for
economic purposes (more accurately: adapting
for use for economic purposes) are three fields
that can easily get mixed up. The boundaries
are fuzzy because a senior research fellow at a
research institution or an associate professor
(similarly to their associates in other ranks)
may perform scientific, R&D and innovative
activities simultaneously, even literally at the
same moment. Scientific results in general –
unless they are a result of divine intuition,
which has been diminishing since the early 20th
century – can be achieved through R&D activ-
ities, and certain scientific or R&D achieve-
ments may be developed into an innovation
subsequently. However, not all innovations
have underlying scientific work or R&D, as
linking existing pieces of industrial knowledge
in a new way may also result in successful inno-
vation. What is more – as shown by Schumpeter
(1980, 1912) as early as at the beginning of the
20th century – new production processes,
organisational solutions or sales techniques
may also be regarded as innovation6. The
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notions of science, R&D and innovation are
closely interrelated, but are not interchange-
able.

Recorded and organised knowledge accepted
by the relevant trade community and also
appraised against its own (not economic or
political) criteria may be considered as science.
The emphasis here is on maintaining and fur-
ther developing existing knowledge in line with
an independent and full-fledged set of values
which, at least in theory, the evaluation of per-
formance should not be influenced by any kind
of contact with politics or the economy. 

In a certain sense, R&D is to dynamise sci-
ence. This is because R&D is a purposeful and
regular activity aimed at creating new knowl-
edge, though it is not the only way to do so. An
important constituent in creating knowledge is
education; however, in that field – to borrow an
analogy of the European Union's development
– the emphasis is more on widening than on
deepening, i.e. enhancing individuals' personal
knowledge instead of acquiring new knowledge
for the whole community. 

Innovation is creation of knowledge, partly
but not fully based on R&D, which is repre-
sented in new products or procedures, and
enables the initiating market actor to improve
their competitiveness. At this point, creation of
knowledge and competitiveness are truly inter-
linked in a direct and salient way.

Recently, literature has devoted increasing
attention to non-R&D based methods of
knowledge creation and innovation. This
unfolding change in approaches is party fuelled
by the practical experience that many types of
innovation may represent only minimal
changes to a product, organisation or process,
and still considerably improve market chances,
without the need for any R&D input. At the
same time, there is also an underlying line of
thought behind this altered approach: practical
devaluation of R&D with reference to the idea
that R&D has less economic benefit than

believed earlier, if there are considerably less
expensive methods of arriving at innovations.
Innovations as classified by economic historian
Joel Mokyr into micro and macro inventions
always required R&D in the past – certainly in
line with the opportunities and customs of the
relevant era – (Mokyr, 2004), and will continue
to do so in the future.

The article by Lundvall and associates
(2007) presents an apparently outstanding new
result in terms of the connection between
knowledge creation and R&D, which makes a
distinction between the two major models of
knowledge creation. One is the traditional
R&D based model (Science, Technology &
Innovation, STI), i.e. a set of relations among
science, technology and innovation, including
the linear and triple helix models (for more
details in Hungarian, see Török, 2006a). The
other one is the new DUI (Doing, Using &
Interacting) model of knowledge creation,
which emphasizes development of work expe-
rience into innovation, using network links
among market actors. 

An important element of the latter model is
that in modern industry, many kinds of innova-
tion need to be adopted and improved, instead
of being reinvented. At the same time, propa-
gation of this model will necessarily devalue the
traditional techniques and procedures of pro-
tecting intellectual property. Emphasis is
increasingly shifting to in-house innovations
and further development of innovations adopt-
ed from others by way of experience, which
will need no patents, for example. Anyway, a
slight amount of aversion is emerging to
patents in companies in certain industries,
because competitors may conclude courses of
research and development from the patents
published, and that is how they initiate rival
development programmes. What is more – par-
ticularly in the pharmaceutical industry –
patents may generate ideas to manufacturers
(in the far east, for example), with weak
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enforcement facilities available in Europe,
whereas competitors may even deduce the
manufacturing procedures of important new
products from the patent description, and
usurp foreign knowledge to become competi-
tive actors on the global market.

Science, R&D and innovation are thus
closely interrelated, but operation of these
three areas follows partially different sets of
criteria. The scientific set of values is relative-
ly far from the strict and short-term return
requirements of the economy, R&D more
emphatically represents the considerations of
economic cost/benefit, whereas innovation is
expressly an economic activity, which is pri-
marily pursued today in a profit-oriented
framework of enterprise. The relationship
between the operation of scientific, R&D and
innovation organisations and competitiveness
is different presumably because considera-
tions of competitiveness are represented to
varying degrees on assessing the performance
of the three areas. 

With a certain amount of simplification, we
may state that it is reasonable to set criteria of
competitiveness and direct return 

•in full for innovation, 
•in part for R&D,
•and not at all for science – provided we

consider science7 as something only pur-
sued in line with its own requirements,
independent from the needs of the econo-
my, and focused on knowledge creation.

According to the set of values that has been
increasingly represented in economic policy in
the recent years in the EU and in Hungary, and
also (in certain periods, vehemently) advoca-
ted by the Hungarian governments after 2004,
the above statements may even sound as
heresy. Although, the position about science
does not imply that funding for science may
exclusively be provided by the state and exclu-
sively without requirements. Today, science
can rarely be pursued as an unpaid hobby, but

it does not mean it is necessarily funded from
state resources. 

In wealthier countries, considerable private
capital is used to support even the portion of sci-
ence that does not guarantee economic results,
in the form of foundations or through universi-
ties. In those countries, the emblematic question
that has been asked many times in Hungary
because science has badly needed regular state
subsidy in the absence of relevant private
resources to meet long-term public interest, and
in order to preserve the language and the cultur-
al heritage, does not even emerge. The question
is: “How does the economy benefit from the
study of medieval scripts?” This question has
been mainly asked referring to the fact that in
most years research funding was also available to
the field of liberal arts within the system of
Hungarian R&D funding systems, which have
been partly run from the contributions that
companies have paid on innovation since 2003.8

The obvious answer certainly is that it does
not, but on giving a more detailed explanation,
a more in-depth picture unfolds. Even abstract
science may help improve competitiveness, but
often through a number of directly non-quan-
tifiable transfers, which generally cannot be
predicted.9 What is probable, though, is that
the formation of attitudes, as well as education
not directly developing labour market skills
may considerably improve the quality of work-
force, which also requires diverse research not
necessarily related to the economy. 

Let us add a non-European example to what

has been said here: in Japan, huge amounts are

spent to develop software in the Japanese lan-

guage. Such software is certainly much more

complicated to manage compared to the

English version, and it is much more diffi-

cult/expensive to write in Japanese on comput-

ers. Would it not be a much more efficient

solution for Japanese computer users to shift

to using the English language? 
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For somewhat unclear reasons though,
Japanese society and economy, which are oth-
erwise very much efficiency oriented, have still
not taken this step – for some reason, they
insist on their “low efficiency” language and
culture. 

SCIENCE, R&D AND EFFICIENCY

Through the Japanese example, we have
reached the point of asking what limits are
applicable to the possibility and reasonableness
of extending the notion of efficiency custom-
ary in the economy to fields where other meas-
ures of performance – or ones interpreted on a
different timescale only – are also used. 

This is illustrated by the “paradox of the string

quartet”.10 The paradox illustrates the limits of

measuring and interpreting efficiency. The point

is as follows: a string quartet produces a CD

recording of a piece by Beethoven in year t, which

is a 40-minute performance, and it generates

USD 100 thousand to the recording company.

The same piece is recorded by the string quartet

again in year t+5. The duration of the recording

is only 37 minutes this time, but the revenue is

the same. The paradox is: does the same amount

of revenue generated from a shorter recording

mean increased efficiency 1. in an artistic, 2. in an

economic sense? The answer to the first question

is obviously no, but to the second, it is probably

'yes'. The problem is, however, that if a corre-

spondence needs to be found between the two

types of efficiency approaches, one of the

answers must be wrong. So, the essence of the

paradox is that the market in the specific case

could not appreciate artistic quality, i.e. product

differentiation did not result in a better situation

in terms of information for the demand side. 

In a more general sense, the “paradox of the
string quartet” implies that efficiency-based

performance requirements have hard limits
even in the economy where output and the
quantitative proportion of resources cannot be
interpreted, or only in a misleading way. With
the paradox extended to science and R&D, it
can be established that the efficiency measure
customary in the economy is reasonable and
permitted to be applied only to cases – fields of
science – where the market value of output is
applicable at all. Where it is not, strict cost and
capacity limits can also be set up – for want of
something better –, but one cannot refer to the
absence of competitiveness, as absence of a
measure does not at all mean the same as
absence of performance.

On comparing science and R&D perform-
ances on an international scale, the abovemen-
tioned fields of science must be ignored; how-
ever, it should be repeatedly emphasized that
this does not mean their exclusion from fund-
ing at the same time. Now, we are proceeding
on to the international competitiveness exami-
nation of science and R&D, but this time we
will be focussing on R&D and innovation, due
to the lack of a clean-cut competitiveness
measure applicable to science.

In a comparison of countries, two competi-
tiveness approaches are possible for R&D: the
first one is competitiveness of each country's
R&D and system of innovations, the second
the contribution of R&D and the system of
innovations to the competitiveness of the
whole economy. 

In order to measure the competitiveness
of international R&D, it is necessary to quanti-
fy the international positions achieved on the
“input” and “output” sides of R&D and inno-
vation (expenditures and performance). For
this, the most frequently used charts are the
proportion of the GDP applied to R&D
(GERD/GDP) and human resources of R&D
on the expenditures side, while performance in
terms of publications and patents as the output
indicator. In the international R&D rankings
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produced since the early 2000s, Hungary has
occupied positions between 30 and 35,11

whereas the country ranked 4012 in the eco-
nomic development report issued by the World
Bank in 2007. These details alone apparently
rank Hungarian R&D competitiveness above
the average, however, this is not the case. The
international ranking of economic develop-
ment is not a competitiveness ranking; conse-
quently, comparison of the two lists requires
great caution. On the other hand, there are a
number of developed countries, or ones with
high GDP per capita indicators, where no
material R&D activity is pursued, or where
R&D does not contribute considerably to
GDP (such are, for instance, the great oil
exporting countries). Accordingly, it is point-
less to link R&D and competitiveness in any
way in these countries.

Contribution of science, R&D and the
system of innovations to macroeconomic com-
petitiveness can only be represented in a con-
siderably more complicated system of correla-
tions. Certain simplifying assumptions are
indispensable. First, let us assume that
improved competitiveness of the national
economy is seen in terms of commodity
export, or, more directly, the structure of com-
modity export. This alone cannot be consid-
ered a regularity at all, given that improved
competitiveness may also be manifest in the
structure of services export, similarly to the
structure of domestic industry supplying to the
export sector. Similarly, it must also be
assumed that the achievements of science,
R&D and innovations are actually represented
in upgraded products, and not left on paper, or
sold abroad as intellectual products. 

If these assumptions are met, progress in
competitiveness can be measured by the speed
of improvement in the export structure
towards products/services with higher added
values. A popular and relevant indicator has
been around in the literature, which is rather

doubtful in terms of contents: export ratio of
“high-tech products”. 

The details indicated in Chart 1 are spectacu-
larly complemented by the indicators of a few
developing countries for the year 2003: in the
Philippines, the export ratio of products deemed
as high-tech13 reached 64 per cent, while the
ratio of electronic parts within imports 47 
per cent. The corresponding two charts in
Singapore were 49 and 35, in Malta 57 and 20,
whereas in Malaysia 45 and 44 per cent, respec-
tively, also in 2003 (Srholec, 2007). All the four
countries are primarily known as exporters of
electronic products, and the high import ratio of
parts suggests that a considerable portion of
manufacturing is actually assembly.

Chart 1 and the numbers reveal that the high
export ratio of products considered as high-
tech does not, in many cases, reflect the stan-
dard of the domestic system of R&D and inno-
vation, if the sector producing state-of-the-art
electronic or other products uses foreign tech-
nology and parts, and the overwhelming major-
ity of high-tech export derives from multina-
tional companies assembling products in a
country, relying on foreign R&D. 

The structure of the global high-tech trade
does not truly reflect international R&D and
innovation activities because details of coun-
tries are shown here, whereas the decisions
applicable to business sites in terms of R&D,
innovation and high-tech industries are
increasingly made by multinational companies. 

Chart 2 reveals that the share of leading
countries and regions in terms of R&D is
diminishing in the field of global high-tech
export, while the proportion of countries spe-
cialising in assembly is continuously on the
rise. The same process is presented from a dif-
ferent angle by the fact that the United States
of America, the absolute leader in international
R&D and innovation rankings has been a net
importer of high-tech products for years (see
Chart 3).
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Chart 2 

SHARE OF KEY REGIONS IN THE GLOBAL HIGT-TECH EXPORT 
(1985–2005, per cent)

Forrás: NSB, 2008, Chapter 6

Chart 1 

THE PROPORTION OF HIGH-TECH EXPORT AND IMPORT IN TOTAL EXPORT, 2004 

Forrás: GKI-Microsoft Competitiveness Report, 2007, chart 121

GR PL RO SK SL PT EE AT CY DE FI UK FR HU JP US IE
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The link between R&D, innovation and
competitiveness cannot be reliably represented
based on foreign trade charts, so to say. The
question is what other method would be suit-
able to show this link, or the economic benefit
of science, in a broader sense.

THE “BENEFIT” OF SCIENCE

Representation of the link between R&D,
innovation and competitiveness would also be
necessary because between 2005 and 2007,
multiple forms of statements were voiced in
public by leading politicians in Hungary, not
always explicitly, which questioned the benefit
and point of Hungarian science and R&D and
their various institutions from the aspect of
economy or competitiveness. They did state
that Hungarian science (or R&D), as well as
the Hungarian Academy of Science deserve
state funding only at times and in fields when
and where they have a direct impact on com-
petitiveness for improvement14. 

A part of science (and R&D), however, is

incapable of immediately and directly improving
competitiveness, not only in Hungary but also
in countries dominating the area of R&D. The
reason for this is a difference between the con-
tent of basic and applied research. Basic research
is seen as the portion of R&D that creates new
knowledge without a direct or palpable econom-
ic benefit, where the end result of research is
only presumable but not clearly visible, and, for
this reason, evaluation of basic research can only
rely on scientific considerations. For applied
research, however, the objective is a pre-defined
result, and, accordingly, the economic point of
applied research is to achieve the goal. 

Contrasting basic research with applied
research is artificial, because it emphasizes their
rivalry for resources, instead of their interde-
pendence and interaction.15 In case of scarce
funding, it must certainly be accepted that such
a rivalry is present, but the comparability of
results is very doubtful. Results of basic
research are generally used by the domestic and
foreign community of researchers, while
clients of applied research are mostly privately
owned economic organisations – although not

Chart 3 

BALANCE OF HIGH-TECH PRODUCTS TRADE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
(2000–2006, billion USD)

Forrás: NSB, 2008, Chapter 6
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excluding important government orders for the
public good, such as urgent testing of a vaccine. 

So, with certain simplification, it may be
stated that basic research creates public goods,
while applied research creates private goods.
Consequently, a comparison of public and pri-
vate goods immediately raises the issue of pric-
ing for the two types of goods, when no short-
term market demand is present for public
goods, although they satisfy long-term social
needs (such as the study of medieval scripts,
cultivation of the language, or proofs of
abstract mathematical theorems).

However, the social /economic benefit of
basic research must be determined, or at least
indicated when one intends to support its
funding from public resources. Such benefit
may be of many kinds, but generally is not
measurable directly the way it is for applied
research that is subsequently represented in
products and services, and this is why it obvi-
ously easily lends itself to political delibera-
tions. The social and/or economic benefit of
basic research – and one can state with certain-
ty: the strategic increment – may consist of the
following factors:

• maintaining the domestic basic research
database in the branches of science where
the requirements of return are difficult to
interpret, and, consequently, funding can-
not be based on revenues from the corpo-
rate sector;

• supplying domestically generated R&D
results to domestic higher education,16 and

• creating incentives to prevent migration of
researchers. This equally includes migra-
tion of researchers abroad, and from
research positions to companies, as was
seen in transitional European countries in
the early 90s (Biegelbauer, 2000).

An indicator corresponding to the
GERD/GDP ratio17 is rarely calculated for basic
research, although international comparisons
made this way yield rather interesting conclu-

sions. Chart 3 indicates an expressly strong rela-
tionship between the portion of the GDP spent
on basic research and the development status of
R&D, and the economy. The international cut-
ting edge – with outstanding indicators – con-
sists of Switzerland and Israel, followed by the
United States, France and a number of
Scandinavian and South-East Asian countries. In
moderately developed countries, however, this
ratio is considerably lower. (see Chart 4) 

The portion of the GDP spent on basic
research alone does not show how important
basic research is considered by science policy
and R&D policy as opposed to applied
research. The proportion of basic research
within R&D expenditures is the right indicator
to show. It reveals that it is generally the
Central European countries (if the region is
taken to include Switzerland, in line with a ten-
dency suggested by old geography textbooks)
that spend most on basic research within R&D,
which implies a kind of central European tradi-
tion in patronizing basic research. 

This is shown in Chart 5, which is in seeming
contradiction with Chart 4; however, this
seeming contradiction is easily resolved.
Developed countries spend relatively gener-
ously on basic research (and also on R&D) in
comparison to their economic performance, while
the economies of central Europe consider basic
research important within R&D. Tradition alone
cannot be responsible for this; the relatively
low cost requirement of a significant portion of
basic research also supports this trend (given
that in many fields of humanities only basic
research is available, in the first place)18, com-
pared to the results that are achievable in the
respective limited field of science, such as pub-
lication performance. 

This relatively strong commitment to basic
research can actually be considered a European
peculiarity, in comparison with the highly
developed overseas or English speaking coun-
tries. This is certainly not meant to suggest that
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basic research is pushed to the background
outside Europe – in the United States, for
example –, as financial support for research has
quite different dimensions in developed over-
seas countries, which concludes that the
absolute amounts devoted to basic research are
considerably higher. 

It is illustrated by the size of R&D budgets for

2006 at certain leading U. S. universities:19

Among American universities, it is Johns

Hopkins University that spends most on R&D:

it was USD 1500 million in 2006, which is

approximately an amount equal to the

Hungarian GERD. University of Michigan with

a USD 800 million budget for R&D, Boston-

based MIT with USD 600 million, and Harvard

University with USD 450 million correspond to

the GERD charts of European countries

between the size of Slovakia and Slovenia.

International R&D statistics present it as a
solid fact that Europe lags behind the United
Stated in terms of the R&D competition; this
was also referenced in the documents of the
Lisbon Agenda (Rodrigues, 2003; Deli, 2004;
Török, Borsi and Telcs, 2005; Török, 2006a;
NSB, 2008b). There is an apparent understand-
ing in the trade concerning the causes of this
lag. Looking into it deeper, however, the expla-
nation is not so simple.

EUROPE'S R&D LAG

Out of the factors that cause the EU to lag
behind the US in terms of R&D and innova-
tion, two are most frequently highlighted. One
is already known to us: on the supply side of
R&D competitiveness, the GERD/GDP ratios
measured are truly low in comparison with the

Chart 4 

AMOUNTS SPENT ON BASIC RESEARCH FROM GDP 
(percentage, 2003 or 2004)

Forrás: NSB, 2008, Chapter 4
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EU average. The actual charts fluctuated
between 1.8 per cent and 2.0 per cent in the
period 2002–200720 , which is more than one
percentage point below the USA chart. When
considering the EU as a single country, the
chart is certainly undoubted, but when splitting
the Community into individual countries, the
field is much more differentiated. Considerably
above the American chart – on the financing
side –, Sweden and Finland are seen as the two
leading R&D powers globally, while in a num-
ber of EU countries GERD/GDP indicators
do not exceed 0.5 percent. This, on the other
hand, is a chart characteristic of the marginal
participants of the R&D competition (Török,
2006a).

The GERD/GDP indicator (Chart 6) is
widely used in both the scientific and the busi-
ness literature, to compare the R&D potentials
and performance of individual countries. In the

meantime, certain, otherwise empty threshold
values of the indicator gain almost mythical
significance (2 per cent for the EU, and 1 per
cent for Hungary), and many endeavour to dis-
guise meeting these as strategic objectives.
However, international R&D comparisons
based on the GERD/GDP alone are pointless,
as the GERD/GDP ratio could only be consid-
ered as a performance indicator in case of equal
levels of distribution for use and efficiency of
R&D expenses (which certainly is an illusion).
It is precisely the Hungarian R&D system that
may prove to have still better publication per-
formance indicators than expected based on
the GERD/GDP ratio (Török, 2006a), which,
surprisingly, suggests a relatively high average
efficiency of Hungarian R&D.

Recently, attempts have been made to prove
the lag of the whole EU in terms of R&D and
innovation using the distribution of R&D per-

Chart 5 

“CENTRAL EUROPEAN TRADITION”: THE PROPORTION OF BASIC RESEARCH WITHIN R&D 
(percentage)

Forrás: NSB, 2008, Chapter 4
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formance by product, instead of the
GERD/GDP indicator regarded to be low on
average. The notion of the “European paradox”
has been adopted in the collective awareness of
the trade in this context (Papanek, 2003). 

According to a widely spread interpretation
of this paradox, Europe spends relatively much
on science and R&D, but it only has a limited
effect on increasing competitiveness, because
results are represented more in publications
than in patents. 

On the other hand, there are certain more
recent research results that make this conclu-
sion seem simplistic. Mostly because the
assumption whereby a scientific result must be
published first (to conclude the basic research
phase, so to say), and then the applied research
phase built on basic research would be crowned
with patenting, follows the logic of the old lin-
ear model of the innovation process rejected by
so many. The problem is that in the globalized
innovation systems of the 2000s, highly

exposed to strong competition, often there
simply has been no time to comply with theo-
retically strict sequence of steps applicable to
the linear innovation process. Calderini and
associates (2007) believe that patenting and
publishing results are often alternatives to each
other (“activities in complementary distribu-
tion”), i.e. – with certain simplification – a
result is either patented or published. In this
case, the absence of patenting does not neces-
sarily mean that the given result will not
become an innovation. 

The “European paradox” is built on the
assumption that innovations are necessarily
patented. It has been known for almost two
decades now that this is not the case (Griliches,
1990). Patenting new products or procedures
also entails publishing the essence of results,
which may facilitate competitors' efforts to dis-
cover the new courses of research.

The strong doubt about the “European para-
dox”, however, is only aimed at the paradox

Chart 6

THE GERD/GDP INDICATORS IN INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES IN 2005

Forrás: GKI-Microsoft, 2007, Chart 106.

R&D expenses of enterprises Governmental R&D expenses
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itself, that is, the quoted explanation to the
European lag in terms of R&D and innovation.
The fact of lagging behind – in respect of the
whole EU – is indisputable, nevertheless. Not
even despite the fact that the publication per-
formance of the EU has slightly improved
since the early 90s, and that of the United
States slightly deteriorated between 1995 and
2005. In 1995, 564 645 articles were published
on natural and technical sciences globally, of
which 193 337 were authored by Americans
and 195 897 by nationalities of the subsequent
EU-27. In 2005, these three charts were
709 541, 205 320 and 234 868, respectively
(NSB, 2008b, Appendix Table, 5–34),21 i.e. the
number of American publications grew by only
0.8 per cent on average, as opposed to the 2.3
and 1.8 per cent for global and EU averages,
respectively. Nevertheless, this only seems to
indicate the relative deterioration of American
performance; the charts rather reflect a shift in
strategies. Of all channels of knowledge cre-
ation, the United States increasingly prefers
“producing” innovations that can be used in
the economy, as well as higher education, and
in this sense – but not simply through con-
trasting patenting and publication performance
– the EU can be actually shown to lag behind in
the international field. 

Instead of the reviewed European paradox –
which is not even expressly solid in terms of
validity due to flexible management of the suc-
cess criterion (publication or patenting?) –,
other proofs weight more when measuring the
EU's lag. A particularly strong proof is the
American advantage in terms of good quality
higher education, which is undoubted, as is also
supported by a number of international univer-
sity rankings.22 At least three factors can be
distinguished within this advantage, and none
of them belong to the area of R&D policy
when taken in the narrow sense. 

The first factor is that not only universities but
also their support enjoy a higher social status in

the USA, compared to Europe. Concurrent pro-
vision for the future and independence of uni-
versities is a public cause, and multiple examples
can be quoted (for instance, the case of
Princeton University and the associated Institute
for Advanced Study) where one of the world's
strongest universities and research sites were cre-
ated with social cooperation within a couple of
decades. To this end, generous funding was pro-
vided to reputable scientists, leaving their full
professional and political independence, and not
requiring them to meet short-term and detailed
reporting obligations in exchange for support of
their research. Distribution of support was much
rather determined by a value judgement of the
professional community.

The second crucial element is that in the
United States – and elsewhere in the English
speaking countries – university funding is
strongly dependent on institutional contacts
with alumni. Organisations of alumni are
involved in the governance of universities, and
they are virtually imposed a moral obligation to
achieve that companies or other organisations
managed by alumni provide regular support or
mandates to universities – as backed by cen-
turies of tradition.

The third reason is that the autonomy and
scope of authority of European accreditation
systems are considerably smaller than custom-
ary in North-America. Higher education
accreditation in the EU countries is generally
linked to the government in charge of educa-
tion, i.e. the state even participates in running
and funding accreditation institutions termed
as autonomous, in determining their composi-
tion, and the rules or criteria for accreditation
are also developed by the government alone.
This may reduce accreditation to formal, as
often the point is not the capability of an insti-
tution to provide truly high standard education
as judged by the trade, but its capability to
meet the requirements literally (and maybe
only at the moment of disclosing the data). 
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It is rather frequent in the Hungarian accredi-

tation system to have a head tutor who holds a

scientific degree (which is necessary, for exam-

ple, to head a department), and has not pro-

duced a single publication (which is only a

requirement in the form of “relevant publica-

tion activities”) in the recent years or maybe

decades (!). This generates a lot of debate: the

person formally meets the requirements, how-

ever, by higher professional standards, they

would obviously be unsuitable to perform the

respective assignment.

As opposed to this, the American system is a
two-tier one, which represents a clear-cut dis-
tribution of roles among the stakeholders in
the state and in the trade. The first tier is at the
state level, which in the United States means
federal states and accreditation consortia of
certain member states (such as the Midwestern
States). At this level, not the professional qual-
ity of education is assessed but the availability
of technical conditions of higher education.
Practically, this is where operating licences are
issued to institutions of higher education. This
does not yet mean accreditation, but ensures
state recognition of the degrees issued by
them. 

Accreditation itself is performed at the sec-
ond level by bodies organised by higher educa-
tion institutions, and in line with rules set up in
cooperation. This is where the professional
contents of education is judged, the value is
rated, as well as determining whether it can be
recommended to students. Institutions are not
required to participate at this level of accredita-
tion, but they are still strongly recommended
to do so in order to acquire or retain their pro-
fessional ranks. This level of accreditation is
open on an international scale; this is why for-
eign institutions may apply as well (in
Hungary, for example, a number of depart-
ments at the Central European University hold
such American accreditation).

The two-tier system provides a facility also
for weaker colleges to obtain operating
licences, but, in the formal sense, it still does
not make them become rivals to stronger uni-
versities, as the case was, for example, in
Hungary in the 2000s. This is how the accredi-
tation system of American higher education
facilitates coexistence of quantitative and qual-
itative education besides officially recognising
outstanding quality, and also helps to create a
balance between education and R&D at univer-
sities. 

The three factors listed above probably have
much to contribute not only to the outstand-
ing competitiveness of American higher educa-
tion but also the system of R&D and innova-
tion. Concurrently, it also alludes to the fact
that the competitiveness of science and R&D is
far from being a mere question of funding.

FUNDING SCIENCE AND R&D

Financial background to science and R&D is
generally considered as the key factor to com-
petitiveness. This is not disputable, whereas the
exaggeration of this assumption is. As dis-
cussed earlier, the scientific and R&D perform-
ance or even capacity of individual countries
cannot be compared using the charts of
GERD/GDP alone. Strictly speaking, it cannot
be proved, but it is held valid in international
terms that higher R&D expenses yield more
scientific and R&D results, but the results are
visible only after a lead time of years (Crespi
and Geuna, 2008). Representation of results
often outspans the customary reporting or
return cycles of government or corporate fund-
ing, and this shift in time may also be the rea-
son why return occasionally appears to be poor.

Dynamics of the GERD/GDP indicator
show close correlation with the development
level of the economy.23 Chart 7 illustrates this
correspondence displaying charts of 18 coun-
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tries. Two economies deemed as successful,
Finland and Japan spend considerably more on
R&D than expected in proportion to their
GDP per capita indicator, while German,
Hungarian and Czech charts are slightly above
the expected values. As opposed to that,
American, British and Austrian economies
devote relatively less to R&D – at least in this
comparison.

The GERD/GDP chart that is seemingly
high for Hungary and low for America here in
this comparison may provide food for thought
concerning whether increasing the GERD can
really mean a reserve for increasing R&D com-
petitiveness and performance. The answer is
presented by another indicator or its relation to
GERD/GDP.

BERD (Business Expenditure on Research
and Development) denotes R&D expenditures
in the business sector, i.e. R&D expenses of
enterprises. Its ratio to the GDP is also fre-
quently used in comparative R&D statistics.

This indicator shows an even closer correlation
with economic development than GERD/GDP,
and, practically, also positively correlates with
the GERD/GDP ratio. In general, it can be stat-
ed that higher GERD/GDP-indicators go
together with higher BERD/GERD ratios24

(Török, 2006a). In countries that spend rela-
tively the highest amount on R&D, countries
with GERD/GDP indicators above 2 per cent,
the BERD/GERD ratio is 65-80 per cent, while
in the mid-list of GERD/GDP featuring 1–2
per cent it is around 50 per cent, and in the
group of countries with a GERD/GDP below
0.5 per cent, it is not more than 25 per cent
(NSB 2008b, Appendix Tables 4–37,4–39). The
BERD/GERD ratio grew from 51.8 per cent to
62.2 per cent on average in the OECD between
1981 and 2004 (NSB 2008b, Appendix Table
4–39). 

What all this means is that the proportion of
R&D financed by enterprises at the level of the
national economy rises in both time and space

Chart 7 

CORRELATION BETWEEN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (GDP PER CAPITA) 
AND PROPORTIONATE R&D EXPENDITURES, BASED ON 2005 CHARTS

Forrás: the author’s calculations based on NSB charts
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with economic development. In more devel-
oped countries, the engine of development is
technological upgrading, instead of using
always additional resources of invariable quali-
ty. In this way, it is reasonable to expect the
state to increase the total expenditures on
R&D (GERD/GDP) only if it has an actually
perceivable impact of developing the economy,
because in that case the GERD/GDP ratio is
expected to continue rising along with
increased corporate spending on R&D.

In this case, political economic debates rem-
iniscent of the “chicken or egg” dilemma and
standpoints full of politically motivated simpli-
fications are common. According to a typical
opinion, the key task of the government's
R&D policy is to encourage enterprises to raise
their R&D expenses, which is primarily con-
ceivable by fiscal means. A partial counter-
example to this concept is the Hungarian cor-
porate contribution to innovation introduced
in 2004, which the majority of enterprises are
required to pay unless they use it for research.
A number of companies give mandates of R&D
for contents indifferent to them to “friendly”
R&D organisations, as a form of self-help. This
is a way to drive up the Hungarian BERD indi-
cator at least nominally. The counter-example,
however, is only partially valid because the
amount of contributions paid by companies for
innovation should have been complemented by
the government to double in amount every
year, which the government never did.
Consequently, the expected impact on stimu-
lating expenses was only partial.

The other major concept is that the state is
supposed to re-establish Hungarian R&D
using funds from the central budget, and once
its chronic financial undernutrition has been
eliminated, it will become more competitive,
and may better facilitate competitiveness of
enterprises. The logical error here is that the
Hungarian system of R&D needs intervention
not only financially but also regarding its insti-

tution and operation. I do not wish to recall
here the frequent attacks against the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences and basic research –
including various articles by Béla Darvas,
György C. Kálmán, Csaba Szabó and István
Polónyi between 2006 and 2008 –; nevertheless,
a purposeful and sensible renewal of the HAS
(not necessarily a reform, as suggested by the
platitudinous expression) is surely in the best
interest of the scientific community. The effi-
ciency of the Hungarian system of science and
R&D would be very difficult to improve until
clear criteria for efficiency are set up for science
and R&D, the absence of which is discussed in
this paper. 

With sufficient political courage and deter-
mination, however, a number of operating dis-
orders could be eliminated. Only a few exam-
ples: 

• on reforming the Hungarian system of sci-
entific ratings in the early nineties, respon-
sibility for rating was uncritically assigned
to universities; however, excessive respect
for university autonomy considerably pre-
vents truly thorough and regular monitor-
ing of the contents and standards of PhD
courses.25 The Hungarian system of scien-
tific ratings would require an in-depth
reconsideration, resulting in stricter meas-
ures for PhD degrees at most universities,
and national standardisation of certain
components of such measures; 

• performance evaluation of Hungarian
research sites is primarily at an institution-
al level, i.e. in the shadow of a few well-
performing associates, a number of others
may get by without any acceptable prod-
ucts. Truly individual performance apprais-
al would be necessary;

• on appraising researcher performance,
spectacular new “panaceas” that often turn
out to lack contents should be eliminated,
such as involving foreigners in evaluating
Hungarian research institutions. In gener-
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al, it is an unnecessary burden for foreign
researchers to perform external appraisal
(or other) tasks in Hungary on a courtesy
basis, and if the appraisal is made on a rec-
iprocity basis (in as many as three or more
steps)26, the result can be predicted with
good probability. This method (or require-
ment) does not promise success because it
is built on the illusion that the cohesion of
domestic researcher networks and, conse-
quently, its effect on distorting evaluation,
is necessarily much stronger than that of
international ones with Hungarian partici-
pation;

• not contrary to the above remark, an effort
should be made to break the often gravely
adverse circles of inside references,
appraisals and promotion in Hungary –
even at the cost of breaching vested inter-
ests.27

Solution to a portion of all institutional and
operating problems, however, cannot make up
for the pressure to select a strategic path.
Beyond all this, the core question (“chicken or
egg?”) of the Hungarian government's R&D
strategy is ultimately whether it is a higher
GERD/GDP that accelerates economic devel-
opment, or higher economic development that
facilitates more R&D and scientific expenses.
It would be reasonable to take a balanced
stance on this issue, because the correspon-
dence between R&D expenses and economic
development, or competitiveness is necessarily
bidirectional. 

In the longer term – but due to the nature of
scientific research, only partly in line with the
strict and time-restricted requirements of
return customary in business – it is certainly
true that a higher level of scientific and R&D
expenses improves the competitiveness of the
whole economy. Consequently, funding for
R&D must also be increased in Hungary, and
the role of the state in that cannot be neglect-
ed.28 Rising R&D spending at companies can-

not be achieved simply by the government tak-
ing a toll on the business world also in this area,
quoting the shortage of its resources. Such
company resources may indeed be received on
a charity basis by research foundations, for
example. This, however, is a much lower order
of magnitude compared to a situation where
the actors of the Hungarian business sector
spend on R&D truly keeping their own eco-
nomic interests in mind, similarly to companies
in more developed countries. 

More developed countries are able to spend
more on science and R&D also in the short
term, precisely due to stronger average orienta-
tion towards R&D, but they have laid the foun-
dations of this higher level of development not
only through expanding R&D resources in
advance, but also through other investments
into improving competitiveness with no short-
term return. In particular, such areas of invest-
ment are education, healthcare and infrastruc-
ture, for example. In the first decade of the
2000s, it is a widely known and undoubted fact
that countries that developed in line with a per-
manent “consensus on convergence”29

(Finland, South Korea, Israel, Singapore) spent
above the international average on education,
healthcare and infrastructure, in addition to
science and R&D. With an expression bor-
rowed from Béla Kádár, the elimination of per-
manent economic and social deficits is neces-
sary also in the abovementioned areas to initi-
ate fast convergence (Kádár, 2008), and partic-
ularly in order to improve the quality of human
resources.

SCIENCE AND COMPETITIVENESS

The international positions of Europe and
Hungary have indeed deteriorated in the scien-
tific and R&D competition within the past one
or two decades, but neither of them are inferi-
or to the respective positions of the EU and



1 A non-exhaustive list: Nyíri (1996), Török (1996),
Török (1997), OMFB (1999), Biegelbauer (2000),
Török (2000), Braun et al (2002), Nikodémus
(2003), Siegler (2003), Borsi – Telcs (2004), Hohl –
Holczer – Pál (2004), Báger – Goldperger – Varga
(2005), Török – Borsi – Telcs (2005), Török (2006a)

2 Nevertheless, in other publications he discusses the
competitiveness problems of the American economy
(Krugman, 1996).

3 Potential interpretations are, for example, related to
the field of “game theory” (one can only improve
one's position to the debit of others), the “neoclassi-

cal” interpretation (assuming pure and perfect com-
petition), “classic social sciences” (one can only seek
to improve one's position until it breaches others'
rights), or the “shorthand” interpretation as suggest-
ed by Bork (competition is an ideal state in the mar-
ket, when consumers' welfare cannot be further
improved through state intervention). It is easy to
see the material differences among these.

4 A conceivable option for a solution is to try and link
the notion of competitiveness to the theory of com-
parative advantages, or, more broadly speaking, the
theory of foreign trade advantages. For such an
attempt, see Török (2008a).
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Hungary in the global economic competition.
A certain decrease of R&D competitiveness of
the EU and within it Hungary is currently the
case, increasing the that – maybe in one or two
decades – the centres of high-quality knowl-
edge production will gradually disappear from
Europe. The process is currently underway,
which is conclusively proved by international
higher education rankings, despite their
methodological mistakes.

The science and R&D policies of the EU,
including Hungary should find a strategic
response to make up for this loss of R&D com-
petitiveness. In a competitiveness approach,
however, it is to be seen that such a strategic
response cannot be limited to the national
innovation system in a narrow sense. In order
to improve the competitive performance30 of
science and R&D, the best possible set of tools
should be determined within economic and
social policy. 

In addition to support for actors and areas
that promise direct improvement in competi-
tiveness, an expedient strategic response would
also represent improvement to institutional
and financial conditions. In this context, it
would be reasonable to quit the traditional
notion of “technology” as restricted to solu-
tions or procedures of natural sciences and

technology, and acknowledge the key impor-
tance of developing “social technologies”
(Nelson, 2008). This consists of R&D, educa-
tion and healthcare, but development of “social
technologies” also includes upgrading public
administration, and even the development of
transport systems and housing conditions.

Observing considerations of competitive-
ness in science and R&D is justified where an
actual objective measure of competitiveness is
available. Nevertheless, we must be cautious
not to accept these competitiveness compar-
isons as serious competitiveness rankings31

immediately once they exist. If we actually pos-
sess methodologically acceptable competitive-
ness surveys on science and R&D, a kind of
competitiveness measure may really be set up
for the R&D policy, certainly considering long-
term effects and requirements of efficiency. 

Selection in the field of R&D policy should
indeed “suppress” areas of weak competitive-
ness, and not the ones where competitiveness is
not even measurable, strictly speaking. The lat-
ter includes basic research, in the first place. It
should be considered as a positive externality
from the perspective of the economy and the
whole R&D, whose funding constitutes a pub-
lic cause, and whose control should not have
financial criteria in the foreground.

NOTES
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5 For simplicity's sake – due to the nature of our sub-
ject – only cases of analysing international competi-
tiveness will be addressed in the continuation.

6 The reason why it is important to examine the corre-
lations between R&D and competitiveness is that
innovation capacities of social sciences may be
proved this way.

7 In terms of contents, basic research is referenced
here, but this term will not be used until fully clari-
fied.

8 The indirect benefit of research into social sciences –
economics, law, sociology, regional science and oth-
ers – is generally less argued even among the follow-
ers of science funding on a profit-oriented basis.

9 An example that is considered classic today: research
into number theory was not regarded serious and
worthy of state support until its economic benefit
was revealed in terms of developing methods of
encoding and cryptography (Török, 2006a).

10 The author has a number of encounters with it on
conferences, however, has not managed to find a
reference to it in the literature.

11 For details on the methodology of international
R&D rankings and the possible results of ranking,
see Deli (2004), Török, Borsi and Telcs (2005);
Török (2006a). 

12 Source: www.worldbank.org.

13 This rating is generally based on the OECD's sys-
tem, which, in turn, classifies broader product
groups in so-called high, medium or low level high-
tech products. This system of classifications is con-
sidered to be rather lax in terms of defining high-
tech.

14 These statements have been mostly made by various
executives at the Ministry of Economy. See, for
example, Kóka: The work of Nobel laureates is
made more difficult by the fact that most of them
are dead”. Index, 2 May 2005 ; Schermeier, Quirin:
Hungary's science academy slammed as 'obsolete'.
Nature, 29 June 2006.

15 Contrast probably dates back to the older, “linear”
model of innovation systems, where innovation is a
three-stage linear process (basic research › applied
research › experimental development). More up-to-
date models, particularly the “triple helix” model

emphasize the shared features and constant inter-
weaving of the three stages.

16 Here a peculiar version of the free-rider problem.
Where domestic basic research withers, higher edu-
cation is increasingly forced to work from curricula
adopted from abroad, because they have no bespoke
scientific results to use. This ultimately leads to a
lower quality of Ph. D., subsequently of M. A. level
higher education, followed by an increased migra-
tion of students abroad.

17 GERD (Gross Expenditure on Research and
Development) compares all R&D expenses to
GDP.

18 An illustrative and relevant expression in American
English is blackboard sciences, referring to research
that only requires paper, books and pencils – but
they still do not denote basic research only, because
this illustrative definition is assigned on the basis of
tools and not objectives.

19 Source: NSB, 2008b, Appendix, Table 5-11 

20 Source: www.cordis.lu.

21 In this period, the annual number of articles regis-
tered by the NSB rose from 1764 to 2614 (NSB,
2008b, Appendix Table 5-34).

22 Full acceptance of international university rankings
is hindered by a number of methodological prob-
lems. Within the narrow group of leaders, however,
the dominance of US universities is undoubted
(Török, 2006b).

23 For a detailed explanation, see (Török, Borsi and
Telcs, 2005; Török, 2006a).

24 The share of the business sector in the total R&D
expenditures of the country.

25 This remark also applies to the Hungarian system of
accreditation in place in 2008 and for one and a half
decades prior to that, but there is no space here to
explain in more detail. Nevertheless, the custom
that lecturers are allowed to obtain PhD degrees at
their own universities and continue working there
needs urgent revision. This practice is termed
“endogamy” in jargon. In North-America, the cus-
tom is not to obtain a PhD degree where one teach-
es or will teach after obtaining the degree, while
“endogamy” is more typical of continental Europe.
The ratio of university lecturers with internal PhD
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Gusztáv Báger – Gyula Pulay

Major conclusions from the
macroeconomic risk analysis
of the 2009 budget bill 

Every year, the State Audit Office (SAO) gives an
opinion on the budget bill, examining if the plan-
ning methods applied and the amendments pro-
posed by the regulators back up the implementa-
tion of the main appropriations of the budget bill. 

THE ANTECEDENTS OF THE RISK 
ANALYSIS STUDY OF THE YEAR 2009

When working out its opinion on the 2008
budget, the State Audit Office Research and
Development Institute (SAO-RDI) made an
evaluative study on the macroeconomic founda-
tions of the bill in October 2007, so as to point
out to the National Assembly the risks involved
in the bill. The study put at the disposal of the
National Assembly in October 2007 and utilised
in the budget debate established the following risks
of considerable significance:

• in the year 2008, the economic growth rate
will fall short of government predictions by a
few tenths per cent and, from 2009 on, GDP
growth will accelerate less dynamically;

• in 2008, inflation will significantly exceed
the level predicted by the government;

• the growth of gross average earnings in the
competition sphere will significantly
exceed the level taken as a basis when mak-
ing the predictions.

Considering these three factors, the study by
SAO-RDI also formulated numerical values,
which thus can be compared to those in the
autumn 2007 and autumn 2008 predictions of
the Ministry of Finance (MF). These data are
summarised in Table 1. As the table reveals, the
risks disclosed by the SAO-RDI study were so
real that they did in fact come true in 2008. The
direction of divergence from government pre-
dictions was established correctly in all the
three cases. 

Despite the fact that the risks indicated in the
study actually became reality, it is important to
underline that what SAO-RDI prepares is not
actual macroeconomic predictions but a budget
risk analysis. This takes government predictions
as a basis and examines, compared to the for-
mer, changes of what size, in which direction
and at what likelihood are probable to take
place. The aim of the analysis is to reveal the
dangers (chances) that are of high likelihood
and which may cause considerable divergence
from the government predictions, i.e. which
involve risks in attaining some important bud-
get objective. Accordingly, risks analyses, too,
include predictions. These are, however, not
individual predictions on respective macroeco-
nomic parameters (e.g. inflation) but the values
of estimated divergence from government pre-
dictions. The worked out methodology of
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macroeconomic budget analysis has been pub-
lished in various professional journals – includ-
ing the Public Finance Quarterly – in 2008.

The experience of the debate on the first
macro study shows that macroeconomic risk
analysis may be an important method of prepar-
ing an opinion on the budget bill. It has also
become clear, at the same time, that in this
phase of budgeting, there is insufficient time
already to look for less risky alternatives.
Considering this, it was at the expected time of
the publication of the government's budget
principles, in May 2008, that the president of
SAO presented the new evaluative study of
SAO-RDI on a few correlations of the macro-
economic scope of budget planning for 2009 to
the National Assembly. 

STUDY ON THE MACROECONOMIC
RISKS OF THE 2009 BUDGET

In October 2008, SAO-RDI made its third
macroeconomic study, drawing the attention of
the National Assembly to the macroeconomic
risks related to the 2009 budget. The evaluation
of risks took place under extraordinary circum-
stances. The government submitted the 2009
budget bill to the National Assembly by the
deadline, at the end of September. In its study
entitled The analysis of the macroeconomic
risks of the 2009 budget, SAO-RDI prepared
an evaluation of the government's macroeco-
nomic predictions serving as the basis for the
bill, revealing extremely serious risks. The
study was sent by the president of SAO to the

National Assembly, the minister of finance as
well as the government organs concerned on
October 15. Prompted by the international
financial crisis rapidly deepening from the end
of September, the government withdrew the
bill and, on October 18, submitted a revised
(second) bill. The greatest changes in the latter
were the reduction of the earlier predicted 3.0
per cent GDP growth rate to 1.2 per cent and,
in relation to this, the reduction of the growth
rates of both export and import. Within a few
days it became clear that even these macroeco-
nomic predictions were too optimistic.
Realising this, the government was forced to
work out new macroeconomic predictions,
which expect 1 per cent fall in GDP already.
The latter predictions were subjected to a risk
analysis by SAO-RDI once again, which analy-
sis – attached to the opinion of SAO – was sent
by the president of SAO to the committee of
the National Assembly in charge on November
2. Considering this situation, in addition to
presenting the main messages of the original
SAO-RDI study, the main conclusions of the
subsequent analysis are also to be outlined in this
article.

The October study of SAO-RDI examined,
clustered in four topics:

• the risks in the budget processes (in the
change in the structure of expenditure, in
factors affecting the balance) as reflected
in the Convergence Programme (CP);

• demand risks, including world economic
processes, the role of state demand, the
impact of EU subsidies, developments in
household income and consumption;

Table 1

THE RISKS PREDICTED BY SAO-RDI AND THEIR LIKELY REALISATION IN 2008

Description MF, October 2007 SAO-RDI, October 2007 MF, September 2008
GDP volume index 2.8 2.4 2.4

Inflation rate 4.5 5.5 6.5

Gross average earnings 5.4 6.5 – 7.0 8.6
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• risks originating from the improper opera-
tion of certain fields of the economy,
including factors affecting competitive-
ness, employment processes, the system of
taxation, the implementation of health
policies, the operation of the local govern-
ment system;

• some important correlations of sustaining
balance targets and the scope of economic
growth.

In this article, we shall first present the
most important results of the analysis of the
budget processes of 2006–2008, to be fol-
lowed by a short summary of the risks related
to the development of demand and originat-
ing in the improper operation of certain fields
of the economy, and finally by a detailed
description of the conclusions to be made
from the analyses and model calculations
related to balance targets and economic
growth correlations.

THE (BUDGETARY) IMPACTS OF THE
CONVERGENCE PROGRAMME

Macroeconomic impacts

The macroeconomic indicators included in the
CP passed in December 2006 and amended in
December 2007 and the most important
macroeconomic indicators currently known are
summarised in Table 2.

The table clearly reveals the growth indica-
tors less favourable compared to the original
plans of the year 2007: the direct and indirect –
implemented through inflation – impacts of
fiscal correction are to be felt not only in com-
munal but also in household consumption. The
little rise in purchased consumption was finally
made possible by an increase in household
loans. It can be established furthermore that
the scarce economic growth of the year 2007
was due to the dynamic growth of foreign trade

Table 2

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAJOR MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS

Description plan, plan, fact 2007 2008 
2007 2008 MF-predictions, October 2008

Macroeconomic  indicators  in  percentage  of  the  previous  year

GDP-volume change 2.2 2.8 1.1 1.8

GDP domestic use 0.5 0.9 –1.0 2.1

Household consumption –0.8 0.5 –1.8 0.9

including: household consumption expenditure –0.3 1.2 0.7 1.1

Communal consumption –1.6 –3.5 –2.2 –2.0

Gross fixed asset accumulation 2.4 4.2 1.5 1.0

Export volume change 10.6 12.9 15.9 7.6

Import volume change 8.2 11.1 13.1 8.1
Living  standard  indicators

Real salary per earner –4.2 0.4 –4.8 –

Number of employees –0.5 0.2 –1.1 – 1.0

Inflation (annual average) 6.2 4.8 8.0 6.4
Financial  balance  indicators

General government balance (cash flow) –6.9 –4.5 –5.4 –3.4*

Government sector balance (EASA) –6.8 –4.0 –5.0 –3.4

Public debt (ESA) 71.3 65.8 65.8 65.6

* not including local governments ESA
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turnover and especially the improvement of net
exports within the latter, which, again, was fos-
tered by the decrease in import demand as a
consequence of the fall in domestic demand. 

Considering world economic processes, in
September 2008 the Ministry of Finance
amended the spring predictions for the year
2008 and, instead of the earlier planned growth
of 2.8 per cent, it held only 2.4 per cent growth
for possible, primarily due to the significantly
decreasing foreign trade dynamics.1 According
to the amended predictions, both inflation and
gross salary rise would significantly exceed the
planned values, rising by 6.5 per cent and 8.6
per cent respectively on an annual average.  

Summarising the macroeconomic impacts of
the CP measures experienced so far, it can be
established that they have slowed down eco-
nomic growth and increased the inflation pres-
sure to a greater extent than expected, and the
number of the employed has fallen as well.

Budgetary impacts

In the financial-budgetary balance, there has
been a spectacular improvement. It can be
established from the factual data of the final
accounts that, in 2007, the higher than planned
improvement in the balance (compared to
2006, there was a fall of 3.8 percentage points in
the cash flow deficit and a fall of 4.3 percentage
points in the ESA-balance) was, in addition to
the omission of one-time items, primarily fos-
tered by the higher than planned tax revenues
attained as a consequence of the tax increases
and the measures implemented for whitening
the economy. Compared to the factual number
of 2006, tax and contribution revenues rose by
GDP 2.5 per cent on the whole while, in the
balance of expenditure, they fell by 2.0 per-
centage points. 

In 2008, the budget balance, considering the
data so far – the data of the first half of the year

or of January to July – has been more
favourable than planned, in which the lower
base of the year 2007 has a significant role.
After the favourable, 5.4 per cent base in the
year 2007, an improvement of “only” 1 per-
centage point is necessary in order to meet the
commitment of 4.4 per cent cash flow deficit.2

According to the analyses and government pre-
dictions made so far, the most important tax
and contribution revenues are to be met; what
is more, they, expressed in GDP percentage, are
to be some 0.5 percentage points higher than
planned. According to the Ministry of Finance,
the majority of expenditure predictions were
met time-proportionately in the first half of the
year or, what is more, even underperforming
the predicted figures, while in the case of some
appropriations, extra expenditure can be
expected.  

Analysing the correlations between the cash
flow data of the budget and the tax burden, we
have estimated the main figures of the 2008
budget (revenues and expenditure) and the
likely divergence from the plans in the devel-
opment of the structure of expenditure.
According to the September estimation by the
Ministry of Finance, income centralisation in
2008 – including the surplus of other revenues
– may be by 0.5–0.6 percentage points higher
than the factual level in 2007. The changes in
the corner figures of the CP are summarised in
Table 3.

As can be seen, the fiscal correction in 2007
was implemented alongside a centralisation 2.2
percentage points higher compared to 2006 and
0.7 percentage points higher than the target
value set for 2007 in the CP, which will affect
this year's level as well. The development of the
indicator is partly due to the lower nominal
GDP prompted by the lower than expected
growth rate and the stronger than estimated
effect of economic whitening. The ambitious
income centralisation target set in the CP for
2009 originally, which is some 2 percentage
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points lower than the current level, could only
be implemented by significant tax reduction, the
conditions for which are not available, however.  

The answer to the question to what extent
various fields of expenditure (operation of the
state, education or health care, etc.) have been
affected by the balance improvement measures
of 2007 or, to be more precise, relative savings
in which state function categories have con-
tributed to the improvement of the balance to
what extent, can be found by the comparison
of functionally distributed data. The relevant
main figures are summarised in Table 4.

The first two columns of the table demon-
strate the differences in the structure of state
functions in Hungary and in the EU-15.
Considering this, we have tried to “criticise”
the original target figures of the CP, too, exam-
ining to what extent the planned structure of
state expenditures was likely to serve real con-
vergence, i.e. to what extent it would approach
the structure in the EU-15. The table reveals
that, while the size of redistribution in
Hungary is just a little above the average of the
EU-15, there are quite significant differences in
the structure of expenditures. 

Table 3

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CP BUDGETARY CORNER FIGURES* 
SO FAR

In GDP percentage fact, CP, fact, CP, expectation, CP, 
2006 2007 2007 2008 2008** 2009

Revenues of the government sector 42.6 44.1 44.8 44.2 45.4 43.3

including: tax burden 37.0 39.1 39.5 39.0 39.6 38.3

Government sector expenditure 51.9 50.3 49.8 48.2 49.2 46.5

Government sector balance –9.3 –6.2 –5.0 –4.0 –3.8 –3.2

* Under ESA, 95 methodology

** September estimations by the MF 

Table 4

THE FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE OF STATE EXPENDITURE IN HUNGARY 
AND THE EU AVERAGE

Key functions EU-15 Hungary Hungary
2005 2005 2005 2006 2007 2008 expectation*

in GDP percentage

Operation of the state 7.1 8.8 8.6 8.4 8.2 7.5

Welfare functions 32.8 30.7 31.7 32.1 30.9 30.6

including: Education 5.2 5.8 6.4 6.2 6.1 5.6

Health care 6.6 5.5 5.3 5.2 4.6 4.4

Social protection 18.8 16.9 16.2 17.0 16.8 17.2

Economic functions 4.5 6.2 6.9 8.4 7.7 7.2

Expenditure on interests 2.8 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.2
Total 47.2 49.9 51.6 53.3 51.1 50.2

**Own estimations using the interim data and predictions of the MF 

Note: The first two columns present data according to ESA95 methodology; the source is the EUROSTAT data base. The other four columns are
data from Hungary; the source is the cash flow-oriented final accounts. 
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The average of the EU-15 is exceeded by
1.7 percentage points regarding the expendi-
ture on the operation of the state, by almost 
2 percentage points in economic functions, by
0.5 percentage points in GDP proportionate
expenditure on education and by 1.3 percent-
age points in the expenditure on interests,
while the expenditure on welfare function out-
side education is 2.5 percentage points lower
on the whole.

Within the latter, the rate of state expendi-
ture on health care was over 1 percentage point
lower and that on social protection (social
security and social expenditure, the greater half
of which is pensions) was almost 2 percentage
points lower than the average of more devel-
oped countries already in the year 2005. 

Let us now examine how the structure
changed in the year of state overexpenditure in
2006 and the two years of fiscal restrictions fol-
lowing!

There has been only a slow decrease in the
size of the function of state operation, while,
after the rise in 2006, the GDP-proportionate
value of welfare functions has been gradually
falling, i.e. getting further from the average of
the EU-15. 

Within welfare expenditure, the share of
state participation in health care has drastically
fallen; by the end of the year 2008, the lag
behind the average of the EU-15 is to be 2 per-
centage points already.

In 2005, the rate of expenditure on educa-
tion was still higher in Hungary than the aver-
age of the EU-15, but it has gradually decreased
since then and, if appropriations are met in
2008, it will drop to under the EU average.

The GDP-proportionate value of social and
pension expenditure has not fallen to under the
peak in 2006 despite the measures taken so far,
as a consequence of which its share in total
expenditure has been rising continuously, while
we are still far from the ratio characteristic for
EU countries.

After the peak in 2006, the rate of econom-
ic functions has been falling slowly and gradu-
ally, but is still much higher than the average of
the old EU countries.

The question furthermore is to establish to
what extent the structure of state expenditure
thus developed follows the original target fig-
ures of the CP for 2009, and to what extent the
divergences hinder or serve the long-term
implementation of the CP. Considering the lat-
ter, we have compared what the appropriations
of the CP were in the field of expenditure
reduction for the extent of state functions and
what of these has been realised in what ways so
far (see Table 5).

Columns 1-4 of the table present the size of
the state's role in the respective function clus-
ters, expressed in GDP percentage: the average
rates of the years 2004–2005 before the CP, the
current rates (expected in the year 2008), the
target set for 2009 in the CP and the appropri-
ations in the bill. The last column, in turn,
shows the changes in real value in the state
expenditure on the fields concerned, compared
to 2005, as a result of the measures achieved so
far. On the basis of the data it can be estab-
lished that, on the whole, the real value of state
expenditure is hardly higher than the 2005
level, but there are significant structural differ-
ences within that. 

On the basis of the data presented in the
table, the following conclusions can be made. 

It can be established that, with the excep-
tion of social security, social expenditure and
transport expenditure, the rates of individual
expenditure categories have changed in the
direction set by the CP.

Albeit slower than set out in the CP, the
rate of expenditure on the operation of the
state has fallen by 2008, which means a fall of
8.4 per cent in real value compared to 2005.
(Under the CP, further reduction should take
place in this field by 2009, which is only partly
targeted by the appropriations for 2009 and its
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implementation depends also on the final reali-
sation of this year's target.)

Expenditure on education will also change
in the direction set by the CP if this year's
appropriations are met, whereby the real value
will be 9 per cent lower than the 2005 level of
expenditure. And, although we are approaching
the international average this way, from the
point of view of human resource development,
on the other hand, the further reduction tar-
geted in the CP is to worsen Hungary's chances
of catching up. The appropriation for 2009 is to
keep this year's expected rate at level.

It is the rate of health care expenditure that
has fallen to the greatest extent, meeting the
targets of the CP, but increasing Hungary's lag
behind the average of the EU 15. It is highly
likely to lead to tensions that the appropria-
tions for 2009 further reduce state expenditure
in this field, where there has been a loss of 12
per cent in real value compared to 2005 already,
by another 0.2 percentage points. 

The function clusters of social security and
social expenditure as well as transport expendi-
ture have developed contrary to the direction
set in the CP. As regards social expenditure, 60
per cent of which are constituted by pension
expenditure, it can be established that, by the
end of this year, its real value is to be over 10
per cent higher than the 2005 level. 

Within the latter, the GDP proportionate
value of pension expenditure has risen by 
1 percentage point and its real value is 14
per cent higher than in 2005. There are
several reasons for the latter: in addition to
demographic reasons, more people have
opted for retirement due to the restrictive
measures and the employment problems,
whereby the number of new pensioners
has sky-rocketed. Consequently, the rate
of pensions established under the new
methodology has increased.
The level of family subsidies, transformed
in 2006 – by raising family allowances and

Table 5

CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE OF EXPENDITURE AND THE TARGETS OF THE CONVERGENCE
PROGRAMME FOR THE YEAR 2009

Key state functions average, fact, expectation*, CP, expectation**, 2008
2004–2005 2007 2008 2009 2009 expectation/2005

in GDP percentage, current prices volume index
F1+F2+F3 Operation of the state 8.5 8.2 7.5 6.1 6.9 91.6

F4 Education 6.4 6.1 5.6 5.2 5.6 91.1

F5 Health care 5.2 4.6 4.5 4.2 4.3 88.2

F6 Social security 

and welfare expenditure 15.9 16.8 17.1 16.5 17.0 110.9

including: pensions 9.0 9.7 10.0 9.7 10.1 114.1

family subsidies 1.5 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 138.5

F9-F14 Economic 6.5 7.7 7.1 6.4 6.9 108.8

including: F12 Transport 2.6 4.0 3.1 2.5 3.2 115.1

including: F14 Environment protection 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.0 150.5

F1. State debt management 4.3 4.0 4.2 3.7 4.0 105.1
Total  expenditure 50.7 51.1 50.2 47.6 49.1 101.8

* Own estimation

** Under the second budget bill submitted. i.e. data do not yet reflect the reduction of expenditure decided by the government after submitting 
the bill. 

Source: Ministry of finance. cash flow-oriented data 
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partly replacing tax allowances thereby –
was to be sustained even under the CP,
which is what is expressed by the growth
in real value.

The appropriations for 2009 do not include a
reduction; moreover, a further increase of 0.1
percentage point was to be implemented.
Taking the measures announced would result in
a reduction corresponding to GDP 0.5 per cent
in pension expenditure.

Through the realisation of unimplemented
projects, the weight of environment protection
is intended to grow: thus, if this year's appro-
priations were met according to estimations,
there would be an increase of over 50 per cent
in this field in real value, compared to the level
in 2005. The appropriations for 2009 in GDP
percentage keep this direction at level, without
increasing it as intended by the CP.

Finally it can be established that the rate of
expenditure on transport boosted by the
motorway construction in 2006, has been
decreasing much slower than targeted by the
CP. Contrary to the CP targets, the appropria-
tions for 2009 still expect further increase.

THE MOST SERIOUS RISKS IN THE 
SYSTEM OF CONDITIONS OF THE 2009
BUDGET 

Demand risks

Under the predictions for 2009, the world
economy is to be characterised by a slowdown
in the growth rate. Foreign demand for
Hungarian products has shown considerable
weakening, which means a much more restrict-
ed contribution to economic growth than
before. It poses special danger that, in the
Hungarian export structure, the rate of prod-
ucts that consumers typically purchase on
loans is very high.

From the point of view of fostering growth,

the role of state orders in Hungary is impor-
tant. In a European comparison, the volume of
state demand in Hungary can be considered
high. In 2009, the intended amendment of gen-
eral government expenditure is to reduce the
size of the 'state market' and is to change the
structure thereof in the direction of a decreas-
ing rate of capital expenditure. While the inten-
tion to shrink the state market can be consid-
ered justified on the basis of international com-
parison, regarding its direct impact on econom-
ic growth, however, both changes can be
viewed as unfavourable. From the sources of
development, the amount of subsidies from the
EU has been rising dynamically, while the rate
of domestic subsidies has been significantly
falling. By today, it is the efficient and time
proportionate use of EU sources that has
become the most important growth factor of
the Hungarian economy. The model calcula-
tions made during the preparation of this study
justify that the failure to use these subsidies or
their less efficient utilisation may retard
Hungary's economic development to a sensible
extent.

Analysing the factors affecting household
consumption expenditure, the study establish-
es that the 4.3 per cent inflation prediction
looks realistic, although there is a risk that
actual inflation will exceed this extent by some
0.5 percentage points. At the same time, there
is also a chance for a divergence in the other
direction since foreign inflation pressure is to
ease as a consequence of the world economic
recession. In the competition sphere, the
growth dynamic of average earnings is likely to
exceed the inflation rate, while the volume of
earnings is to shrink as a consequence of a fall
in employment. This, as well as a shrink in
household loans is to reduce household expen-
diture on consumption. As a consequence of
the recession, it is only in the case of invest-
ment financed from EU subsidies where
growth can be expected. Domestic use is thus
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not expected to rise considerably, i.e. will be
unable to contribute to the growth of the
Hungarian economy at a significant extent. 

RISKS ORIGINATING IN THE OPERATION
OF THE RESPECTIVE FIELDS OF ECONOMY 

According to the contracted indicator of IMD
World Competitiveness Yearbook, Hungary has
fallen further in the competitiveness ranking.
From the component indicators making up the
contracted indicator, it was in the fields of gov-
ernment efficiency and business efficiency
where the backlog was the greatest. For improv-
ing economic competitiveness and creating the
conditions necessary for long-term growth, it is
indispensable to establish an efficient govern-
ment sector and modernise public finances.

Raising the standard of employment is a key
issue of future economic growth. From the –
structural and quality – side of labour supply,
the conditions for fast economic growth are
missing. Young people's labour supply is able to
contribute to the dynamisation of the economy
to a very small extent only. A significant part of
the unemployed do not represent quality
labour reserves for enhancing employment. As
a phenomenon contrary to the tendencies of
the past few years, the standard of economic
activity has fallen again. For the short-term
mitigation of unemployment-related problems,
the Hungarian employment policy spends
extremely high amounts, in an international
comparison, on the subsidisation of various
forms of temporary public employment. These
are of extremely poor efficiency as regards the
permanent employment of those concerned
and, at the same time, withdraw sources from
the financing of active employment political
means of higher efficiency. The mitigation of
the employment impacts of the developing
recession makes it necessary to re-evaluate the
priorities of the employment policy. 

The withdrawal of the proposals amending
taxation and contribution payment for the year
2009 is expected to boost general government
revenues by HUF 140 bn compared to the
original budget bill but, at the same time, it is
to raise GDP-proportionate income centralisa-
tion by 0.6 per cent. The burden on labour is
not to be eased and this will adversely affect the
competitiveness of Hungarian enterprises. 

Our survey conducted among local govern-
ments of settlements with a population of
under 5,000 inhabitants in summer 2008
revealed that the scarcity of sources has been a
“normal” characteristic feature of the system
for almost one and a half decades now, yet,
local governments are usually able to overcome
liquidity problems. It is only a few per cent of
local governments that are close to insolvency. 

The fast increase in bond issuing by local
governments poses a serious financial risk. Our
surveys so far have indicated that this has no
direct correlation with the local government
projects approved and subsidised from EU
sources. A significant part of the bonds issued
has resulted in the boost of the deposit and
state security stocks of local governments.
Through this financial transaction, local gov-
ernments wish to improve their financial liq-
uidity, adding to future commitments. The
absorption of EU sources by the local govern-
ment sector poses significant planning risk.
The reservation of the money assets coming
from bond issuing may result in a “surprise”
investment boom by local governments in the
coming two years. 

There are also significant reserves in the
renewal of the local government system.
Mitigating the maximalism of the professional
or sectoral laws specifying the rules on how
obligatory tasks should be met and working
out a transparent, predictable and simple
source regulation system along with it could
significantly improve the operation of local
governments. 
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The solution of the tasks revised in the study
by itself demands the establishment of a
national economic planning system. The latter
is also made necessary by the general catch-up
circumstances and requirements of the econo-
my and the experience of the operation of eco-
nomic political decision making. Considering
all the above, the study advises to embark upon
establishing a national economic planning sys-
tem. The most important characteristic of the
system to be established is that the institution-
al harmony of real development and financial
planning should be guaranteed. 

THE SCOPE OF PRESERVING BUDGET
BALANCE AND FOSTERING ECONOMIC
GROWTH 

Risks directly affecting the budget balance

On the basis of analyses, we established in
September 2008 already that there was serious
risk that, in 2009, economic growth in
Hungary would fall significantly short of the 3
per cent of the government predictions serving
as the basis for the original budget bill.
Considering the factors presented, the global
money market crisis first of all, the export
dynamic is likely to fall short of even the rele-

vant government predictions. As a conse-
quence of the slowdown in the growth of
exports, the standard of employment is to fall,
which, in turn, is to involve a shrink in the vol-
ume of earnings. The stricter conditions of
loaning are to significantly reduce household
consumption and entrepreneurial investment
expenditure. 

The 1 per cent lower than planned GDP
growth – depending on the composition of the
change – is to reduce general government rev-
enues by some GDP 0.4 per cent. The nominal
rate of this certainly depends on the develop-
ment of prices and earnings. During our analy-
ses, we have come to the conclusion that it was
not realistic to expect that, due to the signifi-
cantly higher than planned inflation, there
would be significant extra revenues for the
budget. The same holds for the revenue
increasing role of earnings and entrepreneurial
incomes also. Accordingly, the most significant
macroeconomic risk for the budget balance is
the lower than estimated economic growth.
Therefore, we have asked the question to what
extent the reserves appropriated in the original
budget bill are able to counterbalance this risk.
The actual budget reserves of 2007 and 2008
(not including special reserves) and the
planned appropriations for 2009 are sum-
marised in Table 6.

Table 6

BALANCE RESERVES* IN THE CENTRAL BUDGET
(HUF billion)

Description 2007 2008 2009
Chapter balance reserves 80.3 88.8

Blocked under Art. 50 + Enc. 18 75.6

General reserves 42.2 46.7 56.5

Central balances reserves 50.0 20.0 78.0

Total 172.5 155.5 210.1

in GDP percentage 0.7 0.6 0.8

Total (without blocking) 172.5 155.5 134.5

in GDP percentage 0.7 0.6 0.5

* without special reserves
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The table implies as if the reserves of the
year 2009 would rise compared to the 2008
budget, their volume reaching GDP 0.7 per
cent once again. In reality, however, the
blocked chapter balance reserves of the year
2009 cannot be considered reserves in the tra-
ditional sense of the word since their subsidis-
ation coverage is not provided by the bill.
Accordingly, these cannot be considered as bal-
ance reserves, because of which the level of
actual reserves is only GDP 0.5 per cent. These
reserves – also considering that general reserves
serve other goals as well – are insufficient for
the compensation for the loss of revenues if
GDP falls behind the planned 3 per cent rate by
more than 1 per cent. 

It was pointed out at the beginning of this
study that SAO-RDI does not make predic-
tions but prepares risk analyses. It was there-
fore not with the intention to forecast but for
the presentation of the volume of risks that we
made the following calculation: how high rev-
enue deficiency was there, compared to the 
3 per cent GDP growth, in the case of a lack of
GDP growth (i.e. of 0–0.5 per cent growth), to
be counterbalanced so that the budget deficit
target could be met. In order to estimate this,
we assumed a scenario in which

• there is a significant slowdown in export
dynamics, which involves a slowdown also
in the growth of imports. The growth of
imports rises slightly higher than that of
exports; 

• inflation stays in the 4.0–4.6 band;
• there is hardly any rise in domestic use,

since
average earnings (as a consequence of
the base effect primarily) increase at a
rate slightly above the inflation rate,
the rate of employment falls by 1.5–2.0
per cent,
in both consumption and investment
expenditure, the rate of loans decreases
significantly,

pensions rise at the rate specified by the
law, while other social allowances rise
according to the planned inflation rate,
there is a slight rise in communal con-
sumption,
the use of EU-sources reaches the
planned level;

• as a consequence of the lower import
demand of the slightly rising domestic use,
we expect a decreasing foreign trade
(export) surplus. 

The results of the calculations made based
on the assumptions are summarised in Table 7.
It can be seen that, in the case of such develop-
ment in the GDP, budget revenues would be
HUF 350 bn lower than in the case of GDP 
3 per cent growth. In addition, the rising costs
of state debt financing should also be consid-
ered3 (some HUF 120 billion), as well as the
extra expenditure due to the rise in unemploy-
ment (HUF 50–70 bn). Accordingly, as a con-
sequence of the international money market
crisis, the position of the state budget will dete-
riorate by HUF 500–550 billion in the case of a
lack of GDP growth due to adverse processes
in 2009. 

So as to retain confidence in the Hungarian
economy it is essential that the deficit targets
of next year's budget should correspond to
those set in the CP for 2009 or, if possible,
should be more favourable than those, and that
these targets should be well grounded by bud-
get correlations. In the current insecure eco-
nomic situation, we have considered it especial-
ly important to increase real balance reserves to
an amount corresponding to at least GDP 1 per
cent. Reallocating some of the planned target
reserves to the general budget reserves and cre-
ating subsidisation coverage for the blocked
chapter balance reserves (along with the pro-
portionate reduction of other subsidisation
appropriations) would serve the above goal. 

A few days after the publication of the SAO-
RDI study, the government submitted to the
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National Assembly a new budget bill based on
new macro economic predictions, shortly after
which it was compelled to revise its macroeco-
nomic predictions and work out an amendment
package drastically reducing budget expendi-
ture. The main indicator figures of the govern-
ment's macroeconomic predictions attached to
the second budget bill submitted as well as
those of the predictions amended thereafter are
summarised in Table 8, with the risk analysis
alternatives of SAO-RDI added.

The comparison of the government's macro-
economic course serving as the basis for the
second budget bill and the “0” growth risk
analysis alternative of SAO-RDI highlights the
inconsistency of the macroeconomic course
relying on the government predictions. The “0”
alternative of SAO-RDI namely indicates that a
course like this involves a loss of general gov-
ernment revenues of over HUF 100 bn, which
must be counterbalanced by reducing expendi-
tures. This, in turn, results in constraining
domestic use, i.e. it involves a further economic

slowdown. It seems that those working out the
government predictions became aware of this
only when the government actually decided on
the greatest items of expenditure (suspending
13th month's salary in the public sector, setting
a ceiling for the 13th month's pension). Thus,
the government was forced to pass new macro-
economic predictions, based on the expectation
of a 1 per cent fall in GDP. The comparison of
the main indicator figures of the original and
the amended government predictions clearly
shows that the difference is not in the estima-
tion of the expected export dynamics, since the
difference here is only 0.2 per cent. What sim-
ply happened was that the original predictions
ignored the negative impact of the forced reduc-
tion of expenditures on domestic use and, through
this, on economic growth.

For the presentation of the size of risks, we
have also examined the macroeconomic course
based on the amended government predictions.
This prediction scenario is based on the follow-
ing main assumptions. 

Table 7

THE MACROECONOMIC PARAMETERS OF A “0” ECONOMIC GROWTH ALTERNATIVE FOR 2009

Description 2008,* 2009, 2008,* 2009,
Budget submitted “0” growth

Consumer price-index, percentage 6.5 4.3 6.5 4.3 – 4.5

Change in number of employees, percentage –0.7 0.4 –0.7 –1.5 – –2.0

Investment rate, in GDP percentage 20.6 21.1 20.6 20.9
The  individual  items  of  GDP-bbalance,  change  in  percentage,  unchanged  prices

GDP growth in previous year’s price, percentage 2.4 3.0 1.9 0 – 0.5

Household consumption expenditure 1.2 2.2 1.0 0 – 1.0

Household consumption total 0.5 1.0 0.3 0.1 – 0.9

Communal consumption –3.5 0.8 –3.5 0.5 – 0.7

Investment 2.0 6.0 1.5 2.0

Domestic use 1.7 2.6 1.4 0.4 – 0.9

Export of products and services 9.5 8.0 8.0 5.0

Import of products and services 8.9 7.6 7.5 5.5 – 6.0

GDP value in current prices, HUF bn 27 380 29 110 27 261 28 230

GDP-loss 119 880

Loss of general government revenue approximately 40 approximately 350

* expected performance
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There will be a significant, 3.8 per cent fall
in household consumption expenditure, caused
by the drastic, 7 percentage point reduction of
the average gross salary in the public sphere
and the – presumed – slowdown in the so far
dynamically increasing household loaning. The
number of the employed will drop by 0.6 per
cent.

Investments will fall by almost 1 per cent,
as a consequence of development slowdown in
the competition sector.

Export dynamics will fall significantly, to
3.9 per cent, which will, in turn, involve a slow-
down in the growth of imports. Due to the fall
in household consumption, known to be of
high import content, however, the slowdown in
imports will be higher than in exports, because
of which export dynamics will exceed import
dynamics by 1.5 percentage points. 

In relation with the amended macroeconom-
ic course of the government, we have formulat-
ed the following risks. 

The amending proposal does not include
new indicators for the expected performance of
the year 2008. Therefore, the predictions for
2009 can be compared only to the values
expected for 2008, included in the second
budget bill, although some indicator figures
(e.g. GDP growth, exports) are likely to be less
favourable in 2008 already than the predicted
figures attached to the budget bill. Thus, there
may be serious risks involved in the base figures
already. 

From the macroeconomic indicators of
the year 2009, the prediction of a 0.6 per cent
fall in the number of the employed “stands
out”. The chance of a fall in employment is
indeed mitigated by the fact that, in the public

Table 8

THE COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND CALCULABLE MACROECONOMIC 
COURSES FOR THE YEAR 2009

2008 2009 2009 2009 2009
Description No. 2 budget SAO- MF SAO-

submitted RDI “0” amended RDI
GDP  growth  in  previous  year’s  prices,  percetage 1.8 1.2 0.2 –1.0 –1.0

GDP-deflator, percentage 5.2 3.5 3.3 2.75 2.75

Consumer price-index, percentage 6.4 3.9 4.3 4.5 4.5

Public sphere gross average earnings, 

percentage 7.1 5.0 n.a. –7.0 –7.0

Change in number of employees, percentage –1.0 –0.6 –2.0 –0.6 –2 – –2.5

Investment rate, percentage 20.6 21.2 21.1 20.9 20.9
Individual  items  of  the  GDP-bbalance.  change  in  percentage.  unchanged  prices

Household consumption expenditure 1.1 0.2 0.0 –3.8 –4.3

Household consumption total 0.9 0.3 0.1 –3.1 –3.6

Communal consumption –2.0 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.0

Investment 1.0 4.0 2.0 –0.9 –0.9

Domestic use 2.1 1.1 0.4 –2.2 –2.5

Export of products and services 7.6 4.1 5.0 3.9 3.9

Import of products and services 8.1 4.1 5.5 2.4 2.1

GDP value in current prices, HUF bn 27 220 28 490 28 200 27 690 27 690

GDP/loss compared to budget sumbitted 290 800 800

Loss of general government revenue 116 300–310 320–340
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sphere, further downsizing is not on the agen-
da. Due to the fact that the financial crisis has
spread to the real economy at a significant extent
and because of the fall in GDP, there is a great
risk, nevertheless, that the number of the
employed may fall at a much higher extent, by as
much as 2–2.5 per cent. This will clearly affect
the volume of earnings and, through this,
household consumption and budget revenues.
(In the competition sphere, employment proj-
ects have been proposed, while the extra costs
involved have not yet appeared in the budget
amendments).

According to our calculations, the gov-
ernment predictions assign a demand reducing
effect of only 1 percentage point – some HUF
150 bn – to the fall in household loaning, which
seems insufficient, since, prior to the financial
crisis, Hungarian households financed over 10
per cent of their consumption from loans
already. The strictening of loaning may thus
result in a much more significant dropback in
household consumption than predicted. A
higher than predicted fall in employment and
the expected drastic fall in loan financing may
result in a further fall in demand, i.e. a greater
fall in consumption and GDP.

The development of foreign trade turnover
is extremely uncertain. The slowdown in the
growth of exports may probably be higher than
predicted by the MF. If domestic use drops at
the rate forecast by the government predictions
– in case there is no change in import demand
– the 2.4 per cent growth rate predicted for
imports seems an overestimation. What is
more, as a consequence of the risks mentioned
under 2 and 3 above, domestic use is likely to
fall at even a greater extent, which will result in
an even greater slowdown in the growth of
imports. Under the amended government pre-
dictions, net exports are to rise considerably
compared to last year, contributing to GDP
growth by 1.2 percentage points. In our opin-
ion, if the 3.9 per cent growth of exports can be

sustained, net exports may rise at an even higher
rate as a consequence of a more significant fall in
domestic use. 

We have tried to numeralise the risks out-
lined. The results of this are presented in the
last two columns of Table 8 (MF amended,
SAO-RDI). The basis for reference of the cal-
culations is the macroeconomic course in the
second budget bill submitted. First we made a
calculation on the extent of fall in the GDP and
in general government revenues, in current
prices, due to the latest macroeconomic course
published by the government (MF amended).
It can be seen from the table that, in this case,
the fall in GDP would amount to HUF 800 bn,
and this would reduce general government rev-
enues in 2009 by some HUF 300–320 bn com-
pared to the second budget bill submitted by
the government. 

We then numeralised the changes in GDP
and general government revenues in the case of
a macroeconomic course resulting in 1 per cent
fall in GDP, with the risks listed under 1–4 also
considered. The relevant figures are presented
in the column SAO-RDI of the table. Data
show that, also in the case of this macroeco-
nomic course, the volume of GDP in 2009
would shrink by HUF 800 bn compared to the
second budget bill submitted, since we have
calculated with the same inflation rate4 and fall
in GDP. This macro-course would, however,
result in a somewhat greater fall in general gov-
ernment revenues (HUF 320–340 bn) since,
due to the smaller volume of earnings, person-
al income tax and contribution revenues would
be lower and lower domestic use would reduce
consumption-related tax revenues. 

As regards expenditures, the growing costs
of public debt financing5 (some HUF 120 bn)
as well as the extra costs involved in the rise of
unemployment (HUF 70–90 bn) should also
be considered. Accordingly, in case the amend-
ed macroeconomic predictions of the MF came
true, the general government position would be
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HUF 500–520 bn, and, with the risks above
considered as well, HUF 520–540 bn lower
than the values specified in the budget bill sub-
mitted. 

Due to the great uncertainty related to the
potential macroeconomic courses, the possibil-
ity of an even greater fall in export dynamics
cannot be excluded, either. As a consequence,
there may be an even greater fall – possibly 
2 per cent – in economic growth. In the case of
such a course, the volume of GDP in 2009
would shrink by some HUF 1,000, and that of
general government revenues by HUF 400–420
bn. (A further fall of 1 per cent in GDP would
deteriorate the balance, according to our calcu-
lations, by HUF 610–620 bn compared to what
is included in the bill.) This danger to the budg-
et balance should be paid due attention to espe-
cially considering that there are several factors
(the shrinking of export markets, major reduction
in budget expenditure, the strictening of loaning,
fall in employment) causing a major slowdown
in economic growth. If the accumulated effect
of these is not sufficiently mitigated, the
Hungarian economy may get into a recession
spiral which, through the decrease of general
government revenues, may even endanger
budget balance. There are several signs suggest-
ing that these factors were not given their due
weight when the government's macroeconomic
predictions were worked out, because of which
there is also a risk of curbing the economy.

Summarising the conclusions made from the
comparative analysis of the main parameters of
the macroeconomic courses serving as the basis
for budget planning, it can be established that
the new, amended macroeconomic course of
the financial government counts with the world
economic realities at a greater extent, and – con-
sidering the expectations of IMF as well – it
sets out a significant reduction in budget
expenditure. Accordingly, the direct budget
balance risks revealed in the SAO-RDI study
have fallen significantly. At the same time, the

uncertainties prevailing in the real processes of the
economy – economic growth primarily – have not
yet been explored successfully and reassuringly, as
regards their social-economic effects, and no
measures have thus been outlined for their miti-
gation as yet. 

The “independent” scope 
of development of the Hungarian
economy

In the current situation of the world economy,
the question to what extent the economic
recession affecting the respective Hungarian
export markets and the slowdown of economic
growth in the European Union will limit the
growth perspectives on the Hungarian econo-
my, arises especially sharply. The survey of the
development trends of EU member states
reveals interesting correlations. Regarding the
issue of catch-up, backlog or simultaneous
development, it is worth considering the GDP
growth average of the EU-27, the data of the
countries with the fastest growth rates and the
indicators of those with the slowest pace of
development (see Table 9).

Examining the growth courses of the past
half a decade, the following conclusions can be
made from the point of view of the Hungarian
macroeconomic scope. 

In the EU, the difference between the
countries with the fastest and slowest paces of
development has been permanently 8–10 per-
centage points.

It is the biggest (and at the same time high-
ly developed) countries that determine the
average. The economic structure of these coun-
tries is stable. Even if there are phases of
growth and recession, the extreme values of
these are not to compare to those of the
growth courses of countries in transition.

In the period presented, the fastest grow-
ing countries are all accession countries in the
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phase of catching up. Every year of the period
examined, Baltic states produced above 7 per
cent growth rate, and the annual levels of devel-
opment of Slovakia and Romania were also
high.

The predictions for the years 2008–2009
reflect a slowdown in the growth rate of acces-
sion countries that have so far been charac-
terised by a fast catch-up pace.

From the aspect of the Hungarian economic
scope, the above means that the catch-up pace
of new member states is significantly influ-
enced by all-European growth but its frame-
work is not limited by it: the fact that there is
opportunity for “ an upward break-out” is proven
by the economic course of the countries men-
tioned. Consequently, for the countries in the
catch-up process, the role of other factors in
addition to the EU growth rate is also of pri-
mary importance. One of these factors, we
believe, is the strength of the inner economy
(especially that of domestic small and medium
enterprises) and the other is the performance of
the transnational companies present in the econo-
my of the country concerned.

In the examination of the factors influencing
the macroeconomic scope it is determinative
whether it is short-term or long-term correlations
that are examined. When determining the cur-
rent scope, economic policy certainly considers

the most important components of the current
state. The exclusiveness of short-term charac-
teristics may, however, conceal factors that
mean long-term trends characteristic not only
for the past but important components of
future development also. Keeping the require-
ments currently arising for the economic poli-
cy in mind, we shall now consider the longer-
term correlations of the openness of the
Hungarian economy.

The openness of the Hungarian economy
has been in the centre of economic political
thinking and of the Hungarian economic poli-
cy for decades. The export/GDP openness
indicator6 of Hungary (taking forint data in
current prices as a basis) was somewhat over 30
per cent at the time of the political change;
until 1995, it rose only by a few percentage
points, while in 1998, it reached 50 per cent.
The forint-based openness indicator calculated
for 2006 was 77 per cent already.7 

In the years 2004, 2006 and 2007, the foreign
trade growth rate exceeded the previous year's
rate by 18, 18 and 16 per cent respectively. In
2007, its absolute value was Euro 68.6 bn. This
did not only involve an increase in openness,
but also a change in the rate of foreign trade
and GDP growth; moreover, a change in the
content of the correlation itself.

In the period of the transformation change

Table 9

THE GROWTH INDICATORS OF THE THREE EU COUNTRIES WITH THE HIGHEST AND LOWEST
GROWTH RATES AND THE AVERAGE OF THE EU-27

(GDP growth in previous year’s percentage)

Description 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
The three highest growth rates 10.3 8.7 10.6 12.2 10.4

7.2 8.5 10.2 11.2 10.3

7.2 8.3 7.9 8.5 8.8
Average 1.3 2.5 1.9 3.1 2.8

The three lowest growth rates –0.2 0.2 0.8 1.3 1.3

–0.3 1.1 0.9 1.8 1.5

–0.8 1.5 1.5 2.0 1.8

Source: Compiled based on the data of the Spring 2008, Economic Forecast of the European Commission 
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following the political change, the fall in or the
disappearance of former COMECON-exports
made production capacities superfluous and
was one of the direct causes of the fall in pro-
duction, while the outdated structure of pro-
duction certainly limited the goods base of
exports. In 1993, Hungarian export was exact-
ly 20 per cent lower than the level of the year
1989 before the political change.

In 1993, the fall in GDP was practically the
same as the fall in export: the GDP level was
82 per cent of that in 1989. At the time, con-
sidering the weakness of the Hungarian
domestic market as well, it was formulated as a
clear economic political goal that Hungarian
economic growth should be based on the
growth of export. The separation of the cours-
es of GDP and foreign trade started in the
years following the political change and got
increasingly stronger by the continuously
growing scope of multinational companies in
Hungary (see Figure 1).8

The primary explanation for the divergence
of the development courses of the two fields
is that a significant part of Hungarian export is
in fact only very loosely related to the
Hungarian economy, to the inner production
processes. The reason for this is not only the
increasing role of foreign operating capital
itself, but also the fact that, in Hungary, a
great proportion of the activities of foreign-
owned multinational companies has not become
an integral part of the inner economy.
Consequently, in determining the macroeco-
nomic scope of the 2009 budget, the development
of export is important, but its role as regards its
weight is different from what it was one or one
and a half decades ago. Some 80 per cent of
Hungarian export is concentrated at foreign-
owned multinational companies. This export is
based, to a significant extent, not on domestic
production or the creation of Hungarian added
value, but is ultimately based on import pur-
chased for the sake of export.

Chart 1

THE DIVERTING TREND LINES OF HUNGARIAN GDP AND EXPORT
(change to previous year, percentage) 

Source: CSO Statistical Yearbook of Hungary 2006, pp. 199, 249, The CSO reports 2008/1, as well as CSO Foreign Trade Statistical Yearbook
(various years) 
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The analysis of the statistical data presented
is suitable for the formulation of a few remarks:
the openness of Hungary, its dependence on
the international economy has further
increased in the almost two decades since the
political change. Today, this openness is, howev-
er, reflected not only or not primarily in the for-
eign trade turnover, but in the presence, produc-
tion and trade of transnational companies. The
international connections between countries
realised through foreign trade is complemented
and made stronger by the direct influence of
operating capital movements in a way that the
role of transnational companies is increasingly
significant in foreign trade itself. Thus, when
estimating the macroeconomic scope of bud-
get planning, in addition to processes in foreign
trade, the changes, limitations and opportuni-
ties arising in the corporate sphere should also
be considered. 

Economic growth cannot be exclusively or
decisively connected to export growth given the
current structure thereof. The economic political
goal may be to increase Hungarian added value
within the import. This requires the closer
integration of transnational companies into
the Hungarian economy on the one hand and
(parallel with the former and connected to it)
the strengthening of the Hungarian small and
medium enterprise sector and the increase of
its export on the other hand. It provides sig-
nificant growth reserves in general that the
mass characteristics of production are increas-
ingly less determinative for the rate of eco-
nomic growth; instead, it is increasing the
added value that is gaining a growing role. The
added value, as a performance indicator, gets
an increasing role also in the self-evaluation of
companies. Actors of the competition sector
have realised that, given rising raw material
and energy costs, their market positions can
be protected only by increasing the knowl-
edge content incorporated in the product
(production procedures), the almost exclusive

way of this is strengthening innovative atti-
tude and behaviour. 

The above presented fact according to which
Hungarian export is, to a significant extent,
based not on domestic production or
Hungarian added value but ultimately on
imports purchased for the sake of exports,
throws different light on the growth effect of
the slowdown in the growth of export. It can be
namely assumed that the slowdown in the exports
of certain branches dominated by multinational
companies will primarily result in a similar fall
in the imports used for the exports but will only to
a limited extent cause a reduction in GDP and
unemployment. Unfortunately, on the basis of
our current knowledge, the indirect negative
effects are not to be estimated at all.

The other conclusion to be made from the
tendency presented is that, due to the high
import content of the export, a relatively high vol-
ume of exports is necessary to avoid that the
import necessary for domestic use could result in
a negative foreign trade balance. There is thus a
great risk that, if domestic use grows – even at
a low rate – and export dynamics fall at the
same time, the foreign trade balance will turn
into the negative once again. It is this risk that
we shall examine in the next chapter. 

The risks of growth based on 
domestic consumption 

Emphasising the change of content of export-
oriented growth does not mean at all that the
growth of the Hungarian economy should be
unilaterally based on the growth of domestic
consumption. The main reason against that is
that the growth of domestic purchase power does
not necessarily lead to growing domestic con-
sumption if the rate of import rises within con-
sumption and results in the deterioration of the
balance of payment position. The import rate
of products in retail trade has grown signifi-
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cantly in the past decade. The growing open-
ness of markets is a productivity increasing fac-
tor on the one hand while, on the other hand,
the question arises when the replacement of
Hungarian products with those of import ori-
gin reaches a level when it causes a reduction in
the level of Hungarian production, potentially
generating foreign balance problems. In order
to numeralise this danger, we have commis-
sioned ECOSTAT to perform model calcula-
tions. 

We actually examined what macroeconomic
effects it would generate if, in 2009, the import
demand of consumption rose by 5 percentage
points compared to the normal state and this
rate continued in 2010–2011 as well. This
required a new import demand function to be
inserted into the ECOTREND-model as the
function of the volume change of items of ulti-
mate use. In this version, GDP is determined
through the items of ultimate use and the
development of imports. 

The result of the model calculation was that
a growth in the import demand of consump-
tion directly increases import, while it has no
direct impact on export. The consequence of
this is the deterioration of the balance of pay-
ments as well as slower growth compared to
the normal scenario. It has an indirect effect on
the other indicators as well, which are of a less-
er extent, however. The growth in import
demand assumed for 2009 in this scenario rais-
es the import volume level and, since these
rates are to remain high later on, import will
stabilise at a higher level. According to the model
calculations, the growth rate of import will be 2.7
percentage points higher in 2009, in 2010–2011,
however, it will not be significantly different from
the values calculated for the normal state. The
explanation for the latter is that, after 2009,
there is no new “import shock”, i.e. the growth
compared to the higher import level estab-
lished by then will essentially be the same as
the earlier – what is more, it was actually calcu-

lated to be a little lower than that. Although
the difference is insignificant, it still requires an
explanation: in 2009, the import surplus gener-
ates some slowdown in GDP growth and the
slower growth, in turn, induces a lower import
demand. What is more, the growth sacrifice is
permanent- although its rate is 0.1–0.2 percent-
age points only – and because of this it has a
reducing effect on import.

The growth in the import demand of con-
sumption has a double effect on the foreign
trade and current payment balances. On the
one hand, the growth in import directly deteri-
orates both balances, while the above men-
tioned little slowdown somewhat improves the
balances in 2010–2011. 

The growth in demand has a clearly negative
effect on the general government balance. The
main reason for this is that the tax content of
imports is lower than that of production of
domestic origin. This effect is certainly made
stronger by the loss of revenues due to the
slower growth. 

Thus, the basic conclusion of the model pay-
ments is that economic growth based on domes-
tic consumption may be successful only if the
competitiveness of Hungarian enterprises
improves at least at the domestic market. In the
contrary case, import demand and the import
volume itself will rise, because of which GDP
growth will slow down and both the foreign
economic and the general government balances
will deteriorate.

STATEMENTS OF SUMMARY

On the basis of the analysis of the study, we
have drawn decision makers' attention to the
following macroeconomic risks related to the
2009 budget bill. 

The greatest risk is posed by the fact that, due
to the significantly slower than predicted econom-
ic growth, budget revenues are to fall short of the
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planned level by several hundreds of billion
forints while, due to the world economic
changes, some items of expenditure (tax ser-
vice, unemployment-related costs) are to rise.
In order to sustain balance targets, it is neces-
sary to adjust budget expenditure and revenues
to the new situation and, considering the high-
level risk, it is advisable to raise actual budget bal-
ance reserves to a sum corresponding at least GDP 
1 per cent.

As a consequence of decreasing export
dynamics, the coverage for the imports required
by growing domestic consumption is not provid-
ed, i.e. spurring domestic use by artificial means
would lead to a negative foreign trade balance
once again. 

There is a realistic chance for an over 2 per
cent fall in inflation, so, if the rise of average
earnings in the competition sphere (including
the carry-over effects of this year's interim
salary rises) is not adjusted to this, real earnings
will rise at a rate unjustifiable by economic
growth, which may, once again, lead to an
imbalance of foreign trade. Here it should be
considered also, however, that the rate of loans
in household purchase is expected to fall signifi-
cantly next year. This and the over-restriction of
salary rises could lead to a considerable fall in
household consumption expenditure, which
will tone down economic growth and may gen-
erate a negative growth spiral. 

Without increasing the competitiveness of
Hungarian enterprises, export dynamics may fall
very significantly and, due to the increasing
import competition, the import demand of
domestic use may also rise. Both of the above
would further reduce economic growth and
general government revenues. Accordingly, the
aspects of the competitiveness of Hungarian
enterprises must be maximally considered when
taking measures to improve the general govern-
ment balance since, through this, the import

demand of domestic use could be mitigated. In
our study, we pointed out that the balance tar-
gets set in the CP have been surpassed, but this
could be achieved by increasing income cen-
tralisation only. The failure to implement the
amendment of tax and contribution laws
increases income centralisation by GDP 0.6
compared to the planned level. This worsens
the competitiveness of Hungarian enterprises
and, through this, the chances of sustaining
economic growth.

The change in the structure of public expen-
ditures does not strengthen economic growth,
either, since the rate of development-related
expenditures has not grown; moreover, under
the government's plans, despite the significant
developments to be implemented through EU
subsidies, it is not to rise in years to come,
either. The situation is further shaded by the
fact that, in 2007–2008, the implementation of
EU-subsidised projects has progressed at a
much lower pace than planned. From the aspect
of next year's economic growth, the possibly full
utilisation of EU sources is a question of key
importance.

Considering the above, the conclusion arises
that the CP needs a thorough revision. The bal-
ance targets of the CP must not be given up;
moreover, on the basis of the tighter balance
reached in 2007 and 2008, and with regard to
the difficulties in public debt financing, it
seems justifiable to set a tighter target for 2009.
By today, it has become obvious that the eco-
nomic course on which the CP was based is not
realistic. The expected lower economic rate
makes the revision of GDP-proportionate rev-
enue and expenditure rates necessary. When
transforming the budget structure, priority must
be given to measures fostering the competitiveness
of enterprises, economic growth and the preserva-
tion of work places so that economic recession
could be avoided.
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1 The government predictions serving as the basis for
the second budget bill submitted expect only 1.8 per
cent economic growth in 2008.

2 The situation is similar as regards the result-oriented
ESA-balance, in the case of which the factual num-
bers of 2007 reveal only 5 per cent deficit, compared
to which, again, an improvement of 1 percentage
point is necessary so as to attain the planned deficit
of 4 per cent.

3 This is related directly to the international money
market crisis rather than the slowdown in economic
growth. Our calculations were based on the assump-
tion that there would be approximately 10 per cent
rise in state-debt related costs.

4 We do not consider it sufficiently well grounded that
the government's inflation prediction has risen from
3.9 per cent to 4.5 per cent. At the same time, both
these values are within the band of 3.8–4.8 per cent
held for probable by the SAO-RDI study, because of
which we have accepted the government prediction
of 4.5 per cent as the basis for calculations.

5 This is not related to the slowdown of economic
growth but is a direct consequence of the impact of

the international money market crisis. We have
assumed that the costs related to public debt would
rise by 10 per cent approximately.

6 Despite the extremely different methods of calculat-
ing the indicator, the uncertainty of long-term time
rows generated exactly by the changes in methods,
the comparison limits of respective periods and the
increasingly stronger distorting speculative effects
on exchange rates it can be established clearly that
the openness of Hungary measured through the vol-
ume of its foreign trade has increased continuously
and extremely forcefully in the almost two decades
since the political change.

7 Source: The values were calculated on the basis of:
Central Statistical Office (KSH/CSO) The National
Accounts of Hungary, 1996–1998, Budapest, 2000;
The National Accounts of Hungary, 2005–2006,
Budapest, 2008 The figure of exports includes prod-
uct – and service exports.

8 The expansion of the production and the related for-
eign trade activity of companies operating in custom
free trade zones, which began in 1993 already, was of
special significance in this process.
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László Csaba

The new kind 
of macroeconomic populism1

This paper is intended to examine why newly
gained EU membership failed to trigger powerful
structural reforms in new member states. What
evolved in these countries instead was a non-
etatist economic policy that sharply contradicted
with the requirements of a single currency though.
We suppose the ultimate reason could be that eco-
nomic policy in these countries was limited to the
way-too-perfect application of basic macroeco-
nomic textbook strategies. As a consequence,
national governments lost all tools and willing-
ness to resolve economic overheating in time.
Besides listing a number of explanatory factors,
we also make an attempt to draw theoretical con-
clusions that stretch beyond the scope of econom-
ic policy. 

Having lost the headway it had upon the
change of political system in 1989-1990 and
now struggling in a trap of lasting economic
deceleration and financial disequilibrium, today
Hungary visibly differs from its peers, i.e.
transformed countries that joined the EU with
Hungary. While a number of studies were writ-
ten on the reasons of Hungary's derailment
(Muraközy ed., 2007), Hungarian public life
seems to have been taken over by self-pity and
introversion in the meantime. There is hardly
any talk about the fact that the countries which
grew at an unbelievably high rate at the time of
Hungary's slowdown showed the symptoms of

unsustainability (which is considered the origi-
nal sin in current economic literature) in
2005–2007 already. While the domestic and
international public and press are under the
spell of short-term growth indicators, minds
sharpened on economic sciences could wonder
whether the growth trend value of Slovakia and
Estonia, countries that overtook Hungary in
terms of per-capita GDP in 2006 already, can
really stay above 10 per cent per year in the
long run. For this kind of growth can only be
achieved by China, with a self-reported per-
capita income of USD 2 400 which is one tenth
of the respective figures in the aforementioned
countries – in line with the well-known recog-
nition of Evsey Domar and later Robert Solow.
While we readily admit that for the Hungarian
author it is perhaps a case of sour grapes, the
question is still there, as the referenced growth
theory principles were not invented in con-
junction with transforming economies. What is
more, nobody has proved them wrong in the
past fifty years.

Similarly, it can be pointed out (as not sur-
prisingly it has been pointed out by bank ana-
lysts already – see Backé et al, 2007; Enoch and
Ötker–Robe ed., 2007) that in small and open
economies like the Baltic and Balkan states
under our review, growth cannot be independ-
ent from the state of the external balance of
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payments and assumes an acceptable disequi-
librium thereof – or else their growth could not
be financed anymore. As we know so way too
well from our own economic history, external
financial sustainability has a limiting force on
economic development in the medium and the
long run. Based on commonly accepted rules of
thumb, the deficit should not exceed 5 per cent
of the GDP for any lasting period of time.2

Instead, what we could see in the Baltic coun-
tries in the 2000's was a payment deficit
equalling 13–22 per cent of the GDP while the
acceleration of the Bulgarian and Romanian
economies was accompanied by a significant
payment deficit, too. In Bulgaria, according to
the Unicredit review quoted below, the deficit
in 2006 was none less than 17.8 per cent of the
GDP, then 21.5 per cent in 2007 and will “only”
decrease to 14.5 and 11 per cent in 2008 and
2009 respectively then it will grow again. The
corresponding deficit figures in Romania were
10.4 per cent of the GDP in 2006, 13.9 per cent
in 2007, 14.2 per cent in 2008 and 13.5 per cent
in 2009, signalling that a significant part of
growth was based on external resources. This
was one of the reasons why it became evident in
2007–2008 that despite former expectations,
only two countries in the region and the two
islands are actually able to fulfil the require-
ments associated with a single currency, while
the other new entrants cannot – regardless of
their spectacular growth. 

This is more than puzzling, as most expecta-
tions upon enlargement predicted that the new
members will easily meet EMU requirements
albeit at a high price in terms of growth and
modernisation. It is not surprising at all that
the fiscal and monetary rules of the EU, which
even the European Commission warned for in
2004, have so little effect on new member
states. While an analysis of old member states
(Gyõrffy, 2007) aptly points out that external
forces are not sufficient if there is no internal
commitment, in the countries reviewed herein

(contrary to the core states of Western Europe)
governments enjoyed powerful support from
economist professionals and the general public
concerning issues like price stability, smaller
government, transparent taxation and the
reduction of the welfare state. What is even
more interesting is whether any agreement or
policy that emerges from this market-support-
ive consensus can lead to East Asian-type
financial crises – a turmoil characterized by the
revaluation of financial values while fundamen-
tals seem to be in good shape on the surface – a
state that we might as well call a crisis
(Lámfalussy, 2008). 

A CASE OF EXCESSIVE ADHERENCE 
TO TEXTBOOK WISDOM 

Our hypothesis is as follows: While in
2001–2008 Hungary pursued an old-fashioned
populist policy that not only contradicted with
economic axioms but considered it a merit to
do so, other transforming countries demon-
strated a new kind of macroeconomic populism
that involved the plain and direct implementa-
tion of all the simplifications presented in ele-
mentary economic textbooks (where they are
actually valid). The simultaneous serving of
these textbook-style approaches and political
tastes led to a situation where governments no
longer have tools to halt certain processes and
even if they recognise a threat they have no
motivation to step on the brakes. The final out-
come can be interpreted as the interaction of
these two circumstances.

We should note that traditional populism as
evolved in Latin-America (Kádár, 1977;
Dornbusch – Edwards ed., 1990) usually
attempts to favour the public by manipulating
expenditures, mainly through targeted alloca-
tions and neglecting financial equilibrium up-
front. While richness in natural resources
enabled and enables popularity-seeking via the
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distribution of the related proceeds, a policy
which is usually accompanied by an autocratic
political regime (Mehlum et al., 2006; Borkó,
2008)3, in the countries we review herein there
are annuities which could be distributed in this
manner. Therefore, the “new feature” in these
countries is that the “unleashing” of govern-
ment spending is more observable on the rev-
enue side. On top of all that, central govern-
ments cannot and are not willing to slow down
or block private consumption after decades of
deferred consumption. This way, their populist
policy is less apparent on the expenditure side
– it is more tangible on the revenues and regu-
lations side. Without attempting to address
each an every aspect, below we outline a sketch
of the underlying components.

The elements of a popularity-seeking
economic policy

A BOOM DRIVEN BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND

PERSONAL CONSUMPTION Analysts of the eco-
nomic disequilibrium in the Baltic countries
and in Romania and Bulgaria (Darvas – Szapáry,
2008) aptly point out that while in the old
socialist era it was mainly government over-
spending, capital investments and an overheat-
ed defence industry that led to an external dis-
equilibrium, the boom which evolved in the
mid-2000's was explicitly driven by the private
sector, in particular by personal consumption.
Another special aspect of the situation was that
fiscal policy mostly proved to have no means to
handle the situation. Not least because lending
was is in the hands of private banks by then, as
they had been sold to foreign owners during
privatisation. These foreign parent institutions
are subject to the regulations of their home
country. Their subsidiary's host country has
very limited means to limit their borrowing and
can only hold the subsidiary accountable for
compliance with basic transparency and cau-

tiousness requirements. The pace and structure
of their lending is beyond the control of gov-
ernment authorities. This can also be interpret-
ed in a way that central banks have lost most of
their power to shape the monetary base. Upon
privatisation, a significant part of money cre-
ation was transferred to these financial institu-
tions. With foreign exchange lending, however,
they practically bypass the requirements that
are supposed to regulate domestic money sup-
ply. Naturally, it remains true that in small and
open economies, the role of monetary policy is
becoming increasingly symbolic – for it is not
the monetary council that keeps the ball
rolling, as reflected by the gap between key
money market interest rates and the rate that
the internal risk level would justify. The
increasingly trans-national nature of banks and
the vanishing of clear borderlines between
banking and non-banking activities have
become a major regulatory challenge which is
not limited to transformed countries at all. The
fact that this challenge is unresolved was
already known before it became a crisis factor
(Csaba, 2007, chapter 13).

LET FISCAL POLICY HELP As an obvious next
step in the process outlined above, it was pro-
posed (Backé et al., 2007) to let fiscal policy
(the other key area of economic policy) help
monetary policy to overcome the difficulties. It
may make sense and there might be many ways
of doing it. First, the obviously overheated
growth rate in excess of 10 per cent, which is
dangerous in sustainability terms, should be
(should have been) cooled down with a view to
traditional economic considerations. One tool
to achieve that is a tax raise. Considering the
condition of the physical infrastructure and
public institutions in the countries concerned,
the resulting revenues could have been spent
“unproductively”, i.e. without generating addi-
tional growth. There is no doubt that justice
reforms lacked by the EU especially in Bulgaria
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and Romania, along with reversing the environ-
mental destruction which Baltic countries most-
ly inherited from the Soviet era could provide
significant and extensively beneficial public
expenditure opportunities to foster long-term
development in these states. True, these expen-
ditures are less suitable for justifying the
nationalist programmes of “catching up with
the West”, i.e. they are not directly convertible
into political benefits if you like.

It is quite important to acknowledge that in
the case of the Baltic countries, not only fast
growth but tax reduction and low public bur-
dens in general have become national identity
shaping factors (Bönker, 2008). This circum-
stance explains the lack of will (after two
decades of stagnation in Soviet times and then
during transformation) to hold back consump-
tion-driven growth, or even to apply evident
tax policy means to slow down the economy. It
is remarkable that the stoppage of economic
growth and the rise of inflation finally occurred
unexpectedly in 2008, as these turns were not
even vaguely anticipated in central bank analyses
published in the first 3–4 months of the year. E.g.
the chairman of the Latvian national bank4

cited under their achievements that the pay-
ment balance deficit decreased from 2007's 26.6
per cent p.a. to 19.9 per cent while inflation was
13.8 per cent, sovereign debt equalled 60 per
cent and GDP growth dropped to 3.3 per cent.
Similarly, even the Lithuanian central bank
which had been optimistic at the beginning of
the year had to report the syndromes of a hard
landing: after GDP the 0.3 per cent GDP
growth in 2007, the figure shows a decrease of
1.5 and 1.8 per cent in 2008 and 2009 respec-
tively. At the same time, despite deceleration,
the balance of payments deficit remained
extraordinarily high, moving from 13.7 per
cent p.a. in 2007 to 11.9 in 2008 and to only
10.6 per cent in 2009, while inflation remains in
the two-digit range in 2008.5 Finally, decelera-
tion is expected to be the lowest in Estonia

which took corrective measures partly on its
own initiative in early 2008. Economic growth
is planned at 2 and 3 per cent in 2008 and 2009
respectively and the former 6–7 per cent
growth rate is expected to return after that. In
the meantime, inflation is expected to increase
from 2007's 6.8 per cent to 9.8 per cent in 2008
and then to drop to 4.5 per cent in 2009.
According to the central bank's forecast6, the
balance of payments deficit will decrease from
the extraordinarily high 2007 figure of 15.8 per
cent to 8.3 per cent in 2008 and then to 6.1 per
cent in 2009 while the country's external debt
will get stuck at the astounding level of 110 per
cent/!/. 

It is apparent that the overheating of the
economy led to recession in the first two cases
and caused deceleration which lasts longer than
expected and is aggravated by further risks (the
bursting of the real estate bubble, increasingly
difficult access to external financing due to the
loss of confidence). It is obvious that when the
European Central Bank turned down
Lithuania's application in 2006 and when
Estonia and Latvia stepped back from acces-
sion, the reason was not the one-tenth percent-
age point difference, but a realistic evaluation of
the position of those countries.

A similar situation evolved in Bulgaria where
the stagnation and consolidation after the late
90's was followed by an average growth rate of
5.5 per cent in 2001–2005, then 7.1 per cent in
2006, 6.2 in 2007 and around 5 per cent in 2008.
This growth, however, was accompanied by a
general government deficit that increased from
2004's 1.4 per cent p.a. to 3.4 per cent in 2007
while inflation changed from 5.5 per cent in
2001–2005 to 7.4 and 7.8 per cent in 2006 and
2007 respectively and then grew above 13 per
cent in the first months of 2008.7 In the mean-
time, according to Bulgarian central bank sta-
tistics, the country's net external debt totalled
to 93.8 per cent of the GDP by the end of April
2008. The public sector's share in this figure,
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however, was only 11.4 per cent of the GDP. In
other words, mainly the private sector incurred
debts to foreigners.8 It is clear that the
Bulgarian government did not hit the budgetary
brakes either while it tolerated (partly under
pressure) the excessive indebtedness of the pri-
vate sector. 

In this respect, Romania was an exception.
After the wasted 90's, average GDP growth was
5.5 per cent in 2001–2005, 7.9 per cent in 2006,
6 per cent in 2007 and decreased only slightly
this year. Inflation peaked at 8.5 per cent in Q1
2008 and forecasts predict that it will reach the
inflationary target of 3.5 per cent by Q4 2009.9

It is a remarkable difference compared to other
countries, however, that Romania's external
debt reached 29.6 per cent of the GDP in 2006
and will only grow to 32.5 per cent in 2008
while forecasts do not predict any further
increase until 2010. Within this data, the cur-
rent 17.2 per cent ratio of the public sector may
decrease to 15.4 per cent of the GDP by
201010, meaning that private indebtedness to
foreign banks does not exceed the reasonable
extent.

GLOBALIZATION AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

HAVE PRODUCED DIFFERENT RESULTS THAN

EXPECTED While it brought many benefits for
the countries discussed herein, the dual process
of globalisation and European integration has
not improved stability and competitiveness to
the extent expected by local decision makers.
The EU failed to revise cohesion policy and
rural development in a way that would have
eliminated the competitive edge of the richest
countries which derives from their superior
administrative capabilities. Expenditure priori-
ties have not been realigned along frequently
cited criteria like solidarity and convergence.
What is more, bidding and open tendering is
employed more and more extensively which
usually favours more developed core EU mem-
bers. 

At the same time, new members depicted the
EU to their public as an endless source of
abundance. Some politicians may have believed
their own rhetoric that the influx of EU funds
would automatically have a powerful multiplier
effect. Yet if we think of a specific development
purpose, be it the construction of mortuaries
or the refurbishment of the Academy of Music
building in Budapest, or even the construction
of bridges and motorways, or railway track
renewals, it would be rather difficult to capture
the direct financial benefit of these projects. 
A country's ability to attract capital continues
to be determined by the overall economic envi-
ronment, the legal framework and the momen-
tum/breadth of privatisation. EU membership
did not add much to any of these. It is interest-
ing to see that a pivotal issue upon accession,
the regulation of the financial sector which the
Commission accepted as EU-compliant in the
case of Hungary performed so poorly in han-
dling the effects of the consumption boom that
derived from prosperity and interest conver-
gence.11 It is also apparent that economic
growth is accompanied by external disequilibri-
um both in the Baltic and the Balkan countries.
This is alarming and obviously unmanageable
in the long run, especially in the Baltic states
where exports are stagnating. 

SINGLE CURRENCY REQUIREMENTS ARE DIFFI-
CULT TO MEET Based on the arguments outlined
above, it is easy to conclude that Baltic and
Balkan countries will not be able to meet EMU
requirements either now or in the near future.
What it also means is that relatively fast growth
does not “automatically create” a balanced
budget, exchange rate and price stability and
thus interest rate convergence either. What has
been proved wrong again is the argument that
prosperity is the best enabler of compliance
with requirements (as cited regularly, especially
in the debate of the Stability and Growth Pact).
This argument is based on the thought that a
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given amount of deficit represents a lower per-
centage at the time of high growth, while the
growth itself means more income for the gen-
eral government. This is an excessive simplifi-
cation which ultimately reverses the sequence of
causes and outcomes.

The situation would be just the opposite in
both groups of countries. I.e. if somehow they
had been able to fulfil expectations of fast
EMU accession, the balance of payments limit
would have been eliminated as a consequence
and supposedly the budget equilibrium could
have been preserved even with fast and sustain-
able growth. If so, external indebtedness would
have lost significance as it has been known for
long as a barrier to sustainable growth in con-
verging countries. Then as a result of all this,
the growth-accelerating impact of the EU
could have become lasting and the favourable
effects observed in Spain, Ireland, Greece and
Finland could have been dominant (although
this is not an automatic consequence as shown
by the example of Portugal and Italy).
Experience from recent years suggests that
price stability can only be achieved through
ongoing efforts although this is much less recog-
nised in converging countries. Therefore, a
joint central bank like the ECB which has high-
er credibility and is less exposed to political
pressure than national banks could have
enabled higher security and cheaper external
financing instead of the “hands up” approach
that was actually followed.

THE ROOT CAUSE What is the root cause then
that these countries were unable to join the Euro-
area just in an era of fast growth, even though the
budget was in good shape in the Baltic countries
and it could have been put into order in the
Balkan states? We should note that none of
these scenarios involved an old-fashioned pop-
ulist adventure of the Hungarian type.

The most obvious explanation to this would
be the prosperity argument, i.e. that fast

growth, especially with a fixed exchange rate
(of which Romania is an exception) could have
a price-increasing effect. Here we have to note
that this argument (which emerged in conjunc-
tion with the Balassa-Samuelson-effect) would
only be true if non-elastic prices and especially
capital influx were not present, if price increas-
es were caused by changes in productivity and
not by changes in centrally fixed and regulated
prices which is surely not the case in the coun-
tries we discuss herein (Égert et al., 2003). As
confirmed by the central bank reports refer-
enced above, the other source of the price
increase was the excessive expansion of the mon-
etary base fuelled by loans taken out to finance
the simultaneous boom of consumption and
capital investments. 

From another viewpoint, the inflationary
pressure manifests the structural weaknesses
and the incompleteness of institutions of trans-
formed countries. First, the currency council
made monetary policy instruments unnecessary
while the combination of a low IPO rate and the
wage pressure make business valuations uncer-
tain. The most important factor, however, was
partly the inability and partly the unwillingness
of central governments to hold back aggregate
demand, principally due to political reasons. 

IMPLICIT ECONOMIC POLICY As a natural next
step, it may be helpful to look up the concept of
implicit economic policy (Szegvári, 1988) again.
It is especially useful if there is a veritable gap
between the declared principles and endeavours
of the government and the priorities it actually
follows which is obviously the case in Hungary.
Implicit economic policy refers to actually fol-
lowed priorities which may not be directly
derivable from official policy declarations.

What it all clearly highlights (and we can
prove it with further facts) is that accession to
the Euro-area at the earliest possible date was not
the actual economic policy priority12 in either the
Baltic or the Balkan states. Based on recent
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declarations, the same applies to the govern-
ments of the Visegrad countries – except
Slovakia. Is it is well known, the single curren-
cy represents a specific economic philosophy
and governance practice and not even all coun-
tries that established the EMU are always able
to fulfil the related requirements. Therefore,
this statement applies to the overall nature of
government policy and it definitely cannot be
restricted to the otherwise reasonably impor-
tant question whether the individual countries
are approaching the Maastricht criteria or the
requirements of the Stability and Growth Pact,
or if they are actually moving away from them
as we saw in 2005–2008. For the declaration of
quantitative requirements mostly serves the
measurable answering of the credibility ques-
tion. The lower the domestic and international
confidence in a specific government among
voters and businesses, the higher the opera-
tional significance of quantitative requirements
is. When an overall lack of confidence is
accompanied by deteriorating performance,
there is no way to interpret requirements as
loosely as it happened with Belgium, a country
with significant savings and one of the relative-
ly largest investment markets in the world.
What is more, Southern European countries
which enjoyed a high level of tolerance (due to
political reasons) regarding their compliance
with EMU requirements failed to justify this
advanced confidence with their actual perform-
ance. Therefore, citing them as examples for
self-justification which is now an everyday phe-
nomenon is by all means an invalid argument
both in terms of economic theory and in eco-
nomic policy.

The real priority

What was the actual economic policy priority of
the new member states then? These countries
seemed to be in good shape for long (although

not in a sustainable manner), especially in
respect of the public finance and inflation indi-
cators which Mediterranean countries strug-
gled with. Interest rate convergence was taking
place and, except in Romania, the exchange rate
was fixed, i.e. it was stricter than the ERM-2. It
seems that prosperity smoothing, i.e. the inten-
tional dampening of business cycle fluctua-
tions, a topic discussed towards the end of
macroeconomic policy textbooks was not
among their tools. As we could see, govern-
ments in these countries did not use even the
most obvious means of braking. In each coun-
try concerned, deceleration happened out of
the blue and with compelling force, as the
respective governments failed to use the good
years to lay the foundation for future develop-
ment.

In many ways, the actually followed priori-
ties resemble the approach of the Bush admin-
istration: to respond to a complex set of chal-
lenges (which relates to development econom-
ics, institution establishment and European
integration) with a plain, nearly simple-minded
answer taken from elementary macroeconomic
textbooks. Keep taxes low to accelerate econom-
ic growth.

Naturally, these two criteria are not indiffer-
ent for any economic policy. Obviously sus-
tainable economic growth (Erdõs, 2003) also
means that economic policymakers should go
for the highest of achievable development
curves, provided they have an option. Similarly,
the overly mature European welfare model first
led to a significant, 15 plus percentage point cut
in public spending in the 80's and 90's just in
the Scandinavian countries which wished to
preserve that model. However, the assumption
that the role of governments should not go
beyond that limit proved to be a serious simpli-
fication. For long term development efforts
should not target the maximum achievable level
at any point of time, but the best and lastingly
sustainable level. I.e. the goal is quality growth
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that preserves the balance of the environment,
society and finances. Yet it is strikingly appar-
ent that these requirements were not observed
in the two reviewed sets of countries. This way,
their “model country” status is rather relative.
It is so even though Hungary's performance in
terms of development does not supply reasons
for being complacent. 

THE ELEMENTS AND CONSEQUENCES
OF THE NEW KIND OF POPULISM 

The term populism comes from the Latin pop-
ulus (people) and refers to the unconditional
and immediate serving of the popular taste.
Evidently, the term originates in cultural life.
Due to its specific choice of values, high cul-
ture has become increasingly separated from
mass culture (i.e. Vegas shows, blockbuster
movies, musicals, pop music, etc.). In litera-
ture, it is usually not disputed that a cheap
paperback crime story and a Shakespeare drama
are two different things.

Similarly, an obvious contradiction evolved
in public life between the quality of direct popu-
lar demand that is based on media democracy
and mass consumption and the requirements of
the open society and economy which call for
community decisions in all areas of life and
exclude by nature the rule of technocrats. The
latter requires choices between values (in
everything from educational policy to the
extent of solidarity, regarding issues like e.g.
family or no family, fulfilment of individual or
community needs) and calls for control over
the applied strategies. By nature, it requires a
solid scientific base and social dialogue. Due to
both professional considerations and the role
of values, the open society and economy can-
not follow actual popular demand reflected in
poll results or any other mood indicators. In
other words, it is wrong to identify democracy
(a political system that is based on the people's

rule) with a government style that is actually
nothing but unprincipled drifting (or more
specifically, non-governing).13

In social sciences, populism refers to a prac-
tice where decision makers exclusively follow
short term popularity considerations and pay lit-
tle attention (if any at all) to long-term objec-
tives and values which economy and other sci-
ences routinely assume as obvious considera-
tions for policymakers. While the theory of
public choices gained significant ground, the
concept of public welfare14 must remain valid in
most analytic frameworks from mainstream to
institutional economics, along with the
assumption that governments are committed
to foster public welfare. For without this
assumption, the features of direct democracy
remain the last resort which proved to be unvi-
able in most countries of the world. 

Due to the scientific aspects involved, in
economic theory we must generally assume that
the government strives for collecting reliable
information at any given time, then sort that
information and in most cases make decisions
along its values and programme after an open
discussion, all in order to serve the lastingly sus-
tainable development of the country. Naturally,
this is a strongly theoretical approach which
countries have complied with to very different
extents. Still it is not futile to openly declare
the criteria of our analyses even if political talk
on economic policy has become rather irrele-
vant as it involves the elements of infotainment
on a nearly mandatory basis. Even some politi-
cally exposed persons who otherwise seem to
be in possession of their judgement keep prop-
agating that it is “natural” that actual poll
results are given preference over long-term or
professional considerations, be it about a
demographic or environmental issue, govern-
ment debt or the taxation system. In the latter
case, the concept of populism would be a self-
contradiction, but in science it is not – as we
could just see.
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By the 2000's, partly as a result of analyses
carried out by the World Bank, the concept of
good governance became the standard in eco-
nomic theory. Besides the commonly accepted
equilibrium and growth considerations, the
desirable practice in this approach is based on a
wide range of human progression criteria, on
the lack of corruption and the participation of
citizens (including the poor). We do not feel
compelled to detail this well known concept
here. We only repeatedly refer to the fact that
according to technical literature, the involve-
ment of qualitative and sustainability criteria,
freedom and values into governance, even at the
expense of short-term quantitative growth, is
neither new nor needs an explanation. Below
we review some of the factors which may have
played a role in the economic derailment of the
two groups of countries under review.

The reasons of economic derailment

REDUCTION OF PUBLIC BURDENS It is generally
apparent that the reduction of public burdens
was offered as a solution to all economic or
social challenges. This author argued in many
forums in support of the viewpoint that in tra-
ditional, pre-reform European welfare states,
especially in the continental and Scandinavian
variants thereof, the excessive expansion of the
government was tangible. Regarding transfor-
mation, a more general congruity may apply
(Tanzi, 2005) highlighting the law that the larg-
er the state, the greater the rent seeking opportu-
nities are. In this context, the extent of the
“ideal” state is set at the expenditure range of
30–35 per cent of the GDP. Obviously this fig-
ure is for orientation only and should not be
regarded as a theoretical benchmark or as an
evergreen target. At the same time, there is no
doubt that the Baltic countries already went for
these targets in the 90's and the Balkan coun-
tries in the 2000's. 

On the one hand it is apparent that this turn
enabled the countries involved to keep their
economic growth at a high level over a relatively
long period of time (for a decade or more)
which is good in itself. The question is whether
this approach is sufficient, sustainable and if it
lays the right foundation for the future.
Remember that in terms of per capita national
income, Estonia was at 68.3 per cent of the EU-
27's average in 2006 (the last year for which we
have reliable benchmark figures). The corre-
sponding figures in Latvia and Lithuania were
54.6 and 52.1 per cent respectively, trailed by
Bulgaria's 36.7 and per cent and Romania's 38.8
per cent. In other words, these countries are
quite far from enjoying satisfactory growth if
their growth rate dropped to the EU average of
3.1 and 2.9 per cent in 2006–2007.15 The role of
the currency council also raises concerns, espe-
cially regarding long term benefits. For the
council did not only take away exchange rate
and interest rate policy tools from the govern-
ment. It also made the establishment of a finan-
cial regulatory framework seen as negligible. If
these countries could have joined the EMU rel-
atively soon in 2005–2006 as planned (for
Baltic countries), it would have enabled the
comprehensive importing of regulations. Thus
it seemed there is a shortcut in the long and
bumpy road. After the turns described above,
however, apparent advantages turned out to be
actual drawbacks. 

THE POLICY OF NON-INTERFERENCE Basic
macroeconomic textbooks by nature suggest
the policy of non-interference – even the better
books do so which otherwise declare that the
combination of external profitability, market
failures, coordination problems and interest-
seeking groups may justify government interfer-
ence (which is of course far from activism, i.e.
the traditional Central-European and French
public administration approach).

The group of countries discussed herein
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seemed to have neglected the fact that it is nec-
essary to smoothen prosperity (and not only
consumption) time to time to safeguard sus-
tainable growth. In a good case, governments
should play a helping role in this, if not an active
one. More specifically, revitalizing measures are
needed during recession and cooling measures
are needed during the periods of economic
overheating for the sake of financial and social
sustainability and to avoid extreme highs and
lows that are well known for causing welfare
losses. This is the aspect from which the cor-
rect setting of the growth potential may be
important despite all underlying uncertainties
(Antal, 2004; Erdõs, 2006). Of course, it still
remains to be answered whether this approach
(which neglects institutional factors right from
the start) is suitable for identifying the cause of
a country's growth performance or the lack
thereof: to tell whether it came from a series of
one-off economic policy mistakes or from insti-
tutional factors, i.e. the lack of reforms.16

These complex interworkings are detailed
and supported with extensive literature in the
referenced writings and they can also be trans-
lated into the language of economics. What is
more, they can serve as guiding points
(although not accurate ones) concerning the
realistically expectable rate of growth. If we
consider the fact that both of the two quoted
books set the growth potential of the
Hungarian economy at or slightly below 3 per
cent17 (albeit along different logics), then it is
hardly realistic to put the trend value of
Estonia and Slovakia (countries in the same
league as Hungary) in the 10 per cent range. If
we also consider that the balance of payments
deficit in Estonia already equalled 15.5 per cent
of the GDP in 2006, 17.4 per cent in 2007 and
13.9 per cent in 200818 , it is obvious that there
would have been solid reasons for hitting the
brakes. As we could see in the statistics of
other countries, it only happened late and
under pressure in each country.

The way how revenues from prosperity are
spent also makes a difference. They can be
spent on environmental, education or infra-
structure development projects that lay the
basis for future prosperity (although they are not
producing any immediate benefits in populari-
ty or for interest groups). Or economic policy-
makers may only remember the beginning and
the highlighted sections of textbooks and
expect market mechanisms to do all that. Signs
like regular criticism of Balkan countries by the
EU (about judiciary reform), the imperfect
condition of the environment and the physical
infrastructure in the Baltic states and slow
exports in both regions (especially in R&D
intense fields) all show that the “things will
sort themselves out” attitude was perhaps too
tempting.

FISCAL POLICY WITH A LIMITED SCOPE What we
could see in this respect is that fiscal policy
seemed to have been limited to safeguarding
the budgetary equilibrium. Naturally, this it is
an important role and an enviable one for
Hungary. Still, there is no doubt that a tax raise
is an effective way of cooling down the econo-
my, especially if a part of the resulting revenues
is spent on “unproductive”, partially govern-
ment-funded or subsidised development proj-
ects which could lay the foundation for sus-
tainable future growth. A well-known example
is supplied by the Scandinavian countries where
R&D and institutional development projects,
lifelong learning programmes all contribute
significantly to the global competitiveness of
these economies. It seems that governments in
the two groups of countries stayed away from
assuming this role, although it would not nec-
essarily have been an anti-market move. With
this, they actually failed to utilise the opportu-
nities supplied by the good years which will be
a direct cause of lastingly slower and lower qual-
ity development in future years. 

It is worth pointing out that regional differ-
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ences are quite significant even in the tiny
Baltic countries. What is more, they even
increased due to the concentration of capital
expenditure to the capital cities. EU support
and cohesion funds on their own are unable to
offset this phenomenon, since their magnitude
is rather limited and the administrational
capacity of new member states is poor.

LACK OF MODERN REGULATORY FRAMEWORK It
is clearly visible that despite the negative expe-
riences of the mid-90's, little progress was
made in the two groups of countries in estab-
lishing a badly needed modern regulatory frame-
work, in particular for the finance sector. If a
government, due to any consideration, binds
itself either by relying on a currency council or
selling the country's bank sector to foreigners
(which is a positive move from another aspect),
it will be left without economic policy tools and
will have to watch the country's economy drift-
ing away in a storm fuelled by international
developments.

Proving certain mainstream financial analy-
ses (Komáromi, 2008) wrong, it is not com-
pletely surprising that changes in the monetary
base, especially through the lending channel,
seems to have a powerful impact on long-term
price increases. In our case it means that a fixed
exchange rate is only a temporary tool for bor-
rowing credibility and stability. Furthermore, it
has been proved again that the size of the mon-
etary base is not indifferent even on the medi-
um run (this is also a decisive consideration in
the ECB's operation). Therefore, regarding
long term developments, the monitoring of the
monetary base and the assessment of overall
economic prosperity are irreplaceable tools of
any effective monetary policy. While this find-
ing comes from the practices of the two insti-
tutions with the best anti-inflationary track
record, the Swiss central bank and the
Bundesbank, adherence to “fashionable” inter-
national trends proved to be temporarily suc-

cessful in the reviewed countries. Another
exciting question is the extent of credibility loss
after the derailment in 2007–2008, i.e. if it is
based on anticipations or if market players con-
sider it temporary only. But even in the latter
case, the vulnerability which derives from miss-
ing EMU membership is still there.

LONG LEAD-TIME STRUCTURAL WERE NOT

STARTED Last but absolutely not least it is clear-
ly visible that the governments of the reviewed
countries failed to use the years of high eco-
nomic growth and enthusiasm over EU acces-
sion to launch long lead-time structural reforms.
On the one hand, it is understandable as
reforms are not popular. On the other hand, we
know from the political economics of reforms
that years of prosperity are (or would have
been) the right time for offsetting losses and
compensating the most disadvantaged groups
of society. Evidently, the social and economic
costs of ordinary (sub-optimal) reforms
enforced by a severe crisis later can only be
higher.19 As long as structural reforms do not
happen, only the superficial and temporary
sources of growth are there, for it is well known
that a lower level of development only provides
a chance for convergence but absolutely does
not lay the basis for it on its own. With a view
to the examples from Southern Italy to Eastern
Germany, convergence may indeed get stuck well
before a region could achieve the benchmark
average (a country-specific or EU figure).
Taking into consideration the poor structural
and qualitative indicators of the two groups of
countries under review, this risk is definitely
there, possibly even on a ten-year outlook.

EXPLANATIONS OF DERAILMENT 

As an analyst who has been observing the
region for decades, I have to admit I do not
have a clear-cut answer to these mistakes which
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I mostly consider avoidable. In conjunction
with the countries concerned, the key elements
of the diagnosis and the possible therapy have
been known and discussed in economic litera-
ture. Therefore, below we provide hypothetical
explanations which do not necessarily exclude
each other and only reveal a part of the reasons
of economic derailment. 

The usually cited criteria of a sustainable
economic policy include a strong govern-

ing party and a public agreement across parties
on the key objectives and values. This was
strikingly not the case in any of the transform-
ing countries. Large parties that managed the
change of the political system fell apart and the
political landscape changed several times in
each country. In most cases, no lasting agree-
ment has been reached, especially about the
direction to follow within the European
Union. Even where the incumbent post-com-
munist parties (which are relatively durable)
returned to government, like in the Balkan
states and Lithuania, they function as a broad
coalition divided over a number of issues, just
like the local right-wing parties that reshape
themselves time to time. Latvia, however, is
characterised by the presence of many political
parties.20 The common belief of political sci-
ence that the two-party system is a guarantee of
stability seems to be wrong, as the divisions
along values and interests (and traditionally
along regional, generational and educational
demarks) within a party may lead to initiatives
that mutually offset each other which is a kind
of drifting within the same single party. If no
consensus is reached within the elite and pro-
fessionals (or if formerly made agreements fall
apart), the government will not be able to
implement long-term reforms, no matter how
harshly it propagates reform ideologies. 

In the 2000's, redistribution ideology gained
ground in all the transforming countries,

including the ones discussed herein. This ideol-
ogy stems from the low acceptance of the new

power and wealth distribution model which
evolved through privatisation and democratic
competition. Legitimacy does not simply mean
the right of the winner. What it means is that
even those who did not win accept the outcome
of the race as fair and binding for them, too. In
most observed countries, however, this is not
the case at all and therefore contesting parties
harshly cite unrealistic “justice” concepts to
mobilise the most active voters. As in the Baltic
countries most pensioners are of Russian eth-
nicity and thus have no citizenship, vote buy-
ing which is typical in the Visegrad countries is
not present there. 

At the same time, there is wide room for cor-
rective action, be it about agriculture, compen-
sation of original owners, various segments of
the middle class or underdeveloped regions in a
specific country. Presumably a shift of focus in
public debates from GDP growth to redistrib-
ution would already undermine any economic
policy consensus (which is still there among
Euro-area countries). At the same time, budg-
etary reform and the scaling of expenditures in
these countries do not follow strict rules which
institutions could then comply with.

The deferred consumption of former years
broke through with elementary force

Following the ultimate failure of planned
economies in the 80's and the transformation-
related setback after 1991, governments in both
groups of countries believed that delivering
tangible economic growth is indispensable both
in terms of legitimacy and the image govern-
ment performance. Compared to this view the
general economic considerations outlined in
the previous chapter may have seemed like pale
and dry textbook wisdom. What is more, the
vast majority of local analysts disputed the
concerns of international investors, partly
because of hopes for the quick adoption of the
Euro which was believed to resolve all issues.
Indeed, if the long-term strategic approach that
used to characterise the EU before eastward

3
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expansion had been applied, the insignificant
economic weight and quick growth of Baltic
countries could have made them model states
for the EU (and last but not least for former
USSR members like the Ukraine and the
Caucasus region). It could probably be a sub-
ject for another analysis to reveal why this turn
occurred within the EU, striking the Baltic
countries and preventing the repetition of the
Greek, Portuguese and Italian example.

Since economic growth in both groups of
countries was accompanied by the simulta-

neous improvement of the budgetary equilibri-
um (what is more, by surpluses in the Baltic
countries and Bulgaria), institutional reforms
seemed deferrable just like caring for long-term
issues like the pension system, environment
protection, R+D, education and the forward-
looking development thereof. As the EU is not
authorised to interfere with how member states
manage these issues, national governments
were in a position to reject the points raised by
the EU Commission and by experts, saying
that the EU has no competence regarding these
matters. As setback after transformation was
significant in both groups of countries, eco-
nomic growth became a value on its own in
these latecomer states more than anywhere else
and was considered a valid justification for
nearly anything. Then the rainy days came
much sooner than expected.

A FEW CONCLUSIONS 

Finally, we draw some preliminary but general
conclusions that may be valid beyond the
reviewed years and regions. Obviously, their
significance can only be assessed in hindsight
after a longer period of time. Perhaps the most
important finding is it is futile to seek simple
answers to complex questions, no matter how
hard the electronic media is pushing analysts
and public officials for such answers. The other

finding is that it is usually not worth postpon-
ing painful decisions because pain only grows
and never decreases over time. Good years are
the right time for launching painful steps and
for compensating the losers of change, while
taking action under external pressure is more
costly – and of course more likely.

The deferral of the development of institu-
tions is not an innocent move. Institutions man-
ifest the rules of the game and thus shape the
behaviour of millions of players in the econo-
my. If they are outdated, it will first make the
structure of the economy outdated which will
be followed by insufficient revenues (in partic-
ular in exports), then become apparent in a
lower growth rate and the resulting lasting decel-
eration. The one-off, game-changer opportuni-
ty for convergence which EU accession provid-
ed remained unutilised.

Budget and growth cannot be made inde-
pendent of each other. While it is true that sus-
tainable growth calls for the sustainable equi-
librium of public finances, the story is far from
ending there. The reasons and “quality” of the
equilibrium and even the surplus do matter, as
it was so extensively revealed in technical liter-
ature on the operation and transformation of
the Stability and Growth Pact. In our case, the
lesson is that while a regular surplus is definite-
ly more advantageous than a deficit, it can also
become excessive. While overheating is always
wrong, it is quasi obligatory to spend the
resulting surplus on establishing the fundamen-
tal prerequisites of sustainable growth, or at
least this approach should be part of any sound
governance and long-term strategy. Therefore,
the governments in the years concerned at best
failed to utilise the good opportunities. It is a
mistake that will take a significant distribution
conflict to fix later. 

The dangers of economic activism have
been discussed extensively in economic litera-
ture and we have argued against it in various
writings, too. The group of countries reviewed

4
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herein seemed puzzling for us because it served
as a control group for the issue. I.e. they sup-
plied examples of situations where the source
of problems is not the eager beaver syndrome
so typical in continental Europe, but the lack of
action. This was obviously apparent in the fail-
ure to establish a modern regulatory frame-
work and in neglecting important long-term
actions. 

The countries in our analyses showed no
signs of traditional, Latin-American style pop-
ulism at all. They were characterised by a high
growth rate, a decreasing role of government
and budget surpluses. Still, a different kind of
populism evolved there. It stemmed from the
media-friendly simplification of complex issues
in economic governance which led to the
neglecting of the intellectually challenging,
complicated responsibilities of economic strat-
egy making. At the same time, in a growth the-

ory context that encompasses development
over decades, the less apparent, not immediate
consequences of this practice are just as harm-
ful and damaging for long-term convergence
and for the lasting competitiveness of societies
as old-fashioned populism is present in a num-
ber of EU countries, including Hungary.
Therefore, it is high time to push back views
that misinterpret democracy for no economy
can successfully pursue sustainable conver-
gence purely on a technocratic basis and with-
out community decisions. What is more, we
cannot even fulfil the current requirements of
the EU. Through the channel of permanent
exchange rate risk and higher interest rates, this
failure will set the growth potential and actual
growth rate of all member states outside the
Euro-area below the achievable level. Decision
makers, analysts and intellectuals are equally
responsible for recognising this.

1 This article is based on a presentation at a conference
hosted by the Economics Faculty of the University of
Debrecen and the Chamber of Industry and
Commerce of Hajdú-Bihar County held in Debrecen,
Hungary on 28 March, 2008. Selected presentations
will be published in a book edited by László Muraközy
at Akadémiai Kiadó publishing house.

2 Obviously this applies to the balance of payments
and not the balance of trade. Many countries where
the weight of invisible items is significant can live
with deficits larger than this on the long run, too.
Examples include countries from Austria through
Croatia to Greece, as the tourism industry, commer-
cial shipping and financial services may even play a
decisive role in post-industrial societies but they are
definitely more significant than traditional trade and
production. This is not the case in any of the coun-
tries in the text above.

3 Countries that belong here include Venezuela,
Bolivia, Nigeria, Malaysia and Russia.

4 Rimsics, I. .(2008): Recent economic developments
and banking in Latvia (notes). Riga, June, available
at: www.bank.lv./eng, downloaded 2 July 2008. 

5 Macroeconomic development and outlook for the
Lithuanian economy, 30 April, elérhetõ: www.lb.
lt/eng, downloaded on 3 July 2008

6 Bank of Estonia: Estonian Economic and Monetary
Policy, no. 1/2008, page 19, accessible at www.eesti-
pank.info, downloaded on 3 July downloaded on 3
July 2008 

7 ECB: Statistics Pocket Book, May, 2008, Frank-
furt/M., pp. 37, 38, 44

8 Bulgarian National Bank: Economic Review, no.
1/2008 available at www.bnb.bg,, downloaded 3 July
2008.

9 National Bank of Romania/2008/: Inflation Report,
May, page 39, available at www.bnro.ro/publications,
downloaded 3 July 2008

10 UniCredit Group (2008): CEE Quarterly, no. 2.
Vienna (a quarterly publication with statistics and
analyses), page 28

11 What may have played a role in this is that foreign
ownership of banks is far less common in key EU
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countries as in the new member states and in
Croatia.

12 Every government weighs a number of factors at
any given time. But it is not the same as declaring
some hard and fast values which the government
will not act against but rather strive for achieving
them.

13 This is what several non-governmental organisa-
tions do, among them the “Márciusi Charta” who
voice valid concerns about the moral state of the
country.

14 The Pázmány Péter Catholic University and the
Konrad Adenauer Foundation staged an interna-
tional conference on this complex and controversial
philosophical issue in Budapest on 28 February
2008. Selected presentations will be published in a
book edited by Ferenc Berán.

15 Source: ECB: Statistics Pocket Book, June, 2008,
Frankfurt/M., pp. 38–39

16 Regarding the Hungarian economy, it was György
Surányi (2008) who outlined in the most clear-cut
manner (in a debate with László Lengyel) the quasi-
conservative view that even the lack of major

reforms would not have caused performance prob-
lems in the 2000's, provided the obviously silly
moves and extremities had been omitted in eco-
nomic policymaking.

17 It is another question that not even this figure
should be considered automatically achievable,
thanks to the series of popularity-seeking measures
and the comprehensive loss of credibility of eco-
nomic policymakers. Most analysts more or less
unanimously rejected these steps. What is more,
some analyses point out that more than 1 percent-
age point of the growth in 2004–2007 stemmed
from unjustified budgetary expansion.

18 UniCredit Gruop: op.cit. page 14

19 And of course the ant's extra work will not be
blamed on the cricket of whom good memories will
be cherished …

20 The four-party governing coalition is becoming
fragile just now due to a series of scandals around
the anti-corruption agency and an initiative to
enable the dissolving of parliament with a refer-
endum. See Economist Intelligence Unit: Latvia-
Main Report, London, 18 July 2008 (on-line edi-
tion). 
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P

Gyula Nagy

Role of financial innovations
in oligopolistic market 
environment

Price stability usually prevails in the long run in
oligopolistic markets, and the role of price race is
replaced by research & development and innova-
tion, advertising, and brand names. The current
banking market of Hungary is strongly oligopo-
listic, with limited price competition in the scope
of financial products and services. Various finan-
cial innovations, brands, and name brand values
– as well as intensive communication thereof by
advertisements and other PR tools – are of
increasing significance in banks' successful market
strategies.

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
OLIGOPOLISTIC MARKET STRUCTURES

As one of the most important results of the
banking privatisation in Hungary, large foreign
banking groups have been active in the
Hungarian market as owners since the mid-90s,
contributing to the stability of the Hungarian
financial system, the expansion of financial
intermediary services, and the efficient servic-
ing of economic entities by their capital
strength, sophisticated banking products and
services, and by developing infrastructure in
banking. All this happened in a  banking envi-
ronment whose structural features decidedly
reflect an oligopolistic market. In such an envi-

ronment the importance of the role of factors
that influence success in the market (price,
quality, reliability, brand value, innovation,
marketing communication) shifts, adopting to
the specifics of the individual market segments.
This is the explanation for an unorthodox phe-
nomenon that while the Hungarian banking
market is oligopolistic, and in certain cases
monopolistic, with strongly homogenous
products and services, there is strong competi-
tion in certain customer and product segments,
and financial innovations play an increasing
role in market share expansion.

Market structures and competition

Individual market structures prompt market
players to respond by adequate approach and
conduct.1 Competitive strategies devised in
order to be successful in the market are typi-
cally growth-oriented, because stronger mar-
ket positions mean higher profits, which
require stronger capital base, which in turn
means that corporate value maximisation
results in an increase in size. A polypolistic
market structure is a competitive environment
where a multitude of players are present on
both the demand and the supply side, but none
of them has such a clout as to being able to
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manipulate prices. There is a strong price com-
petition, all market players face the constant
threat of losing market positions, the demand
is driven by prices and highly volatile. In this
market environment all players expect pres-
sures to emerge from cost and demand side
alike. In order to design a competitive price
structure, every market player has to develop
their applied technologies, products, or the
sales process itself, which means there is a
strong pressure for research and development.
Competitive edge secured this way may well
be short-lived, because there is a realistic
chance that it will be neutralised by similar
innovations or even imitations marketed by
rivals. Therefore, one of the main motivations
for innovation is to ensure pioneer profit, but
when it cannot be exploited fully, a trailing
strategy will become typical.

When the above market structure is inter-
preted as a competition market with players of
roughly identical strength, then a monopolistic
market represents the other extreme. This mar-
ket could also have multiple players on the sup-
ply side,2 but one of them is in a power posi-
tion, dictating market conditions and prices
and making all the other players adapt. This
set-up does not rule out competition among
the other market players, but the corporation
in the monopoly position is less compelled to
implement cost cutting or to carry out research
and development, which would ensure lower
costs. Also, the corporation is directed away
from product innovation by the assumption
that profits to be expected of new products will
be earned at the expense of the profit on old
products. Also, the return on development
investments is not guaranteed, thus corpora-
tions in monopoly position are unlikely to risk
their existing high market shares by these
costs. Undoubtedly, in the short term they
should not fear the appearance of  rivals who'd
make their positions vulnerable by copying
their products, but fears of newcomers could

keep up their interest in research and develop-
ment in the longer run.3

The market structure in between the two
extremes is called oligopoly, where the market is
dominated by a relatively few players with
powerful capital bases who are too strong to
improve their market positions by price com-
petition at the expense of the others. This
struggle could go on for too long without any
substantial reshuffle in existing positions, not
to mention its cost impacts. Since it's a few
players, chances are they will regulate the mar-
ket by informal agreements (cartel) rather than
entering a cut-throat race to 'bleed' each other.
Obviously, their options are subject to compe-
tition regulations in the country, how efficient-
ly competition authorities can act against com-
petition-restricting practices and informal car-
tel agreements. If price reduction – price com-
petition in other words – is not the path to take
to improve market positions in an oligopolistic
market environment, then the regulatory role
of prices diminish, while the impacts of other
factors grow stronger. Similarly to the polypolis-
tic competition market, the need for research
and development is also present in this market
structure, but at a lower intensity, because no
direct relation can be ensured between R&D
costs and the profit they generate.4

Market structure cannot be separated from
the size of the market players, because adjust-
ment to changing market conditions, as well as
the compulsion and willingness to carry out
research and development activities are chang-
ing accordingly. In analysing the connection
between absolute company size and innovation
activities, J. Schumpeter reached the conclu-
sion that technological renewal results in much
greater production and welfare impacts than
ever achievable by improving the distribution
of assets.5 Among his followers, J. Tabbert says
technological progress depends on large corpo-
rates with quasi monopoly power, and innova-
tion efforts can be expected by them mostly6,
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because they are in a position to take the nec-
essary costs and risks, and funding is also avail-
able to them. The intensification of the consol-
idation processes that create a monopoly posi-
tion can also be attributed to the fact that tech-
nological progress demand an increasing opti-
mum corporate size due to declining yields,
thus costs savings ensured by economies of scale
are basically available to large corporations. Of
course, only when they see the research activi-
ties and their results through and manage mar-
ket implementation. In this scope, however,
the competitive edge of large corporation is not
so unambiguous, because diseconomies of scale
may emerge as they are less inclined to imple-
ment innovation-driven products in the market
as soon as they can.7

Oligopolistic banking market 
in Hungary

The credit institutions of the Hungarian finan-
cial sector that operate as companies limited by
shares are analysed below, using the prelimi-
nary data for end-2007.8 Said group of institu-
tions comprise 38 credit institutions in the fol-
lowing breakdown: large banks (7), medium-
sized banks (11), small banks (15), and spe-
cialised credit institutions (5).9 The main char-
acteristics of the structure of the banking mar-
ket have been defined by the aggregate figures
of total assets, equity, and after-tax profit as
submitted to the PSZÁF [Hungarian Financial
Supervisory Authority]. 

The strongly oligopolistic nature of the
Hungarian banking market is underlined by a
high level of concentration in the aggregate total
assets of the credit institutions in the analysis.
Accounting for 18.4 per cent of the entire
Hungarian banking sector in terms of quantity,
the market share of the seven universal large
banks10 amounted to 72.88 per cent at the end of
2007 while the most populous group – that of

small banks – owned a mere 3.31 per cent of all
assets. The combined weight of medium-sized
banks and specialised financial institutions –
14.53 per cent and 9.28 per cent, respectively –
could not offset the dominance of large banks,
either. The picture is further refined by the fact
that OTP Bank, the largest player in the
Hungarian market, single-handedly accounted
for more than one-fifth of the aggregate total
assets (See Chart 1). Evident in the Hungarian
retail banking market, 'the leader-follower model
[…] the ensures high profitability for the market-
leader bank […] while providing a profit for rivals
that covers costly expansion.”11

As for equity, a similar image emerges. Large
banks hold a 75.58-percent share in aggregate
equity, reflecting a little denser concentration
than in terms of total assets. Smaller banks had
a bigger share (5.20 per cent ) at the expense of
specialised financial institutions (4.99 per
cent), and the weight of medium-sized banks
(14.23 per cent) in fact did not change.

According to preliminary data, the 38 credit
institutions reported HUF 316.5 billion in
after-tax profit. Large banks accounted for
82.76 per cent, medium-sized banks and spe-
cialised credit institutions were responsible for
13.40 per cent and 4.67 per cent, respectively.
The combined after-tax profit of the fifteen
small banks, however, reflected a loss of more
than HUF 2.6 billion.

According to the report of the Várhegyi
Committee 'an empiric analysis of the Hungarian
banking market indicates decidedly weak price
competition in certain segments of the retail bank-
ing market (overdraft, consumer credits, personal
loans, current accounts)'.12 A limited role of price
competition is one of the typical characteristics
of an oligopolistic market structure. Limited
price competition prevents significant discrepan-
cies not only in the prices of “mass products”
(such as account packages) but in the terms of
conditions of deposit and loan products that
could influence customers' choice of banks.
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Banks should implement adequately transparent
pricing and comparable contract conditions to
allow these minute differences detected, which
could at the end of the day provide basis for cus-
tomers to find the best-suited tailor-made finan-
cial solutions. This, however, would require more
comprehensive information on the content of
banking services, the cost impacts of each service
(comparability of interest rates and fees), and
rights of obligations of banks and customers. 

FINANCIAL INNOVATIONS 

In this section the ways financial innovations
could replace or supplement price competition,
which is relegated to the backseat by the oli-
gopolistic market, are scrutinised. These are
financial products and instruments that have
widened the horizon for investors thinking in
yield/risk terms by making them believe: high-
er risks do not necessarily come with a propor-
tionate increase in risks, because risks can be

spread in globalise financial markets owing to
increasingly complex financial products. Their
expansion and increasing popularity were feed-
ing on two sources. One stemmed from the
banking system, which expected financial inno-
vation to provide remedy for declining prof-
itability. Investors had a keen interest in new
instruments, primarily because of high yields
and their seemingly low (underestimated) risks.
This latter illusion was further intensified by
the fact that inadequately transparent financial
institutions devised “rebundled” products –
which were innovative but high-gearing designs
thus containing exponential inherent risks –
creating markets where appropriate control and
regulations have yet to be implemented. 

Financial innovations – risk correlations

The scope of financial innovations is quite
wide, the most general description being a pool
of novelty investment and financing instru-

Chart 1

SHARES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION GROUPS
(per cent)

Source: author's own calculations
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ments that have yet to be made available in
lending, equity and financial markets.13 In the
financial regulations of Germany, financial
innovation refers to securities that transform
taxed interest income into tax-free capital gains
tax.14 Financial innovations represent new
financial instruments, market practices, and
sales techniques that promote the acquisition
of new customers, the reduction of funding
costs, and the chance for additional liquidity by
increasing funding. Financial innovation prod-
ucts facilitate speculation-driven income based
on high risks inherent in interest and exchange
rate volatility and capital gearing, at the same
time the spreading of risks, and the avoidance
of certain administrative regulations of finan-
cial markets. Financial innovations are closely
linked to the progress in information and com-
munication technology, which, mainly starting
in the 80s, triggered a surge in the size of glob-
al financial markets.

Financial innovations include the typical
products of securitisation (euro securities, vari-
able-rate securities, depository receipts, zero-
coupon bonds). Carry trade transactions,
derivatives (futures, swaps, options), and inno-
vative financial institutions with extreme
dynamism such as hedge funds are also included
in this scope. The majority of the latter are held
by investors that have positions financed by
carry trade, and when they close these posi-
tions on a mass scale it could trigger chain-
reaction-like disruptions even on markets that
are geographically far from one another. The
possibility of a fast-paced infection on global
markets raises a number of issues for mone-
tary authorities in respect of regulation and
control, as also mentioned by FED governor
Ben S. Bernanke,15 because financial innova-
tions carry considerable risks and spreading
them around in global economy while serving
ge-neral economic objectives such as financial
stability, investor protection, and market inte-
gration. The current financial regulations,

however, have no efficient regulations to man-
age the downsides of these designs. 

Mentioned among financial innovations,
securitisation – used by multinational commer-
cial banks more and more extensively these
days – means a design where banks sell assets
they've disbursed (mostly mortgages and syn-
dicate euro loans) in the form of bonds in the
market, thus banking loans are “rebundled”
into securities. For banks it means they get
back their loans which they can disburse again.
These loans are then delisted from their balance
sheets and transferred to a special financial
service provider (SPV),16 which starts market-
ing securities and bonds using these securitised
loans as collateral. This relatively simple oppor-
tunity to get rid of risks, however, represents a
strong urge for banks to ease their strict loan
assessment procedures, because the risks of
lending should not be borne by them and no
financial responsibility links them with the spe-
cial purpose vehicle.

Higher risks represented by financial inno-
vation products manifest themselves in the
scope of derivative products in such a way that
the value of these products are subject to the
market prices of one or more underlying prod-
ucts, and a future obligation for buying or sell-
ing is attached to them. Any profits or losses
made in a derivate deal are subject to the dif-
ference between the contractual and the actual
price, and – due to unforeseeable price volatili-
ty – they come with much higher risks than
usually seen in stock markets. The explanation
is that investors buy shares in traditional stock
markets in hopes of higher yields represented
by dividends and higher share price gains.
Experience indicates that investors that make
long-tem stock investments prove successful,
because they have time to wait for share prices
to climb. However, when an investor invests in
financial innovation instead of buying shares,
for instance by buying a futures contract for
three or six months and expecting the share
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price to increase, then the time factor as well
as stock market trends shall be taken into con-
sideration. If the expected price increase hap-
pens just one day after the futures deal has
matured, then the investor has to kiss his
money good-bye.

Investors have to live with market risks, and
financial innovations can't change that, either.
German daily Die Zeit17 brought up the law of
conservation of energy in thermodynamics,
which postulates that energy does not decrease
in a closed environment, as the analogy for the
assumption that no financial innovations, no
matter how efficient they are, can reduce mar-
ket risks. All these designs manage is a differ-
ent spread of risks. In this light, it's no coinci-
dence that experts from the German financial
regulator underlined in respect of the U.S. sub-
prime mortgage crisis that data released so far
were completely contradictory to the thesis
that financial innovations by themselves trigger
considerable welfare impacts by spreading risks
wider.18 Due to high capital gearing, detecting
and managing the actual extent of risks delivers
a more complex task for financial risk manage-
ment than in other, more traditional, business
scopes. Sándor Czirják establishes that 'there
are huge income and amounts invested in mutu-
al funds that cannot be justified by real economy
terms […] and central banks cannot do much
about them'.19

INNOVATIVE DESIGNS IN THE HUNGARIAN
BANKING MARKET

The demand for applying financial innovation
in the Hungarian market has been growing,
banks come up with products that carry higher
and higher risks in an attempt to compensate
for their stagnating or declining ROE and
ROA (Return On Equity and Return On
Assets, respectively). Financial innovations in
the scope of deposits and investments in the

retail market, one of the most important fund-
ing sources for banks, are scrutinised below.
Neither the corporate nor the municipal mar-
ket is analysed here. New financial instruments
deployed by financial institutions in the retail
market in the race for savings cannot always be
considered innovations, because most of them
are just creatively composed, 'repackaged'
instruments. Nevertheless, they reflect well the
change in concept as banks are trying to adapt
to changing customer demand by devising new
products and services. 

Combinations of fixed deposits and
equity market investments

The phenomenon that traditional deposit
products offered by banks are losing their yield
appeal due to increasing inflation has been
apparent lately. In order to improve the real
yields of their savings, however, customers
have increased their demand for investment
opportunities that offer higher yields and rea-
sonable risks. The increase in the in the global
risk propensity of investors has prompted
Hungarian banks to react fast and offer their
customers a wide variety of stock investments,
or combine their traditional deposit products
with high-yield stock investments. These com-
bines investment portfolios are registered
under different names at some of the banks,
but their structures in terms of yields and risks
are very similar (See Chart 2).

Customer savings of higher yield expecta-
tions are managed by banks as a portfolio part
of which is invested as deposits and the other
part is invested in the investment notes of var-
ious mutual funds (mostly open-end funds),
representing a basket of various yield and risk
levels. The proportions at which the portfolio
is divided are typically defined by the individual
banks. In these designs, the deposit part is
completely risk-free as far as capital repayment
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is concerned, and an outstandingly high fixed
rate is due for the first 2 or 3 months, making
the yields of this half of the design predictable
with high accuracy. Following the maturity of
interim period, the deposit part of the portfo-
lio continues to earn a risk-free yield, but now
only at the (lower) rate defined by the list of
conditions effective at the moment. 

The other part of the portfolio is invested in
risky stock market instruments, investment
notes of open-end funds, and fund of funds
designs20 that have stock indices of the most
dynamic markets and some commodities
indices as underlying products. These designs
come with special methods to calculate yield
and special payment schemes. Investment fund
management companies owned by banks actu-
ally channel savings invested in their invest-
ment notes back to their banks as deposits,
which could be very important for the banks
from the aspect of liquidity management.21

In order to make them acceptable for cus-
tomers, banks try to reduce the higher risks of

stock investments by various methods. Applied
in a wide scope, capital-guarantee designs22

means the bank guarantees repayment of the
invested capital, thus the potential loss to be
incurred to the investor in the worst case
affects the yield but not the principal. Also
aimed at increasing customers' propensity to
invest, banks would also pledge guarantee on a
minimum yield in a design named yield-guaran-
tee investment.23 Practically, it means the
repayment of the invested principal plus a pre-
defined yield following a certain maturity.

Homogenous range of products 
and services

In the deposit segment of the Hungarian bank-
ing market, quite an intensive competition is
evident among credit institutions – somewhat
deviating from the general situation. While the
schemes described above – namely the combi-
nation of deposits and stock investments in

Chart 2

PROFITABILITY INDICATORS OF THE HUNGARIAN BANKING SECTOR

Source: MNB Jelentés a pénzügyi stabilitásról [NBH Report on Financial Stability] (April 2008) ttp://www.mnb.hu/Engine.aspx?page=mnbhu_sta-
bil&ContentID=10897 
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some design – can hardly be called classic finan-
cial innovations, they are to be regarded as new
financial instruments, because they facilitate
higher yield demands to be met and risks
spread reasonably. 

These financial schemes, however, are unable
to ensure a permanent competitive edge,
because these products of banks sooner or later
become homogenous on the back of imitation
and their conditions will also be very similar.
The success of individual banks in accumulat-
ing funds from the market – and thus expand
their marker share and increase their customer
base – is closely related to the size of the nom-
inal interest rate they are offering, because cus-
tomers intent on savings in deposit designs will
basically select banks by their motivation to
achieve higher yields. This means product pric-
ing is a top priority in this scope, indicating
that there could be some segments in an oli-
gopolistic market environment that act as if
they were part of a polypolistic market struc-
ture. This in turn means price competition is
the decisive factor, demoting the other factors
of bank selection (brand value, reliability, qual-
ity of service, access etc.). A very intense price
competition has evolved in the Hungarian
retail banking market, keeping available mar-
gins low and thus damaging the profitability of
banks. (See Chart 3)

The period preceding the implementation of
the interest tax in September 2006, when a very
aggressive competition developed among banks
to win customers,  delivered a remarkable expe-
rience regarding business policy and communi-
cation alike. Although they managed to
mobilise billions of forints of savings by mar-
keting deposit designs that offered relief from
the interest tax, their margins had decreased
due to competition, the net interest margin
barely exceeded one or 1.5 per cent. The same
phenomenon was evident one year later in the
race for securing maturing deposits. The graph
reflects well the fact that the banking spread

was declining from March 2006 until
December 2007 constantly, dropping by more
than half a percentage point. This trend contin-
ues in the first quarter of this year.

Interestingly, it was not the largest retail bank,
OTP, that emerged victorious in the race for the
acquisition of customers and funds. In their sub-
sequent external communication, the manage-
ment of the bank emphasised not the failure of
the bank to respond to this one-off retail
demand with appropriate speed and flexibility,
but the bank's decision of refusing to pay any-
thing for customer acquisition. For so attractive
conditions should have been offered by the bank
to lure this price-driven and therefore swaying
customer scope, which is very hard to hold on
to, that the management of OTP rejected after
considering profitability aspects.

This story has several interpretations from
communications aspects. One, OTP woke up
late, had been overtaken by rivals, and could
not exploit this opportunity. The other expla-
nations says the bank regarded the retention of
its existing customer base as having a higher
value than acquiring a price-oriented, barely
predictable scope of new deposit holders. 

General experience indicates that when a
bank's customer policy sets expansion objec-
tives for the purpose of raising funds, it should
be supported by the bank's communication,
emphasising interest conditions that are better
than the rivals'. This product communication
will mostly acquire customers for whom price
is the only or a top priority aspect. In these
cases components of the brand and corporate
image have limited use, because they have hard-
ly any impact as their messages barely register
in the decision-making process. The measura-
ble success of communication (increase in cus-
tomer number, raising funds) is subject not to
the communication activity itself but to an
external factor, the price of the product in
question. The consequence is not free of a cer-
tain trade-off impact: The increase in funds
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could happen as a result of a dilution in the cus-
tomer base by an unstable group of deposit
holders. 

The objective of establishing a permanent
and reliable customer base in a strongly seg-
mented customer policy can be supported suc-
cessfully by targeted communication that facil-
itates for the bank to linking of products and
services on both the assets and the liabilities
side and to employ cross-selling. Here, com-
munication plays not just a monotone tune but
employs an orchestra to play specific chords
for various target groups. An important lesson,
a market player should not shy away from
competing aggressively in customer segments
that promise high margins.

LEVELS OF INNOVATION

For the sake of successful operation in a com-
petitive environment, innovation has become a
factor with increasing significance for econom-
ic entities, including those in the financial

scope, banks in particular. In addition to organ-
ic growth, and mergers that cause fast-paced
increase in size, innovative financial designs,
the implementation of new products and serv-
ices can ensure expansion in the market.
According to a study made by IBM Institute
for Business Value,24 innovation allows a com-
pany to distinguish itself from the competitors,
to lift it up from the mass of similar companies.
In other words, unorthodox financial innova-
tions help a company adapt to market
demands, contribute to an increase in profit,
help create and maintain a competitive edge,
and facilitate expansion in the market. (See
Table 1)

Innovation process requires new ideas, or
assumes a radically different way of thinking
than the one typical presently. John White, head
of IVB's research team, says25 innovation has
three main types and application areas. One of
them is innovations in products and services, a
scope already mentioned here. The other com-
prises operational innovation, new solutions to
improve the efficiency of the bank main opera-

3. ábra

BANKING SPREAD AND COMPONENTS

Source: National Bank of Hungary, http://www.mnb.hu/Engine.aspx?page=mnbhu_stabil&ContentID=10897
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tional scopes and core activities. The third is the
innovation in business model, in the course of
which the bank creates a new target, restruc-
tures its organisational structure, its scope of
activities, and expands its market operations.

Product innovation means the renewal of
banking products and services, allowing access
to new market segments and customers, at the
same time helping retain existing market posi-
tions and customers. In terms of differentia-
tion and distinction from competitors, howev-
er, product innovation can only deliver tempo-
rary successes, because new designs are rela-
tively easy to copy. Having a more permanent
impact, the future is dominated by innovations
that impact operative processes and the basis
of corporate operation model, As shown in
Table 1 above. This presumes a different atti-
tude, because it builds on openness and coop-
eration rather than the seclusion of product
and services innovation, and crosses organisa-
tional and institutional barriers. Applied tech-
nologies and business integration are the most
significant factors of a marked and long-term
sustainable differentiation; nevertheless the
most popular innovation process focuses on
the renewal of the scope of products and serv-
ices – including imitation – because banks are

driven in this direction by cost impacts and
time requirements.

Financial innovations can only be successful
when development processes are subordinated
to customer demands, and the establishment of
the infrastructural background of innovations
are managed with priority. This is an environ-
ment that facilitates efficient integration of
business processes and technologies that serve
them, in order to create banking value.

FINANCIAL INNOVATIONS 
IN THE HUNGARIAN BANKING MARKET

Price competition is demoted in most market
segments in the strongly oligopolistic market
structure of the Hungarian banking sector.
Based on international experience, this circum-
stance should increase the need for financial
innovations, as they play an important role in
market expansion and profitability.

According to an NBH analysis,26 the prof-
itability indicators of the Hungarian banking
sector are satisfactory in international compar-
ison, but have been deteriorating continuously.
ROE indicator has been declining at a larger
extent than ROA, but the development of both

Table 1

CHANGING NATURE OF INNOVATION

Characteristics of current innovations Characteristics of future innovations
• Emphasis on innovation in products and services • Wide scale, including innovation in bussiness

modell

• Driven by development and technology • Driven by customer demands and technology

• Pivotal role for Research & Development • Pivotal role for management and individuals, because

R&D  seen as major innovation carrier

• Uncooperative; an internal affair for the company • Open and cooperative, passes organisational and

corporate barriers

• Distinction from others ensured by technology • Distinction from others by integration of technology

and business activity

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value, In:Dare to be different: Why banking innovation matters now (2007), IBM Global Business Services,
page 4 http://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/index.wss/ibvstudy/gbs/a1025350?cntxt=a1000043
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indicators suggest that the competitive edge of
the Hungarian banking sector has been deteri-
orating at an accelerating rate especially com-
pared to developed countries, but has become
unfavourable in comparison to banking sectors
in the CEE region, as well. (See Chart 4).
Experts of financial innovations say these fac-
tors represent the necessary prerequisites of
innovation taking place in the banking sector
both in the scope of products and services as
well as technological processes and organisa-
tional changes. However, the application and
expansion of financial innovations cannot be
separated from the general standard of financial
culture, in other words the acceptance level of
the customer segment targeted by these new
financial instruments. 

Depth indicators reflecting the operation and
quality of the Hungarian system of financial
intermediaries, however, attest to constant

improvement. The combined total assets of the
Hungarian banking sector is close to the GDP,
and the banking loans of the private sector
amount to half the gross domestic product. The
financial system has been growing deeper despite
the slowdown of economic growth, which indi-
cates that the population attempts, in spite of aus-
terity measures, to maintain the consumption
standards they have gotten used to. An upswing
in the portfolio of all-purpose mortgages or the
appearance of high-risk yen loans are ample proof
of that. Although in the event of default the
potential losses of lending banks will be lower due
to real estate collaterals, the process provides
ample indication how much the household sector
refuses to acknowledge increasing financial risks.

In order to maximise yields on savings gen-
erated on decreasing real wages, a rather wide
scope of the population shows willingness to
invest in stock investment designs and fixed

Chart 4

ROE AND ROA INDICATORS IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON 
(2006)

Source: National Bank of Hungary, http://www.mnb.hu/Engine.aspx?page=mnbhu_stabil&ContentID=10897

ROE (After-tax profit /Tier1)
ROA (After-tax profit/total assets; right scale)
ROA adjusted for one-off income (2006) (right scale)
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deposits combined with stock investments,
both designs being among high-risk financial
innovations. To maintain lending expansion,
banks have to increase funding, thus they are
keen to meet these demands in their deposit
offers, even feeding these demands by increas-
ing marketing costs and using the tools of
business communication. The aforementioned
report of the Hungarian central bank establish-
es that 'risk-based competition among banks also
intensifies, manifesting itself in the development
of increasingly risky products and in the easing of
lending conditions.'27

Considering the fact that the ratio of interest
income compared to fee and commission
income is outstandingly high and constantly
growing in the Hungarian banking sector in
international comparison, it is evident that prof-
itability is thereatened from two sides. One of
the factors is the consequences of the subprime
mortgage market crisis – rising interest rates on
the back of credit crunch in particular – and the
other component is the fight for deposits in the
Hungarian market, which increases funding
costs. Their combined impact projects a deterio-
ration in the profitability of the entire
Hungarian banking sector. (See Chart 5)

As banking products and services become
strongly homogenous, banks apparently try to
devise their service packages by heeding cus-
tomer demands. A peculiar example of financial
innovation is application consulting, a product
scope where competition is fought in offered
services rather than prices, by which banks try
to acquire micro businesses as well as small and
medium enterprises. The service packages mar-
keted by banks offer, in addition to financing,
the search for applications, consulting, the
preparation of the bid itself, and the complex
job of 'after-sales care' for applications. Banks
that vie for enterprises applying for EU and
Hungarian economic development funds are
differentiated by their 'prices, flexibility, collat-
eral requirements, and service standards'.28

CONCLUSIONS

Designed in deference to the environment as
represented by the market structure, competi-
tion strategies use a wide variety of tools to
ensure that the targets of expansion, efficiency,
and profitability be met. Competitive pricing of
products and services has an eminent role, com-
plemented by innovations representing brand
new solutions (renewal of products, technical
processes, and the business model itself), related
Research & Development activities, as well as
brand values and, not the least, marketing com-
munication. Price competition is dominant in a
polypolistic market structure, but in an oligopo-
listic market environment it loses significance,
becoming less of a tool to achieve competition
policy goals. Consequently, other tools and com-
ponents – especially innovations created by
research and development – will see appreciation.

Amid wide-spread financial globalisation,
market competition intensifies, but not neces-
sarily in the form of price wars alone, manifest-
ing in a fast-paced expansion of financial inno-
vations that manage to meet investors' differ-
entiated demands for yields and risks. On the
organisational and institutional side, consolida-
tion processes intensify, to be fed further by
mega mergers and acquisitions. At the same
time, an explosive progress is evident in the
product range, resulted by the implementation
of more complex products and service pack-
ages, as well as creatively combined savings and
loan products. These offer customer less and
less transparency; and while price competition
is primarily focused on components of publicly
announced – well-communicated – conditions,
transparency is damaged, and consumer deci-
sions are manipulated by marketing messages
and advertisements, and comparison between
the products and services of banks becomes
increasingly hard. 

The appearance and fast-paced expansion
of financial innovations on global financial mar-
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kets was connected to the large-scale boost in
liquidity that had been based on global eco-
nomic growth, central banks' expansive mone-
tary policies, and growing savings at oil produc-
ers on the back of surging oil prices since the
early 2000s. Exceeding real economy demands
by far, this excess liquidity was tapped by an
investment race which increased global risk
hunger. Against this backdrop, various financial
innovations (securitisation, carry trade)
increased the risks of the overall global financial
system and established the channels through
which local or regional market problems man-
aged to spread extremely quickly, allowing them
to become global. International financial regula-
tions could not keep the pace with these fast
changes. Due to their private activities, hedge
funds are in fact exempt from certain equity
market regulations and data reporting obliga-
tions, and since they are operated with extreme-
ly high capital gearing, they increase and trans-
fer risks exponentially across global financial
markets, increasing their vulnerability. 

The analysis of the structure of the
Hungarian banking market verifies a gradual
appreciation among market players' competi-
tion strategy considerations for new financial
designs that are capable of servicing customer
demands efficiently in an oligopolistic market
environment. The expansion of these financial
innovations is influenced by a number of fac-
tors both on the supply and the demand side.
The constant deepening of the financial sys-
tem and market expansion potentials lying
within has so far meant a relatively low urge
for banks to expand the range of financial
instruments. On the demand side, a so far sub-
dued interest in more complex financial prod-
ucts in the scope of retail customers,29 howev-
er, is in conjunction with the general level of
financial literacy. Investors do not have appro-
priate product information, are unable to
understand yield and risk correlations of more
complex designs or exchange rate risks. Their
financial decisions lack complex deliberation,
often reaching them on the basis of a single

Chart 5

DEVELOPMENT OF PRE-TAX PROFIT AND ITS MAIN COMPONENTS

Forrás: MNB, http://www.mnb.hu/Engine.aspx?page=mnbhu_stabil&ContentID=10897
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factor (yield, monthly instalment, etc.).30 As a
consequence of limited financial literacy, some
aversion to electronic financial transactions is
evident, and mistrust is also reflected in
domestic card usage patterns.

The oligopolistic structure of the
Hungarian banking sector should be regarded
as a long-term condition, and it cannot be ruled
out that the market consolidation will intensify
further, while more balanced power positions
are developing in certain segments. The inten-
sifying competition in the banking sector will
cause interest margins to decline deeper, there-
fore, in order to maintain profitability, some
credit institutions will have to cut back opera-
tional costs and also to increase the ratio of fee
and commission income against the dominance

of interest income. For this purpose they have
to bolster the sales of higher-yield, more com-
plex banking products and services, imple-
menting new instruments and financial innova-
tions. All this requires that these products be
communicated to customers in an increasingly
transparent form, not the least because of
attempts by the regulatory authority to make
banking processes more transparent.

In line with international trends, the suc-
cess of the Hungarian banking sector is vitally
decided by the success of finding an innovation
environment31 where the renewal of the range
of products and services is increasingly fuelled
by a competitive edge in prices and service
quality driven by customer demands and the
endeavour to be distinguished from rivals. 

1 A general corporate competition environment is
assumed when market structure is analysed; the cor-
relations and rules shown here are basically valid in
the scope of banking and finances, as well

2 A monopolistic market may be evident on the
demand side, too; and the specifics described here are
applicable in this case, only with a different cast

3 Reuter, F. J. (1970): Forschungspolitik und
Forschungsplanung, Duncker und Humblot Verlag,
Berlin, page 38

4 See in detail: Machlup F. (1967): Oligopol und
Freiheit, ORDO Jahrbuch für die Ordnung von
Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, Bd. 18.

5 Schumpeter, J. (1980): A gazdasági fejlõdés elmélete:
Vizsgálódás a vállalkozói profitról, a tõkérõl, a hitel-
rõl, a kamatról és a konjunktúraciklusról [Theory of
economic Development: A Study into Corporate
Profit, Capital, Loans, Interest, and Economic
Cycles], KJK, Budapest, 320 p.

6 Tabbert, J. (1974): Unternehmensgrösse, Markt-
struktur und technischer Fortschritt, Göttingen,
page 5

7 Tabbert, J. (1978): page 15

8 http://www.pszaf.hu/engine.aspx?ResourceID=
pszafhu_bankinfo_2007_4 

9 Except for MFB [Hungarian Foreign Trade Bank],
EXIM, and KELER Zrt. [Central Clearing House
and Depository Co. Ltd.]

10 OTP Bank, MKB Bank [Hungarian Foreign Trade
Bank], K&H Bank, CIB Bank, RAIFFEISEN
Bank, ERSTE Bank Hungary, UniCredit Bank
Hungary

11 Lakossági Pénzügyi Szolgáltatásokat Vizsgáló
Szakértõi Bizottság [Expert Committee Scruti-
nising Retail Financial Services] (2006): Javaslatok
a lakossági bankszolgáltatások problémáinak
kezelésére [Propositions for managing problems
detected in retail banking services], Budapest,
page 18 – http://www.meh.hu/tevekenyseg/
tevekhirek/20070131.html

12 See same, page 5

13 http://www.onpulson.de/lexikon/finanzinnovatio-
nen.htm 
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O

Ádám Demény

The central budget 
management system
and the impact thereof

One of the key elements of the state budget reform
is that of the execution of the budget, making the
utilization of public funds and EU subsidies
more transparent and controllable. The purpose
of the concept of the budget management system
developed by the Ministry of Finance is to intro-
duce, besides the reorganization of the Treasury
processes, changes in the regulatory system for the
central budgetary institutions such as ministries,
government offices, central offices, law enforce-
ment agencies and other background institutions
based on the reporting of preliminary and com-
prehensive commitments, in order to support the
reform process in this way as well.

According to the plans, the idea is to leave
the fundamental professional competences
with the central budgetary institutions but at
the same time, to create the opportunity for
the enforcement of financial-budgetary con-
trolling by applying a strict controlling system,
from the planning of the budget through finan-
cial performance to final accounts. 

As a relevant element of the state budget
reform, along with the partial modification of
the regulatory environment, it makes sense to
develop a centralized and integrated system
which uses state-of-the-art IT solutions. This
complex system allows that the management of
the economic events of the budgetary institu-
tions is followed through their entire lifecycles

in such a way that the system is capable of con-
tinuously supplying aggregated data on the uti-
lization of the available funds. 

The migration of the state-state, citizen-
state and state-enterprises relationships into
the electronic space would, in turn, facilitate
the formation of an efficient state as a service
provider.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE CURRENT 
SITUATION 

The Treasury organization of the state 

The implementation of the Treasury tasks plays
a critical role in the macro-level management of
the public finance system. The period that has
elapsed since the development of the
Hungarian Treasury model in 1996 has proven
that the existence and role of the Hungarian
State Treasury is indispensable in the disburse-
ment and collection of public funds in the con-
text defined by the laws.

The IT systems of the Hungarian State
Treasury that used to support the original
Treasury tasks, which function even now, most-
ly function according to the needs defined 10
years ago. These systems are obsolete both on
the level of process management and on that of
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technological and technical solutions, they can-
not efficiently fulfill the specialized profession-
al requirements of the present. 

As a result of non-integrated and decentralized
operations, the consistency of information can
only be ensured with difficulty, which results in
the low standards of information supply. 

As a result of the lack of the comprehensive-
ness of undertaking commitments and that of
performance-based financing, there is possibility
for overspending, and the utilization of
unplanned income items without control,
which cannot be planned on the level of the
state budget. The current system is not suitable
for the reception of electronic suppliers' and
service providers' invoices, furthermore, it is
not capable of handling e-money either. 

The systems which are fundamentally based
on the flow and processing of paper-based trans-
action documents, besides their low cost-effi-
ciency, do not support the enforcement of the
administration cut program announced in the
framework of the state budget reform, on the
one hand, and they make it almost impossible
to ensure up-to-date, truthful information, on
the other hand. This means, in practice, that
the handling of economic events requires the
maintenance of a higher than necessary volume
of human resources at the Treasury.

Budgetary institutions 

The accounting (financial management) sys-
tems that can be freely chosen by the budget-
ary institutions, which are non-centralized and
which operate in a non-uniform structure are
on very different levels of development on the
one hand, and they do not allow the represen-
tation of up-to-date figures of the central
budget on the level of the general ledger, on the
other hand. The information aggregated from
the institutional levels and those on the level of
the national economy usually do not agree, as a

result of the differences in the institutional and
Treasury records, the periodical reconciliations
of which generate significant and superfluous
extra efforts. In the past few years, a large pro-
portion of the ministries and central budgetary
institutions have implemented integrated
financial-accounting systems (various ERP1

systems) from their own resources, as the
introduction of the Centralized Payroll System
(Hungarian abbreviation: KIR), which
demanded considerable sacrifice, was not fol-
lowed by the implementation of a system per-
forming centralized accounting tasks. 

The various types (financial, general ledger,
tangible assets module) of integrated financial
management systems replaced and implement-
ed at a number of organizations mostly rely on
IT support whose standards are in line with the
requirements of our age, however, no interop-
erable relationship with the more backward
central Treasury systems is possible. The insti-
tutions continue to conduct significant paper-
based dataflow, and the underlying registration
system also has to be maintained redundantly. 

In order for the financial management tasks
to be integrated on the highest possible level at
the budgetary institutions, as well as to make
them operate with the lowest possible staff
costs, with a significantly lower level of paper-
work, a complex central IT system, which is
capable of handling both the Treasury and the
institutional management tasks in the same
system, needs to be developed. 

THE NECESSITY OF THE INTRODUCTION
OF A NEW SYSTEM SUPPORTING THE
PROCESSES OF THE EXECUTION 
OF THE BUDGET 

It is the reform of the execution of the central
budget, the rendering of the management of
public finances transparent and entirely con-
trollable, the simplification and digitalization
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thereof that justify the development and imple-
mentation of a new system that supports the
execution of the budget. The design of a new,
centralized, real time system called the Budget
Management System (Hungarian abbreviation:
KGR) was developed as part of the state budg-
et reform2.

In order to be able to develop a complex, up-
to-date Treasury system, 

• which monitors the execution of the budg-
et, the spending of public funds in a con-
trollable way, by using a project approach,

• which provides up-to-date and integrated
information to each relevant player on the
appropriate level, 

• which is efficient and easy to operate,
the views on the operation of such a system
should be changed, both with regard to the
"Treasury approach" and the regulatory sys-
tems, and with regard to the applied IT solu-
tions.

The most important task of KGR is to
"remove" Treasury from the economic space, in
order to ensure that the goals set in the con-
vergence program, the New Hungary
Development Plan, as well as in the chapter-
level IT strategy of the Ministry of Finance
should be achievable by incorporating the tasks
related to cashflow and financial management
into this organization.

The KGR system means a change with
regard to both its functionality and maturity in
the overall network of institutions of the cen-
tral budget. According to the objectives, the
system will be applied for both the appropria-
tions of the institutional budget and those
managed by the chapters. However, the
planned regulation does not aim to withdraw
professional and financial management compe-
tences from the institutional system. KGR first
of all focuses on getting the current principles
of financial management observed and on con-
trolling the observation, by also modernizing
operation and sometimes concentrating the lat-

ter and applying electronic payment methods.
The transformation of regulation and the mod-
ernization of the operational mechanism of
financial management should, through the
KGR system, contribute to the higher level
performance of the professional tasks dealt
with at the institution. 

Unless an application system placed on
entirely new foundations and implemented
with up-to-date technology and knowledge, as
well as a system that serves the former with
state-of-the-art technologies, are implemented
as soon as possible, the operating risk will
increase further, which may involve unforesee-
able consequences. As it also turns out from
the above, there are no real alternative solu-
tions to remedy the current situation. The cur-
rent system cannot be developed further. The
up-to-date solution will definitely be the oper-
ation of integrated, on-line, real time and com-
mon databases, where each data will only be
entered into the system once, at the place
where it was generated. 

THE ELEMENTS AND BREAKDOWN OF
THE BUDGET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The complexity of the system outlined so far
comprises the financial government, the central
budgetary institutions and the Hungarian State
Treasury, which is the state bank that performs
the financial tasks. The modules that serve the
functionality of KGR can be broken down into
four interrelated groups:

• IT reorganization of specialized Treasury
systems,

• the implementation of a uniform, integrat-
ed institutional financial-accounting sys-
tem,

• the implementation of a uniform budget
planning system,

• the development of a public finance man-
agement information system.
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Reorganization of the Treasury 
systems  

The replacement of the current Treasury IT
system at the same time creates an opportuni-
ty for the reorganization of tasks and process-
es and for putting more-up-to-date IT sup-
port in place. Besides the implementation of a
classical bank account management system
called the BSZM module, the comprehensive
implementation of the appropriation manage-
ment (EGM) module and the commitment
(KTM) module will be important elements of
the KGR as its main functions, by which the
electronic data connection between the budg-
etary institutions and the Treasury can be
established. 

The tasks of EGM include the registration of
budgetary appropriations and the modifica-
tions thereof according to the decrees or laws
in which these changes were ordered, as well
as, based on these, the execution of the open-
ing of the subsidy limits of the appropriations
managed by the institutions and the chapters.
The services provided by the module are as
follows:

• acceptance and registration of the original
appropriations defined in the Budget Act
for the year in question on the basis of the
data supplied by the Ministry of Finance
and the Treasury budgets submitted by the
chapters;

• reception of the modifications of the
appropriations according to the levels of
competence, from the appropriation own-
ers and those who have the authority to
perform modifications; 

• operation of the decision registration sys-
tem containing the modifications in the
competence of the National Assembly, the
government and the Ministry of Finance;

• execution of the subsidy limit openings;
• connecting the current appropriations

with the KTM system and its subsystems; 

• performing general ledger postings and
ensuring detailed analytical records for the
institutional financial management sys-
tems;

• performing special handling tasks (such as
blocking, the retention of the net financ-
ing subsidy limit);

• providing information to the appropria-
tion owners and the management informa-
tion systems.

The relevant novelty in this area is that the
modifications of the appropriations can only be
accepted and confirmed on-line and/or in
another electronic form in the future.

KTM is responsible for managing the commit-
ments undertaken and performed by the central
budgetary institutions, the budgetary chapters,
the appropriations of the national economy,
the social security funds and the separated state
funds. The services provided by the module are
as follows:

• reporting of the intention to undertake
commitments for the appropriations (for
the scope defined in the law) under the
EGM system, controlling and approving
the acceptability of the commitment,
issuance or rejection of a commitment
number; 

• registration of the expense and income
commitment of the current year; 

• registration of long-term expense commit-
ments;

• at the time of launching the transfers, the
preliminary control of the commitment
and/or the availability of the appropriation
coverage, as well as public debt monitoring
in the case of payments from certain
appropriations; 

• registration of information related to the
realization of income and expenses.

BSZM is responsible for keeping the accounts
of the Treasury and the current account holders
as defined in law, the accounts to be used for
the financial execution of the tasks defined by
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the government and the settlement accounts of
the national economy. It is also BSZM's
responsibility to ensure the cash supply in an
integrated, multicurrency (also supporting the
introduction of the euro) banking system,
which is independent from branches. The serv-
ices provided by the module are as follows:

• reception of subsidy limit openings from
the EGM system; 

• reception of budget-related transactions
from the KTM system, feedback on the
performance/rejection of transactions
approved by the KTM system in the
account keeping system;

• handling of transactions directly received
by the BSZM system (income, prompt col-
lections, costs related to account keeping);

• liquidity coverage examination and debit-
ing, as well as separation of coverage
(blocking), for example when launching
foreign currency transfer orders;

• ensuring the cashier's desk function
(cashier's desk, vault, preliminary reporting);

• supplying on-line information (transac-
tions launched and received) to liquidity
management for the calculation of the
momentary portfolio of the KESZ
(Standard Treasury Account);

• preparation of aggregated and detailed
reports on the accepted but not yet per-
formed transactions;

• ensuring posting to the institutional finan-
cial management systems on the basis of
the defined general ledger correlations;

• preparation of account statements (differ-
ently by client types) electronically, or if
necessary, on paper;

• public debt monitoring of the eligible enti-
ties on the basis of predefined viewpoints,
rejection of the order if necessary;

• satisfaction of statutory requirements
aimed at the prevention of money launder-
ing, turnover monitoring, data supply.

Besides the three main modules (BSZM,
EGM and KTM) of the Treasury systems,
which are visible and tangible to all the players,
some other supporting subsystems are also
necessary.

In the reform steps of executing the budget,
an important role should be fulfilled by the
management of cost liquidity, which is sup-
ported by the liquidity management module
(LMM module) of the KGR concept. The
financial transactions of the current day are
reviewed by liquidity management and the lat-
ter may dispose of the current day or deferred
launching of these transactions by taking the
available funds into account even item by item. 

With regard to the central budget, the
process of financial performances is recorded
and its critical majority is realized electronical-
ly (in the form of bank transfers), this is why
the implementation of electronic account
acceptance (EBPM module) may mean a gen-
uine change of paradigm in this area. The point
of the EBPM system is that the accounts, by
excluding paper-based transaction documents,
are passed from one ERP system to the other
electronically, by applying a central EBPM
module. 

With regard to the fact that the return and
current account systems of APEH (the
Hungarian Tax and Financial Control
Administration) and VPOP (the Hungarian
Customs and Finance Guard) are not connect-
ed to the Treasury registration systems, i.e. the

The introduction of the Treasury modules
of KGR makes it possible to replace the slow
solutions based on paper-based transaction
documents, using manual data entries and
requiring a high volume of resources in the
area of the modifications affecting the annu-
al appropriations to be executed in one's
own competence, as well as in relation to the
reporting of commitments to the Treasury.
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comparison of the turnover of the national
economy accounts managed by the Treasury
and the data of the return processing systems
managed by the tax authorities requires signifi-
cant efforts, a module responsible for control-
ling the returns and performances (BTM mod-
ule) should also be built up within the KGR.

Introduction of a uniform institutional
financial management system 

According to the current regulation, the organ-
izations of the Treasury may decide, in their
own competence, on the selection of the
accounting system that they wish to apply,
which are sold in the market, and which are, in
many cases, developed by relying tools that are
considered obsolete these days. As a result, the
software applied for this purpose by the indi-
vidual institutions is very diverse, thus the
records kept by these organizations are not
uniform either. 

In the course of the implementation of the
institutional accounting module of KGR
(IKM module), integration between the
Treasury and the institutional tasks can be
developed. The application of a single, uniform
financial management and administration sys-
tem that refers to the central budget as a
whole, allows that the tasks, as well as the
related obligations and responsibilities of the
individual institutions related to financial man-
agement do not change. 

IKM is responsible for meeting the reporting
obligation of the organizations of the public
finance system, as well as its obligations of
bookkeeping meant to support the financial
statements, especially by enforcing the princi-
ples of unity, continuity and transparency, by
taking the rules of budgetary financial manage-
ment into the account to the maximum extent.
Furthermore, it is also responsible for booking
the data related to the KESZ Treasury entities,

the national economy accounts and the current
account holders. The following services are
provided by the module:

• performing the tasks of preparing the
financial statements and the balance sheet; 

• ensuring data consolidation in the individ-
ual subsystems of the public finance sys-
tem and between the individual subsys-
tems of the public finance system;

• application of a comprehensive chart of
accounts extending to each subsystem,
including the national economy accounts; 

• it should satisfy the data supply require-
ments and the management information
needs.

In order to be able to prepare uniform, and
in consequence, reliably aggregable statements
on the level of the state budget, such a general
ledger structure should be applied which is
obligatory for each budgetary organization to a
predefined level. Of course, if it is justified by
the financial management of the individual
organizations, further breakdowns to be
applied individually should be allowed, without
changing the uniform structure. 

The implementation of a certain economic
governance system called the ERP system3 in
the nearly 700 central budgetary institutions
requires, beyond development, enormous orga-
nizational, management and logistical efforts,
thus the roll-out process meant to ensure com-
prehensive use may take even as long as 4–5
years. This means that the KGR concept can-
not be implemented in a short time, even with-
out the implementation of the local govern-
ment subsystem. 

As consequence of the points mentioned
above, the implementation of the other KGR
modules can be performed sooner that that of
the IKM module, this is why a service that can
be used on a uniform platform, i.e. an interface
connection, should be made available to the
appropriation owners until its implementation
is completed, in order for them to be able to
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perform their tasks related to commitments,
appropriation management and cashflow in a
real time, online form. 

System supporting budget planning 

One of the main tasks of budget management
is to take care of the process of budget plan-
ning, which is generally performed by each
chapter, mid-level management and the subor-
dinated budgetary organization with scarce IT
support of very diverse quality year by year.
However, no state budget-level planning sys-
tem extending to the entire budgetary sector
has yet been implemented. By introducing
KGR, there seems to be a historical chance for
the implementation of a centrally operating
Budget Planning System (KTR module) aimed
at managing the process of planning the budg-
et, with integrated processes and with a uni-
form and appropriate authorization system,
besides the transactional systems related to
financial management. The target scope may be
the support of the breakdown (redistribution)
of the Treasury and elementary budgets,
besides the preparation of the proposed budget
plan. In current practice, from among the well-
known planning logics, it is the top-down ver-
sion that is used most widely, however, an
increasingly larger space should be given to the
added bottom-up logics as well, which mixed
solution is called the contraflow planning sys-
tem in technical literature. Planning is a multi-
dimensional process in all respects and we have
to take it into account that KTR has to be capa-
ble of supporting the task-based planning log-
ics, whose use will very probably become wide-
spread in the future, which, in practical terms,
means a new dimension of the planning and
reporting process.

As a result of the introduction of the system,
the planning process will become faster, the
data will be transferred automatically, the man-

ual workload can be reduced, data consistency
and data quality will improve. In such a way, the
required analyses can be performed faster, the
time spent on the process technology will
decrease, which may result in the strengthening
of a genuine foundational planning approach.

Management Information System 

The implementation of the KGR project by
the government does not only project the pos-
sibility of creating a smaller and more effi-
ciently operating state but it also supports the
simple and fast solution of accessing manage-
ment information. It is also an old dilemma to
release the information asymmetry between
the supporting and the supported organiza-
tions, which is due to the fact that information
is generated on the side of those who need
support, and the decision-makers can mostly
rely on the information generated on the appli-
cants' side in order to ensure the appropriate
allocation of the funds. It is a goal to develop
such a unified, on-line, state budget-level man-
agement information system built on the
foundation of KGR, where the quality of data
and the speed of information delivery are con-
siderably more favorable than in the current
circumstances and where this system provides
data required for decision-making to the vari-
ous supervisory and management levels on the
basis of its own refined authorization system.
Within the KGR system, the Information
Supply and Evaluation System (ISZM module)
was defined as a separate module but it sup-
ports management in the making of decisions
by applying the data warehouse technology
from the overall system.

The ISZM module is aimed at consolidating,
analyzing, extracting, storing in optimized time
series, as well as the provision of information
stored in the separate modules of the system
and those coming from external information
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systems, both towards the internal and external
users in the form of OLAP4 and standard
reports. By generating real time information, it
becomes possible to realize budget-level data
supply (daily reports, etc.) as early as on the
current day, even by ensuring an opportunity
to the responsible professional managers of the
financial sector to query for, or download the
required statements immediately.

KGR overview diagrams 

On the one hand, charts 1 and 2 show what
modules the individual user groups of the KGR
are linked to, on the other hand, the main
processes of the operation of the system, as
well as the major links between the modules are
well visible in them.

THE IMPACT OF KGR ON THE BUDGETARY
ORGANIZATIONS 

According to the points made so far, the imple-
mentation of the system at the same time
means the implementation of the reform of the
Hungarian State Treasury, the positive impact
on the financial government is also visible,
which will practically be tangible in supporting
management in making decisions through the
almost unlimited accessibility of the informa-
tion but its impact on the budgetary organiza-
tions is much more complex than this. 

Lack of integration at the economic
areas of the institutions 

Institutional financial management, which is by
far not ideal, struggles with the lack of integra-
tion opportunities and they solve the extra
tasks arising from the latter by involving
unnecessary resources. The harmony, which

seems to be natural between the individual
areas, has not developed in several other areas,
due to traditional or other reasons. Table 1
shows the correlations between the integration
opportunities and the KGR system.

For releasing the negative effects arising
from the lack of integration, the budgetary
organizations have given various responses by
relying on their own resources to date but one
can only provide a uniform solution for the
main areas in a centrally managed form. The
KGR concept wishes to create opportunities
for filling the gap without the integration of
the tasks performed by the Payroll System
(KIR), for the time being, without comprehen-
sively reckoning with the processes of the
internal specialized systems. 

Positive and negative impacts 

The KGR project represents a significant barri-
er and retentive power against free financial
management in protecting the integrity of the
independence of institutional financial manage-
ment. On the one hand, it creates the opportu-
nity for the introduction of commitment rules
tied to comprehensive preliminary reporting,
which now reduces the freedom of the institu-
tions to procure, invest and manage human
resources. On the other hand, it supplies con-
tinuous information on institutional financial
management (the contracting practices, the
potential wasting of money) already at the
moment of occurrence but later, it also gives
continuous information to the supervisory
authorities with access rights from the analyses
prepared from the time series on-line data
warehouses.

The project affects the processes related to
appropriation management, the undertaking
of commitments, the bookkeeping tasks per-
formed by the appropriation owners, daily
liquidity management, as well as the keeping
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Chart 2

LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE MODULES OF THE BUDGET 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Chart 1 
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of the accounts of the appropriation owners,
and the IT systems that support the perform-
ance of these tasks. Thus, the project will
result in increasing the performance of state
administration and public utilities, in reduc-
ing operating costs and rendering administra-
tion faster and more efficient. By applying
KGR, the current paper-based transaction
documents can be replaced by electronic data
connections. 

The period following the implementation of
the project is anticipated to see the following
impacts, which may be judged differently from
each aspect.

Better information flow: faster and better-
founded decisions 

On the level of the national economy, mak-
ing the processes of executing the central
budget electronic will contribute to the estab-
lishment of an efficient state as a service
provider and the institutions thereof.

A more efficient operation of the Treasury 
As a result of the reorganization of the

Treasury processes, as well as the simplification
of the processes, the isolated systems and the
manually produced reports will cease to exist,
and the majority of data processing will disap-
pear on both the institutional and the Treasury
sides.

Electronic communication between the
Treasury and the clients 

After the implementation of the centralized
system, the termination of the practice of
phone and paper-based professional adminis-
tration between the Treasury and its clients and

the introduction of electronic data turnover
will also mean significant cost savings.

Electronic acceptance of invoices 
The electronic acceptance of invoices will

also result in considerable savings, as the relat-
ed administrative burden will decrease as a
result of automation.

Reduction of operating costs 
IT operating costs will also be substantially

reduced as a result of the renewed infrastruc-
ture, as the maintenance of modern technology
requires less resources and even this reduced
workload will be managed with a high level of
centralization.

Paper saving  
On-line connections bring about consider-

able savings on paper, the replacement of
paper-based transaction documents and
account statements by the electronic form will
also mean savings on postal and storage costs.

Supporting budget planning 
In the course of the uniform, centralized IT

support provided to the annual state budget
planning process, the well-foundedness of the
decisions will improve, the simulations of sev-
eral versions of the budget plan can be per-
formed at the same time, and the time require-
ment of the technical tasks will also decrease
and this will involve an increase in the amount
of time that can be used for performing gen-
uine planning tasks. 

Market concentration
Instead of the financial-accounting sys-

tems that have been freely selectable to date,
the budgetary ERP market will be replaced

1. táblázat

CORRELATIONS

Integration oportunity To be solved in KGR
Integration of the institutional financial and accounting areas

Integration of the institutional economic tasks and the Treasury tasks 

Integration of the institutional payroll and accounting areas x
Integration of the institutional financial management tasks and the other specialized systems x
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by a uniform system in the mid-term, which
may result in significant savings as conse-
quence of the centralization of licence fees
paid to date.

More intense supervisory activities 
The information asymmetry between the

supporting and the supported organizations
will decrease to a great extent, thus a business
requesting the government or the chapter for
additional  subsidies will have more difficulty
in obtaining extra resources that are not ade-
quately justified, which is one of the primary
criteria of efficient financial management.

Risk factors

The planned project requires increased risk
analysis due to its professional composition
and volume. Before the actual launching of the
project and the completion of the system
design, the following key risk factors can be
identified. 

Regulatory environment 
The entire development cycle will be con-

ducted in a field of moving targets, as the place-
ment of government financial management on
new foundations and the development of the
reform concept of the latter go parallel with the
project activities. Thus, in the course of the
developments, one should rely on the change
management activities to a higher than expect-
ed extent. 

Project size
The planned developments fall in the catego-

ry of "highly complex projects". KGR consists
of several, relatively independent subsystems,
between which, however, there are important
system correlations, and KGR as an integrated
system also provides some important services.
No system of such a size has yet been devel-
oped and implemented in a concentrated effort
in Hungary but we can rely on international
experience in this respect. 

Professional support
We regard the task of developing KGR as a

specialized economic task in the first place and
as an IT task only in the second place. The cen-
tral modules of the KGR system are to be oper-
ated by the Hungarian State Treasury from a
professional aspect. The professional compe-
tence on the client side is to be available at the
appropriate time and place as early as in the
period of developments, which means the
involvement of extra resources during the proj-
ect period in order to ensure the smooth per-
formance of the daily tasks of the institution.

Implementation risks 
The modules of KGR are not going to be

implemented simultaneously. During the
migration and implementation of the individual
modules, the interruptions that may potential-
ly occur in the institutional and central
processes of financial management can be
avoided by accurate planning and timing. 

POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS OF PROGRESS 

According to the concept outlined above, in a
few years' time Hungary will see the availabili-
ty of a Treasury system supported by modern
IT technology and a uniform, centralized
financial-accounting system governed by the
economic events and supporting the financial
management and Treasury tasks of the institu-
tions, for the central budgetary organizations.
This, at the same time, provides strict control
for the utilization of the budgetary funds.
However, this opportunity should not be
extended to the institutional systems of the
local government and the sponsors thereof in
the first phase. The reasons for this may
include, on the one hand, that the risks of
implementation may exponentially grow even
if only the high number of such institutions is
taken into account, on the other hand, the
impact of the central government on this sub-
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system can only be regarded as limited, and
third, the missing reform of local government-
level budgetary regulation appears to be an
obstacle as well.

When the system is built, the opportunity
for extending the use of Budget Planning
System should be created first, and then that of
the other modules of KGR, on the basis of fur-
ther analyses, to the local government sector in
the future.

As a new module of KGR, the implementa-
tion of an integrated human resources registra-
tion and payroll system should also be exam-
ined, as the currently used non-integrated solu-
tion causes a lot of problems for the institutions. 

SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 

The implementation of a centralized and uni-
form system with integrated processes, as well
as its comprehensive operation for a few years
are the preconditions of the realization of the
concept on the budgetary financial manage-
ment and the state budget planning reform. It
is from this experience that various bench-
marks can be derived and defined, by using
which the further transformations (reform
steps) can be planned more precisely.

In the area of public finances, similarly to the
modern systems applied in the competitive sec-
tor, the implementation of a completely stan-

dardized, integrated corporate governance sys-
tem still seems to be unrealistic in the mid-
term. On the one hand, it is only the central
state administration, and perhaps the social
security subsystem that continued to be in the
focus of the decisions, i.e. the independence of
the financial management of the local govern-
ments will not be affected by the obligatory use
of the Treasury systems in the near future, with
a few exceptions. Furthermore, the payroll
(KIR) system introduced earlier (but still not
comprehensive), as well as the independent
human resources system (HR) not related to
the payroll system, whose development was
started by isolated efforts, will, for the time
being, be missing from the scope of the inte-
grated financial management system of the
budgetary organizations.

While the saying, according to which the
possession of information is a major power fac-
tor, continues to be true, we can declare, with
increasing conviction, that you can only man-
age and govern efficiently if this information is
shared as well. This means that a single central-
ized financial management system, rules that
are interpreted uniformly, and a management
information system relying on a common data-
base may greatly support the efficiency of
management at the supervisory organizations
of the budgetary institutions (including mid-
level management, chapter and government
levels).

1 Enterprise Resource Planning

2 In accordance with the provisions set out in govern-
ment decree No. 2118/2006 (VI. 30.) as amended by
government decree No. 2255/2006. (XII. 25.) 

3 The IKM module in the KGR terminology 

4 On-line Analytical Processing

NOTES
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E

Zoltán Pitti

The operational efficiency 
of the fiscal system in terms 
of key tax and contribution
liabilities

Experts often point out that Hungary has a dis-
proportionate distribution of tax and contribu-
tion burdens, slowing performance, and, at the
same time, an inefficient fiscal system.. These
opinions, however, are basically subjective in
nature, supported by only a limited number of
sound arguments. The author (the former presi-
dent of the Hungarian Tax and Financial
Control Administration [APEH] and researcher
at CORVINUS University) makes an attempt
to compare theoretically possible and actually
realised tax and contribution revenues and to
explore the phenomena that influence the degree
of differences. The editor regards the present study
as a polemical essay and is glad to give an oppor-
tunity to set forth opinions other than the author's.

In Hungary, experts participating in profes-
sional debates pay increasing attention to the
changes of total taxation and the study of the
structural composition of the related burden.
Representatives of the business sector have
emphasised the volume of tax and contribu-
tion liabilities, unpredictable changes and the
growth of administrative burdens, while
employee representative bodies and sociologists
have protested against the disproportionate
distribution of tax and contribution burdens.
Both sides agree that the fiscal system fails to

function in the right direction and at a proper
degree.

The present study has as its subject the latter
subject. Completeness check – an internation-
ally applied method – is used to make attempts
to explore the level of efficiency of the Hungarian
fiscal system on the basis of macroeconomic
data and to determine those factors that hinder
efficiency. The main point of the completeness
check is that it compares the corresponding data
of the national accounts (kept by the Central
Statistical Office [KSH] and serving as the basis
for GDP calculation) to the actual revenues of
major tax categories – that is, the assessment is
made not on a cash-flow, rather than a profit/loss
basis. The survey deals with the functioning of
value added tax, income tax, corporate tax
schemes, and of the system of social contribu-
tion payments; however, as experience has
shown, the same method can be applied to
other tax categories, as well. It is only in the
most inevitable cases that the completeness
check of the period from 2001 to 2007 deals
with the annual technical changes of equal fis-
cal treatment rules; our attention is focussed
on the assessment of the results that can be
detected at a macroeconomic level, as well as
that of lost performance.
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A COMPLETENESS CHECK OF VALUE
ADDED TAX 

In terms of the functioning of the fiscal sys-
tem, a most important issue is that of the oper-
ational efficiency of the VAT tax category,
which makes up almost two-thirds of the taxes
related to business turnover (consumption).
On the average of the period from 2001 to
2007, the VAT balance (net revenue) of the
amount to be paid to the budget on the basis of
business turnover and the amount to be
deduced as production related spending (repre-
senting almost one-third of the tax and contri-
bution revenues) was 8.0–8.2 percent of the
annual GDP; that is, the functioning of the
VAT tax category reflects the changes of eco-
nomic performance and of final consumption,
and essentially constitutes the secure basis of
state revenues.

The basis of the completeness check of the
VAT tax category is an analysis of the gross
national product in terms of major factors.
Simplified evaluations, for the sake of interna-
tional comparability, compare the net VAT rev-
enue realised by the central budget to the value
of final consumption. In-depth analyses use the
detailed data of the National Accounts and
thus display a more complex approach to the
determination of the basis of VAT assessment
falling under the scope of VAT. Therefore, the
annual final consumption data should be
adjusted by the value of the benefits in kind
allocated to households; the value of gross cap-
ital formation should be adjusted by the fixed
capital formation of the governmental sector
(not eligible for VAT deduction) and of house-
holds; and when determining the total basis of
VAT assessment, the balance of foreign trade
turnover should be taken into consideration
either as an augmenting or a reductive factor.

The theoretically possible amount of VAT
revenues (calculated VAT) can be calculated by
multiplying the basis of VAT assessment

(summed up as described above) by the aver-
age VAT rate. Taking into consideration the
fact that VAT rates and the content scope of
the products and services falling into the
scope of various rates underwent several
changes in the period from 2001 to 2007 (the
normal rate of 25% was reduced to 20%, then
the preferential rate of 15% was abolished and
a universal VAT rate of 20% was introduced),
it is reasonable to calculate the average VAT
rate as weighed according to consumption
(See Table 1).

It is evident from the survey of the com-
pleteness check data relating to the period from
2001 to 2007 that due to changes in legislation,
the relatively dynamic growth of the theoretical
basis of VAT assessment is due for the most part
to the governmental sector (“not liable to
deduction”), the investment allocations of the
household sector and the final consumption of
households, while the growth of in kind bene-
fits, the decrease of weighted VAT rates and the
deficit of foreign trade turnover (see years
2006–2007) reduced theoretically realisable
VAT revenues.1

One of the conclusions of the completeness
check is that in the long run the value of theo-
retically realisable VAT revenues increases
faster than the value of actually realised VAT
revenues (hence the major difference between
the theoretically performable and actually
realised VAT revenues, at above 1500 billion
HUF in the years 2006–2007); another impor-
tant conclusion, however, is that revenue effi-
ciency fluctuates between very diverse extreme
values. This phenomenon is a result of complex
causes; among others, the deficiencies of regu-
lation, hectic movements of economic per-
formance, the deterioration of the taxpayer
basis and of law abiding behaviour, and, last but
not least, the fact that control mechanisms
improve slower than desirable, all contribute to
this outcome. The factors to be noted are as
follows: 
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The difference that can be traced back to reg-
ulation:

• the limit of values of taxpayer exemption
and the great number of those who exer-
cise this right (in the EU, the exemption
limit is 10,000 EUR while in Hungary it is
HUF 4 or 6 million); 

• classification on the basis of exempt activ-
ity (if compared to the previous years, the
number of those involved is definitely
smaller yet still greater than the EU aver-
age);

• a great number of those activity ranges
which do not fall under the scope of the

obligation to issue an invoice and into the
scope of VAT application (agrarian pri-
mary producers);

• the growth of the number of enterprises
falling under the scope of simplified entre-
preneurial tax (EVA) and a particular
accounting mechanism that does not break
down the revenues generated on the basis
of the general tax rate of 25% (formerly:
15%) into tax categories.
The difference that can be traced back to the

structural features of the Hungarian economy:
• a dynamic expansion of businesses spe-

cialised in the further processing of

Table 1

THE COMPLETENESS CHECK OF THE VAT LIABILITY OF THE TURNOVER 
OF  PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

(billion HUF)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007*
Total value of final consumption 11,097.5 12,904.6 14,904.8 15,971.9 17,082.8 18,173.9 18,956.9

of which: final consumption of households 9,583.8 11,077.8 12,816.0 13,903.8 14,910.7 15,744.4 16,503.3

of which: benefits in kind** 1,717.4 2,104.9 2,500.0 2,568.6 2,785.9 2,996.3 2,978.4

community consumption 1,513.7 1,826.7 2,088.8 2,068.1 2,172.1 2,429.5 2,453.6

Total value of purchased consumption 9,380.2 10,799.6 12,404.8 13,403.3 14,296.8 15,177.6 15,978.5

Total gross capital formation 3,980.9 4,224.2 4,557.6 5,398.1 5,198.8 5,499.7 5,844.1

of which: gross fixed capital formation 3,493.0 3,916.9 4,156.0 4,650.7 5,016.7 5,169.5 5,304.5

of which: governmental sector 563.3 815.7 653.0 733.7 873.0 1,049.9 1,179.0

households 860.1 993.8 1,114.1 1,304.2 1,203.3 1,091.9 1,175.3

Capital formation serving as a basis 

of VAT assessment 1,423.3 1,809.5 1,767.1 2,157.1 2,198.8 2,247.0 2,540.0

Balance of foreign trade turnover –228.6 –388.4 –811.7 –652.8 –239.2 121.7 572.9

of which: export sales 10,803.4 10,843.5 11,515.3 13,166.9 14,606.2 18,505.6 20,287.2

import procurement 11,032.0 11,231.8 12,327.0 13,819.7 14,845.4 18,383.9 19,714.4

Total value of theoretical basis 

of VAT assessment 10,574.9 12,220.8 13,360.2 14,907.6 16,256.5 17,546.3 19,091.4

Average VAT rate (Weighted average) 20.22 19.11 19.22 20.35 21.96 18.71 18.55 

Theoretically realisable VAT revenue 2,138.2 2,335.4 2,567.8 3,033.7 3,569.9 3,282.9 3,541.5

VAT revenue according to the National Account 1,230.2 1,340.9 1,539.9 1,812.5 1,829.7 1,769.9 1,978.4

Fulfilment rate of VAT liability, % 57.5 57.4 60.0 59.7 51.3 53.9 55.9 

*preliminary data

** As opposed to the practice of previous years - among market economy conditions - the final consumption does not need to be adjusted by the
data of households and community consumption (on the basis of general features this category is also liable to VAT); however, the balance of in
kind benefits and foreign trade turnover should be regarded as a correction item.

Source: the annual data of the National Accounts (KSH) and the “APEH Világa” annual report
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imported primary materials and semi-fin-
ished products, which results in the fact
the on the budget level the balance of the
VAT generated on the basis of imports and
the VAT claimed to be refunded on the
basis of exports, is invariably and progres-
sively negative;

• the atomised nature of economic opera-
tors (98% of enterprises are categorised as
micro or small enterprises);

• enterprises that fall into the same propri-
etor category often employ the practice of
“carrousel invoicing”, which distorts both
VAT results and corporate performance. 
Due to other conditions:

• selling without invoices, which results in
the fact that products and services trade as
well as VAT liability falls outside the scope
of business turnover registered in the mar-
ket;

• the great number of instances of unjusti-
fied VAT deduction and VAT refund
claims – “popular methods” include the
issuing of fictitious invoices or accounting
personal consumption as entrepreneurial
expenses;

• when compared to the growth of the num-
ber of enterprises and market transactions,
control capacity displays insufficient
growth;

• instead of an analysis of macroeconomic
processes and an evaluation of tax return
information, the returns are summed up
mechanically.

Theoretically, the VAT system could func-
tion more efficiently, and, among the present
budgetary circumstances and in order to
improve the fairness of fiscal treatment, this
would be absolutely indispensable. This
requires, among others, a re-consideration of the
economic development strategy (What kind of
future do we envisage for the processing activ-
ities related to imported primary materials and
semi-finished products in Hungary? How long

will we build the maintenance of our competi-
tiveness upon the mistaken concept of cheap
labour supply?). In addition, the modernisation
of regulations and, at the same time, the
improvement of the transparency of VAT sub-
jects and of the VAT accounting process must
not be postponed. It is time to shift from data
management to an analysis of information and
to a deeper examination of economic correla-
tions. 

THE TAXATION OF PERSONAL INCOME;
THE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY OF THE
INCOME TAX SYSTEM

The system of income taxation plays a direct
role in the tendencies of the revenues of the
governmental sector, indirectly affects the
gainful employment of natural persons (accel-
erates or slows down performance and deter-
mines labour costs), while the distribution of
burdens among the major forms of gainful
employment and major income owners is a sig-
nificant factor of the enforcement of the prin-
ciple of social fairness. As the data of the
National Accounts show, in the period from
2001 to 2007 the GDP-proportionate value of
wages and salaries showed a tendency of growth,
while the index of actual income tax payments
(calculated in GDP ratio) decreased from 7.2%
to 6.3%.

The completeness check of income taxation
(see Table 2) offers some interesting insights.
It is well worth considering the fact the wages
and salaries data of the National Accounts for
the period 2001 to 2007 show a growth more
dynamic than that of the incomes subject to accu-
mulation, registered on the basis of annual
income tax returns. According to the data of
2006–2007, the difference between the absolute
values is 1500–1600 billion HUF; however,
given that in conformity with the effective
rules incomes subject to accumulation include
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income items from taxation, the actual differ-
ence is even greater. Our research showed that
this difference – which makes up almost one-fifth
– is a result of the fact that the “wages and
salaries” data of the National Account show a
growth that is faster than the actual one, a con-
sequence of the lower than actual willingness
on taxpayers' part to include incomes subject to
accumulation in their tax returns.

A significant element of the completeness
check was the breakdown of the wages and
salaries data of the National Accounts accord-
ing to income brackets and the annual determi-
nation of the average income tax rate. In this
study, the income distribution processed by the
tax authority (APEH) on the basis of annual
personal income tax returns was considered as
the basis of reference,2 and the average tax rate
was determined as a result of weighing by
incomes under various income brackets.

In the period from 2001 to 2007, the ratio of
realisable and realised tax revenues fluctuated
between diverse extreme values. On the basis of
an analysis of recent years' practice, the major
reasons for the differences calculated on the
basis of modelling and displayed 
in the tax preparations can be determined as
follows:

The difference that can be traced back to reg-
ulation:

• The highest income decile is almost 8
times bigger than the lowest one, yet the
effective regulations ignore different eco-
nomic capacities;

• the enforcement of the tax exemption of
the minimum wage (one-fifth of employ-
ees are registered as receiving a minimum
wage);

• the number of enterprises falling into the
scope of simplified entrepreneurial tax

Table 2

THEORETICALLY REALISABLE INCOME TAX REVENUES CALCULATED 
ON THE BASIS OF GDP FACTORS AND REALISED INCOME TAX REVENUES

(current price, billion HUF)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007*
Gross national product (market price) 14,849.8 16,740.4 18,650.7 20,717.1 22,042.5 23,795.3 25,373.9

Gross added value (basic price) 13,077.5 14,807.6 15,944.7 17,654.4 18,879.0 20,540.1 21,938.4

Employees' income 6,798.7 7,710.1 8,591.1 9,506.8 10,260.7 10,944.6 11,802.9

of which: value of wages and salaries 5,161.5 5,881.0 6,640.0 7,419.3 7,979.3 8,541.3 9,146.4

Wages and salaries in the ratio of gross added

value calculated at market price (%) 34.8 35.1 35.6 35.8 36.2 35.9 36.0

Total value of incomes subject to accumulation 

in income tax returns  in the reference year 4,424.9 4,935.5 5,507.4 5,853.4 6,390.5 7,000.9 7,736.0

Average income tax rate weighted by size 

of income (%) 35.04 35.73 35.28 32.25 31.49 30.15 30.03

Theoretically calculated tax payment liabilities 1,808.7 2,101.3 2,342.6 2,392.7 2,513.0 2,575.6 2,746.7

Value of actual tax payments 1,142.9 1,294.4 1,325.3 1,363.3 1,449.7 1,599.0 1,794.4

of which:Incomes subject to separate taxation 80.4 90.0 95.3 103.9 125.9 155.2 192.8

Value of corrected income tax payments 1,062.5 1,204.4 1,230.0 1,259.4 1,323.8 1,443.8 1,601.6

Fulfilment ratio of income tax payment 

liabilities 58.7 57.3 52.5 52.6 52.7 56.1 58.3

* preliminary data

Source: the annual data of Hungary's National Accounts (KSH), the non-financial accounts of the government and the “APEH Világa” annual flash
report.
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(EVA) and a particular accounting mecha-
nism that does not break down the rev-
enues generated on the basis of the gener-
al tax rate of 25% (formerly: 15%) into tax
categories.

• agriculture was taken out of the scope 
of normative regulation (primary produ-
cers).
The difference that can be traced back to the

structural features of the Hungarian economy:
• incomes realised in the informal economy

are accounted for on the basis of estima-
tions; 

• the low level of economic activity and the
expansion of non-registered employment
(according to the 2006 data, out of
7,720,000 economically active-aged per-
sons only 3,930,000 persons are actually
employed, out of whom only 3,300,000
persons made tax returns related to
income resulting from employment);

• micro and small enterprises disburse own-
ers' income not through “entrepreneurial
handouts” (which are subject to income
taxation) but by way of dividends and thus
reduce their income tax liabilities and
social contribution liabilities.
Due to other conditions:

• the expansion of the hidden economy
(extensive use of “wage saving methods);

• the defencelessness of employees (feigned
contracts remain an issue);

• a material and cultural differentiation of
the society, which offers variegated oppor-
tunities to find employment that adopts to
the changing market demands (regions
specialised on agricultural activity now
cannot offer jobs).

A seriously disproportionate feature of the
income-proportional fiscal system is that
almost 90 percent of stated incomes comes from
employment while capital-derived incomes – in
contrast to the actual situation – represent only
a 10% ratio. As for incomes from work, one-

fifth of taxable persons pay taxes on the basis
of zero income or minimum wage income
(thus hardly making up 7.5 percent of the
income tax paid); those paying taxes on the basis
of the average income represent 68% but carry
more than 72% of the tax burden; income own-
ers with incomes significantly above the aver-
age bear just one-fifth of the total of income
tax obligations. To sum up, the analysis of
income tax data also give evidence that those
with average income carry a larger burden than
the average earner (therefore, there is a strong
motivation to remove incomes from legal chan-
nels), while persons with incomes higher than
the average participate in the financing of pub-
lic expenditure at a degree lower than that
which is allowed by their economic capacity.3

TAX OBLIGATIONS BASED 
ON ENTERPRISE PROFITS 

As a result of the highly variegated entrepre-
neurial types of the Hungarian business sector,
the profit-proportionate burden sharing prac-
tice of economic operators can be evaluated
exclusively in the case of those enterprises that
function as corporate bodies. Even in this nar-
rowed-down field, problems are posed by the
growing gap between registered and actually
functioning enterprises, the fact that enterpris-
es fluctuate between various corporate forma-
tions (joint stock companies [rt.] and limited
liability companies [kft.], unlimited partner-
ships [bt.] and simplified entrepreneurial tax
[eva]) and that tax rules are specified on the
basis of enterprise types. 

According to the economic theory, the drive
behind the operation of the business sector is
profit and the augmentation of entrepreneurial
property. In Hungary, the taxation of corporate
enterprises is fundamentally based on the posi-
tive results of enterprises. A basic data of the
completeness check is the gross operating sur-
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plus of the domestic product (GDP) calculated
on an income basis; this is compared to the
total value of realised entrepreneurial taxes.
The result of the survey depends on several fac-
tors: the changes of entrepreneurial profit,
exemption and allowance conditions, the
degree of profit centralisation and the willing-
ness to pay taxes. (See Table 3)

After a transitional deterioration, the ratio of
theoretically realisable tax revenues calculated
on the basis of GDP factors and realised tax
revenues shows an improving tendency; albeit
the improvement of total performance is also
contributed to by the increase of tax burdens
(4% surtax) and a significant restriction of
allowance titles. The improvement of efficien-
cy was also facilitated by a decrease of the num-
ber of enterprises that showed deficit; never-
theless, it is slowed down by the tax avoidance
of “paper” enterprises, in other words, an
absolute and a relative deterioration of the will-
ingness to pay taxes. 

The tendency displayed by the difference
between corporate tax revenues calculated on
the basis of modelling and actual corporate tax
revenues is positive yet the amount of the rev-

enues which are “lost” from the perspective of the
budget is still significant. Taking into considera-
tion the practice of recent years, the phenome-
non can be attributed to the following facts.

The difference that can be traced back to reg-
ulation:

• the upward valuation of the items that
increase and decrease earnings before tax
and an unfavourable change of the balance
(cca. –2500 billion in 2007);

• an incentive to split enterprises (under a
given limit of value the opportunity of a
10% profit tax is offered); 

• the relatively high level of the previously
granted tax allowances (secondarily, its
disproportionate distribution); 

• a growing mass of losses carried over from
previous years, and the annual “setting-
off ” effectuating  the decrease of earnings
before tax (in 2007 318.2 billion HUF);

• the low efficiency of support policies and
its “no consequence” practice.
The difference that can be traced back to the

structural features of the Hungarian economy:
• the extension of the informal economy;
• the decrease of the specific capitalisation

Table 3

THEORETICALLY REALISABLE AND REALISED TAX REVENUES BASED 
ON ENTREPRENEURIAL PROFIT

(at current prices, billion HUF)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
1. Gross national product (GDP) 14,849.8 16,740.4 18 650.7 20,717.1 22,042.5 23,795.3 25,373.9

2. Gross added value (basic price) 13,077.5 14,807.6 15,944.7 17,654.4 18,879.0 20,540.1 21,938.4

3. Gross operating surplus 6,303.0 7,144.0 7,399.1 8,251.9 8,737.7 9,738.4 10,614.9

4. of which: operating surplus of businesses 3,166.8 3,815.3 3,967.5 4,401.9 4,658.5 5,465.9 5,997.4

of which:  corporate enterprises 2,363.7 2,744.6 3,356.7 3,503.7 4,240.1 4,583.6 4,960.6

5. Corporate tax liabilities (%)* 18.0 18.0 18.0 16.0 16.0 17.0 20.0

6. Calculated tax payment liability (4*5) 570.0 686.8 714.2 704.3 745.4 929.2 1,199.5

7. Actual profit tax payments  351.9 396.6 413.7 438.0 465.6 596.2 835.4

8. of which: performed by corporations 282.9 308.9 351.4 336.1 367.6 414.3 606.8

9. Fulfilment ratio of profit tax obligations (%) 61.7 57.7 57.9 62.2 62.5 64.2 69.7

* augmented by the solidarity tax and the surtax of financial institutions 

Source: Hungary's National Accounts (KSH), “APEH Világa” annual flash report (APEH-SZTADI)
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of enterprises (undercapitalisation) and
the high cost of loan capital (the average
interest is higher than the profit rate of
capital investments);

• enterprises have shifted from fields that
used to offer high income and reasonable
results (processing industry) to fields with
lower efficiency (service);

• the atomisation of economic operators and
the consequences of ignoring economies
of scale;

• an increasing level of circular indebtedness
and a consequent deterioration of results
(construction industry, trade, agriculture).
Due to other conditions:

• the high annual rate of replaced enterpris-
es and the fact that enterprises with built-
up debt to the central budget are liquidat-
ed with no consequences; 

• the phenomenon of selling without invoic-
es (well-known in the field of VAT)
reduces the basis of VAT assessment and,
at the same time, accounting for fictitious
invoices as expenditure decreases the
incomes reported by the enterprises;

• the method of saving wages – i.e. substi-
tuting staff costs by other expenditure ele-
ments – brings about a dynamic increase of
other expenses and a further decrease of
the basis of tax assessment.

The practice of corporate tax policy is
shaped by contradictory influences. From a
budgetary point of view, incomes should follow
the improvement of performance, yet the
importance of the acquisition of additional
resources and the intensification of the interna-
tional tax competition (the demand for the
improvement of capital attraction and capital
retention abilities) calls for a reduction of busi-
ness-related withdrawals.4 Furthermore, the
EU has initiated a community-level unification
of the determination of the basis for the assess-
ment of the corporate tax base (with a content
narrower than now).

The reliability of the efficiency index – cal-
culated from the results of entrepreneurial
activity – is deteriorated by the fact that in the
GDP calculation the performance of the informal
economy is undervalued, and thus the value of
gross operating surplus (basis of reference) is
by cca. 23–25% lower than the actual level. As
a result, the “average” fulfilment ratio (between
67% and 69%), compared to the “official” data,
is nothing more but a result of a calculation –
the real level is significantly lower. 

SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS (EMPLOYERS'
AND EMPLOYEES' OBLIGATIONS)

Among market economy conditions, the social
responsibility shouldered by the state, the rules of
contribution liabilities and the changes of contri-
bution payment discipline play a paramount role.
It is a positive change that by linking eligibility
for services to the fulfilment of contribution
liabilities – and as a result of the development
of IT systems – the willingness to pay contri-
butions has visibly improved since 2007. (See
Table 4)

As a basis of measuring the efficiency of the
contribution system, we use the wage and
salary data of the gross domestic product
(GDP) calculated on the basis of income5,
which then is compared to the volume of
realised social contributions – irrespective of
whether the payer is an employer, an employee
or a self-employed (self-insured) natural per-
son. 

The completeness check carried out on the
basis of official statistical data, if compared to
the VAT revenues, shows a relatively acceptable
result; however, the reliability of the calcula-
tion is brought into question by the fact that
cca. 450,000–500,000 persons “eligible for
social insurance service” are still not present in
the contribution payer system. Other problem-
atic issues are raised by the fact that a relative-
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ly large number of subjects pay social contribu-
tions not on the basis their actual income (cf.
750,000–800,000 employees are registered as
receiving a minimum wage) and that there is
also a large number of people eligible for the
service even if no one pays their contribution.6

As a consequence of the above-mentioned
facts, the social insurance funds obtain 550–600
billion HUF less than the revenues they are eligi-
ble to.

The difference that can be traced back to reg-
ulation:

• the maintenance of the contribution
exemption of certain fields violates sector
neutrality (agriculture)7;

• the eligibility for services and the fulfil-
ment of contribution payment liabilities
have long been independent of each other;
even today there is but a partial connection
between the two;

• since 1998, the revenues of social security
have been continuously distorted by a
redistribution of contributions to the
advantage of private pension funds, while
the effects that decrease the expenditure
commitment of the pension fund will not
be perceptible until 2020;

• capital-derived income (dividend) has
become a basis for contribution (health
contribution [EHO]) only recently and to
a limited degree.
The difference that can be traced back to the

structural features of the Hungarian economy:
• employers and employees have interests

that mutually strengthen each other to be
involved in undeclared employment and to
apply methods that save wages – the for-
mer does so in order to get exemption
from social contributions, while the latter
intends to avoid income tax liabilities and

Table 4

CONTRIBUTION PAYMENT LIABILITIES CALCULATED ON THE BASIS OF THE WAGE 
AND SALARY COMPONENTS OF ADDED VALUE

(billion HUF)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
1. Gross added value (market price) 14,849.8 16,740.4 18,650.7 20,717.1 22,042.5 23,795.3 25,373.9

1. Gross added value (basic price) 13,077.5 14,807.6 15,944.7 17,654.4 18,879.0 20,540.1 21,938.4

of which: wages and salaries serving as 

the basis for social contribution 

assessment 5,161.5 5,881.0 6,640.0 7,419.3 7,979.3 8,541.3 9,146,4

basis of contribution assessment

of households and assistance 

institutions 438.0 478.5 500.8 581.9 637.5 717.2 765,7

2. Value of incomes subject to contribution 

payment 5,599.5 6,359.5 7,140.8 8,001.2 8,616.8 9,258.5 9,912.1

3. Average contribution rate to be paid after 

incomes (weighted on the basis of earnings) (%) 44.2 43.6 41.9 40.6 43.1 43.1 44.5

4. Performable contribution according 

to modelling 2,475.0 2,772.7 2,992.0 3,248.5 3,713.8 3990.4 4,410.9

5. Total value of actually performed social 

contributions (KSH–Ministry of Finance) 1,961.3 2,202.5 2,368.6 2,538.7 2,760.0 2974.9 3,454.9

6. Fulfilment ratio of contribution payment, (%) 79.2 79.4 79.2 78.1 74.3 74.6 78.3

Source: Hungary's National Accounts (KSH), Magyar Statisztikai Évkönyv [“Statistical Yearbook of Hungary”] (KSH), annual flash report (APEH-
SZTADI)
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get exemption from social contributions;
• in spite of the economic model shift and in

contrast to international practice, enter-
prises continue to pay the majority of social
contributions (employers' rate is 29% while
the liability of employees was increased to
15.5% as late as in 2007), yet the process of
burden redistribution is significantly
slowed down by employees' traditionally
low income and by the fact that the
income reform failed to be introduced.
Due to other conditions:

• a material and cultural differentiation of
the society, which offers different oppor-
tunities to find employment that adapts to
changing market demands; 

• the constant modifications of social insur-
ance rules and the elusive communication
of the content of the service one is eligible
to in return for contribution payment have
a harmful effect on payers' discipline.

A future increase of contribution revenues may
be brought about by a growth of economic
activity (employment), the introduction of a
personalised records system, the concentration
of enterprises and the strengthening of control.

On the other hand, the willingness to pay con-
tributions may be further weakened by the con-
stantly growing amount of contributions to be
paid, the elusive communication of service con-
tents and – besides the increasing contributions
– the extension of the so-called “created” fee
liabilities (consultancy fee, bed fee, etc.) 

ALL IN ALL, the difference between the theo-
retically realisable and actually realised tax rev-
enues (and the differentiated changes in terms
of tax categories) is a consequence of the inter-
play of several conditions that decrease efficiency.
Yet it can also be reasonably stated that the
operational efficiency of the fiscal system and
the conditions that influence efficiency (along
with legislative changes) are going to have a
long-term decisive impact on the operation of
the governmental sector and the business sec-
tor alike, and, above all, on the change in the
population's quality of life. It would be positive
if decision makers paid attention to this fact
and considered the saying often quoted in liter-
ature on the subject: “That which is not meas-
ured either grows worse or makes something
worse.”

1 This is basically due to the fact that products and serv-
ices resulting from imports (purchases within the
Community) bring about an import VAT liability, while
the right of VAT deduction can be exercised in connec-
tion with the value of exported products and services
(products and services sold within the Community). In
the case of certain international enterprises, this phe-
nomenon reaches such a volume that “as a result of the
setting-off option” they are exempted from the pay-
ment of other tax categories, as well.

2 See the processing of VAT preparations in the
“APEH Világa” yearbook

3 These ratios refer to the 2005 income tax prepara-
tion; once the preparations of year 2006 have been
processed, the data should be updated.

4 In 2008 Germany – in order to retain capital and pro-
tect employment – started to reduce corporate tax
burdens by cca. 10 percentage points; neighbouring
countries also have similar initiatives.

5 On the basis of the data of the National Accounts
broken down into years

6 This is an interesting fact, as after a possible privati-
zation of the insurance system (in international prac-
tice) it is the budget that is obliged to fulfil contri-
bution payment liabilities.

7 Albeit the legislation scenario changed in 2008, the
resulting revenue increase is yet to be perceived. 

NOTES
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I

Zoltán Lóránt 

Local public finance 
and local taxes

I wish to provide an overview of the role and
weight of an increasingly important source of
income of the nearly 3200 Hungarian local
authorities, i.e. local taxes. Local public finance
represents 12–13 per cent of GDP expenditures,
and 23–25 per cent of public finance expenditures.

Regarding income centralisation, the propor-
tion of slightly over 2 per cent of local taxes com-
pared to the GDP in Hungary is lower than in
other countries. However, these taxes are predom-
inantly paid by enterprises. Enterprises are
obliged to pay corporate income tax and local
business tax, the former after their profit, adjusted
in accordance with the provisions of the Act on
Accounting, the latter after their revenues, which,
naturally, affects the competitiveness of enterpris-
es. In OECD countries, applying the principle of
equitable contribution to public revenues based
on property, property-type taxes comprise 3–4 per
cent of the GDP, while in Hungary, together with
other property-type contributions to public rev-
enues, they remain under 1 per cent. 

EUROPEAN OVERVIEW

Legislation regarding the finances of local authori-
ties does not fall under Community competence in
the European Union. As a result, the financial
regulations concerning local authorities are char-

acterised by differences originating in historical
and national traditions. However, the widely
accepted common values of local governance
appear in the legislation of all EU Member
States. These common European values of local
governance were recorded in a document
(“European Charter of Local Self-Government”)
adopted by the Council of Europe, which was
comprised of numerous European countries
besides the fifteen EU Member States. The
Charter was ratified1 by Hungary, too.

Article 9 of the Charter deals with the
financing of local authorities, and with issues of
finance, economy, and financial management.
It states that the basis of financing local
authorities is their being entitled to adequate
financial resources, obviously limited by the
indicators of the given national economy. Part
at least of the revenues shall derive from local
taxes and charges of which, within the limits of
statute, local authorities have the power to
determine the rate.

Another central thesis of financing local
authorities is the recognition of the autonomy
of their financial management, i.e. of their rela-
tive freedom of allocating and spending the
funds collected. Within the framework of the
fulfilment of the obligatory tasks of local
authorities, the funds distributed by the state
may entail restrictions on what they can be
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spent on. To thwart the unnecessary expansion
of that trend, it is required that the proportion
of earmarked sums, which entail restrictions on
what they can be spent on, should preferably
not exceed an absolutely necessary extent.

Internationally, we can see that certain EU
Member States have a separate act regulating the
financing of local authorities (United Kingdom,
the Netherlands, and Austria). In these coun-
tries the Local Authorities Act does not contain
an in-depth treatment of financing issues. At the
same time, each EU Member State is free to
decide the operation of which taxes to entrust to
local authorities, and what sort of limitations to
set for them. Only that there is to be a tax type in
the tax system whose rate, within the limits of the
statute, is determined by local authorities is gener-
ally expected. The Hungarian Act on Local Taxes,
allowing local authorities considerable latitude,
almost unparalleled in Europe in fact, is charac-
terised by that latter notion. 

The structure of resources of the budgetary rev-
enues of local authorities has evolved similarly all
over Europe. Accordingly, these three major forms
of financing can be found in all Member States:

• supports from the central budget,
• “shared” or “transferred” revenues, from

taxes or other payment obligations, and
• local authorities' own revenues.
However, among the Member States, there is

considerable divergence with regard to the sta-
tus of the sources of revenues within the nation-
al economy and the system of public finance,
their share in these, and the relative weight and
proportion of the different financing solutions.

The significance of the sources of revenues avail-
able for local authorities within the national econ-
omy and public finance is best indicated by their
share from the annual GDP of the given country.
In this respect, we find considerable differences
between the states opting for the Northern
European model of local governance, endowed
with a wide scope of responsibility (where the
sphere of local self-governance is deemed the

largest provider of public services), and those
implementing the Southern European model of
local governance, relying on the sphere of local
self-governance regarding public services to a
lesser degree. The former group is comprised of
countries where the share of the sphere of local
self-governance from the GDP exceeds 10 per
cent; for instance the Scandinavian countries
(nearly 30 per cent in Sweden, and as high as 20
per cent in Denmark), Finland (approx. 18 per
cent) or the Netherlands (nearly 20 per cent).
By contrast, the model of local governance
which has evolved in the Southern European
Member States is characterised by a GDP share
of under 10 per cent. Among these countries,
the share of the sphere of local self-governance
is around 2–3 per cent in Greece, 5 per cent in
Portugal and Spain, 7 per cent in Italy, and it
does not exceed 9 per cent in France, either.
(The Hungarian local authorities with their
share of over 12 per cent are somewhere
between the two models. Their structures and
authorities are characterised by midway solu-
tions relying on both models.)

Examining proportions within the structure of
resources available for local authorities, it has
been found that as far as the support received
from the state is concerned, the proportions of
the sums awarded

• on a normative basis (normative support
received from the state) and on a different
basis (non-normative support received
from the state – with quite wide-scale
availability and titles), and 

• with restrictions on what they can be spent
on (earmarked sums) and without such
restrictions (supports received from the
state to be utilised freely) are far from
insignificant.

Shared or transferred revenues represent a share
of local authorities – of a determined extent – in
the payment obligations centrally stipulated for
public finance (i.e. those uniformly regulated
within the whole country). Typically, these are
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taxes; however, there may exist payment obliga-
tions with different names (e.g. “duty” or “con-
tribution”). The terms “shared” and “trans-
ferred” refer to what characterises the route of
the public revenue in question – in the case of the
former, it is the local authorities that levy the tax
and “share” it with the central budget, while in
the case of the latter, it is the state that “trans-
fers” a statutorily determined part of a central tax
revenue to local authorities. 

The diverse group of local authorities' own
revenues is typically comprised of the following
financial resources and titles:

• local taxes (tax type set by local authori-
ties, i.e. unilateral payment obligation),

• local charges (charge type set by local
authorities, i.e. payment obligation due for
local services), revenues from fines,

• revenues deriving from properties of local
authorities (e.g. privatisation revenues,
concession fees, rental fees, dividends,
interests, capital gains),

• funds received, and
• loan revenues (bank loans, revenues from

bond issues).
The financial regulatory solutions regarding

the systems of local governance of the Member
States differentiate between support-based
financing, and tax-based financing. In the former
case, over 50 per cent of the funds available for
local authorities is comprised of state budget
supports (e.g. in the Netherlands and Great
Britain). In the latter case, it is taxes (i.e. central
and local taxes) that play a decisive part. For
instance, such tax-based financing is adopted in
Denmark and Sweden.

THE FINANCIAL AND LEGAL ENVIRON-
MENT OF LOCAL TAXES IN HUNGARY

In order to create the economic basis of local
governance and further expand it, the Hungarian
tax system has had local taxes for nearly 20 years.

Upon the coming into effect of Act C./1990 on
Local Taxes, it became a basic constitutional
right of municipalities to issue decrees on the
introduction of various local taxes (such as tax
on buildings, land parcel tax, communal tax
payable by private individuals, communal tax
payable by entrepreneurs, tourism tax, and
local business tax).

Pursuant to the Act on Local Taxes, the rep-
resentative bodies of municipalities2 have the
competence and authority

• to determine the date of the introduction
and the duration of local taxes within their
area of competence, and to make detailed
regulations on local taxation,

• to set the tax rates to be introduced, taking
into consideration certain local character-
istics, the requirements of the financial
management of the municipality, the bur-
denability of the taxpaying entities, and
the upper limits of tax rates determined
statutorily (they may also extend the regu-
lations regarding tax exemptions and
allowances at their discretion),

• to supervise the levying of taxes through
calling for notary's reports, and to inform
the inhabitants on the local tax revenues
annually.

It also needs to be highlighted that, pursuant
to the Act on Local Authorities, the adminis-
trative supervision of local authorities is under-
taken by the Regional Public Administration
Offices. It is their task to assess whether the
decisions of local authorities (including local
tax regulations) are in compliance with the law.
In addition, regarding the different bodies of
local authorities acting as authorities of public
administration and undertaking tasks of public
administration, the Public Administration
Offices are entitled 

• to call professional co-ordinatory meet-
ings, and

• to conduct audits at town halls, offices of
district notaries, offices of county assem-
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blies, administrative associations of settle-
ments, and the Municipality of Budapest
pursuant to their supervisory authority.

In addition to such audits, they offer profes-
sional assistance highlighting changes in the leg-
islation and calling attention to infringements
of the law experienced in local legislation in cir-
culars and at notary's meetings. That latter
forum is especially important because the per-
formance of the tasks relating to local taxation
is indeed de-centralised, delivered within the
organisational structure of each settlement,
which sometimes entails considerable differ-
ences in terms of personal and material stan-
dards and conditions. It is worth noting that
due to the compulsion of taxation, the repre-
sentatives of the settlements concerned have to
face both the attitudinal factors negatively
affecting the inhabitants and the “given” eco-
nomic opportunities of the region the latter
interacting with the economic and social cir-
cumstances of the micro-region. 

Within the area of competence of local
authorities, immovable properties and the relat-
ing rights of property value, the employment of
workforce, the performance of business activi-
ties, and being provided with accommodation
not as an inhabitant permanently dwelling in the
settlement are deemed taxable. Consequently,
local authorities may introduce land parcel tax
and tax on buildings, local business tax, commu-
nal tax payable by enterprises and private indi-
viduals, and tourism tax. Naturally, actual tax
payment obligation may only arise from decrees
issued by local authorities, whose taxation
licence relates to introducing and modifying dif-
ferent taxes, as well as setting the tax rates,
defining the applicable exemptions and
allowances, and setting out the rules of local tax-
ation within the limits of the statute. On the
other hand, the law prohibits the modification
of the rules relating to a tax already introduced
within the calendar year, i.e. a mid-year increase
of a tax burden. Another restriction is that tax-

paying entities may only be obliged to pay one
type of tax (either property-type tax or commu-
nal tax) on one taxable property. 

The Amendment of the Act on Local Taxes,
effective as of January 1, 1996, created an oppor-
tunity to expand funding for voluntarily under-
taken local tasks by diminishing central exemp-
tions and allowances, and raising the applicable
tax rates, thus, indirectly, by increasing local
authorities' own revenues, which opportunity
municipalities have opted to take to a larger and
larger extent. Due to the widening range of the
public tasks to be performed, the decrease of the
real value of budgetary support, and further
financial difficulties, both the number of local
authorities introducing local taxes, and the pro-
portion of local tax revenues significantly
increased after 1996. (The proportion of local tax
revenues within the total revenues grew from 5.7
per cent in 1996 to 15 per cent in 2007.) Local
taxes accounted for 0.8 per cent of the GDP in
1993, and 2 per cent of the GDP in 2007 while
the rate of income centralisation also increased as
a result of the effects of the measures imple-
mented in 2007, which caused an increase of rev-
enues and affected central taxes. Table 1 demon-
strates changes in local tax revenues.

The EU law harmonisation required the abol-
ishment of local business tax exemptions and
allowances as of December 31, 2007. Thus, since
January 1, 2008, only enterprises whose tax
base does not exceed 2.5 million HUF may
receive tax exemption or tax allowances –
under conditions set out in a decree issued by
the local authority. The abolishment of
allowances and exemptions has significantly
increased the tax burden of enterprises, which
has led several local authorities (e.g. those of
Kecskemét and Debrecen) to decide to gradu-
ally decrease the local business tax rate. Such
steps may induce a tax competition among
local authorities wishing to attract enterprises.

Pursuant to Article 2 (4) of Act XXXVI-
II./1989 on the State Audit Office of
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Hungary it is the task of the State Audit Office
to supervise the taxation-related activities of
local authorities. The State Audit Office has
audited3 such activities of local authorities
twice: first in 1996, then in 2001. Below, I
wish to review the weight and role of local
taxes in the financial management of local
authorities based on the preliminary study
drawn up to summarise the findings and serve
as a basis for a new thematic audit.

TAX POLICY AND THE MAJOR MACRO-
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF LOCAL
TAXATION

Income centralisation with question
marks

Professionally speaking, prior to any analysis it
is necessary to ask whether it is possible to
increase the current extent of income centrali-
sation in public finance. If we merely consider
the unexploited opportunities, the state budget
deficit, the legal and illegal evasion of con-
tributing to public revenues, and the funds
requirements of public expenditures, the
answer is, unambiguously, yes. However, if we

emphasise the effect of excessive levies
strengthening the black economy, the capital
requirements of SMEs, and last but not least,
the decrease of taxpayers' real incomes, then
the answer is, unambiguously, negative. Today,
the Hungarian economy is characterised by
overregulation and overextensive income cen-
tralisation: we are compelled to ensure heavy
redistribution. The measures of a thoroughly
prepared tax reform implemented with proper
gradualness ought to serve to establish a stable
and predictable system of taxes and contribu-
tions, which can be made valid assumptions on
for several years ahead, eradicating the negative
effects of frequent changes on business calcula-
tions, and securing the predictability of the rev-
enues of the central budget within the har-
monised systems of central and local taxes.

Is it possible to find the right solution?
Economically speaking, a reform of public
finance, references to which have been made
for decades, without its long-term effects ever
being thoroughly considered, as well as the
modification of the current, paralysing system
of taxation, and, above all, the long-term, seri-
ous reconsideration of the expenditure side of
all four subsystems of public finance4 have
become “compelling needs” by now. 

Table 1

CHANGES IN LOCAL TAX REVENUES (NATIONWIDE FIGURES)
(million HUF)

Name of tax 1995, actual Proportion, % 2007. actual Proportion, %

Tax on buildings 4,145 8.9 54,556 10.8

Land parcel tax 813 1.8 6,900 1.3

Communal tax payable by private 

individuals 747 1.6 9,069 1.8

Communal tax payable by entrepreneurs 1,075 2.3 1,261 0.2

Tourism tax paid after stays 768 1.7 4,935 1.0

Tourism tax paid after holiday houses 363 0.8 1,412 0.3

Local business tax 38,472 82.9 427,133 84.5

LOCAL TAXES, TOTAL 46,383 100.0 505,266 100.0

Source: Hungarian State Treasury
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It is necessary to make it clear for the whole
society which tasks the state is able to undertake to
perform and to what extent it is ready to finance
them. The same requirement is especially
important regarding the subsystem of public
finance comprised of local authorities as nowa-
days the nearly 3,200 local authorities and the
13,000 budgetary institutions directly super-
vised by them need to undertake several public
tasks as “services” on a daily basis, while their
annual budgetary financial management is not
provided. 

It cannot be treated as a piece of macroeco-
nomic determinism that the fiscal policy should
implement a system of self-provision of an ever-
widening scale, extended to the whole popula-
tion, while drastically draining incomes.
Consequently, in today's changing economic
and social setting, it seems necessary to
define the extent and scope of the perform-
ance of public tasks, and to make stipulations
on their direct or indirect financing in the Act
on Public Finance. Or, to put it more simply:

who is going to perform certain public tasks
in the long run and how (i.e. drawing on what
resources)? Or, should they fail to be per-
formed, what economic and social conse-
quences are expected in health care, public
education, culture, public administration, or
even public transport, etc.? It is also impor-
tant to note that the redefining of classical
public tasks has been discussed for years now;
on the one hand, there has been a “concise”
revision of tasks, usually entailing a decrease
of funding without conducting impact stud-
ies, while, on the other hand, there has been
the continuous collection of the more and
more easy to levy tax forints going on. Chart
1 illustrates all that from the point of view of
available funds, demonstrating the changes in
the distribution of revenues of local authori-
ties.

Appendix 2 illustrates the changes in the real
value of the revenues and expenditures of
local authorities, the analysis of which is not
an objective of the present study. However, it

Chart 1
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is necessary to emphatically state that on the
local level of public finance (where, after all, it
should be necessary to enable 13 thousand
budgetary institutions to perform public
tasks) positive changes in the consumer price
index and the real value index are the prereq-
uisite of quality operation, while that group of
institutions has not even managed to secure
“operational automatism” over nearly two
decades.

In the financial management of local gover-
nance, accelerating bond issues have played an
increasingly important part, especially in the
last three years. Local authorities undertook to
issue bonds of a value of 4.5 billion HUF in
2005, 24.4 billion HUF in 2006, and 180 billion
HUF in 2007 (with capital repayment morato-
ria of 3–5 years and of terms of 15–18 years on
average). This process has continued in 2008.
The portfolio of the bonds issued has grown by
a further 96 billion HUF in the first half of
2008. To make sure that an increase of bond
issues of such an extent will not cause local
inhabitants long term financial difficulties, they
will need to be used in long-term development
projects within “Economic Programmes”, and
are not to be spent on operational expenses or
on financing the repayment of older, less
advantageous credits.

Let us provide a new basis for 
the tax system

It is necessary to provide a new basis for the tax
system,6 hitherto characterised by unpre-
dictable changes. It is to be done by devising
and unambiguously determining the long-term
means to be used to finance the tasks necessi-
tated by the reform: what may be the optimum
weight of taxes within that framework, how
much leeway ought to be provided for them,
and, naturally, how the relation of central and
local taxes is to change within the system. It

should be done by drawing the limits of central
taxes and defining the applicability of potential
local taxes in order to avoid “clashes” within
the tax system or tax accumulation.
Regulations may only be successfully adopted
provided “these two” mutually recognise and
complement each other. It can be easily under-
stood that the stronger central taxation is, the
less leeway local taxes will have. 

Professionally speaking, another important
expectation may be that a “shift” in any direc-
tion regarding one element of the tax system
almost inevitably entails the modification of the
elements directly not affected by the change.
This statement is not only valid regarding cen-
tral and local taxes, but also within each “cen-
tral regulatory” unit. For instance, if the
introduction of a centrally controlled proper-
ty tax is approved of, that in itself makes it
necessary to reconsider the current weight
and focus of central taxation. The reason is
that it is hardly conceivable that a property-
type tax of a significant range and weight
should leave the current structure of levies
untouched. Should the level of levies stay
unchanged regarding the generation of
incomes, final consumption, and accumula-
tion, this lack of change will render the oper-
ation of a new type of local tax system impos-
sible. 

The decision may be well-founded if, firstly,
it adopts a system approach towards possible
solutions, and secondly, it takes into account
the effects beyond the tax system: in order to
promote economic growth, and not less signif-
icantly, regarding social issues (the social safety
net). Jointly, these factors make it necessary for
economic, legal, and not less significantly, soci-
ological impact studies of high standard to be
conducted. Naturally, it is only possible to
modify local taxes without major political con-
flicts if the local authorities concerned demand
the changes, and state how they should be
implemented themselves. 
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Limits to increasing local taxes

Examining the macroeconomic implications of
imposing local taxes, it is necessary to face the
fact that the possibility of increasing local taxes is
limited by several economic and political circum-
stances amplifying each other. The increasingly
harsh economic circumstances call for modera-
tion as the representatives making the local tax
regulations undergo a rigorous test at the
municipal elections every four years. The tax
burden to be borne by potential taxpaying enti-
ties (enterprises and private individuals) is
largely affected by central taxes, unemploy-
ment, the increase of the proportion of the
inactive population, and the decrease of real
incomes. These require serious consideration,
if not regarding the introduction of the indi-
vidual local taxes, then when selecting taxpay-
ing entities (entrepreneurs and/or inhabitants),
setting tax rates, and deciding on allowances
and exemptions. 

Finally, the question concerning the volume
of “reserves” within the local tax system cannot
be evaded. Potential reserves are best demon-

strated through the examination of the factual
figures of the payment of the tax on buildings
and of local business tax as these are of a sub-
stantial volume. These two tax types are deter-
mining factors within the revenue structure, as
it is illustrated by Chart 2. 

In 2007, revenues from taxes on buildings
amounted to nearly 55 billion HUF, while only
nearly one third of local authorities took the
opportunity to introduce that tax type, and
among them, twice as many imposed it on real
properties not used for permanent accommo-
dation as on real properties used for permanent
accommodation. Nowadays, flats and houses in
rural areas, of a lower value and level of con-
veniences, tend to be more likely to be bur-
dened by the tax on buildings, while the more
valuable urban flat and house portfolio is hard-
ly or not at all affected by it. Regarding that
issue, it is also thought-provoking that slightly
over 10 per cent of all taxes on buildings (i.e.
6.5 billion HUF) is paid by private individuals.
This in itself, and especially together with local
business tax, renders the operation of the tax
system disproportionate, i.e. a substantial part

Chart  2.

PROPORTION OF LOCAL TAXES, COUNTRYWIDE FIGURES, 2007
(total amount: 505 bn HUF)

Source: Hungarian State Treasury
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of local taxes burdens enterprises. As I have
mentioned above, local government represen-
tatives tend to exempt potential voters, or, to
put it another way, their decreasingly solvent
taxpaying entities from paying local taxes. Still,
even in settlements where tax on buildings is
imposed, with statutorily stipulated and locally
complemented allowances, its rate typically
slightly exceeds half of the maximum impos-
able rate. Chart 3 demonstrates reserves in the
local tax system.

To increase revenues, tax on buildings is a
suitable and applicable tool for years to come,
offering an estimated annual revenue surplus of
nearly 200 billion HUF even through an appli-
cation that fulfils the requirement of fairness at
a local level. 

Local business tax is applied more widely. In
2007, as many as 2705 local authorities did
impose it, thus, practically speaking, the poten-
tial tax revenue reserve is smaller than in the
case of tax on buildings, considering the num-
ber of local authorities. However, the tax bur-

den amounts to approximately 80–85 per cent
of the maximum imposable level, so local busi-
ness tax reserves may be estimated as approxi-
mately 100 billion HUF. Apart from these two
tax types, no tax revenue can be expected to
provide significant surplus funds for local
authorities. 

THE ROLE OF LOCAL TAXES IN THE
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL
AUTHORITIES

Over the past decade, as a result of inflation
and economic growth, net turnover, which
forms the basis of the calculation of the tax
base of local business tax, has increased.7 To
boost their budgetary revenues, local authori-
ties have been increasing the number of local
tax types introduced as well as the tax rates
(primarily that of local business tax). Also, the
number of local authorities that have intro-
duced some type of local tax has been growing:

Chart  3

PROPORTION OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES IMPOSING LOCAL TAXES / IMPOSING 
MAXIMUM TAX RATES, 2008
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1640 local authorities seized the opportunity in
1995, 2970 in 2000, and 3114 (98 per cent of all
local authorities) in 2007.

Over almost two decades, the revenues of
local authorities deriving from the central
budget (state supports, contributions, the part
of personal income tax “transferred”), as well
as their own revenues and local tax revenues
have been growing continuously. This is
demonstrated by Table 2.

Quantitative growth is clearly reflected in
Table 2; however, these amounts, in real value,
have failed to keep up with the cost surplus
necessary for the performance of public tasks.
The Appendix contains data on the changes of
the real value of the revenues and expenditures
of local authorities (between 1991 and 2007).
Consequently, local authorities' own revenues,
including local tax revenues, which have slight-
ly grown in real value, have had a more and
more significant part in the (compulsory and
voluntary) financing of the performance of the
tasks of local authorities, and in ensuring their
financial stability. This is demonstrated by
Chart 4.

Nominally, local tax revenues have been
growing continuously and dynamically since
1996: from an annual 46.4 billion HUF in 1995
to 222.8 billion HUF in 2000, and 505.3 billion
HUF in 2007. As a natural consequence of the
growth, their proportion compared to the sub-
ject year revenues has changed significantly,
increasing from an annual 5.7 per cent in 1995
to 13.0 per cent in 2000, and 15 per cent in 2007. 

Disproportionateness and regional
inequalities in local tax revenues

Among local taxes, local business tax paid by
enterprises is obviously the most significant one.
Its proportion has always been high, approxi-
mately 85 per cent. The total local business tax
levied showed a 5-fold increase between 1995

and 2000, and a nearly eleven-fold increase
between 1995 and 2007. During the same peri-
od, other local tax types (the total of tax on
buildings, land parcel tax, communal tax, and
tourism tax) also showed a manifold increase,
but they have a smaller weight owing to their
rates. Due to the local business tax concentra-
tion in economically more developed regions,
considerable differences have arisen regarding
the tax capacity of different settlements.8

Before 1999, for want of a balancing mecha-
nism, the differentiating effect of local business
tax on the financial situation of municipalities
was profound. (Outstanding settlements
include Székesfehérvár, Gyõr, Százhalombatta,
and Paks.)

Changes in total revenues in different settle-
ment types, including changes in revenues
deriving from budgetary relations and local
taxes, are illustrated by Table 3.

The figures show that on average, villages
had a share of 11 per cent of local tax revenues,
while 36 per cent of the whole population live
in them. The share of the capital city and the
districts amounted to nearly 41 per cent of tax
revenues, while the proportion of the inhabi-
tants is 18 per cent. Finally, the tax share of
towns and cities is approximately 32 per cent,
while the proportion of the inhabitants is 48
per cent. 

There are considerable differences among
the per capita local tax revenues in Budapest
(the capital city plus the district local govern-
ments) and the counties; as well as among dif-
ferent settlements. In industrially developed
regions (settlements) local tax revenues
accounted for 40–70 per cent of the budget,
representing 20–24 per cent of the financial
resources on average, whereas in regions strick-
en by high unemployment, struggling with ten-
sions deriving from the unfavourable econom-
ic situation, at a disadvantage both socially and
economically, local tax revenues represent a
mere 6–10 per cent of all revenues. 
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Table 2

REVENUES OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Year GFS- Own currnt revenues* Local tax revenue**
system percenage local busi- percenage percenage

revenues, billion HUF of local billion HUF ness tax, of local of own
billion HUF revenues billion HUF revenues revenues

1991 386 81 20.9 9 2 2.3 11.1

1992 502 91 18.1 17 12 3.4 18.7

1993 581 106 18.2 27 22 4.6 25.5

1994 730 126 17.3 34 27 4.7 27.0

1995 813 146 18.0 46 38 5.7 31.5

1996 963 206 21.4 81 66 8.4 39.3

1997 1 168 290 24.8 111 93 9.5 38.3

1998 1 304 339 26.0 146 124 11.2 43.0

1999 1 499 443 29.5 198 171 13.2 44.7

2000 1 656 488 29.5 222 187 13.4 45.5

2001 1 904 560 29.4 267 226 14.0 47.7

2002 2 181 627 28.7 297 253 13.6 47.4

2003 2 501 661 26.4 323 272 12.9 50.3

2004 2 673 748 28.0 367 311 13.7 49.1

2005 2 891 795 26.4 398 334 13.5 51.1

2006 3 053 854 26.3 449 380 13.8 52.5

2007 3 081 914 27.2 505 427 15.0 55.2

* Local authorities' own revenues (revenues from institutional activities including VAT, interest revenues, duties, local taxes, dividends, 
concession fees, other special revenues. fines)

** Local taxes (local business tax. communal tax payable by private individuals, communal tax payable by entrepreneurs, tourism tax, tax on
buildings, land parcel tax)

Source: Appropriation Accounts of the Republic of Hungary (1991–2007)

Chart 4
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To illustrate the end values of regional inequali-

ties, in Budapest the per capita local tax revenue

was 123,225 HUF in 2007 (51,673 HUF in

2000), accounting for 24 per cent of the total

revenues (22 per cent in 2000), whereas in

Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county it was 19,885

HUF in 2007 (8,687 HUF per capita in 2000),

accounting for 6 per cent of the total revenues (5

per cent in 2000). As for county (countryside)

averages, in 2007 there was also a nearly four-

fold difference between the lowest (Szabolcs-

Szatmár-Bereg, Nógrád, and Békés counties)

and the highest (Fejér and Komárom-Esztergom

counties) per capita local tax revenues. (The dif-

ference was nearly three-fold in 2000.) 

The three-fold difference between Szabolcs-

Szatmár-Bereg county's annual 45 per cent and

Tolna county's 145 per cent compared to the

countrywide average in 2000 is still unchanged

(Tolna county's average is primarily related to

the outstanding data of Paks). 

All this clearly demonstrates the dispropor-
tionateness within the spatial structure of the
country, reflected in the revenues of local
authorities, and within those, in the local tax
revenues. One relevant characteristic feature is
the sharp division of a macro-regional scale
between Transdanubia and Eastern Hungary.
The nine Transdanubian counties (with the

exception of Baranya county), have over-the-
average values, while in the Eastern region all
county data is below the average.

Unlike the considerable differences between
the capital city and the countryside, and
between east and west in the macro-regional
and county data, the situation is far more dif-
ferentiated in the micro-regions. This is
because in the case of some micro-regions, cen-
tres, and municipalities, the dissolution of an
important tax payer or the closure of the prem-
ises of a major business may shatter the local
budget (e.g. in Nyírbátor). Parts of settle-
ments' becoming independent undermined the
financial stability of certain municipalities due
to a loss of local business tax revenues. (For
instance in 2000, the local tax revenue of
Kazincbarcika decreased by 490 million HUF
due to the separation of Berente, and the town
received an instant ÖNHIKI9 aid of 208.5 mil-
lion HUF. At the same time, due to the sub-
stantial amount of local business tax, only part
of the surplus stayed at the Berente local
authority – based on tax capacity, as in 2001 it
was possible to withdraw 325 million HUF
from personal income tax.)

Over the past decade, local authorities have
also made continuous attempts to increase
their own revenues through local tax revenues.
Characteristically, they have only moderately

Table 3

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL REVENUES

2007 All revenues Share in From that: Share in Local Share in
m HUF total (%) state contribution total (%) taxes total (%)

and personal

income tax

Capital city + districts 879,490 26.7 215,372 15.8 209,005 41.4

Cities of county rank 559,621 17.0 236,479 17.5 110,532 21.9

Other cities and towns 787,239 23.8 369,640 27.3 129,885 25.7

Villages 654,053 19.9 409,684 30.3 55,843 11.1

County level local 

authorities 413,370 12.6 122,888 9.1 0 0

Total 3,293,773 100 1,354,063 100 505,265 100
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increased the inhabitants' tax burdens, whereas,
regarding the taxes to be paid by enterprises
(communal tax payable by enterprises and local
business tax), many of them have taken the
opportunity to set the statutorily determined
maximum tax rates. 

There is larger divergence in the county figures
regarding per capita average local tax revenues
than per capita GDP averages, which latter fig-
ures reflect economic performance. In the period
examined, there were smaller differences
among the figures of per capita GDP growth
than in the changes of local tax revenues in the
county breakdown compiled by the Central
Statistical Office. While the per capita GDP
growth is of a rather similar extent in the coun-
ties, there are significant differences in the
increase of local tax revenues, which is illus-
trated by Chart 5.

Due to its weight and role, local business tax

deserves one more thought: the local business tax

revenue amounted to 27 billion HUF in 1994,

124.3 billion HUF in 1998, 187 billion HUF in

2000, and 427 billion HUF in 2007, but its

regional distribution, as it has already been men-

tioned, reflects larger inequalities. In 1998, local

business tax per inhabitant was 28.4 thousand

HUF in the capital city, 14 thousand HUF in

towns and cities, and 3.5 thousand HUF in vil-

lages, while in 2007 the same figures amounted to

108 thousand HUF in the capital city, 40 thou-

sand HUF in towns and cities, and 13 thousand

HUF in villages. The latter data shows that the

capital city has 8 times and towns and cities have

3 times higher values than the village average.

Due to a significant increase in local taxes,
especially regarding local business tax, differ-
ences of such an extent appeared in the rev-
enues of local authorities that, in order to pro-
mote equal opportunities, it became necessary
to introduce a system of revenue support with-
in resource regulation. In connection with that,
the need to put more emphasis on the aid pro-
vided for the most underprivileged local
authorities was made prominent in the 1999
central budget. For the first time, pursuant to

Figure 5

CHANGES IN PER CAPITA GDP AND PER CAPITA LOCAL TAXES IN THE DIFFERENT COUNTIES 
(2006/2002)

Changes in GDP Changes in local taxes
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Article 20 (4) of Act XC./1998 on the 1999
Central Budget, if the local business tax capac-
ity and the per capita personal income tax cal-
culated did not reach a threshold value deter-
mined according to settlement type, the per-
sonal income tax revenues were to be supple-
mented to reach that level. Otherwise, the con-
tribution of the state was to be decreased. At
the beginning, their underprivileged status
entitled 94 per cent of settlements to receive a
supplement, and 2.6 per cent were concerned
by the decrease. The source of the supplement
was a part of the “transferred” personal income
tax, as determined in the Budget Act (37.9 bil-
lion HUF in 1999, and as much as 108 billion
HUF in 2008). Changes in the tax capacity
caused a constant increase in the number of
local authorities concerned by the decrease,
and in the amount of the state aid withdrawn.
(2.3 billion HUF was withdrawn from 55 local
authorities in 2000 and as much as 8.7 billion
HUF from 83 local authorities in 2001.)

It is important to emphasise that depending
on the tax policy of local authorities, the local
business tax collected may differ from the
actual tax capacity due to decisions about
introductions, tax rates, exemptions, and
allowances. To calculate the amount of revenue
withdrawal and supplements, the tax capacity
calculated in the manner determined in the
Budget Act is to be applied. 

Since its introduction, the rules of calculating

tax capacity have changed. Instead of data from

the Hungarian Tax and Financial Control

Administration (APEH), it is based on local

business tax returns. The difficulties in the

planning process are illustrated by the fact that

due to bad estimates, 6.9 billion HUF was with-

drawn from 1288 municipalities in the course of

the year-end financial settlements in 2007. In

2008, 94 per cent of settlements are receiving

supplements, while 3 per cent are concerned by

withdrawals due to their tax capacity taken into

account, which is to alter the differences in per-

sonal income tax and local tax revenues per

inhabitant among the counties. In 2008, an

amount of 108.6 billion HUF from the person-

al income tax is used to soothe the differences

in revenues. As a result, tax capacity and per

capita personal income tax in the capital city

decrease from 90,198.6 HUF to 76,545.4 HUF,

while in the villages, they increase from 15,332

HUF to 37,945 HUF. The amounts of person-

al income tax and state contributions that local

authorities are entitled to are published in the

form of a breakdown by municipalities and

titles in a joint decree by the Ministry of

Finance and the Ministry of Local Government,

drawn up based on the annual Budget Act. 

Figure 6 demonstrates the distribution of
local authorities according to local business tax
figures in tax returns. 

Among local authorities levying local busi-
ness tax in 2000, 11.5 per cent had local busi-
ness tax revenues of under 100 thousand HUF.
By comparison, 10 per cent had local business
tax revenues of over 50 million HUF. 

According to the 2007 local business tax
returns processed, the countrywide average tax
rate was 1.88 per cent (as opposed to 1.47 per
cent in 2000), which represents a 94 per cent
tax rate exploitation (as opposed to 86.5 per
cent in 2000) in view of the statutorily provid-
ed 2 per cent (1.7 per cent in 2000). 

Regarding communal tax payable by enter-
prises, the average tax rate compared to the
statutorily provided maximum was 90 per cent
in 2006 (as opposed to 87.6 per cent in 2000).
By contrast, regarding communal tax burden-
ing inhabitants, tax rate exploitation was of 51
per cent (as opposed to 15 per cent in 1996 and
30 per cent in 2000).

Increasing local tax revenues regardless of
economic performance has primarily been due
to local authorities' budgetary revenue “con-
straints”. As a result, huge differences have
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developed among the local tax burdens of dif-
ferent settlements (areas). Local authorities
with considerable other resources of their own
(primarily sale of assets revenues) had created
more favourable investment and entrepreneur-
ial environments, relying on the tools of tax
policy (rates, exemptions, allowances), which
practice was later “restricted” by Hungary's EU
accession.10

SUMMARY AND LESSONS TO BE LEARNT

Since 1990, local public finance has been char-
acterised by an ever increasing (public) task
decentralisation (further extended by specific,
sector-related Acts in certain cases), decreasing
representatives' freedom of decision regarding
budgetary issues. The audits conducted by the
State Audit Office have shown that the sum
left to finance voluntarily undertaken tasks
amounts to an average of 2–3 per cent of the
annual expenditures in the case of county level
local authorities, an average of 3–6 per cent in
the case of the village municipalities, and an
average of 10 per cent in the case of town and
city municipalities. 

Local authorities provide public services, and
quality public services, primarily depending on

financial (budgetary) constrains. Apart from
the general tasks deemed compulsory by the
Act on Local Authorities, (such as primary and
secondary education, provision of standard
health care and social services, provision of
healthy drinking water, maintenance of local
public roads, operation of public cemeteries,
etc.), specific, sector-related acts may also
charge them with compulsory tasks relating to
public services and official authority. State sup-
ports and contributions for the so-called com-
pulsory (public) task performance are provided
by the central budget based on task indices, and
through 200 different titles and normative con-
tributions. The term itself renders it obvious
that the total funds requirement of compulso-
ry (public) task performance is not fully pro-
vided by the central budget. (Nor is it expect-
ed to be in the next few years.) Consequently,
regarding local public finance, the role and
weight of local taxes and local authorities' own
revenues are further increasing. 

Support value revenues received from the
central budget and other sub-systems of public
finance (mainly from social security and the
Labour Market Fund) still have a part, albeit to
a decreasing extent, in the budget of the over
three thousand local authorities and their annu-
al financial management. As part of a contrary

Figure 6

DISTRIBUTION OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES ACCORDING TO LOCAL 
BUSINESS TAX FIGURES IN 2007
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process, the proportion of local authorities'
own revenues, and within these the weight of
local taxes, have been growing steadily. The
proportion of local authorities' own revenues
in the financing of their compulsory and vol-
untary (public) task performance has also been
growing continuously. Since the establishment of
the system of local governance, the proportion of
local authorities' own revenues has grown from
21 per cent in the first years to 27.5 per cent.
Steady growth is especially important as it is a
prerequisite of the existence of local authori-
ties' own funds necessary for the different
investment and development projects to be
implemented within the approved “Economic
Programmes”, which is the “entry ticket” nec-
essary to be able to avail of any EU develop-
ment money. 

The Hungarian tax system is characterised by
the predominance of central taxes. Local taxes-
except for local business tax – play an insignif-
icant part. Among local taxes, it is necessary to
highlight property-type taxes. In their present
form, tax on buildings and land parcel tax do
not represent actual taxation of property at all.
The necessity of equitable contribution to pub-
lic revenues based on property, and thus the
increase of local authorities' own revenues are a
recurring theme of fiscal policy. In the next few
years, it will be impossible for the economic poli-
cy to avoid introducing property tax; however,
careful preparation and inserting it into a sys-
tem are both necessary.

Unfortunately, it must be mentioned here
that so far no appropriation account closing bal-
ance has included a full and ad valorem invento-
ry of the financial situation of the state and local
authorities regarding properties (whereas the
same is a financial-legal requirement towards
natural persons as taxpayers), even though that
should be a prerequisite of equitable contribu-
tion to public revenues based on property.

The international practice of taxing real
properties, which is traditionally most typical

of Anglo-Saxon countries, where imposing a
tax on real properties is value-based, and is thus
equitable, may offer Hungary several lessons
regarding social issues and tax law. Having no
experience in this field, we have been averse to
imposing a value-based tax on real properties
so far, partly because it requires changes in tax
management. 

Regulating, managing and operating the
whole tax system, and (for example, due to the
overestimation of expected tax revenues from
luxury tax) revising some of its structural ele-
ments is a financial, legal requirement, in the
course of which it is necessary to determine what
sort of system of tax, contribution, charge, and
duty regulations we wish to maintain in the
future. It is widely known that both the impact
of the EU budgetary and economic determina-
tions11 and our Constitution in effect require
that our tax system be reassessed. Regarding
the scope of basic rights and obligations, the
Constitution stipulates that “in the Hungarian
Republic all Hungarian citizens have the obli-
gation to contribute to public revenues on the
basis of their income and wealth”. For various
reasons, the requirement of equitable contribu-
tion to public revenues is not fulfilled as it should
be expected to be, and there exists no flat prop-
erty tax. Equitable contribution to public rev-
enues, securing public expenditures, durability,
traceability, and especially the provision of
allowances for “those in the tattered social
safety net”, i.e. those in need mostly existed at
the level of goal setting.

A predictable tax system may only be con-
structed together with a reform of public finance,
provided that their timing and contents are in
harmony. These two will naturally affect the
role and weight of local taxes, and thus the
operation of local public finance and the finan-
cial management of local authorities. The
Hungarian State Audit Office attempts to pro-
mote changes pointing in this direction
through their audits, reports and suggestions.
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1 Act XV./1997 on the Proclamation of the
Convention entitled “European Charter of Local
Self-Government”, done at Strasbourg on October
15, 1985

2 In Budapest, both the Municipal Assembly and the
representative bodies of the individual districts are
entitled to introduce local taxes; however, the dis-
tricts are not entitled to impose a local tax type
already introduced by the Municipal Assembly on
their taxpayers.

3 To read the reports see www.asz.hu.

4 The four subsystems are the central budget, local
authorities, social security, and separate state funds
(such as the Labour Market Fund, the Central
Nuclear Fund, the Wesselényi Miklós Flood and
Inland Waters Protection Fund, etc.).

5 Without loan revenues and revenues deriving from
the sale of securities, and filtering out accumulations
within public finance.

6 In 2007, there were 52 different titles in effect relat-
ing to our obligations to contribute to public rev-
enues. (See Appendix 1.)

7 The tax base of the local business tax is calculated
based on the net turnover of the products (services)
sold. (Factors that decrease the tax base to take into
account are: the value of stocks purchased solely for
resale, subcontractor's performance (for mediated
services), and material costs).

8 Tax capacity of the local authority: 1.4 per cent of the
tax base determining the advance payment of local
business tax in the budgetary year.

9 ÖNHIKI: acronym for municipalities disadvantaged
due to circumstances beyond their control, for the
aid of which municipalities the central budget has
annually separated funds.

10 As far as the provision of different central and local
aids and supports is concerned, subsequent to
Hungary's EU accession, the country was provided
with a grace period until the end of 2007.

11 The convergence criteria relate to inflation, the
interest rate, the budgetary deficit, the proportion
of the government debt to the GDP, and the stabil-
ity of the exchange rate. All these set limits to the
resources received by local public finance from the
central budget.
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1. personal income tax

2. value added tax

3. corporate income tax

4. solidarity tax

5. financial institutions' contribution

6. simplified entrepreneurial tax

7. simplified public charges contribution

8. spirits tax

9. tax on buildings

10. land parcel tax

11. communal tax payable by private individuals

12. communal tax payable by entrepreneurs

13. tourism tax 

14. local business tax

15. luxury tax

16. motor vehicle tax

17. vehicle registration tax

18. energy tax

19. duties

20. excise duty

21. environmental protection product charge

22. emission charge (emission charge for air pollution, 

emission charge for water pollution, emission 

charge for soil pollution)

23. innovation contribution

24. training levy

25. rehabilitation contribution

26. employers' contribution

27. employees' contribution

28. entrepreneurs' contribution

29. health care contribution

30. employers' pension insurance contribution

31. employers' health insurance contribution

32. employees' pension contribution

33. employees' health insurance contribution

34. health care service contribution

35. gambling tax

36. cultural contribution

37. mining royalty

38. breeding contribution

39. water resource contribution

40. forest maintenance contribution

41. game preserving contribution

42. land protection contribution

43. land protection levy

44. television operation fee

45. fishing development contribution

46. medicine distributors' payments

47. medicine dealers' payments

48. pharmacy solidarity charge

49. medicine presentation payment

50. medical appliances and equipment presentation 

payment

51. risk of medicine support surplus

52. customs duties

APPENDIX 1

TAX AND PUBLIC REVENUE TYPES IN EFFECT IN 2007
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CHANGES IN THE REAL VALUE OF THE REVENUES OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES, 1991–2007

Year GFS system revenues of local Value index Consumer Volume (Real
authorities (HUF bn) (%) Price Index (%) value) index (%)

1991 386 – – –
1992 502 130.1 123.0 105.7
1993 581 115.7 122.5 94.5
1994 730 125.6 118.8 105.8
1995 813 111.4 128.2 86.9
1996 936 115.1 123.6 93.1
1997 1 168 124.8 118.3 105.5
1998 1 304 111.6 114.3 97.7
1999 1 499 115.0 110.0 104.5
2000 1 656 110.5 109.8 100.6
2001 1 904 115.0 109.2 105.3
2002 2 181 114.5 105.3 108.8
2003 2 501 114.7 104.7 109.5
2004 2 673 106.9 106.8 100.1
2005 2 891 108.2 103.6 104.4
2006 3 053 105.6 103.9 101.6
2007 3 081 100.9 108.0 93.4
2007/1991 798.6 692.4 115.3

CHANGES IN THE REAL VALUE OF THE EXPENDITURES OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES, 1991–2007

Year GFS system revenues of local Value index Consumer Volume (Real
authorities (HUF bn) (%) Price Index (%) value) index (%)

1991 374 – – –
1992 498 133.3 123.0 108.4
1993 599 120.4 122.5 98.3
1994 750 125.2 118.8 105.4
1995 800 106.7 128.2 83.2
1996 913 114.1 123.6 92.3
1997 1 135 124.3 118.3 105.1
1998 1 348 118.8 114.3 103.9
1999 1 476 109.5 110.0 99.5
2000 1 651 111.9 109.8 101.9
2001 1 902 115.2 109.2 105.5
2002 2 286 120.2 105.3 114.2
2003 2 533 110.8 104.7 105.8
2004 2 690 106.6 106.8 99.8
2005 2 972 110.5 103.6 106.7
2006 3 210 108.0 103.9 103.9
2007 3 135 97.7 108.0 90.5
2007/1991 844.1 692.4 121.9

Forrás: Pénzügyminisztérium, Központi Statisztikai Hivatal

APPENDIX 2
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T

József Papp 

Freeing the hamstrung 
economy

The biggest problem of the Hungarian economy is
that the heavily taxed white economy and the grey
economy, which optimises tax payment by reduc-
ing it to the minimum, hamstring each other:
“due to the funding needs of public expenditures
that are excessive compared to the performance of
the economy, high personal income tax and con-
tributions should be paid. However, the SME sec-
tor is uncompetitive with prices that include all
taxes and public dues payable on the wages of
employees as required by law. Overtaxed house-
holds are also unable to pay for goods and servic-
es produced in the grey economy the price that
includes all taxes and contributions! On top of
that, those layers of the society that are unable to
avoid tax payment must be heavily taxed because
of the excessive size of the grey economy, the play-
ers of which hardly pay any taxes. And the grey
economy is so swollen because of the unbearably
high tax and contribution burdens!” (József Papp,
2006) Being so hamstrung makes the Hungarian
economy uncompetitive and unable to grow.

In this study I am going to prove that even if
it wanted to, an average small Hungarian enter-
prise could not pay all the taxes and contribu-
tions, since it cannot produce as much added
value as would be necessary to cover the
employees' income, the expected profit of the
entrepreneur, as well as all the deductions
required by the state. Tax evasion is an objec-

tive necessity! In today's Hungary most
employees of small and medium-sized compa-
nies – several hundreds of thousands of people
– work in a two-channel wage system: they pay
taxes on declared wages that are close to the
minimum wage, and receive the other part of
their earnings illegally, in cash. Enterprises can
remain competitive only by maintaining this
structure, which is beneficial for nobody. 

At the same time, those players of the econ-
omy that could pay the high tax rates pay less
than they should, or pay no tax at all. The high-
ly productive multinational companies receive
so much central support and tax benefits that
their actual tax burden is significantly lower
than the amount of taxes and contributions
payable on the basis of the actual tax rates.
What is more, the hidden economy has a much
too big segment – first of all in the catering
industry, trade, services to the population, agri-
culture and the construction industry – the
players of which pay no taxes at all, although
they would be able to do so.

With the help of a model I am going to prove
that a radically transformed tax system that is
based on the realities is able to free the ham-
strung Hungarian economy, create a climate
that can release the entrepreneurial energies
suppressed by the current tax system, create
the conditions for fast economic growth, and is
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able to ensure the revenue sources of a reason-
ably reformed budget. In the new tax system
the taxes and contributions payable on wages
and enterprises would significantly decrease on
one side. On the other side, though, the former
VAT rate of 25 per cent would be reinstated,
and a temporary wealth tax (not just property
tax) would be introduced. Concurrently with
easing the tax burdens of the enterprises, the
sanctions on tax evasion must be drastically
tightened: the general public should consider
tax evasion a capital crime.

Today a growing number of people believe
that it is inevitably necessary to reduce wage
deductions and to radically transform the tax
system. I am glad to see that this topic, which
fundamentally influences our life and future,
has become common talk. I hope that based on
its novel approach, this study will be able to
shed a new light on the basic issues to be solved
and will help us find the right answers. 

Only the thorough and deep analysis of the
two-channel wage system can lead us to the
specification of the optimum tax rates.
Unfortunately, researchers have not yet
analysed the phenomenon of illegal cash pay-
ments. This study is making the first steps on
this way. I have been thinking for a long time
about the responses of Hungarian enterprises
to the challenges inherent in the high tax bur-
den. I have interviewed a lot of entrepreneurs
during the past years, I have studied and sys-
temised pieces of news on illegal cash pay-
ments. This study combines these broad empir-
ical experiences with the results of the corpo-
rate model presenting the changes of the tax
system. The novelty of the study lies in the fact
that it presents and justifies the macro-level
consequences of the changes in the tax burden
by modelling the volume and distribution of
the GDP produced at micro-level, by the given
company. 

The new tax system proposed in this study is
of course only one possibility to enable the

Hungarian economy to break out of its cur-
rent, disgraced situation. Not necessarily the
proposed measures, but some similar ones
must be taken, there is no other way out. The
sooner we set to it, the more successfully we
will get through. If we are waiting until suffi-
cient cover is accumulated in the budget for tax
reduction, this type of tax reform will never be
implemented! 

UNBEARABLY HIGH TAX WEDGE 

In the so called two-channel wage system,
which has emerged in the SME sector out of
necessity, employees are compensated for their
work in the form of taxed (declared) wage and
illegal cash payments. This is a reality that even
the tax authority is perfectly aware of.
Although the tax authority is using increasing-
ly efficient methods in its fight, it cannot elim-
inate the phenomenon of illegal cash payments.
The reason behind this is that for a majority of
enterprises engaged in this practice, the unlaw-
fulness manifesting in tax evasion is an objec-
tive necessity: due to their insufficient income
generating ability they must give part of the
wages untaxed, otherwise they would go bank-
rupt. And if they went bankrupt, their employ-
ees that have little value on the labour market
would end up on the street. The state knows it
well, too, this is why the legal sanctions that
can be imposed on fictitious invoicing (which
makes cash payments possible), and on the
underlying bogus company schemes are rather
“entrepreneur-friendly”, and have no deterring
effect. In Hungary there are thousands of
transactions every day in which the entrepre-
neurs in need purchase fictitious invoices in
order to withdraw money from the company to
cover in part or in full the employees' wages
(and/or their own profits, or the bribe money
inevitable for getting by).

But what does fictitious invoicing actually
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mean? To understand it, let us first see how the
channels of legal withdrawals work. One can
legally withdraw money from a company only
in two ways: as wage income or in the form of
owner's profit (dividend). The tax burden on
wage withdrawal is unbearable for many enter-
prises, and this is the biggest problem of the
Hungarian economy. Table 1 provides an
overview of the current rates of taxes and con-
tributions payable on wages.

The employer pays a contribution of 33.5 per
cent on the gross wage. In addition, the per-
sonal income tax of 18 to 36 per cent, as well as
the employee contribution of 17 per cent are
deducted from the gross wage. Low gross
wages make the earners eligible for tax credit,
equalling HUF 11,340 per month if the annual
income is below HUF 1,250,000. From the
income falling between this amount and HUF
2,762,000 nine per cent can be accounted as tax
credit each year. High-income private individu-
als must pay a four per cent solidarity tax on
their income portion above the HUF 7,137,000
limit.

Today it is almost commonplace that
“…from among the OECD member states
only Belgium imposed higher taxes on wage
incomes than Hungary. The Hungarian figure

is especially noteworthy in the light that the
deduction rate is outstandingly high compared
to the competitors of the region – and usually
the lower income OECD member states.
Therefore, from among the Visegrád countries
Hungary can boast with the smallest net wages.
(See Chart 1)

The tax and contribution burden (the so
called tax wedge) accounted for 54.4 per cent
of all labour costs in Hungary. The figures of
the comprehensive OECD study show: the tax
burden is 10 to 15 per cent higher than in the
other countries of the region.” (Portfolio.hu,
2008)

According to Lajos Bokros, the unbearable
size of the tax wedge is the biggest obstacle to
economic growth. 

“The literature on taxation calls the ratio of
all public dues payable on the net wage and the
entire wage costs tax wedge. This indicator is
significant since it influences market behav-
iour; it fundamentally influences the behaviour
of both the employer and the employee. The
employee is first of all interested in the net
wage, i.e. the income in hand, while the
employer is interested in the gross wage.

The tax wedge is extremely high in Hungary.
Considering an average PIT of 24 per cent, and

Table 1 

WAGE DEDUCTIONS
(per cent)

PIT tax rate, if the annual gross wage is less than HUF 1,700,000 18.0
PIT tax rate, if the annual gross wage is more than HUF 1,700,000 36.0
Employee contributions 17.0

Pension contribution 9.5
Healthcare contribution 6.0
Employee contribution 1.5

Tax credit/month (HUF) 11,340
Contributions payable by the employer 33.5

Pension contribution 24.0
Healthcare contribution 5.0
Employers taxes 3.0
Vocational training contribution 1.5
Flat-rate healthcare contribution (HUF) 1,950
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calculating with the employer contribution of 32
per cent and the employee contribution of 17
per cent, as well as with a certain average of the
flat-rate healthcare contribution, the tax wedge
equals 56 per cent. In the case of citizens who
also pay solidarity tax, this value grows to 66 per
cent, which means that the tax system deducts
two thirds of the income equalling the gross
wage costs. Their employment costs three times
more for the employer than the income they
finally receive. This high tax wedge – which
already affects the majority of middle-class
incomes – can in no way encourage employees
to work more, or to encourage employers to
create more jobs.” (Lajos Bokros, 2008)

For an average Hungarian small enterprise
the excessive tax wedge makes the withdrawal
of wages unbearably expensive. The payment
of a net wage of one Forint would require the
production of an added value 1.5–2 times that

size in order to pay the wages and the related
contributions.

Dividends are a cheaper way of withdrawal:
dividend can be paid by paying the 25 per cent
dividend tax on the after-tax profit (16 per cent
corporate income tax and 4 per cent solidarity
tax). The tax wedge of capital income is only 40
per cent, i.e. relatively low compared to wage
income, yet this option is seldom used instead
of the withdrawal of wage income. Earlier it
was set aside because the dividend had to be
projected on the equity of the enterprise, and if
that ratio was higher than twice the central
bank's basic interest rate, the dividend above
that value was taxed practically to the same
extent as wages. This provision was revoked,
however due to the tightening of anti-money
laundering regulations and the threat of wealth
gain investigations few entrepreneurs under-
take to pay cash to their employees from divi-

Chart 1

TAX WEDGE IN THE OECD COUNTRIES
(per cent)

Source: OCECD, Portfolio.hu
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dends due to the risk inherent in the regular
withdrawal of large amounts of cash. Once the
risk exists, they prefer the illegal channel of
cash withdrawal, i.e. fictitious invoicing, which
implies temptingly low tax burdens. 

TWO-CHANNEL WAGE PAYMENT

The owner or the managing director thus with-
draws the cover of wages paid in cash as the
countervalue of the fictitious invoices, by way
of fraud. The issuer of the fictitious invoice
that is usually paid by bank transfer and not in
cash returns the greater part of the money
(gross invoice value minus VAT) to the owner
of the enterprise in cash, who can use this
money to pay part of the employees' wages in
cash. Naturally, the VAT computed on the fic-
titious invoice is deducted from the VAT to be
paid to the budget. In reality, the issuer of the
fictitious invoice (which can be an overinvoiced
part of a real invoice, but then the issuer of the
invoice must buy a fictitious invoice to cover
the overinvoiced part) does not provide any
real service to the recipient of the invoice,
other than making cheap and illegal cash with-
drawal possible. The price for this “service” is
usually 10 per cent of the net invoice value. If
the entrepreneur does not pay the VAT either,
the profit of the issuer of the fictitious invoice
from the transaction equals 30 per cent of the
net invoice value. This is a temptingly easy way
of making money, thousands of people get rich
on it despite the fact that conducting this busi-
ness implies serious risks due to being illegal.

Nonetheless, fictitious invoicing does not
primarily constitute VAT and corporate
income tax frauds (naturally, those crimes are
also involved), as it is suggested by the media
and treated by the authorities. 

[The National Bureau of Investigation started
investigating the company headed by István Sz.
after a bank reported a suspected money-laun-

dering case. Later it turned out that Sz. and his
accomplices had established several companies
in the names of homeless people, foreigners and
jobless people who once saw better days with
the help of lawyers (and an apprentice lawyer).
These construction, machinery part trading and
cleaning companies that existed merely on paper
issued fictitious invoices for anybody for VAT
reclaims or the reduction of the corporate
income tax base.] (Attila Fekete Gy., 2007)

“Entrepreneurs buy such “services” not to
hide their profits but to withdraw the money
they give their employees in cash with the
smallest possible burden”. (József Papp, 2007)
The “tax wedge” of fictitious invoicing is
unbeatably low compared to the unbearably
high dues payable on wages or even dividends. 

Table 2 presents the operation of the two-
channel wage system and the savings that can
be achieved by its use. The declared monthly
gross wage of the employee is HUF 140,000,
plus he receives a net cash payment of HUF
50,000 from the owner of the enterprise. The
first column of the table calculates the dues of
the two-channel system and the actual net
earnings, while the second column shows the
gross wage and the public dues for the same net
wage if all taxes and contributions were paid. 

The savings are shocking: assuming average
wages, the company can save HUF 108,663 a
month per employee using the above-men-
tioned two-channel scheme. (In 2007, the aver-
age monthly gross wage in the competitive sec-
tor was HUF 177,376, excluding, naturally, the
cash payments.) By evading the enormous tax
wedge implied in legal wage payment, the
entrepreneur, i.e. the employer of the employ-
ee maintains a wage system that is illegal, how-
ever the implied tax wedge is only 39 per cent,
which practically corresponds to the dues
payable on dividends. This means that the tax
and contribution savings so achieved equal
almost twice the net invoice value of the ficti-
tious invoice accounted in the books.
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But who benefits from these savings? Is it
the tax evading entrepreneur, or nobody,
since these savings are only virtual savings
given the fact that due to the low level of
productivity the enterprise is unable to pro-
duce the added value that would serve as a
cover for these savings, and this is what
forces the owner to be engaged in fictitious
invoicing. Unfortunately, in the overwhelm-
ing majority of the companies this the case:
the average Hungarian entrepreneur cannot
compete at a price that would cover all costs,
including all wage related costs and contribu-
tions. As the well-known IT entrepreneur
Pál Vadász complained in a lecture: “the mar-
ket is not willing to pay these prices”. (Pál
Vadász, 2006) 

With Tables 3 and 4 Pál Vadász proves that
even the IT sector, which produces high added
value, is unable to set prices that are sufficient
to pay all wage related costs.

If the entrepreneur paid all dues, he would
hardly have any margin for other costs, not to
mention his profits. Naturally, Vadász is not
saying that fictitious invoices must be
bought, but rather that dues should be
reduced. However, the memorable scandals of
the IT sector testify about the fact that even
listed IT companies, such as Synergon Rt,
apply the practice of fictitious invoicing
extensively. 

“In its appealable ruling announced on
Tuesday the Court of the City of Pécs found
Tibor Vagyon, the figurehead of the infamous

Table 2 

SAVINGS ON WAGES PAID IN CASH

Two-channel Wages with all 
wage system taxes paid at the

current rates

Costs of purchasing fictitious invoices as a percentage 

of the net invoice value, % 10.0 0.0
Average  monthly  gross  wage  per  person  (HUF) 140,000 263,011

Employee's dues 23,800 44,712

Tax credit 8,115 0

Actual PIT 17,085 69,184

Actual PIT rate, % 12.2 26.3

Net wage 99,115 149,115

Wage supplement in cash 50,000 0
Total  actual  net  wage  income 149,115 149,115

Employer's contribution burdens 48,850 90,059

Net value of the fictitious invoice needed for the withdrawal 

of the wage supplement 55,556 0

Costs of purchasing fictitious invoices 5,556 0

Actual burdens of the employer 104,406 90,059
Total  costs  of  employment 244,406 353,069

Structure of the costs of employment, % 100.0 100.0

Total net wage income, % 61.0 42.2

Total dues payable, % 39.0 57.8

Contributions and taxes, % 36.7 57.8

Costs of cash withdrawal, % 2.3 0.0
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company group known as the Pécs invoice
factory guilty in committing businesslike,
cumulative fraud causing especially great
damage, and sentenced him to seven years in
prison. His accomplice, who was the defen-
dant in the second degree out of the 27 defen-
dants in the criminal proceeding was sen-
tenced to three years in prison. According to
the Court, the prosecution proved that the
state had suffered a loss of nearly HUF 1 bil-
lion due to the use of fictitious invoices
issued on various activities and in various
amounts by companies belonging to Tibor
Vagyon's invoice factory between 1997 and
2000. According to the court, nearly two-
thirds of the fictitious invoices were accepted
by Synergon Rt. The prosecution brought
charges against several managers of the com-

pany, however the court acquitted all of them
but former CEO Zsolt Szalóczy from the
charges. Szalóczy was sentenced to five years
of imprisonment and a fine of HUF 2 million.
Furthermore, he was deprived of his basic
rights for several years, as well as of the right
to hold leading positions in any business
organisation. Then, without the motion of
the prosecution, the court ordered his pre-
trial detention due to the gravity of the sen-
tence.” (Attila Fekete Gy., 2003)

At the time of the case Synergon Rt.
employed over 300 employees. And although
the company flourished, and kept receiving
juicy assignments, paying the wages of so many
highly qualified IT specialists while paying all
taxes legally caused a problem even for the star
company.

Table 3

CAN WAGE COSTS BE OFFSET BY PRODUCTION

Average invoiced hourly fee of IT professionals on the market HUF 9,000/hour

Expected net hourly fee of IT professionals HUF 3,000/hour

No. of working hours/month 160 hour

Net amount payable HUF 480,000

Related gross wage HUF 910,000

Employer’s per capita total costs* HUF 1,216,800

Sales revenues produced by the employee* HUF 1,440,000

GROSS MARGIN 15,5%

* 84,5% of the prodeced sales revenue (margin) represents wage costs!

Table 4

WHEN WOULD THESE PUBLIC DUES BE BEARABLE?

Average invoiced hourly fee of IT professionals on the market HUF 13 500/hour*

Expected net hourly fee of IT professionals HUF 3 000/hour

No. of working hours/month 160 hour

Net amount payable HUF 480 000

Related gross wage HUF 910 000

Employer’s per capita total costs HUF 1 216 800

Sales revenues produced by the employee HUF* 2 160 000*

GROSS MARGIN 56,3%

* With the currnt public dues an average invoiced hourly fee of HUF 13,500 would be needed instead of the hourly fee of HUF 9,000!

Source: Pál Vadász: The emperor is naked or can wage costs be offset by production? Roving conference of economists, Nyíregyháza, 2006
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THE GDP IS NOT SUFFICIENT 
FOR THE PAYMENT OF ALL TAXES 
AND CONTRIBUTIONS

The application of the two-channel wage sys-
tem in the small and medium-sized sector hav-
ing a low productivity is the precondition for
survival. In these companies the GDP per
employee is painfully low, it is less than half of
the average value of HUF 8.515.000/employ-
ee/year measured in 2006. (See Chart 2)

The research conducted by Zoltán Pitti
extensively supports the assumption accord-
ing to which the Hungarian economy is divid-
ed to the extreme, and shows a dual structure.
The income generating ability of Hungarian
owned companies – practically the SME sector
– is only a fraction of the income generating

ability of foreign owned companies.
According to Pitti, the situation is simply cat-
astrophic compared to the EU average:
“...there are 1,250,000 businesses for the 5
million active Hungarian citizens, but one
third of these businesses do not operate. The
600 limited partnerships and private entrepre-
neurs produce only 4.5 per cent of the GDP.
[...] In Hungary, performance per employee
equals only one third of the EU average, but
in the case of partnerships owned exclusively
by Hungarians, this ratio is only 15 per cent.
At the same time, these companies employ 76
per cent of Hungarian employees. As much as
57 per cent of new entrants to the labour mar-
ket have qualifications, the remaining 43 per
cent are trying to get by without
them.”(Origo.hu, 2008) 

Chart 2

ADDED VALUE PER EMPLOYEE AT HUNGARIAN COMPANIES 
(1998–2006)

Source: Zoltán Pitti: The role of innovative enterprises in the implementation of the economic policy objectives, Interim report on research carried
out in 2007 and 2008 by the Prime Minister's Office and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 2008

100% Hungarian owned
100% foreign owned

joint venture (Hungarian majority)
joint venture (foreign majority)

76.2% of the employees in the competitive sector work
for exclusively Hungarian owned, but not highly pro-

ductive companies

HUF million/person
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Due to the low productivity of Hungarian
owned enterprises this sector is simply unable
to generate as much GDP as it would be neces-
sary for paying all expected taxes and contribu-
tions. In the following we model that an aver-
age small enterprise employing twenty persons
(Company A) is unable to pay all dues even if
its productivity exceeds the sector specific
average productivity rate. Let us assume that
the two-channel wages presented in Table 2
present the average earning relations of the
enterprise. This company pays each employee
an average monthly gross wage of HUF
140,000 plus HUF 50,000 in cash on average.
(Of course, there can be employees on whose
wages all dues are paid, and there can be others
who get all of their wages in cash. Pitti's words
also explain why employees receiving part or
the entirety of their income in cash do not
object to the fact that little or no contribution
is paid for them, which jeopardises their future
pension benefits. They do not protest because
due their low level of qualification their labour
market position is so weak that they are
employed only if they accept the conditions of
the unfavourable two-channel wage system.)

The model presented in Table 5 counts with
the fact that the GDP produced by an employ-
ee of Company A equals 60 per cent of the
national average, which is significantly higher
than the average production of Hungarian
owned enterprises. The entrepreneur should
use the GDP of HUF 102 million to pay the
wages, the accompanying contributions and
other taxes (VAT, corporate income tax, soli-
darity tax, dividend tax, local business tax), the
owner's withdrawals (dividends) – as well as
banking costs – and for accumulation, invest-
ments and development. Putting it simple, the
GDP produced by the company is the differ-
ence between the gross revenues and the gross
value of purchased goods and services. The
model calculates the corporate income tax and
the dividend tax on the basis of the current tax

rates, provided that the owner of the company
withdraws all after-tax earnings as dividend,
and reinvests nothing. In the first column the
model shows the GDP produced by the com-
pany according to wages paid in the two-chan-
nel wage system. The second column shows the
situation that would occur if all dues were also
paid on the net cash payments. The bottom
part of the table shows the distribution of the
GDP among net wages, all dues paid and
owner's withdrawals. (In the model the deduc-
tions include the dues on wages, the VAT, the
corporate income tax, the solidarity tax and the
dividend tax.)

By studying the results of the model we may
draw several conclusions. By purchasing ficti-
tious invoices in the amount of HUF 13.3 mil-
lion, Company A can save twice as much on the
costs of employment, since it pays less wage
related taxes and contributions. Should it act
otherwise, it would practically have no profits
at all. With the given income generating ability
the owner of the company can realise profits
only by evading taxes and forcing his employ-
ees to do so, too. It is terrifying even to think
that if Company A paid all taxes, the state
would deduct 65 per cent of the GDP it gener-
ated! This is mere nonsense!

Profit maximisation – the goal of entrepre-
neurial activities – can only be achieved by the
introduction of the two-channel wage system.
However, the remaining income is still insuffi-
cient for development, investments or for the
creation of the conditions for growth. There is
no doubt that the unbearable size of wage relat-
ed taxes and contributions is the largest obsta-
cle to the growth of the Hungarian economy!

(It is worth noting that the official value of
the GDP per employee indicated in the model
is much lower in reality if private entrepre-
neurs and self-employed micro-enterprises are
also listed among employees. In their note-
worthy study titled “How did we get here:
Hungarian budget 2000–2006” László
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Ohnsorge–Szabó László and Balázs Romhányi
estimate this value to be HUF 4,966 million.
If this is true, the statement according to
which the average Hungarian small enterprise
cannot produce as much GDP as would be
necessary to pay all dues on wage income is
even more relevant!) 

With the help of the model it is worth scru-
tinizing the problem of the IT sector – which
produces high added value – described by Pál
Vadász. Table 6 presents the GDP produced by
Company B. Company B employs 50 employ-
ees and pays an average gross wage of HUF
350,000 and HUF 250,000 in cash to each

Table 5

DISTRIBUTION OF THE GDP PRODUCED BY COMPANY A

Two-channel Fully taxed 
wage system wages at the

current rates

Costs of purchasing fictitious invoices as a percentage 

of the net invoice value, % 10.0 0.0

Corporate income tax and solidarity tax, % 20.0 20.0

Dividend tax , % 25.0 25.0

VAT, % 20.0 20.0
Average  monthly  gross  wage  per  person  (HUF)  140,000  263,011  

Wage supplement in cash 50,000 0 
Total  actual  net  wage  income  149,115  149,115  

Total  costs  of  employment  244,406  353,069  

GDP per employee in Hungary in 2006 (HUF thousand) 8,515 8,515 

Number of employees 20 20 

GDP per employee at the company relative to the national average 

in Hungary in 2006, % 60.0 60.0
Gross  added  value  (GDP)  102,180,000  102,180,000  

Total costs of employment/year 58,657,333 84,736,609

Net after-tax wage 23,787,600 35,787,600

Total contributions and taxes 21,536,400 48,949,009

Net value of the purchased fictitious invoices 13,333,333 0 

Part of the revenue that remains after the deduction of costs other 

than employment costs (net added value) 85,150,000 85,150,000 

Payable VAT=VAT of the added value 17,030,000 17,030,000 

Pre-tax profit 26,492,667 413,391 

Corporate income tax and solidarity tax 5,298,533 82,678 

Profit and loss according to the balance sheet 21,194,133 330,713 

Dividend tax 5,298,533 82,678 

Owner's withdrawal (taxed dividend) 15,895,600 248,035 
Total  taxes  and  contributions  49,163,467  66,144,365  

Distribution of the gross added value, % 100.0 100.0

Taxes and contributions, % 48.1 64.7

Total net wage income, % 35.0 35.0

Owner's withdrawal, % 15.6 0.2

Commissions paid to fictitious invoice issuers, % 1.3 0.0
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employee. This more or less equals the expect-
ed net income of HUF 480,000 stated in
Vadász's presentation. The per capita GDP
(180 per cent of the national average) is also
close to the HUF 15 million shown in the pres-
entation.

The table shows that if Company B paid
the gross wage of the expected net income

and all the related contributions, it would
incur a loss or nearly HUF 70 million.
Therefore, the model had to be expanded
with the “loan from the owners” variable used
for compensating the incurred loss. This
means that in order to enable Company B to
meet all of its tax and contribution payment
obligations, the owner would be required to

Table 6 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE GDP PRODUCED BY COMPANY B

Two-channel Fully taxed 
wage system wages at the

current rates
Costs of purchasing fictitious invoices as a percentage 

of the net invoice value, % 10.0 0.0
Average  monthly  gross  wage  per  person  (HUF)  350,000  881,915  

Wage supplement in cash 250,000 0 
Total  actual  net  wage  income  440,000  440,000  

Total  costs  of  employment  746,978  1,179,306  

GDP per employee in Hungary in,2006 (HUF thousand) 8,515 8,515 

Number of employees 50 50 

GDP per employee at the company relative to the national average 

in Hungary in,2006, % 180.0 180.0
Gross  added  value  (GDP)  766,350,000  766,350,000  

Total costs of employment/year 448,186,667 707,583,830

Net after-tax wage 114,000,000 264,000,000

Total contributions and taxes 167,520,000 443,583,830

Net value of the purchased fictitious invoices 166,666,667 0 

Part of the revenue that remains after the deduction of costs 

other than employment costs (net added value) 638,625,000 638,625,000 

Payable VAT=VAT of the added value 127,725,000 127,725,000 

Pre-tax profit 190,438,333 -68,958,830 

Corporate income tax and solidarity tax 38,087,667 0 

Profit and loss according to the balance sheet 152,350,667 -68,958,830 

Dividend tax 38,087,667 0 

Owner's withdrawal (taxed dividend) 114,263,000 0 
Total  contributions  and  taxes  371,420,333  571,308,830  

GDP deficit=required loan from the owners 0 68,958,830 
Required  GDP  766,350,000  835,308,830  

Distribution of the gross added value, % 100.0 100.0

Taxes and contributions, % 48.5 68.4

Total net wage income, % 34.4 31.6

Owner's withdrawal, % 14.9 0.0

Commissions paid to fictitious invoice issuers, % 2.2 0.0
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provide a loan to the company. This is non-
sense! What is more, the net income and the
share it represents in the GDP is lower than
that indicated in the table, since the model
did not calculate with the four per cent soli-
darity tax payable on the monthly gross salary
of HUF 881,915.

The fact that the entrepreneur should use his
savings or take out a loan in order to be able to
pay all taxes, beats even the 'clockwork with
zero efficiency', a snappy metaphor coined by
Péter Mihályi to illustrate that the tax system is
nothing but an end in itself. “It is worth recall-
ing Ferenc Jánossy's parable that he told in the
well-known debate of the Petõfi Circle in 1956
on the relationship between the coal mines and
the power plants. The mines give coal to the
power plants, and in return the power plants
give electricity to the mines. The then-existing
Hungarian situation was close to the extreme
possibility when the mines with low efficiency
and the power plants with equally low efficien-
cy served only each other. Thus, “the efficiency
of the entire clockwork is zero – concluded
Jánossy -, since it gives nothing to the external
world”.” (Péter Mihályi, 2008)

ISSUERS OF FICTITIOUS INVOICES

It is known that the buyers mostly include
Hungarian small and medium-sized entrepre-
neurs, however foreign owned companies are
also engaged in more sophisticated ways of fic-
titious invoicing. But who are the issuers of the
fictitious invoices? When setting up the cate-
gories I used my experiences gained while
studying the SME sector for decades, as well as
the works of the staff members of the National
Bank of Hungary, Judit Krekó and Gábor P.
Kiss. (See Table 7)

The table shows that tax payment can be
evaded in two ways: either by using fictitious
invoices, or by rendering performance without
giving an invoice. Under fictitious invoicing I
mean the writing-off of private consumption as
costs, and part of the transfer prices of multi-
national companies that result in taking the
profits produced in Hungary to countries with
more favourable tax rates. Untaxed income
withdrawn with the help of fictitious invoices
forms part of the GDP observed by the
HCSO, while non-invoiced performance is
treated as non-observed economy (abbreviated

Table 7

TYPES OF TAX EVASION

Source: Judit Krekó- Gábor P. Kiss: Tax evasion and the Hungarian tax system, Institute of Economics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Seminars, 2008

1. Companies: tax-base reduction, accounting private consumption as costs
2. Tax evasion by foreign owned companies (regrouping of incomes, e.g. through financing

and transfer prices)
3. Concealment of capital income: on the basis of concealed entrepreneurial revenues (non-

invoiced performance)

Evasion of taxes on capital
income

1. Concealment of employee incomes: illegal work, or under-declared wages (partial cash pay-
ments)

2. Accounting of wage income as capital income (e.g. bogus contracts) 

Evasion of taxes on wage
income

1. Concealed consumption through the connivance of the entrepreneur and the buyer 
(non-invoiced performance)

2. Concealment of imports
3. Illegal VAT reclaim

VAT fraud
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as NOE in international use) by economic sta-
tistics. (Report of the committee examining
the whitening of the economy, February 2008,
www.mkt.hu,)

Money withdrawn with the help of fictitious
invoices and the GDP produced by way of
non-invoiced transactions go to the final
income owner's pocket in the form of wage
income or capital income independent of the
fact that the withdrawn income gets from the
company to the private individual as a result of
a VAT fraud or in any other manner. The cate-
gory of the given “black” income depends on
the disposition of the final income owner. The
fictitious invoice factories that return 90 per
cent of the net invoice value to the private indi-
vidual representative of the recipient of the
invoice and get the VAT and 10 per cent of the
net invoice value in return, can dispose of 25
per cent of the untaxed part of the GDP pro-
duced by the invoice recipient if they do not
pay the VAT to the state. This money is with-
drawn from the banks by the bogus owners and
managing directors of the invoice factories, and
is transferred to the actual operator of the fic-
titious invoice scheme for some compensation
(labour income). The latter receives income
under both legal titles, since the invoice facto-
ry is in fact his enterprise. 

Clarifying the final position of the income
owner in the different categories of fictitious
invoicing is important because this is the only
way to assess unrealised budget revenues. The
loss is different if someone gets illegal money
as labour income, or in the form of capital
income. (In the latter case the loss is much
less.) I would like to refer back to the index of
the tax wedge: in the case of gross wage income
(that includes taxes and contributions, too),
the loss is 56 per cent, while in the case of cap-
ital income, which includes the corporate
income tax and the dividend tax, the loss is 40
per cent. The actual size of unrealised budget-
ary revenues can be obtained by quantifying

the tax wedges of illegal incomes based on the
estimates. In other words, we answer the fol-
lowing question: How would the final income
owners and the state have shared the illegally
produced GDP if all taxes and contributions
had been paid? (See Table 8)

However, it is worth examining the virtual
loss of the state, since the comparison of the
actual and virtual losses may lead to conclu-
sions indispensable for freeing the hamstrung
economy. In my opinion virtual budgetary loss-
es can be obtained if we consider the entire ille-
gal income net, and we calculate the accompa-
nying taxes and contributions conversely. I
would also like to remind you that taxes and
contributions account for one and a half or two
times the net wage income, while the dues on
the net capital income equal 60 per cent. 

Before analysing the correlations between
the actual and virtual losses, let us consider the
different types of fictitious invoicing. 

Classic invoice factories 

Bogus or fictitious companies in the sense that
their owners and managing directors are inac-
cessible for the authorities (foreigners, home-
less people, etc.), or even if they are accessible,
they have no enforceable assets with which the
damage caused could be reimbursed. In an
invoice factory the money paid for the invoice
is withdrawn, wherefore it has deficits in its
books, and consequently it must vanish into
thin air. This means that since the authorities
cannot find the company at its registered office
and both the managing directors and owners
are inaccessible, the court of registration will
delete the company from the company register,
and the company will sooner or later be liqui-
dated. The tax arrears of a company with no
assets cannot be collected, and the owners and
managers thereof can be convicted only in a
tiresome process. Anyway, fictitious invoicing
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is sanctioned rather mildly, and the corporate
procedural rules – although they have become
much stringent – still allow for establishing
such firms and making them bogus. The num-
ber of liquidations is extremely high in
Hungary. Although investigating this fact does
not belong to the scope of this study, we can-
not be wrong if we say that it can be explained
with the large number of invoice factories. The
real invoice factory operators know it well:
their operational risk is reduced if their factory
functions only for a short time, after which
they let it go down the drain and establish a
new company. 

“The commissioning companies, which
reduced their tax bases with the help of the
invoice factory, signed a contract with one of
the bogus companies owned by István Sz.
and his partners, and then, “after the work
was completed”, transferred the cost of the
work. The recipient company transferred the
amount right away to another (intermediary)
bogus company, and that company to a third
one, the “managing director” of which with-
drew the money in cash. The role of the mid-
dlemen ended here. Sz. and his accomplices
deducted the “fees” they were eligible for,
and returned the rest of the money to the
managers and owners of the commissioning
company. According to the data of the
National Bureau of Investigation, in the past
two years more than HUF 3 billion was with-
drawn in cash from the accounts of the fifty
companies under inspection”. (Attila Gy.
Fekete, 2007)

The invoice is usually issued for a fictitious
activity the performance of which is difficult
to be checked by the authorities: earthworks,
education, consultancy, cleaning, advertising,
etc. Since anti-money laundering legal regula-
tions have become more stringent, the risk is
higher when withdrawing higher amounts of
cash from the banks. Sooner or later regular
withdrawals become suspicious, which is

another cause for establishing newer and
newer companies. 

The primary buyers of invoice factory prod-
ucts are entrepreneurs that are forced to run a
two-channel wage system, wherefore most of
the money equalling the countervalue of the
invoice and withdrawn in cash is wage income.
From the GDP of HUF 300 billion that –
according to my estimates – reaches the final
revenue owner through the invoice factories
untaxed, at least HUF 160 billion should be
paid to the state. However, due to the low level
of productivity, its enforceability is very ques-
tionable. On paper hundreds of thousands of
people live only a little over the subsistence
level just because they do not pay taxes on a
significant portion of their net income. The
size of the state's virtual losses (HUF 400 bil-
lion) represents the deficit in the GDP the pro-
duction of which would be necessary to pay the
taxes on the net incomes. The illegal institution
of fictitious invoicing can be eliminated only
with significant economic growth! 

Companies paying the simplified
entrepreneurial tax

By paying the simplified entrepreneurial tax,
which currently equals 25 per cent of the gross
revenues, the enterprise redeems all other taxes
(provided the contribution payment obliga-
tions are fulfilled in another legal relationship.)
When introduced, this apparently low rate tax
seemed to be beneficial, but in fact it takes
more away and gives less to the state. The fact
is that a lot of companies paying the simplified
entrepreneurial tax bind their extra capacities
(the gross revenue potential between the actu-
al turnover and the upper limit of HUF 25 mil-
lion) with fictitious invoices. For a commission
they help peer companies withdraw money
without paying taxes, practically at no risk.
Since the simplified entrepreneurial tax related
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to the fictitious invoices is paid, the tax author-
ity is no longer interested in investigating the
fact of fictitiousness, its capacities are absorbed
by other activities that are deemed to be more
important. 

In 2007 as much as HUF 152 billion was
paid as simplified entrepreneurial tax. It is
easy to calculate that last year the gross
sales revenues of companies paying the sim-
plified entrepreneurial tax evidently exceed-
ed HUF 600 billion. If we assume that one
fourth of it – HUF 150 billion – was used
for the withdrawal of income produced in
other enterprises, mostly as wage income,
then the virtual loss of the state exceeds the
amount that the state could collect from
this tax type. 

However, the ratio of income withdrawn
with the help of invoices from companies pay-
ing simplified entrepreneurial tax is rather
underestimated. This tax type (and the lack of
risks in the concomitant fictitious invoicing),
as well as the tax exemption of the minimum
wage played a key role in that the two-channel
wage system could become a general practice
in the SME sector. “Although earlier there
were some conflicts between the employer
and the employee regarding the wages, today
there is full agreement about the fact – in all
companies but the Hungarian subsidiaries of
several hundreds of multinational companies –
that the entrepreneur and his employee (the
two are often the same person) can peacefully
coexist by setting the ratio of declared income
and cash payments right.” (István Csillag,
2008)

István Csillag's lamentation is justified, yet
unpleasant, since he was a member of the gov-
ernment that introduced the tax exemption of
the minimum wage and the simplified entrepre-
neurial tax, and thus legalised the two-channel
wage system instead of implementing a tax
reform adequate for the performance of the
SME sector. 

Companies engaged in non-invoice
based activities that are compelled to
show expected revenues

Under the increasingly stringent tax rules – first
of all under the threat of wealth gain investiga-
tions – more and more companies that generate
revenues without issuing invoices are compelled
to make sure that they present a turnover
acceptable by the tax authority. However, this
goal is mostly achieved by selling fictitious
invoices and not with real transactions. The
accountant of the seller and the buyer is usually
the same person or company. The accountant
coordinates the process, he/she knows which
client has failed to issue enough invoices, and
which client needs to receive invoices. The
companies make sure to pay the VAT. This form
of fictitious invoicing is practically risk-free,
since no tax auditor could reveal the fictitious
nature of such transactions. 

The issuer of the fictitious invoice still does
not need to enter the real turnover in his
books, while he can deduct costs and on top of
that he can make money on the transactions.
The buyer of the invoice does not need to
worry either, since the origin of the funds so
withdrawn is known only to the accountant
and the seller. And apart from getting extra
earnings, the accountant ties his clients to him-
self/herself with these confidential services. 

I assume that this form of fictitious invoic-
ing is also mainly used for withdrawing wage
incomes, and therefore the state incurs heavy
losses. It is practically impossible to fight
against it successfully, since the strong interests
shared by the entities involved cover the
scheme with an unpenetrateable shield. 

Off-shore companies

Earlier off-shoring was exclusively used by for-
eign owned companies with developed tax
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planning schemes. However, today an increas-
ing number of Hungarian owned companies
allow themselves the “luxury” of having a sup-
plier or owner registered in a tax heaven. The
supply performance of off-shore companies is
often completely fictitious, the value of the
invoices they issue is often transferred to a
bank account that ensures full anonymity for
the actual owners, and from which the final
owner can receive wage or capital income with
minimum losses.

“Magyar Telekom is unable to present the
annual report and the audited balance, because
its auditor, the international auditing company
PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PWC) is not willing
to countersign it. Instead, the auditing compa-
ny launched a proceeding against a subsidiary
of the company, Telekom Montenegro, in con-
nection with two consultancy contracts having
a total value of HUF 700 million, which were
signed irregularly according to the auditing
firm. According to media information, the
money spent on market research contracts
could have been transferred to off-shore com-
panies. What is more, the contract itself was
signed with an off-shore company: it is possible
that the paid amounts are not proportionate to
the work performed, but the case may also
involve the payment of lobby funds or tax eva-
sion.” (Index, 2006)

While earlier off-shore companies represent-
ed a tool for withdrawing capital income, today
they are increasingly used for hiding wage-
income type funds from the tax authorities.
Due to the lax accounting discipline of compa-
nies registered in tax heavens, the banking cards
of off-shore companies can be used for paying
for private consumption in Hungary and abroad
alike, for withdrawing cash and accounting it as
costs with fictitious invoices. The institution of
off-shore companies practically questions the
point of wealth gain investigations. However,
the fight against it requires international coop-
eration across the continents. The European

Commission wants to become the engine of
this fight. “In his statement given to Austrian
newspapers, László Kovács also said that as a
result of the tax conflict between Germany and
Liechtenstein, he would submit to the
Commission the expert opinion describing the
new interest tax directive – which also address-
es the issue of how tax embezzlements could be
combated more efficiently – sooner than
planned, already in May instead of the end of
the year.” (NAPI Online, 2008)

Multinational companies that withdraw
income exceeding the equitable profit
margin by incorporating such income
into the transfer prices

Invoicing among the subsidiaries of multina-
tional companies is a favourite target of the tax
authorities. Although the methodology of
inspections has been significantly refined, for-
eign owned companies can still significantly
regroup their revenues by exploiting the possi-
bilities inherent in this invoicing practice, and
take such revenues into countries that have the
most favourable tax rates. A considerable part
of the profit generated in the subsidiary is
incorporated into the transfer prices, and is
taken out of the country by transforming it
into account carrying charges, often into tax
heavens, where practically no tax has to be paid
on such income. The entirety of this income
represents untaxed capital income. Since com-
panies that take profit out of the country do
not pay dividend taxes in Hungary, they can
“only” save on the corporate income tax: the
estimated savings of HUF 100 billion also lead
to a significant deficit in the state budget. 

Apart from applying the complicated system
of transfer prices efficiently, foreign owned
companies do not despise using more aggres-
sive tools of tax optimisation, such as invoice
factory services. 
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“Between 2001 and 2005 the Hungarian sub-
sidiary of Siemens transferred over HUF 800
million to seven bogus companies owned by
homeless people that allegedly provided consul-
tancy services to various divisions of the group.
The consultancy companies that in fact provid-
ed no such services at all were organised and
hired by András Zoltán Schrödtl for the medical
technology, IT, energy and building automation
divisions of Siemens.” (SG.hu, 2007)

Writing off private consumption 
as corporate costs

All types of enterprises – small, medium-sized
and large companies alike – are over-inclined to
use this form of fictitious invoicing. The risk is
low, and in case they are caught, they must only
pay the missing part of the corporate income
tax. Yet, this form causes as much damage as
the other types of fictitious invoicing. It also
involves that money that could be legally with-
drawn only as after-tax wage or capital income
is spent on private consumption without pay-
ing taxes. If the taxes on this consumption
were paid, only a significantly smaller portion
of the products and services accounted could
be purchased.

This form of fraud is primarily used for
withdrawing wage type income, too, which
causes significant damage to the state budget.
Although the efficiency of tax legislation has
improved a lot since the introduction of taxes
on vehicles and telephone services used for pri-
vate purposes, there is not much chance for
further confining this method of fictitious
invoicing. Partly because it requires dispropor-
tionately great efforts from the tax inspectors
to prove private consumption, and also because
the extension of normative taxation to other
private purpose services and products would
put disproportionately large administrative
burdens on the enterprises. 

I assume that each year the six modes of fic-
titious invoicing puts a GDP of HUF 1,500 bil-
lion into private pockets without paying taxes,
more or less evenly distributed between labour
and capital incomes. The actual loss of the state
is around HUF 600 billion, while the virtual
loss equals the amount of the income taken
abroad. In other words, this much GDP should
be generated in excess so that the final income
owners could peacefully enjoy spending or
accumulating their income that they got hold
of with various tricks. (See Table 9)

I assume that a smaller portion of the hidden
Hungarian economy is covered by fictitious
invoices. The larger part of untaxed GDP is
still produced in transactions in which no
invoices are issued. Most of the income from
non-invoiced transactions is spent as wage
income, in an amount of HUF 1,000 billion per
year according to my estimates. Due to non-
invoiced transactions the state is deprived from
revenues over HUF 800 billion. 

In the table I tried to assess the volume of
the Hungarian hidden economy: a GDP of
HUF 3,300 billion – i.e. around 13 per cent of
the official GDP – is not taxed at all. My esti-
mates correspond to those of others, for exam-
ple the estimates of Csák Ligeti, the acknowl-
edged expert of the issue (Csák Ligeti, 2007)
Approximately half of the untaxed GDP is
black money used as wages, and the other half
is capital income. Every year the state suffers
an actual loss of HUF 1,500 billion. If only half
of this amount could be collected, the
Hungarian budget would have considerably
less headache. But how much of this amount
can we realistically expect to be collected by
tightening the tax system? 

Well, not too much. The report of the com-
mittee in charge of examining the whitening
of the economy (www.mkt.hu) shows that in
2007 the budget realised nearly HUF 80 bil-
lion more revenues due to measures taken for
the whitening of the economy, including the
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increase in the staff of the Hungarian Tax and
Financial Control Administration, the extra
costs of which total HUF 7 billion a year.
Compared to the fact that the state is deprived
of an annual tax revenue of around HUF
1,500 billion, the collection of a net amount of
HUF 73 billion is precious little. But it is
impossible to have companies pay more as
long as the wage related dues are not adjusted
to reality. As we could see from the previous
chapters the income producing ability of the
Hungarian enterprises is so low that they are
unable to produce as much GDP as would be
necessary for the payment of all taxes and
contributions. They are forced to commit
fraud. 

I do not undertake to estimate what portion
of the illegally distributed income comes from
necessity frauds, and what portion could be
paid swimmingly by those enjoying it.
However, as I stressed in my analysis of the
groups engaged in fictitious invoicing, there
are forms that are increasingly used by those
entities whose tax-paying potentials are well
above the Hungarian average. On the other
side, though, the fictitious invoicing schemes
they apply can hardly be controlled by the
authorities. The duality of the Hungarian
economy leaves its mark on the black econo-
my, too. On one side there are hundreds of
thousands of necessity tricksters from whom
no more taxes can be collected. On the other
there are the entities that could pay the taxes,
yet they have the opportunity to evade them
in part or in full.

The amount of collected taxes cannot con-
siderably be increased merely by tightening
the tax rules. In addition to the application of
stricter sanctions against tax evaders, the tax
rates must be concurrently reduced for the
significant whitening of the black economy. In
return, budgetary revenues in the law-abiding
sectors will obviously decrease due to the
reduced tax rates. To avoid the concomitant

problems, cuts must be enforced on the
expenditure side and/or lost revenues must be
made up for by other taxes. Precarious balanc-
ing can be avoided if we focus on the virtual
rather than on the actual losses. According to
the estimates of Table 9, if we consider the
entire income distributed in the black econo-
my net – and that is what it is – the state
incurs a virtual loss of HUF 3,500 billion.
However, the related margin is missing from
the Hungarian GDP. What would happen if
the new economic policy focused on the fol-
lowing issue: How to work off this virtual loss
as much as possible, in other words, how to
encourage enterprises to produce more GDP?
In the following we are looking for the
answers to this question. 

AFFORDABLE AND EQUITABLE 
TAX RATES

The fundamental statement of this study is that
in the current tax system Hungarian companies
with low levels of productivity are unable to
honestly pay all taxes. The use of the two-chan-
nel wage system, in which employees receive
part of their wages untaxed, in cash, has
become wide-spread. Hundreds of thousands
of people (entrepreneurs and employees alike)
are forced to commit fraud on a continuous
basis in order to make both ends meet. They
are able and willing to meet their tax payment
obligations only under the lighter two-channel
wage system. Let us see a tax system in which
the tax rates would more or less correspond to
this light burden, i.e. taxpayers would not be
forced to cheat. (See Table 10) 

The proposed tax system is a flat-rate sys-
tem: both the PIT and the corporate income
tax would be 15 per cent. Contributions would
also be significantly reduced by 6.5 per cent
(employer's contributions) and 7 per cent
(employee contributions), respectively. The
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dividend tax would remain the same, however
the VAT would again be raised to 25 per cent,
in part to offset reduced tax revenues. Tax cred-
its and the flat-rate healthcare contribution
would be abolished. The tax system would
become much more simple and transparent.
(The drop in tax revenues collected from the
sectors that pay all taxes –  which arises from
the alleviation of wage related dues – should be
offset by the introduction of new tax types to
be described in detail in the next chapter.) 

Table 11 compares the dues payable on the
average wages at Company A in the two-chan-
nel wage system, as well as with the new tax and
contribution rates. In the two-channel system
the company ensures an average net wage of 

HUF 149,115 by giving the employee a gross
monthly wage of HUF 140,000, and HUF
50,000 in cash. The operation of this system
costs the company HUF 244,406 each month.
If the company paid all taxes related to the net
wage, it would need to give a gross wage of

HUF 263,011 to an average employee, and the
total costs involved would be HUF 353,069.
This is exactly why the company is forced to
apply the two-channel wage system, since if the
extra tax burden of HUF 108,664 was paid, the
entrepreneur would have no profits, not to
mention funds for investments and develop-
ment. 

In the new tax system the same net income
could be ensured with the disbursement of a
gross wage of HUF 198,820. This would prac-
tically cost not more than the maintenance of
the two-channel wage system, and the entre-
preneur and the employee would not be com-
pelled to connive and commit fraud. They
would be able and willing to pay the taxes. Why
would they cheat if they had the same amount
of money with all taxes paid as in the case of
fictitious invoicing? 

Of course, the state incurs some loss, but
only compared to the ideal situation in which
the company pays all taxes and contributions.

Table 10

A POSSIBLE FLAT-RATE TAX SYSTEM
(per cent)

Fully taxed wages Reduced
at the current rates rates

PIT tax rate, if the annual gross wage is less than HUF 1,700.000 18.0 15.0

PIT tax rate, if the annual gross wage is more than HUF 1,700.000 36.0 15.0

Employee contributions 17.0 10.0

Pension contribution 9.5 6.0

Healthcare contribution 6.0 4.0

Employee contribution 1.5 0.0

Tax credit/month (HUF) 11,340 0

Contributions payable by the employer 33.5 27.0

Pension contribution 24.0 20.0

Healthcare contribution 5.0 7.0

Employers taxes 3.0 0.0

Vocational training contribution 1.5 0.0

Flat-rate healthcare contribution (HUF) 1,950 0

Corporate income tax and solidarity tax 20.0 15.0

Dividend tax 25.0 15.0

VAT 20.0 25.0
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This loss is virtual, since the missing tax rev-
enues are not paid especially because the com-
pany is unable to produce the GDP that would
serve as a margin. What is more, the state
would receive more in the new system than in
the two-channel one, since the company would
pay more taxes instead of paying commissions
to the issuers of fictitious invoices. In the two-
channel system Company A pays a total of
HUF 89,735 to the state after an average
employee, and would pay HUF 103,386 in the
new system each month! 

In the new tax system the tax wedge of
employment would be 40.9 per cent, i.e. practi-
cally the same as the current tax wedge of cap-
ital income. This is a rate that is equitable and
affordable for the Hungarian enterprises.

Although illegal, the two-channel wage system
could spread so widely because the burden on
Hungarian enterprises became bearable only
through this system.

Let us see how the GDP produced by
Company A would be distributed in the new
tax system. The first three columns of the six
columns presented in Table 12 shows the distri-
bution of the GDP produced by Company A in
the two-channel wage system, with all current
taxes paid, as well as under the new tax system.
The other three columns show what would
happen if productivity improved by 10 per
cent, if employment grew at the same rate, and
if net wages increased by 5 per cent as a result
of the new tax rates. 

In the new system the distribution of the

Table 11

THE COSTS OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE NEW SYSTEM 
AT COMPANY A

Two/channel Fully taxed REDUCED TAX
wage system wages at the rates

current rates

Average  monthly  gross  wage  per  person  (HUF)  140,000  263,011  198,820  

Dues payable by the employee 23,800 44,712 19,882 

Tax credit 8,115 0 0 

Actual PIT 17,085 69,184 29,823 

Actual PIT rate 12.2% 26.3% 15.0% 

Net wage 99,115 149,115 149,115 

Wage supplement in cash 50,000 0 0 
Total  actual  net  wage  income  149,115  149,115  149,115  

Contributions payable by the employer 48,850 90,059 53,681 

Net value of fictitious invoices required for the with-

drawal of cash to be given as wage supplement 55,556 0 0 

Costs of purchasing fictitious invoices 5,556 0 0 

Actual dues payable by the employer 104 406 90,059 53,681 
Total  costs  of  employment  244  406  353,069  252,501  

Structure of the employment costs, % 100.0 100.0 100.0

Total net wage income, % 61.0 42.2 59.1

Total dues, % 39.0 57.8 40.9

Contributions and taxes, % 36.7 57.8 40.9

Costs of cash withdrawal, % 2.3 0.0 0.0
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same amount of GDP would be in line with the
income relations that emerged in the two-chan-
nel system. The only difference is that the
entrepreneur's share would somewhat decrease
and the state's share would somewhat increase.
This is not good at all, since the deduction rate
of 50 per cent is still much too high. No funds
would remain for depreciation, investments
and development. And the entrepreneur's prof-
its seem small even in absolute terms. In fact,
the taxes on capital income should be reduced
even more at the expense of the state's share,
and perhaps it would be better to keep the cur-
rent VAT rate!

The table shows that compared to the two-
channel system, state revenues would grow,
albeit to a small extent only. Naturally, the
amount of taxes and contributions payable in
the new system would fall short of the value
indicated in the second column (What would
happen if all dues were paid?). The difference is
HUF 14 million, however since the GDP that
would serve as a margin is also missing, compa-
nies could not pay this amount even if they
wanted to! This is the so called virtual deficit
that Hungarian enterprises must reduce after
being freed from the hamstrung situation. In
return for the equitable taxes, the Hungarian
SME sector must improve its performance by
releasing the suppressed energies. 

The last three columns of the table examine
the impacts of possible performance improve-
ment under the conditions of the new tax sys-
tem. 

If productivity improved by 10 per cent,
and the number of employees and the average
wage would remain unchanged, the gross added
value produced by Company A would increase
by nearly HUF 6 million. The surplus would be
shared by the state and the enterprise. Tax rev-
enues will reach the middle value between the
revenues realised from the current two-channel
system, and the tax revenues expected but not
realised with the current tax rates (since the

companies cannot afford to pay such high
taxes). With tax rates adjusted to this sector,
these small and medium-sized companies could
work off almost half of the virtual budget
deficit they are responsible for. They should do
nothing “but” improve their productivity by
ten per cent! Is it an impossible task? I don't
think so! The only thing to do is to work a lit-
tle harder, in a more disciplined and organised
manner, make better use of the existing endow-
ments, and productivity will perceivably
improve. The feeling of getting free from the
hamstrung situation will evidently make this
happen!

If at this productivity level, but with
unchanged wages the company would employ
10 per cent more employees, a significant por-
tion of the virtual tax deficit could be worked
off from the surplus GDP created. The tax rev-
enues would almost equal the amount that the
state – vainly – expects with the current tax
rates. A lot of entrepreneurs do not have more
employees only because they find it too risky
to continuously ensure the conditions for
maintaining the two-channel wage system for a
larger staff. Instead, they keep their perform-
ance low. An inspiring environment can put an
end to this suppression, and the companies can
increase their staff practically without invest-
ment projects. In the SME sector improving
productivity by 10 per cent and increasing
employment by 10 per cent would be sufficient
to ensure much higher tax payments in the new
tax system than in the existing one! For the
time being, with the two-channel wage system
in place, the amount of taxes actually paid by
Company A is below HUF 50 million.
However, with a slight growth in employment
and productivity alike the state could realise
over HUF 60 million in tax revenues. Not to
mention the other benefits that the state could
enjoy through the employment of tens of
thousands of job seekers.

The last column of the table shows what
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impact it would have on the distribution of the
added value if the average net wage of the
employees was raised by five per cent given the
increased staff and level of productivity. If we
expect better work, we must pay more for it.
Since higher wages also imply higher tax rev-
enues, this restructuring of the wage system
would obviously be detrimental to capital
income despite the fact that – as we have
stressed several times – the portion that
remains in the entrepreneur's hands would
remain low even in this new tax system. In
addition to the owner's profits, much of the
gross added value should be available for
investments and development (not to mention
the local business tax and the banking costs).

However, raising the ratio of net wage
income is also a fundamental condition for eco-
nomic growth. The income distribution that
occurs given the favourable tax rates still
favours the state in the case of Company A. Its
share of 50 per cent is still too high! What is
more! This ratio even exceeds the national
average. Although it is not easy to access
national data in this structure, and only 2005
figures are available, I managed to present that
the sum of the revenue side of the budget
(HUF 6,896 billion) and the paid social securi-
ty contributions (HUF 3,266 billion) with
which all tax and contribution categories
included in the model can be compared equals
46 per cent of the GDP (HUF 22,055 billion).
This seemingly favourable value can also be
attributed to the dual structure of the
Hungarian economy. In the case of Hungarian
companies with low levels of productivity the
ratio of state deductions remains high even at
favourable tax rates. At the same time, in the
case of added value produced by foreign owned
companies that demonstrate outstanding pro-
ductivity, state deductions represent a small
ratio even at the current, high tax rates.

We are going to prove our statement with the
income relations of the foreign-owned

Company C. (See Table 13) In the company
that employs 1,000 people for an average gross
wage of HUF 250,000, the productivity level
per employee is twice the national average
measured in 2006 (on the basis of Zoltán Pitti's
figures). The company can easily meet its tax
payment obligations even at the current tax
rates (it pays all the wage related dues, however
it does not need to pay dividend tax, since the
final owner of the capital income pays it in his
home country, or – save the mark! – in an off-
shore heaven), and plenty will be available for
the owners, too. It must be admitted though
that the share of the employees' net wages is
low – this is what high productivity means. The
ratio of state deductions from the gross added
value produced by the company is low: merely
42 per cent, a really ideal ratio. Since the bigger
part of the Hungarian GDP is produced by for-
eign owned companies, it is understandable
how the ratio of state deductions can stay below
50 per cent at macro-level, while in the case of
Hungarian owned companies this value is well
above this critical level due to the low income
generating ability of such companies.

The table also shows what would happen if
Company C also paid taxes according to the
new conditions. It is shocking, and is also very
positive from our point of view that the taxes of
Company C would hardly decrease. Although
the dues on wages would drop by around HUF
800 million, this would be almost offset by a
surplus VAT payment of nearly HUF 600 mil-
lion. The amount of taxes payable by the large
tax-payer multinational companies would not
fundamentally decrease in the new tax system! 

One can draw further noteworthy conclu-
sions regarding the dividend tax by analysing
the correlations of the table. If they take the
dividends they produce in Hungary abroad, for-
eign owned companies are exempted from pay-
ing the dividend tax in Hungary in accordance
with the international treaties. At any rate, the
dividend tax would total HUF 2 billion in the
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case of Company C. If this tax was paid, the
deduction rate would exceed 50 per cent even in
the case of Company C under the current tax
rules. This fact means that on one hand it would
be a large burden for multinational companies,
too, if they had to pay all taxes. On the other
hand they have a significant competitive edge
over Hungarian owned companies that can
avoid paying this tax type only by fraud. 

NEW TAX SYSTEM, REASONABLY
REFORMED BUDGET

In the first chapter we modelled the impacts of
a new tax system in which the personal income
tax would be a flat-rate tax, and would equal 15

per cent, just like the corporate income tax.
Wage related dues would decrease by 13.5 per
cent. The dividend tax would remain the same,
the solidarity tax would be abolished, however
the VAT would again be raised to 25 per cent,
and a new tax type, the wealth tax would be
introduced.

The results of the simulation show that the
Hungarian SME sector, which protects itself
from the excessive tax burdens compared to its
productivity by applying the illegal two-channel
wage system, would not pay less taxes at rates
ensuring bearable tax burdens (similar to those
achieved by fictitious invoicing) than today. What
is more, if they did not have to use a significant
part of their energies to mitigate the risks of fraud
instead of using them for the creation of condi-

Table 13 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE GDP OF THE FOREIGN OWNED COMPANY C

Fully taxed wages Reduced rates

Average  monthly  gross  wage  per  person  (HUF)  250,000  250,000  

Number of employees 1,000 1,000 

GDP per employee at the company relative to the national 

average in Hungary in,2006 200.0% 200.0% 
Gross  added  value  (GDP)  17,030,000,000  17,030,000,000  

Total costs of employment/year 4,028,400,000 3,810,000,000

Net after-tax wage 1,716,000,000 2,250,000,000

Total contributions and taxes 2,312,400,000 1,560,000,000

Net value of the purchased fictitious invoices 0 0 

Part of the revenue that remains after the deduction of costs 

other than employment costs (net added value) 14,191,666,667 13,624,000,000 

Payable VAT=VAT of the added value 2,838,333,333 3,406,000,000 

Pre-tax profit 10,163,266,667 9,814,000,000 

Corporate income tax and solidarity tax 2,032,653,333 1,472,100,000 

Profit and loss according to the balance sheet 8,130,613,333 8,341,900,000 

Dividend tax 0 0 

Owner's withdrawal 8,130,613,333 8,341,900,000 
Total  taxes  and  contributions  7,183,386,667  6,438,100,000  

Distribution of the gross added value, % 100.0 100.0

Taxes and contributions, % 42.2 37.8

Total net wage income, % 10.1 13.2

Owner's withdrawal, % 47.7 49.0

Commissions paid to fictitious invoice issuers, % 0.0 0.0
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tions ensuring better performance, companies in
this sector would pay a lot more taxes!

At the same time, the highly productive
multinational companies that honestly pay all
taxes on the employees' wages would not pay
less tax either. The surplus VAT collected due
to the higher VAT rate can offset the loss in tax
revenue due to the reduction of the personal
income tax rates and the contributions.

Let us see what impact the new tax system
would have on the different tax types!

Wage related taxes and contributions

In 2007 the average monthly gross wage of an
employee was HUF 185,004, and the number
of employees totalled 2,760. In our model we
examined the taxes on this average wage in the
current and the new system. (See Table 14)

In the last column of the table we presented
the differences between certain items of the
two tax systems, projected on all employees
and one year. It can be seen that at macro-level
savings of almost HUF 500 billion are achieved
in the costs of employment. Although part of it
will be used to meet the increased VAT obliga-
tion, the rest will be the token of rapid eco-

nomic growth. Entrepreneurs will be able to
use those funds for development and invest-
ments, i.e. to ensure the pillars of growth.

The net income of employees will grow by
nearly HUF 9 billion. Although the higher VAT
will drain some of this money, but the remain-
ing sum is indispensable for three reasons. 

The growth in the internal demand for
the products and services of the SME sector is
an elemental condition for the rapid develop-
ment of the companies operating in this sector.
I would like to remind you of the fact that if
productivity and employment grew just a little,
the amount of taxes and contributions paid by
the SME sector could hit historical highs!

The net income of the population is all
the more necessary, since the volume of non-
invoiced transactions will drop only if people
can afford to pay the prices that also include
the reduced taxes. This is an indispensable pre-
condition for ensuring tax payment discipline,
which calls for mandatory invoicing.

The increased share of wage incomes
from the GDP is also an indispensable require-
ment for the badly needed budget reform. Co-
payment for public services (healthcare, educa-
tion, etc.) is equitable only if the population
has surplus income. The extra income is also a

Table 14 

DUES PAYABLE ON THE AVERAGE MONTHLY WAGE

Fully taxed Fully taxed Difference per Difference for
wages at the wages at the employee all employee
current rates net rates (HUF) (HUF billion/year)

Average  monthly  gross  wage  per  

person  (HUF)  185,004  185,004  0  0  

Dues payable by the employee 31,451 18,500 12,950 428,913 

Tax credit 0 0 0 0 

Actual PIT 41,101 27,751 13,351 442,180 

Actual PIT rate, % 22.2 15.0 0 2 

Net wage 112,452 138,753 –26,301 –-871,093 

Contributions payable by the 

employer 63,926 49,951 13,975 462,861 
Total  costs  of  employment  248,930  234,955  13,975  462,861  
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precondition for expanding the unavoidable
institution of mandatory pension.

According to the table, nearly HUF 450 bil-
lion less will be realised in PIT revenues, and
the contributions paid will drop by almost
HUF 900 billion. In 2007, the state yielded
HUF 1,820 billion from PIT, and (in 2005) it
yielded HUF 3,226 billion from social security
contributions. One third of these revenues
must be made up for! As we could see, in the
case of the multinational Company C the VAT
surplus can practically offset the reduced
amount of PIT and contribution revenues, and,
as we will see, the VAT surplus will be signifi-
cant at macro-level, too.

However, part of the deficit of over HUF
1,200 billion exists only virtually. The reason
behind this is that real savings are realised in
the personal income taxes and contributions of
employees working in the budgetary sector, i.e.
they do not need to be collected! (In this sec-
tor the wages and contributions of the employ-
ees are covered from the taxes paid by the com-
petitive sector.) Table 15 shows the savings. 

In 2007, the budgetary sector employed
748,000 people at an average monthly gross
wage of HUF 206,307. 

Altogether taxes of HUF 450 billion do not
need to be collected, because less PIT and con-

tributions should be paid for budgetary employ-
ees in the new system! The actual tax and con-
tributions deficit equals HUF 800 billion. 

VAT

In 2007, budget revenues collected from VAT
were HUF 20 billion shy from HUF 2,000 bil-
lion. If the upper VAT rate was raised from 20
to 25 per cent, VAT revenues could grow by
HUF 400 to 500 billion. Half of the PIT and
contribution deficit could be covered from the
surplus VAT! It is commonplace today what a
great mistake it was to decrease the upper VAT
rate in 2006. VAT is the most easily collectible
tax type, and being consumption related, it is
also one of the fairest. Unrealised contribution
revenues would be replaced by those who con-
sume the most. This situation must be main-
tained as long as the surplus revenues from the
rapid growth of the economy, freed from the
hamstrung situation, restore the balance.

Corporate income tax

The corporate income tax rate is currently 16
per cent, however together with the solidarity

Table 15

DUES PAYABLE ON THE AVERAGE MONTHLY WAGE

Fully taxed Fully taxed Difference per Difference for
wages at the wages at the employee all employee
current rates new rates (HUF) (HUF billion/year)

Average  monthly  gross  wage  per  
person  (HUF)  206,307  206,307  0  0  
Dues payable by the employee 35,072 20,631 14,441 129,731 
Tax credit 0 0 0 0 
Actual PIT 48,771 30,946 17,824 160,121 
Actual PIT rate 23.6% 15.0% 0 1 
Net wage 122,464 154,730 –32,266 –289,852 
Contributions payable by the employer 71,063 55,703 15,360 137,982 
Total  costs  of  employment  277,370  262,010  15,360  137,982  
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tax of 4 per cent 20 per cent of the profit
according to the balance is paid as tax. In 2007,
the state yielded HUF 510 billion from the
corporate income tax, and HUF 178 billion
from the solidarity tax, i.e. altogether less than
700 billion. The 15 per cent rate hardly makes
any difference compared to the current rate.
The statements compiled by Éva Palócz show
that the rate of actually paid taxes was only
10.7 per cent in 2006, which can partly be
attributed to the overly extensive system of
items that influence the size of the pre-tax
profit, and partly to the large volume of dis-
counts given by the Hungarian government to
companies running major investment projects.
(See Table 16)

Tax benefits are given to entities with out-
standing tax payment abilities, i.e. the multina-
tional companies. They run major investment
projects, and they can make use of the norma-
tive benefit provided for by the Act on corpo-
rate tax. This year, for example, taxpayers
implementing investment projects worth over
HUF 3 billion can use the so called develop-
ment tax benefit. The benefit equals 40 per cent
of the project value in the case of projects
worth up to EUR 50 million. In the case of
investment projects worth EUR 50 to 100 mil-
lion, the tax benefit is 20 per cent of the part
above EUR 50 million. If the total value of the
project exceeds EUR 100 million, a tax benefit

of 13.6 per cent can be claimed for the part
above EUR 100 million when paying the cor-
porate income tax. 

The tax benefits and large-scale subsidies are
given to those who do not need them at all!
This situation is disapproved by many. 

For example, when analysing the low level of
corporate income tax paid in 2006, Tamás
Mellár pointed out: “If all enterprises had met
the normative tax payment obligation, the state
budget could have realised a surplus of HUF
370 billion. However, this was circumvented by
the various tax benefits. And we still cannot say
that the benefits encouraged the enterprises,
since in 2007 their economic growth signifi-
cantly fell short of the growth rate of the coun-
tries that joined the European Union together
with Hungary. The situation could not be
improved by industrial production either,
which earlier grew at a dynamic pace. By the
way, industry: according to balance sheet fig-
ures, the effective tax rate in the industry was
5.5%. Industrial companies paid a profit tax of
HUF 91.5 billion, while the tax benefits they
realised totalled HUF 102.9 billion.”(Tamás
Mellár, 2008)

On top of that, allegedly to encourage
investments, the Hungarian government pro-
vides these companies with subsidies granted
on the basis of case-by-case government deci-
sions. Since 2003 “investment projects worth

Table 16

CORPORATE TAXES AND TAX BENEFITS

2005 2006
(1) Pre-tax profit 3,375.7 3,471.6

(2) Profit increasing items (32 types) 3,276.2 4,337.9

(3) Profit decreasing items (44 types) 4,708.6 5,957.3

(4)=(1)+(2)-(3) The base of the calculated tax 1,860.3 1,896.9

(5) Calculated tax 488.4 485.1

(6) Tax benefits (15 types) 120.8 112.1
(7)  Payable  tax 367.5 372.9

Source: Éva Palócz: The possible directions of the tax reform, KOPINT-Tárki Zrt., 2008
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HUF 700 billion have been implemented
through case-by-case government decisions
and state subsidies of HUF 200–300 billion.”
(Ibolya Vitéz F., 2007) The article also reveals
that this type of investment encouragement is
also the hotbed of corruption. 

We can see that the corporate income tax has
plenty of hidden reserves. By using these
reserves, the introduction of the 15 per cent tax
rate would not decrease, but instead increase
revenues from this tax type, and would offset
losses from the abolishment of the solidarity
tax. Since these companies do not pay dividend
tax either (see Table 17), due to the enormous
volume of untaxed dividends it would not be
unfair to introduce a certain repatriation tax.
However, I am careful about demanding such a
tax, since its introduction may violate interna-
tional treaties. 

Simplified entrepreneurial tax

As we could see, the abolishment of the simpli-
fied entrepreneurial tax is a major stage in the
fight against fictitious invoicing. With the sim-
plified entrepreneurial tax no longer in place,
revenues of HUF 150 billion should be made
up for. I must note that revenues from the sim-
plified entrepreneurial tax grew fast in the
beginning, but remained under the expected
level in the last two years. 

In the new tax system these companies
would pay corporate income tax and dividend
tax on the profits that remain after the
deduction of costs. The tax wedge of capital
income would decrease in the new system:
from 40 per cent to 37.5 per cent. In 2007,
the gross revenue of companies paying sim-
plified entrepreneurial tax was around HUF
600 billion. If the simplified entrepreneurial
tax of HUF 150 billion, which was collected
last year, should be paid from the corporate
income tax and dividend tax base, said com-

panies would need HUF 400 billion in prof-
its, which can be comfortably realised from
the GDP they produce. It is highly probable
that the revenue loss from the abolishment
of the simplified entrepreneurial tax would
be replaced by the same taxpayers through
corporate income tax and dividend tax pay-
ments.

Growing tax revenues from small
entrepreneurs

I have pointed out several times earlier how
fast the tax payment potential of the
Hungarian enterprises could grow after they
are freed from their bonds. The most critical
segment of this sector comprises the smallest
enterprises, i.e. (the nearly 700,000) private
entrepreneurs, the almost 200,000 limited
partnerships, as well as people performing
household chores. It is well known that the
ratio of untaxed income, and the share of non-
invoiced transactions is relatively the highest
in this segment. According to the HCSO,
these enterprises produced a GDP of 3,825
billion in 2005 (to which we could add at least
HUF 500 billion as non-observed GDP). If
we deduct the employment costs of the
employees from this amount (HUF 534 bil-
lion), we obtain the official GDP that the
state and the entrepreneurs must share. That
reserves do exist here – not only in the form
of virtual, but actual tax deficit – is best shown
by the fact that in their own rights these
entrepreneurs paid only HUF 63 billion as
social security contribution in 2005! It is not
known how much PIT and flat tax these enti-
ties paid, but we are not mistaken if we state:
the reduced rates must be paid by all entities
in this sector. At least HUF 500 billion must
be collected as surplus tax in order to offset
the deficit that appears in the sectors of “law
abiding” taxpayers. 
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Curtailment of subsidies

More and more people share the opinion
according to which the Hungarian system of
social subsidies cannot be sustained any
longer. András Simor, the president of the
National Bank of Hungary called for an
expenditure reduction of HU 2,000 to 2,500
in his article titled Revival! in the March 24,
2008 issue of the Hungarian daily
Népszabadság. “The only problem is that our
country runs a welfare system that the econo-
my is unable to maintain. This is in part
responsible for slow growth and the shortfall
behind the neighbouring countries. In other
words, if we do not implement changes, if we
do not accelerate our growth, the high sums
relative to the GDP that are currently spent
on welfare expenditures will sooner or later be
less – in absolute terms – than the lower per-
centage that the neighbouring countries spend
on welfare today. And believe me that our
neighbours spend less on such purposes not
because there are less people in need in their
countries, or because they are more immune
to the problems of the poor, but because they
have understood that their economies cannot
afford larger welfare spending. Naturally,
HUF 2,000 to 2,500 billion cannot be saved
merely by cutting welfare expenditures.
Expenditures must be significantly curtailed
in other budgetary chapters, too, since the
burdens of high state debts require us to have
more frugal financial management than our
neighbours in all areas.”

In contrast with the rational streamlining of
social expenditures I see more chance in the
elimination of corporate subsidies. I have
already modelled the gist of the problem in
relation to the taxes paid by the multinational
companies. Corporate subsidies distort the
competition, and the required margin must be
collected in the form of taxes. Corruption in
the distribution of subsidies cannot be eradi-

cated. It is always the case when those in charge
of distribution decide about giving away some-
body else's money. 

Here we can agree with István Csillag, who
writes the following in his above cited article
issued in the daily Népszabadság: “Programmes
designed to assist job seekers, train people
whose jobs are threatened, or provide wage sup-
port treat the taxpayers' money as handsomely
as in other cases of subsidies and supports.
Nobody follows whether a former boiler-maker
that was successfully retrained to be a hatmaker
(I know it is a bit of an exaggeration) could find
a job, and for how many years he was employed.
Therefore these training centres and pro-
grammes “drain” the taxpayers' “gang money”
for years and flood the labour market with
hardly employable workforce. Retraining pro-
grammes consume nearly 1 to 1.5 per cent of
the GDP (HUF 250–300 billion from the tax-
payers' money each year). The utilisation of this
enormous sum (3 to 4 per cent of the annual
budget) is not accompanied by efficiency tests,
on the basis of which it could be determined
whether it is only school owners and the dis-
tributors of subsidies among the entrepreneurs
who make a good deal, or employers in need of
qualified workforce and job seekers also benefit
from the programmes?” (István Csillag, 2008) 

The financial management organisations of
the agricultural sector also receive dispropor-
tionately large subsidies. We must not forget
either that subsidies granted under the New
Hungary Development Plan are co-financed by
the Hungarian taxpayers, too: Hungary's pay-
ments to the EU reach almost HUF 200 billion
a year. The entire plan should be reconsidered,
at least in the sense that entities in the compet-
itive sector should be granted subsidies exclu-
sively if their tax revenue surplus can be quan-
tified normatively, and the payment of such
taxes can be guaranteed. 

At least HUF 500 billion could be saved by
radically curtailing subsidies given to the com-
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petitive sector. This much less taxes will need
to be collected. We must not forget that deduc-
tions by the state will remain high even with
the reduced tax rates of the new tax system. It
is vital to save on the expenditure side, too. The
most efficient tool for this is to stop paying
subsidies to entrepreneurs. The enterprise-
friendly economic policy should not be based
on the distribution of subsidies, but rather on
ensuring a stable and predictable environment
that encourages development. Low and afford-
able taxes represent the best and most efficient
enterprise-supporting system! On top of that,
this pertains equally to everyone, and is sector
neutral in the most equitable manner.

Wealth tax

The tax revenues of the economic boom that
will occur under the liberating effect of the new
tax system and the rationally streamlined
expenditure side of the budget can be balanced,
already in the very short run. However, new tax
types, such as the wealth tax, should also be
introduced. This tax would have a dual func-
tion. On one hand, it could provide reserves for
the management of the difficulties in switching
to the new tax system. It could also provide a
longer term remedy for the serious structural
problems of the budget. The wealth tax should
remain in place as long as the balance of the
pension fund is restored. Last year the budget
contributed HUF 841 billion to the social
security funds! 

Another painful problem of the Hungarian
budget is the high debt service burden. In 2007
as much as HUF 1,110 billion was spent on this
service. It is said by many, but perhaps most
loudly by László Gazdag that the most impor-
tant economic policy objective is to curb infla-
tion, since a mere one per cent growth in the
interest on Hungary's state debt of HUF
16,000 billion leads to an additional budget

expenditure of up to HUF 100 billion. (László
Gazdag, 2007.) It would be reasonable to use
part of the revenues from the wealth tax for the
reduction of debts. The institution of the
wealth tax should be maintained as long as the
debts reach a reasonable level.

On the other hand, the wealth tax would also
help restore the sense of social justice and at
the same time it could implement the principles
of family-friendly taxation that are difficult to
enforce in personal income taxation. I would
not recommend a rate for the wealth tax, but it
is worth examining the Swedish example. In
Sweden the wealth tax was abolished in 2007
after it fulfilled its mission. Swedish citizens
with assets worth over EUR 200,000 had to pay
a wealth tax of 1.5 per cent a year. People with
assets worth HUF 50 million had to pay HUF
750,000 in wealth tax. The tax-base was calcu-
lated not only on the basis of real property, but
also on the basis of the other types of assets
and bank deposits. The introduction of the
wealth tax cannot be rejected based on the
argument that it is complicated. We must study
the practice of countries that successfully apply
this tax type. Taxing assets obtained from
untaxed funds is an indispensable precondition
for reducing or moral deficit!

* * *

In this study we have proved that there exists a
tax system in which the tax burdens on live
labour can be radically decreased while main-
taining the balance of the – rationally reformed
– budget. The new tax system will release the
creative energies of entrepreneurs and employ-
ees who are now compelled to commit fraud on
a day-to-day basis, and will serve as an engine
for rapid economic growth. The players of the
economy will realise that they can meet both
ends meet even without corruption. It is a
shame that in today's Hungary there are hun-
dreds of thousands of necessity tricksters and
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the leaders of the country do not seem to
apprehend it!

No political party that is concerned about
the future of the country can have a more
important objective than that. If a wise and
credible politician explains the people that
taxes would be reduced to an affordable level,
but in return it is expected that everybody
would pay them, the citizens will understand
and appreciate it. Credibility is extremely
important: the new leadership must do its best
to perceivably reduce corruption in public

administration. It must meticulously watch the
purity of the members of the government and
of the members of Parliament. The legal regu-
lations that make tax evasion one of the most
despicable crimes in the eye of the general pub-
lic can and must be adopted only in this moral-
ly restored environment.

The precondition for a new and competitive
Hungary is the introduction of transparent
and affordable taxes on one hand, and univer-
sal, draconian sanctions on tax evasion on the
other!
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T

Katalin Solt

The application of welfare
economics to taxation 

Theoretical approaches with different points of
departure often concentrate on the very same sub-
ject, however, there are only few analyses in sci-
entific literature that offer a comparison of studies
with different approaches. I try to apply this con-
ception in my paper. Within that, I dwell on ques-
tions that are “simple” to present with the theoret-
ical approach of welfare economics, but their
practical application raises doubts in many. I give
a few examples to illustrate how theoretical mod-
els can be transformed into models suitable for
concrete analyses. Then I sum up the most impor-
tant elements of the views criticising the “tradi-
tional” theory of the welfare effects of taxation,
and provide a summary of those critiques by
pointing out the contradictions of theoretical
models and practical applicability.

Problems of welfare crop up in different lay-
ers in researches. One of the approaches exam-
ines the measurement of social welfare, within
that giving more and more prominence to
researches, and to indicators gained from them,
that express a given society's level of develop-
ment and wealth using indices or other finan-
cial indicators which demonstrate more gener-
al correlations of welfare than per capita output
or income (GDP or GNI) indicators. The cal-
culation of indicators is now relatively wide-
spread, but in the majority of cases there is no
uniform methodology and, in particular, appro-

priate database. There is no need to prove what
difficulties arise from the comparison of
income per capita in different periods (just
think of the hectic price and exchange rate
changes and the related conversion bias). Data
handling presents problems even in the case of
indicators that are seemingly easy to deter-
mine, such as measuring adult literacy, a com-
ponent of the HDI (Human Development
Index). Statistics naturally offer some sort of
methodological guidance, but actual literacy
may be significantly different from statistical
figures, and estimations may entirely distort its
result. There is another example: when measur-
ing the HDI, average life expectancy at birth
was calibrated between 25 and 85 years, howev-
er, in 1994, average life expectancy at birth was
only 24 years in Rwanda, a figure which could
not be fitted in the index (Husz, 2001). 

Another area of application is the analysis of
the effects of various economic policy meas-
ures, including the impact assessment of taxa-
tion or transfers. In these cases, it is (would be)
necessary to measure a welfare change. Welfare
change, however, cannot be measured directly,
so researchers use proxy indicators. Results
may vary depending on the selected indicators.
These kinds of researches and methods are
therefore sharply criticised by those who insist
on the real presentation of welfare changes and
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also by those who reject, from the outset the,
welfare economics' method and logic of analy-
sis resting on neo-classical principles.

The third are associated with our topic
includes critical researches which intend to
widen the concept of welfare, and make the
efficiency and equilibrium criteria of tradition-
al or mainstream economics the subject of crit-
icism. Within this group, the evaluating and
critical works of advocates of ecological eco-
nomics deserve special attention, works which
endeavour to extend the logical framework of
traditional economics, and thus give an entire-
ly new interpretation to welfare.

Finally, I attempt to give an answer to the
question as to why the concepts of welfare eco-
nomics continue to prevail in the field of
applied researches, why there has been no par-
adigm shift so far as a result of criticism voiced
by many and many times, and why changes
have been made to certain components only.

WELFARE ECONOMICS – BRIEF 
SUMMARY

The New1 Welfare Economics strives to evalu-
ate economic situations from welfare point of
view, situations that cannot be handled under
the “classical” Pareto-principle. According to
Pareto-criteria, social welfare change can be
judged unambiguously if one economic player
(or group)2 is made better off, while the other
(others) are not made worse off. Any situation
in which one economic player (group) is better
off, and the other is made worse off cannot be
evaluated from welfare point of view with the
Pareto-principle. The concept of the so-called
potential Pareto-improvement is designed to
offer a solution for that. In the 1930s, Kaldor
(1939) and Hicks (1939) outlined this solution.
Since then, that has been considered as a point
of departure in the most diverse fields of eco-
nomics (Cullis – Jones, 2003, Stiglitz, 2000).

According to the concept, comparison of two
Pareto-optimal economic situations can be
made by the possibility of compensation or
bribe. The method can best be illustrated with
the so-called utility-possibility curves. If situa-
tion A enhances the welfare of one player in
relation to another situation (e.g. B), which
worsens the welfare of the other player, then
social welfare will improve if the loser can be
compensated from the gains, and the winner
would still be made better off after the com-
pensation. In other words, the winner is able to
compensate the loser. Its complementary side
is the bribe: if the loser is capable of ensuring to
the potential winner a welfare level the winner
would have achieved in the new situation, and
the loser is still better off than would be in the
new situation, then the initial situation is better
than the new one from the perspective of social
welfare. An important element of comparison
is possibility, i.e. social welfare change does not
depend on whether compensation or bribe has
actually taken place, but whether there is a pos-
sibility for it. This is called a Pareto-improve-
ment. 

Potential Pareto-improvement is generally
illustrated with simplified welfare situations in
the theoretical literature.3 It is worth observing
the representation, because it signifies a critical
component in the application of the welfare
theory.

The presentation of compensation-bribe
possibility is usually done by a consumption-
possibility frontier curve. A utility-possibility
curve shows utility distribution deriving from
the possible distribution of a given set of goods
between two individuals. In two dimensions it
means that a change in the utilities attainable
by economic players can only be achieved at
the expense of one another. The function, in
theory, does not require the measurability of
utilities, but assumes it implicitly. The individ-
ual points of the utility-possibilities curve
derive from the points of the so-called contract
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curve. The function does not contain the
absolute (cardinal) measurability of utilities,
only assumes ordinal rankings. On the other
hand, in order to determine utility-possibilities,
it is necessary to know the proportion of
changes which is difficult to interpret from
ordinal rankings, i.e. it can only be constructed
using actually measurable utilities. 

The two extremes of the utility-possibilities
curves represent the utility level which would
be attained by the given economic player if the
maximum attainable utilities were at his dispos-
al. The set of points connecting the two
extremes shows the utility combinations asso-
ciated with the possible distribution of goods.
The shape of the curve depends on the prefer-
ence system of the two economic players. This
function is concave in the case of “well-behav-
ing” indifference curves.4 When the function is
interpreted more generally, they only indicate
that the utility-possibilities frontier is of a
downward (negative) slope, because by dimin-
ishing the utility of one economic player that
of the other increases. The uncertainty of a
function's shape is often depicted in the litera-

ture with a “sinuous” curve of an optional
shape. (Cullis – Jones, 2003, Becker and part-
ners, 1999). For simplicity's sake, sometimes
linear shapes are used. 

A utility-possibilities frontier curve can, first
of all, be used to demonstrate welfare changes
which may theoretically come about as a result
of certain measures. If the possible trends of
welfare changes with this method are
“mapped” with this method, then the “only”
thing to do is to assessg and evaluate these
changes. Then what can this approach tell us in
theory? 

The comparison of the three points marked
in Chart 1 represents the methodological start-
ing point. First, every point that is on the utili-
ty-possibilities frontier is definitely better than
the ones below the curve. The latter are not
efficient points, as they do not make use of all
the attainable utilities, i.e., the utility welfare
level can by all means be increased by moving
to the curve. This can be explained by standard
microeconomic tools of analysis: two utility
combinations are comparable by the Pareto-
criterion, on the one part, and by the represen-

Chart 1 
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tation of preferences, on the other. conse-
quently, point C in Figure 1 will result in a
lower utility level than any points (for instance,
points D and E) displayed on the utility-possi-
bility frontier (UPF).

It is a different case when the points are on
the UPF curve. These points are not compara-
ble with each other even under the Pareto-prin-
ciple, as this means that one economic player is
made better off, while the other is made worse
off. 

These correlations can only be used for eval-
uating taxation if the utility interpretation is
widened, i.e. if purchasable goods are examined
instead of the consumption of a given set of
goods, in other words, attainable utility
depends on the consumer's disposable real
income. (The amount a consumer can purchase
from a given set of goods.) 

This method is used for evaluating hypothet-
ical tax changes. Let us assume that a govern-
ment changes the level of income tax rate and
reduces its progressivity. For simplicity's sake,
linear income tax is introduced instead of the
former progressive income tax. As a conse-

quence, the situation of individuals with differ-
ent income will change differently: the real
income of some will grow, while that of the
others will decrease. Let us suppose that as a
result of that the UPF-curve changes as shown
in Chart 2. The figure shows that the maximum
utility level of economic player A will be high-
er due to the change, while that of economic
player B will be lower. The welfare change
depends on the actual initial utility distribu-
tion, and on the type of distribution that will
develop as a result of the change.

If the initial utility distribution is D, then no
point can be found on H2 that would improve
the position of both economic players. Thus, in
that case, the change is unfavourable for every-
one. On the other hand, if the initial situation
is in E, then there is a utility distribution that is
more favourable for both economic players
under the new conditions. According to the
concept of potential improvement, economic
players do not necessarily have to experience a
de facto improvement in their position, instead
what is really significant is that the winner
should to be capable of compensating the loser.

Chart 2 
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The above situation may however lead to con-
tradictions. The points left from the intersec-
tion of the two curves furnish proof that
returning from the new situation to the original
will be potentially better. That is to say, that the
losers would be capable of bribing the winners
by assuring them a utility level corresponding
to the first situation. In order to eliminate this
cyclical problem, Scitovsky (1941) proposed
double criteria for the potential Pareto-
improvement. Based on that, it needs to be
demonstrated that the winners of the change
can compensate the losers, and thus they argue
for the change (Kaldor-criterion), and it needs
to be demonstrated that the losers cannot bribe
the winners (Hicks criterion).5

This type of evaluation of social welfare
change is explicitly related to the normativity
of economics. Pareto originally thought that
out of two optimal situations the one that soci-
ety judges superior should be chosen, i.e. he
proposed ethical principles be applied in the
evaluation. Under the concept of the new wel-
fare economics, there is a need for tools and
methods which are free from any social value
judgement and can only be evaluated on the
basis of stringent and rational efficiency princi-
ples. In Kaldor's view, “There is no need for the
economist to prove – as indeed he could never
prove – that as a result of the adoption of a cer-
tain measure nobody in the community is
going to suffer. In order to establish his case, it
is quite sufficient to show that even if all those
who suffer as a result are fully compensated for
their loss, the rest of the community will still
be better off then before “ (Kaldor, 1939).

Not even the original and expanded version
of the Pareto-principle is suitable for selecting
the best of the utility possibilities. Social utili-
ty functions serve that purpose. There are
diverse ways of interpreting the functions
(Varian, 1995, Berde – Petró, 1995), based on
which there are various methods to select the
optimal of the utility-possibilities. 

In its most common interpretation social
welfare is described with a standard tool of
microeconomics. Just like a household con-
sumption function which is drawn as the quan-
tity of various goods consumed and as the
function of household utility, similarly, a soci-
ety's welfare functions can be derived from the
utility functions of its members. The so-called
social indifference curve can be constructed
with the social welfare function. Each point of
the curve contains individual utility combina-
tions which produce the same aggregate utility,
i.e. the same social welfare. As a result, social
welfare maximization opens to two interpreta-
tions:

• With given resources, a utility distribution
will result in maximum social welfare
under which distribution the utility-possi-
bility curve is tangential to the highest
social indifference curve;

• The highest social welfare can be achieved
by moving the utility-possibility curve
outward, i.e. increasing the production.

Chart 3 shows a utility-possibilities frontier
(UPF) and social welfare indifference curves
(W1 and W2) of a society consisting of two
individuals. The maximum welfare of the soci-
ety is indicated by point C under given condi-
tions.

The social welfare function also represents
an equity standard. It is easy to see that the
greater the aversion from inequality the steep-
er the social indifference curve, i.e. those
becoming “poorer” must sacrifice an increasing
amount of utilities to assure that the welfare of
those becoming “richer” is increased by a unit
of utility. 

IS SOCIAL WELFARE MEASURABLE?

As described above, it is indispensable for us to
have some sort of an indicator of social welfare
and social utility for analysing the effects of
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taxation. A social welfare function cannot be
constructed in the form it is represented in the
theoretical literature. Welfare functions are
based on individual preferences which are how-
ever not known. It would therefore be neces-
sary to construct the social welfare function in
another form. In most cases, there are only
indirect solutions which approximate social
welfare using proxy indicators. The selection of
indicators depends on whether it can be accept-
ed as a hypothesis that there is a correlation
similar to a curve constructed under microeco-
nomic principles. 

Welfare approaches based on neo-classical
principles rely on the assumption that widen-
ing consumption leads, at the same time, to
greater social welfare. According to the above
approaches, social output (GDP per capita and
consumption per capita within it) is thus the
indicator suitable for the measurement of wel-
fare. Simulation models used for analysing the
impact of economic policy measures on house-
holds also rest on the same principle. The crit-
ical views according to which output and con-
sumption are not suitable for the measurement

of social welfare are more and more widely
accepted. 

Certain concepts even question whether
social welfare is a rational idea at all, namely,
whether the social welfare function is theoreti-
cally acceptable. Within this group, the
Austrian school represents the most consistent
and critical standpoint. Its axiom is that neither
individual utility functions nor indifference
curves exist. Judging utility is possible in one
way only: on the basis of human actions. All
preferences must be revealed in actions. But
these actions are individual and discreet, so the
existence of continuous individual utility func-
tions is not possible (Mises, 1966). Since indif-
ference cannot be demonstrated in action,
therefore indifference cannot be demonstrated
at all. “If a man were really indifferent between
two alternatives, he could not make any choice
between them, and therefore the choice could
not be revealed in action” (Rothbard, 1962). If
there are no individual utility and indifference
functions, there can be no social indifference or
welfare function either. On the other hand, the
social welfare function implies that society
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makes the choice, individuals make collective
choice from different combinations. And that
is an absurdity in the opinion of the Austrian
economists.

The majority of critics are naturally much
more “understanding”. The most well-known
among them is Amartya Sen's whose concepts
are accepted by a large number of followers. In
Sen's view, on top of financial resources there
are other factors equally important in individ-
ual preferences determining the quality of life.
Welfare depends on the availability of possibil-
ities by the acquisition of much-valued life con-
ditions.

Researches made great headways in the
1980s. They were aimed at developing measure-
ment of the quality of life (a new concept of
social welfare). The UN, the OECD and the
EU have provided considerable funds for the
researches, since these organisations consid-
ered it more and more important, for various
reasons, to compare the welfare levels of mem-
ber states more comprehensively than allowed
by production and consumption indicators.
Endeavours to improve the quality of life
became integrated into political programmes,
too. 

The indicators developed can be classified
into two groups. One group includes
approaches which focus on individual evalua-
tions and try to apply various subjective meas-
ures. The other is composed of views which
complement indicators designed to measure
production output with the measurement of
social-level phenomena. That latter group con-
tains the most well-known welfare indicator,
the Human Development Index (HDI). The
HDI is based on the assumption that, apart
from the quantity of consumption, people's
quality of life is determined by long and
healthy life and educational opportunities. The
opportunities referred to are measured by life
expectancy at birth, adult literacy rate and aver-
age time of education. Indices of human devel-

opment have been calculated on a regular basis
since 1990 within the framework of the UNDP. 

Measuring subjective welfare is still in an
experimental stage. Although such measure-
ments are performed regularly in certain coun-
tries (for instance, in the USA, Netherlands
and Germany), systematic and reliable data are
nevertheless still fragmentary, which limits
their use in decision-making. (Husz, 2001,
Hegedûs, 2001, Lengyel, 2002)

Experts addressing the issue of environmen-
tal problems have made considerable contribu-
tions to the development of welfare indicators.
Environment is typically a factor that deter-
mines quality of life and occurs neither in mar-
ket relations nor in social living conditions. 

The Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare
(ISEW) was developed in 1989 by Herman
Daly and John Cobb. Their purpose was to
demonstrate that there is no correlation
between the change of GDP and genuine wel-
fare: GDP growth and economic growth are
not accompanied by a welfare level increase of
individuals in the society. Its advantage, com-
pared to GDP, is that the index not only con-
siders a given year's consumption, but reflects
a long-term approach. It takes into account
income distribution, household and commu-
nal services and long-term environmental
damages.

The calculation of the Genuine Progress
Indicator, i.e. GPI, – similarly to the ISEW – is
based on the country's personal consumption
corrected with the factor of income distribu-
tion, and then modified with factors expressing
further social and ecological costs and benefits.
The indicator was coined by Clifford Cobb and
his partners in 1995 (Marjainé, 2005, Kerekes,
1998, Kis – Pál, 2006).

Welfare indicator estimations are also made
in Hungary, however, they are only fragmental-
ly taken into account in economic policy deci-
sions. (Lengyel, 2002, Marjainé, 2005) Much
more detailed and accurate calculations are
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available for aspects that are more directly
related to economic policy decisions, including
taxation decisions.

MEASURING THE WELFARE EFFECTS 
OF TAXATION 

Following the principles of welfare economics,
the welfare effects of an economic policy meas-
ure could be demonstrated if it could be told
how the utility level, or more widely the wel-
fare, of economic stakeholders will change.
Strictly speaking, individuals' utility functions
and their preferences associated with different
income and price levels should be known, and
in the knowledge of the above factors, even a
potential Pareto-improvement could be estab-
lished. 

A fundamental problem of welfare econom-
ics is that the axioms of consumer decisions
relate to only one individual or representative
economic player, but the theory fails if there
are more persons concerned. If there are two or
more individuals, it cannot be proved – under
the narrow interpretation of the neo-classical
theory – that a decision is preferred by more as
opposed to less. 

To resolve the problem, indirect evaluation
can be applied. Indirect evaluation is partly
based upon the development of income, upon
consumption levels associated with different
incomes as well as questioning. Questioning is
primarily aimed at connecting individual
income levels with utility. The surveys endeav-
our to show the evaluation of income units,
and then reconstruct some social utility func-
tion from them. 

The so-called micro-simulation model is a
typical method to deal with the above problem,
and it models household decisions based on
impact assessments. Such models have also been
prepared in Hungary, and are used for impact
assessment of economic policy and taxation

decisions (Benedek – Lelkes, 2005, Benedek –
Firle – Scharle, 2006).

What theoretical and methodological criti-
cism can be raised against these methods?

One of the problems is that these solutions
look upon, first of all, income (including con-
sumption or saving) as an almost exclusive meas-
ure of welfare. The models are based upon the
purchasing and saving habits of a given time (or
an earlier period). They are thus not able to take
into account changes induced by taxation
changes. These limitations are clear both to those
who construct and use the models. They them-
selves point out that the models are suitable for
showing the directions of changes only, but not
for forecasting accurately the actual effects. 

The other essential issue is how the ques-
tioning is conducted, and what models are cre-
ated as a result of the inquiry. We can only give
an indication of the problems in our paper,
because each survey represents them in differ-
ent forms.

When designing questionnaires, question
construction already assumes a certain direc-
tion of replies. If the responder gives (or gave)
a different answer than expected, it is disre-
garded or left in the group of hypothetical eval-
uations. For instance, responders are requested
to give market or monetary value to each
object, although it may not correspond to their
scale of values. 

Consumer behaviour is generally simulated
on principles formulated by neo-classical
microeconomics. As a result, simulation mod-
els are not able to handle consumer behaviours
that diverge from the neo-classical axioms and
are already supported by evidence. To illustrate
the above, please refer to the summary offered
by John Gowdy on the possible differences.
(See Table 1)

Experience shows that individual preferences
are often irregular. Lexicographic preference
means that a consumer is not willing to accept
substitution, i.e. gives absolute preference to
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one product or, in a general, one necessity to
another. The consumer is not willing to give up
a given necessity no matter how much it costs.
(This behaviour is also typical in case of addic-
tive goods, where even high prices are not
enough to divert one from consumption.)

According to the traditional micro-econom-
ical assumption, individuals place a higher value
on present utility than on a future one. (There
is less value set now on future expected utility
the degree of which is the same as today. So the
present value of future expected welfare is less
than its future value.) If however a consumer's
time preference is “inconsistent”, then he sets
the same (or perhaps higher) value on future
utility than on a present one. This behaviour is
apparent, for example, in one's inheritance
trends and in sacrifices made for preservation
of the environment. 

The results of experimental economics show
that a good proportion of people hold on to
objects they have obtained, and generally place
a higher value on objects they own than objects
they do not. (The phenomenon is referred to as
endowment effect.) In other words, people do
not always have to pay for what they look upon
as better. The difference between giving prefer-
ence (acceptance) and the willingness-to-pay
poses a methodological difficulty in the evalua-
tion of public goods and services or environ-
mental elements.

Preferences, the judgement of utility, often
depend on the process of decision making and
on how one's needs are met. Wrong conclu-
sions can be made if no notice is taken of that,
and consumer decisions are modelled only in
view of results.

We have long been aware of how consumer
behaviours influence each other. These phe-
nomena are partly known (demonstration
effect, snob effect, etc.), nevertheless, their
consequences cannot or can only be assessed
subsequently.6

The use of modelling solutions and proxy
indicators may, at times, lead to conclusions
inconsistent with the initial assumption.
Indicators and indices suitable for measuring
horizontal equality are widely used for measur-
ing taxation effects. These are normally created
by giving different weights to various income
groups, and thus balance (presumed) welfare
gaps. On the other hand, if the mentioned
weights do not correspond to actual utility dif-
ferences, then taxation calculated on horizontal
equality indicators may worsen actual social
welfare contrary to its specific objective of
achieving a potential Pareto-improvement
(Kaplow, 2000).

The other area within the welfare effects of
taxation to be analysed is the application of the
so-called utility rule. The utility principle of
taxation sets out that taxation should be in

Table 1

DIVERGING NEO-CLASSICAL AXIOMS AND EXPERIENCE 
IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

Expressed preferences Consumer decision axiom Behaviour assumptions
Lexicographic preferences Continuous utility function Everything is marketable

Hyperbolic discounting Time preference behaviour Straight-line discounting

Endowment effect Symmetric rationality Willingness to pay = willingness to accept

Interaction of individual preferences Independent consumer decisions No collective decision/public choice, 

no altruism

Process-dependent preference Outcome-dependent preference Process is irrelevant, only the final 

outcome matters

Source: Gowdy, 2004, page 246
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conformity with the utility of public services
financed from taxes. In order to assess preva-
lence of the principle, it would be necessary to
know the utility of public goods and services.
The assessment of public goods and services is
often made by cost-benefit analysis. The
method's criticism is discussed in the section
on environmental problems, where similar inci-
dents are involved.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND TAXATION

The mainstream school of environmental eco-
nomics follows neo-classical principles. Its
widespread toolbox (taxation, market for pol-
lutants, determination of emission, etc.)
means, in theory, the application of welfare
economics principles to negative externalities.
The appropriateness of the tools and principles
is strongly attacked by proponents of ecologi-
cal economics. The basis of the criticism is that
rules formulated up and applicable for market
economy cannot and must not be applied for
the natural environment. The coexistence of
natural environment and human society can
however hardly be looked upon as a market
problem. As a result, it is not possible to
analyse environmental damage rehabilitation,
preservation of the natural environment and
the safeguarding of sustainable development
with the tools of traditional economics.

The main strain of criticism can be sum-
marised as below. Based on the assumption that
there is a correct and optimal price, and thus
there is an optimal balance, for every environ-
mental service, the economic theory proposes
that polluters are to pay all the marginal costs
of the damage caused by them. This provides
an incentive for diminishing the damage to a
socially optimal level. The practical means of
that approach include Pigovian taxes, nego-
tiable permits and reimbursement of stocks.
The disadvantages of such economic tools have

been identified: negative income redistribution
effect, smaller environmental effect than with
direct regulation, and it is difficult to establish
the amount of the necessary tax that assures
the theoretical optimum.

The main principle of the traditional
approach strives after accomplishing social effi-
ciency, which is expected from market-based
incentives in the environmental policy.
Evolutional features are ignored in policy
development, i.e. quality changes that are irre-
versible and unpredictable and do not move
along equilibrium situations. The starting point
of efficiency is in any case short-lived and
weak. An environmental policy based on cost-
benefit calculations measured in monetary
terms entails the risk that it stimulates/sup-
ports sustainable economic-social components
and sacrifices long-term stability for the sake of
short-term optimum and efficiency. This also
applies to climate policy, in which economic
researches are centred on optimalization (van
den Bergh, 2004).

CONCLUSIONS

Since the birth of the science, economists have
paid utmost attention to the role of the state,
including within that governmental finances.
One of the main goals of economics is to show
why there is or there is no need to influence the
functioning of the economy with governmental
instruments. No matter what economic philos-
ophy a government follows, what proportion
national revenue centralization reaches, what
role a government assumes in the provision of
various public goods and services, there is a
need for tax revenues to fulfil the functions.
Taxation is therefore indispensable in any eco-
nomic analysis on the role of the state. The
problem can be approached from different
aspects even in the theory: macroeconomics,
microeconomics, community-based econom-
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ics, welfare economics, public finance and the
theory of public choice alike treat taxation as a
priority but from different points of view.
Almost every theoretical and applied economic
area tries to establish “optimal” or “efficient”
taxation principles for the evaluation of a tax
type, tax rate or a tax system. 

Theoretical approaches with different points
of departure often concentrate on the very
same subject, however, there are only few
analyses in the literature that offer a compari-
son of studies with different approaches. I have
tried to apply this conception in my paper.
Within that, I have dwelt on questions that are
“simple” to present with the theoretical
approach of welfare economics, however, their
practical application raises doubts in many. 
I have given a few examples to illustrate how
theoretical models can be transformed into
models suitable for actual analyses. Then I have
summed up the most important elements of
the views criticising the “traditional” theory of
the welfare effects of taxation, and provided a
summary of those critiques by pointing out the
contradictions of theoretical models and prac-
tical applicability.

The welfare effects of taxation are given spe-
cial attention in each country's economic
impact assessment. The methods of analysis
rest, in most cases, upon the principles of tra-
ditional welfare economics with the intention
to represent them in one way or another. On
the other hand, the economic literature has
already made several critical remarks on welfare
economics based on neo-classical principles,
and pointed out that erroneous conclusions
and wrong solutions may be made by basing
analyses exclusively upon these principles. The
analyses rely upon past behaviour, and assume
economic players behave in a way which, to a
large extent is, no longer relevant. Calculations
may therefore produce distorted results.

The critical comments that the expected
impacts can only bring short-lived results and
may abandon long-term national economic
goals are also worthy of consideration. If gov-
ernments pursue only short-term goals in tax
competition (Losoncz, 2006) and disregard the
welfare impact of direct investment inflows,
then they may sacrifice the short-term welfare
of the national economy for the sake of long-
term objectives.

How can it be explained that economic
advisors and those who prepare decision mak-
ing ignore or hardly consider the critical
remarks put forward for several decades? 
I believe it has two main reasons: first, the
academic thinking and the general economic
view insist strongly on panels applied by wel-
fare economics. According to neo-classical
principles, closed systems can be built and
models which are fully adjustable to the con-
cept of the economy. Critics' proposals
“knock down” those systems. There are few
solutions which have brought about such a
uniform system. Many hold the view that the
replacement of certain elements would give
rise to inconsistency. The other reason why
the critical comments are passed over is that
an economic database is still to be set up with
the help of which alternative approaches
could be quantified at national economic
level. It would be necessary to apply the qual-
itative method of cost-benefit or to conduct a
regular inquiry involving a large number of
respondents for the broader interpretation of
welfare, efforts that are not or only partly
financed by governments. 

The situation gives cause for alarm, since
politicians keep asserting principles that are
accepted by the majority of economists as
commonplace. For this reason researches must
more often emphasise the importance of alter-
native approaches.
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1 The word “new” indicates that the Pigovian welfare
economics resting upon traditional (measurable)
utility is replaced by the Paretian interpretation of
the general equilibrium theory which is based on the
ordinal utility concept. The critical remarks will
reveal that the ordinal interpretation “steals back”
the measurability of utility into the theory, and thus
the difference between old and new is of a method-
ological nature.

2 The original welfare theory is concerned exclusively
with individuals. A frequent topic of welfare debates
is the interpretation of welfare to groups or to socie-
ty as a whole. The debate is centred on whether utili-
ty can be added up, and if so, how it can be added up.
We will come back to this problem when talking
about the debates around the social welfare function.
For the time being, we assume that a group's welfare
can be determined.

3 The representation makes it easier to understand the
essence of the analysis, however, such a situation
analysis cannot be conducted in reality.

4 For the fundamentals of microeconomical analysis
see Varian (1995) Chapter 30

5 De Gorman (1955) proved that the Scitovskian solu-
tion undermines the assumption of transitivity.

6 The irrational indebtedness of a part of Hungarian
households is probably the result of such mutual
influences. The tempting consumption opportuni-
ties and the consumption habits of these with higher
income “encourage” lower-income households to
take up credit.
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T

László Klicsu

Sustainable society – flat tax

The title of this essay may be surprising at first
glance, so it might be a good idea to explain how
sustainable society has been coupled with flat
taxes. In Hungary – but also in other countries –
few would associate flat taxes with support for
families, raising children, or marriage. Indeed,
there could be a link between them. It is easy to
acknowledge that human beings are the ones that
carry, generates, and pass on all those complexities
that allow them to live as part of a community –
the society. Families represent the stage where this
transfer is mostly and traditionally done. By con-
sidering the role of families, marriage, and the
raising of children, one can reach the realisation
that the sustainability of any society requires soli-
darity among the generations of the past, present,
and future. When translated into numbers, in
modern societies this solidarity is manifested pri-
marily in tax laws and social security laws. The
question, therefore, should be rephrased to express
whether tax laws could and should have a role in
concepts related to sustainable society. And if the
role of tax laws should be sought, why could not
we take international examples and see whether a
regime of flat tax could serve the sustainability of
the society? 

Accordingly, this essay will address demo-
graphic first, then certain constitutional require-
ments related to public burdens, including the
institution of marriage and families as well as

understanding of the fundamental rights of chil-
dren in connection with taxation will be dis-
cussed, followed by a German draft bill of a flat
tax system that has received great publicity, its
impacts on redistribution as well as arguments
against it, and finally a Hungarian study that
scrutinised the potential impacts of a Slovakian-
type flat tax regime in Hungary. 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

According to UNESCO, the most prominent
criteria and universal requirements of a sustain-
able society are social fairness, based on the
concepts of ensuring equal chances for all to
access opportunities and of a mutual share in
public burdens; constant endeavour to improve
living standards; sustainable usage of natural
resources, which requires environment-conscious
activity by the society; preservation of the quality
of the environment. According to the generally
accepted view, implementation requires a sys-
tem-based approach and governance whose
institutional and governmental manifestation is
a system of institutions that integrates all
dimensions of sustainable progress.1

Regarding social sustainability, a number of
problem scopes can be defined as indicated by
literature. One of them is the issue of demo-
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graphics, families, and children.2 In the devel-
opment of the composition of a population,
particular attention should be given to expect-
ed changes in Europe, a decline in populations,
and an increasing extent of demographic age-
ing. (See Table 1) 

It is clear that lack of children is one of the
main reasons for this process. A typical data,
there were just 9.66 births for a population of
1,000 in Hungary in 2007 and 8.20 births in
Germany. With these results, Hungary takes
200th spot and Germany takes 221st place in a
list surveying 223 countries.3

Obviously, long-term actions or actions with
long-term impacts must serve the welfare of
society – constant welfare for present and
future generations – in each scope. 

Despite having limited impact, tax laws can-
not be exempted, either. However, tax laws
must meet the criteria of constitutional law.

CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES 
OF PUBLIC BURDENS 

Let's see the constitutional background. The
most obvious legislation is Article 70/I. of the
Constitution, describing the obligation to con-
tribute to public revenues.4

The Constitutional Court has explained
Article 70/I. of the Constitution in a number
of decisions. According to the findings of the
Court, the government has great liberty in
choosing what economic source as the starting
point of tax payment and in selecting the scope
of taxable assets.5 In accordance with the reso-
lutions of the Constitutional Court, Article
70/I. of the Constitution does not prevent the
government from prescribing other payment
obligations (for instance, sales and property
taxes, duties, customs duties, contributions,
fines, fees, etc.). The extent and method of
contribution to public revenues are described
by laws on taxes, duties, contributions, etc.6

Article 70/I. of the Constitution does not say
that tax payment obligations cannot be pre-
scribed for enterprises that make losses in
terms of income7. Legislators have great free-
dom in ways of developing the tax system: It is
within the consideration of legislation and the
government's economic policy within the lim-
its ensured by the Constitution, the
Constitutional Court decided.8

When interpreting Article 70/I., it is essen-
tial to understand that the word income and
assets do not refer to taxable property, even
though there have been seemingly contradicto-
ry resolutions by the Constitutional Court.9

Table 1

POPULATION CHANGES IN DEMOGRAPHICS BETWEEN 2005 AND 2050

Basik scenario by Eurostat, EU-25 2005–2050 2005–2010 2010–2030 2030–2050
Total population –2.1 +1.2 +1.1 –4.3

Children (0–14) –19.4 –3.2 –8.9 –8.6

Youths (15–24) –25.0 –4.3 –12.3 –10.6

Adults (25–39) –25.8 –4.1 –16.0 –8.0

Adults (40–54) –19.5 +4.2 –10.0 –14.1

Adults (55–64) +8.7 +9.6 +15.5 –14.1

Adults (65–79) +44.1 +3.4 +37.4 +1.5

Adults (80+) +180.5 +17.1 +57.1 +52.4

Source: EC (2004), Green Book, A demográfiai változások kihívása, a nemzedékek közötti szolidaritás új formái, [Demographic Challenge, New
Forms of Solidarity Among Generations] COM (2005) 94 final, http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/conferences/demographicchallenge_
jan07/doc/presentations/ageproofing_toolkit_hu.doc
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All Article 70/I. says is everyone has “the obli-
gation to contribute to public revenues on the
basis of their income and wealth”.

Conversely, the Révai Encyclopaedia10

defines taxable assets as “any such object or
action after which the taxpayer is obliged to
pay tax. The tax asset shall be the property in
question in the case of property tax; the rent of
land, house, capital, etc. in the case of rent tax;
the income in the case of wage tax; the taxable
goods in the case of consumption taxes; trans-
fer actions, legal transactions and deeds thereof
in the case of sales tax.” 

Today – according to Gábor Földes11 – law
schools teach students that tax assets are phys-
ical objects, rights, legal relationships, facts or
titles subjected to taxation. The taxable value is
the pecuniary value or quantity of the tax asset.
Tax assets could be anything with pecuniary
value or quantity and is in some loose connec-
tion with the taxable person and their income
or wealth. The government has a large amount
of freedom as to what economic source is
selected as the core of tax payment and on this
basis what is defined as tax asset.12 Pursuant to
the practice of the Constitutional Court,
Article 70/I. of the Constitution does not dis-
allow the government to prescribe other pay-
ment obligations (for instance, sales and prop-
erty taxes, duties, customs duties, contribu-
tions, fines, fees, etc.).13

Conversely, the tax source – according to the
Révai Encyclopaedia – is “the total of assets
taxes are paid from. Accordingly, taxes can be
paid from income or wealth. Some authors of
legal texts – such as Wagner – say taxes may be
paid from capital assets, because this way the
division of wealth and income can be influ-
enced favourably. This type of taxation tells of
a strongly democratic stream, but it cannot be
recommended outside the scope of inheritance
taxes because the tax – regarded as a recurring
service – cannot fulfil its intended purpose in
case the wealth is exhausted, and would

decrease savings. Therefore, income could be
the only reasonable tax source, and the extent
of tax should be no more than what is left after
primary necessaries.”

This last sentence is relevant as to interpret-
ing Article 70/I., and it may be a good idea to
recall how public burdens were regarded at the
time14: “Therefore, income could be the only
reasonable tax source, and the extent of tax
should be no more than what is left after primary
necessaries.” Consequently, Article 70/I. should
lead to the concept – if historical interpretation
of public contributions were to be followed –
that taxation must not put taxpayers in an
impossible (financial) situation. Taxpayers have
to pay public contributions (under almost any
title) in line with their income/wealth posi-
tions. In another, more up-to-date, interpreta-
tion, this means the (constitutional) require-
ment of tax exemption for minimum subsis-
tence.15

Also, it means another requirement that tax-
ation cannot be of excessive extent or of a con-
fiscatory nature. According to Resolution
1558/B/1991. of the Constitutional Court,
progressive, bracket-based taxation in the case
of personal income tax is considered constitu-
tional until the extent of tax reaches a level
where it becomes obviously excessive, dispro-
portionate and unjustified.16

At the same time, the requirement of perform-
ance-based taxation17 can also be interpreted
from Article 70/I. Although universality, equali-
ty and proportionality are taught at Hungarian
law schools as the constitutional principles of
taxation, it can be drawn directly from the
requirement of both equality and proportionali-
ty that entities with identical economic per-
formance should be regarded identically, and
that entities with higher economic performance
can or should be taxed at a higher extent. In the
practice of the Constitutional Court related to
legal equality, it is remarkable that “anti-consti-
tutionality is caused not only when a certain
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group (in a similar position) is subject to differ-
ent regulations (with no constitutional grounds)
within the concept of regulations, but it is also a
discrimination when a given regulation concept
is applied identically to groups in considerably dif-
ferent positions from constitutional aspects. If no
reasonable explanation is to be found for such a
damage-inducing action after careful considera-
tion, it is to be deemed arbitrary, and therefore
as anti-constitutional.”18

PROTECTION OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILIES
IN THE SCOPE OF PUBLIC CONTRIBUTIONS

At first glance, there are several scopes regard-
ed by the Constitution as being in different
positions than others. Marriage and families are
defined primarily, to be protected as institu-
tions by the Republic of Hungary (Article 15)
and laws related to minors. Accordingly, chil-
dren are the only natural persons that have a
fundamental right to be protected and cared for
by the family, the state, and the society as
required for their appropriate physical, mental,
and moral development (Article 67). A family
should be interpreted as a community compris-
ing parents and a child or children, ideally a
community based on marriage.

Children are human beings eligible to all
fundamental rights, but in order to use these
rights fully all conditions their age requires
shall be ensured. 

Although parents ensure these rights prima-
rily, the state and the society both have obliga-
tions in accordance with the Constitution. It is
the fundamental obligation of parents to pro-
vide upbringing, defined by Article 67 of the
Constitution as care necessary for physical
development.19

Consequently, however, Articles 15 and 67
of the Constitution shall be interpreted jointly
with Article 70/I of the Constitution. In other
words, the public contribution rule of the

Constitution cannot be interpreted as a stand-
alone rule but should be regarded jointly with
other regulations of the Constitution, includ-
ing those defining the fundamental rights and
protection of marriage, families, and minors. It
is because the Constitution prescribes obliga-
tions for the parents, the state, and the society
by defining the fundamental rights of children.
When describing parents' upbringing obliga-
tion, and no such obligation is prescribed for
others, the Constitution impacts parents' per-
formance as far as taxes are concerned.
Obviously, the economic performance and the
tax payment ability of parents that raise their
child or children in their own homes differ
from childless singles and couples. It is easy to
realise the assets to be allocated for the
upbringing of a child or children, as prescribed
by the Constitution, reduce the amount to be
used by parents freely. Because of these two
reasons, parents with a child or children bear
larger public contributions than the childless
even if tax burdens are identical. This would
violate the principle of performance-based tax
payment. The protection of the institution of
families should mean that families shall not be
disadvantaged by the government in compari-
son to those having no children. Citizens living
in families (i.e. raising children) are burdened
by the Constitution with additional obligations
compared to others. The protection and care
required for the appropriate physical, mental,
and moral upbringing of a child have an impact
of reducing income and wealth. It is anti-con-
stitutional to oblige citizens living in families
to pay a similar extent of public contributions
as citizens not living in families do.20

The practice of the Constitutional Court
clearly links the institution of families with
marriage. According to the Constitutional
Court, “the institution of marriage in our cul-
ture and legislation is traditionally a communi-
ty formed by a male and a female. This com-
munity typically aims to bear and raise children
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within the family in addition to being the back-
ground for the couple to live in mutual care and
support. The ability to father or bear children is
not a component or conditions of marriage,
but the spouses must be of different sexes
because of the original and typical purpose of
marriage. Constitutional protection for the
institution of marriage is also granted for the
purpose of furthering couples to create families
with children.”21

The conclusion can be drawn from the deci-
sion of the Constitutional Court that the insti-
tution of marriage is regarded as preparations
for establishing a family and therefore it is to
be protected. 

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY IN GERMANY'S
BASIC LAW 

It is worth taking a brief look at how justices of
the German Constitutional Court regard fami-
ly and marriage, especially since the German
Basic Law and the Hungarian Constitution
prescribe the obligation to protect the institu-
tion of marriage and family identically. 

The German Federal Constitutional Court
(BVerfG) dictates that the matrimony of a man
and a woman shall be regarded marriage.22 It is
also clear from the track record of decisions
delivered by the German BVerfG (as well as the
Federal Public Administration Court, the Civil
College of the Federal Supreme Court, and the
Federal Social Court) that the acknowledg-
ment of the domestic partnership is based on
the existence of different sexes therein, the
ability to establish a family.23 The German
Constitution, similarly to the Hungarian one,
regards marriage the only form of cohabitation
to be protected. A typical characteristics of
marriage is the formation of financial union
between the spouses for the duration of the
marital cohabitation. Marriage is undoubtedly
an economic unit in which the spouses partici-

pate equally in income creation. Therefore, the
tax performance of the couple – the husband
and the wife – is indicated by the respective
halves of their total income. Consequently,
when the tax laws regards marriage as an eco-
nomic unit and taxes the income of couples dis-
similarly to that of singles by taking their total
income into consideration and splits it equally,
the government does not provide tax allowance
but executes the marriage protection directive
of the Constitution.24 In January 1984, the
Federal Court of Switzerland, also acting as a
constitutional court, reached the decision that
married couples shall be burdened less in terms
of taxes than singles are and cannot be bur-
dened more than couples living in cohabita-
tion.25 The Federal Court has established that
it is anti-constitutional to discriminate double-
income couples against those in cohabitation in
terms of taxes if their positions are comparable.

As for constitutional considerations, the
decision of the German Constitutional Court26

should also be underlined that focuses on pub-
lic contributions related to nursing insurance
but the principle outlined in the decision – the
constitutional requirement of obliging the
childless to pay higher contribution, and con-
tribution payers have to be exempt from con-
tribution payment if they already have at least
one child or when their first child is born –
could have far-reaching ramifications. 

In Germany nursing insurance is a service
with several beneficiaries typically. Persons
given nursing are beneficiaries, but family
members living with the patient or taking
responsibility for nursing other ways are also
given help. Implemented as of 1 January 1995,
the system required the insured to pay a con-
tribution of 1.7 per cent irrespective of having
children. This status quo was challenged by the
German Constitutional Court. The court
argued that those who were raising at least one
child had made individual contributions, there-
fore their contribution could not be identical
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to that of the childless. Taking this considera-
tion further, the questions can be raised that
those raising one child should pay different
rates than those raising three, four or five kids;
and that those that have no children as a result
of a conscious decision should pay more in the
scope of pension and health insurance?27

FLAT TAX AS A PROGRAM

The conclusion that Hungary's tax system
needs changes may also be drawn from the fact
that each political party addresses some issues
of a tax reform, which also took centre stage in
the election campaigns of the most recent gen-
eral election in 2006.

Some circumstances that are quite controver-
sial should be addressed here as the solution for
them should perhaps be delivered by a future tax
reform. In Hungary, nearly 100,000 micro busi-
nesses choosing EVA (Simplified Enterprise
Tax) pay nearly 25 per cent of the total paid by
the other 1.3 million economic entities regis-
tered by the KSH (Hungarian Statistical Office)
in Hungary.28 According to the most recent tax
statistics, three out of five private entrepreneurs
and one-third of companies (106,000 compa-
nies) do not generate profits. Last year, on
paper, one out of every four persons – totalling
nearly 1.2 million – earned minimum wage or
less; an indication that they cover their suste-
nance from minimum wage and other untaxed
income, provided the data in their tax returns are
truthful. This scope used so much tax deduction
and other tax refunds that at the end of the day
they were responsible merely for 1.9 per cent of
all personal income tax paid. A remarkable data,
the average tax burden of micro businesses and
small and medium enterprises was 15.6 per cent
last year with a 16-percent corporate tax, while
large corporations paid 9.7 per cent on average.29

Looking at the numbers solely, the tax payment
ability of small businesses in Hungary is appar-

ently bigger than large corporates'. Obviously,
it's no coincidence that among OECD member
states Hungarians paid the second-highest rate
of tax and contributions last year, 54.4 per cent.
Taxpayers in Belgium pay that much, but at
HUF 610,00 their average salary is four times
higher than the Hungarian average.30

The most significant tax policy proposal put
forward by the then government party SZDSZ
(Alliance of Free Democrats) in the 2006 cam-
paign was to implement flat tax, a uniform 20
per cent for VAT, Personal Income Tax, corpo-
rate tax, and pension contribution. SZDSZ said
the biggest advantage of this design would be
simplify taxation, possibly eliminating trickery
and loopholes. 

Minor opposition party MDF (Hungarian
Democratic Forum) promised an 18-percent
flat tax in personal income tax, the elimination
of capital gains tax, and no implementation of
interest tax. However, both major parties –
government party MSZP (Hungarian Socialist
Party) and opposition force Fidesz (Alliance of
Young Democrats) – rejected the idea of a flat-
tax system, saying the current tax regime,
where wealthier people paid a higher percent-
age, was fairer from a social point of view, and
a 20-percent flat tax would mean a tax hike for
those currently in the 18-percent bracket.31

By now it has become part of the agreement
between the government coalition parties that,
after an interim period, a flat tax system, ensuring
more transparent and simpler tax payment, would
be implemented in 2009. The concept indicates a
20-percent flat tax,32 while the issue of fairness
seems to have been relegated to the backseat.

INTERPRETATIONS OF FLAT TAX

What is a flat-tax system? This concept means
various, different, tax designs. It is a standardised
tax rate applied for a homogeneous tax basis; a
proportional tax. In terms of income taxes, how-
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ever, a tax is usually meant by it which is not pro-
portional but incorporates an income limit for
tax exemption. In this case income beyond that
limit is taxed. The combination of tax-exempt
income and a uniform tax rate applied for income
beyond that limit indirectly results in progressive
taxes. The average tax rate on income just a bit
higher than the limit is near zero, while high
income are close to the constant tax rate.33

A study prepared by the Hungarian Ministry
of Finance34 underlines that a proposal for a
flat tax was first developed by Robert Hall and
Alvin Rabushka in the early 1980s, so the idea
of flat tax comes from the United States. The
proposal suggested every dollar of income
should be taxed at a standardised rate of 19 per
cent with the exception of family income below
USD 25,000, which should be exempt from tax.
They argued that this simple taxation design
would contribute greatly to economic develop-
ment, because substantial clerical costs could
be saved. Rabushka said such a system would in
fact eliminate the need for tax returns, because
the flat tax could be withheld when each unit of
income was produced, saving the time and cost
to calculate taxes and file tax returns as well as
considerably simplifying tax control. Counter-
arguments concerning fairness were not justi-
fied, said Hall and Rabushka, because the
objectives of social policy should not be
achieved through taxation. According to the
Ministry of Finance study, OECD distinguish-
es between four flat tax designs: 

• flat tax without tax exemption (Georgia), 
• flat tax with tax exemption (Russia), 
• flat tax with tax refund, and 
• standard rate extended to corporate taxes

as well. 
In the background of the concept of flat tax

there is Arthur B. Laffer's famous and much-
debated theory which seeks to find some con-
nection between tax rates imposed by the gov-
ernment and the size of the tax revenue col-
lected by the treasury.35 The Laffer Curve

graphically displays the connection between
tax revenues and tax rates. The graph shows
that the size of tax revenues initially increase at
a relatively fast pace as tax rates are increased,
but then growth slows down and revenues
reach their maximum at T*. When the tax rate
is higher than T*, people respond by either
reducing their work performance or evading
tax payment, resulting in lower tax revenues. If
the tax rate amounted to 100 per cent, every-
body would stop working and revenues would
decrease to nought. The Laffler analysis also
showed that a government has two choices as
far as taxation is concerned. One, imposing
higher taxes on a small percentage of the popu-
lation, or doing the opposite by applying lower
taxes but to a wider tax base. The Laffer Curve
also indicates two theoretical tax rates for the
same tax revenue, a high and a low rate.
Consequently, state revenues do not necessari-
ly decline when lower tax rates are employed.36

While flat tax existed in Hong Kong and tax
havens like the Channel Islands earlier, nowa-
days a victory parade has been witnessed, albeit
in Easter Europe only. Estonia and Lithuania
implemented a flat-tax system in 1994, Latvia
in 1997, Russia in 2001, Serbia in 2003, Slovakia
and Ukraine in 2004, and Romania in 2005. The
Czech Republic, Bulgaria, and Macedonia have
been preparing to follow suit in 2008.37 The
advantages of flat tax include positive impacts
on employment and economic growth, a reduc-
tion in tax evasion schemes, and considerable
simplification in the taxation system. On the
other hand, flat tax generates problems for
those with low and medium income, because
their tax burden increases.

PAUL KIRCHHOF'S FLAT TAX 

In Western Europe, the implementation of flat
tax was considered most seriously in Germany
in the form of a finalised bill. There's no flat tax
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in personal income tax in Western Europe,
except for Iceland38 and Greece.39 The German
tax reform is attributed to Paul Kirchhof,40

finance minister candidate in Angela Merkel's
election campaign in 2005. The Christian-
Democratic finance minister candidate was
compared by Angela Merkel to Ludwig Erhard,
regarded the foster father of Germany's eco-
nomic miracle. The debate that had evolved
around Kirchhof became a substantial factor in
the election because of the tax reform he sug-
gested.41 According to the professor of
Heidelberg University, a 25-percent flat tax
would give the slowing German economy a
boost to clamber out of near-stagnation. The
62-year-old professor likes to use colourful
similes to illustrate his messages. According to
him, the current taxation system in Germany is
“a fast-growing weed that suffocates the garden
of freedom”. Of the moderately successful
reforms implements by the Schröder adminis-
tration he said it was like “a vehicle in such a
bad shape that makes further repairs absolutely
pointless”.

Kirchhof believes it was time to make radical
modifications in tax laws. Germany has 31 fed-
eral taxes, regulated by more than 70,000 arti-
cles. According to his proposal, the number of
taxes would be reduced to four, comprising an
income tax, a sales tax, an inheritance tax, and a
consumption tax, and the relevant bulk of laws
would be reduced to 400.

The result of three years of research and
popularly know as Einkommensteuergesetz-
buch (EStGB42), Kirchhof's concept focuses
on the idea that return taxes, i.e. taxes on
income, should be standardised on legal basis in
a transition period spanning 2 to 4 years. All
income are managed as one irrespective of its
origins, i.e. wages, interest, lease, or corporate
earnings. Differences stemming from different
cost-deduction rules related to various tax
assets will be eliminated. EStBG would expand
the tax base, and in addition to natural persons

“tax-law entities” will also be included in it.
“Tax-law entities” are a concept independent of
civil law. It comprises all sole proprietorships,
separated assets, and capital ventures (econom-
ic entities), replacing corporate tax completely.
Opportunities for tax evasion stemming from
corporate restructuring are eliminated; tax dif-
ferences between various enterprise forms are
also eliminated. All tax deductions and exemp-
tions are also eliminated, causing a considerable
expansion in the tax base. Marital splitting
(when spouses combine then halve their
income) would also be changed as spouses
could now consolidate their respective tax-free
income.

Natural persons could deduct up to EUR
2,000 as flat-rate costs from their income.
Minimum sustenance would remain untaxed.
All taxable persons and dependents, all children
are entitled to tax exemption up to EUR 8,000,
to be used by the married parents of the
dependent child. Sixty per cent of the next
EUR 5,000 bracket is taxed, and 80 per cent of
the next EUR 5,000, which means the full tax
at 25 per cent is only applied for income
beyond EUR 20,000.

The flat tax system proposed by EStGB
makes lengthy browsing of tax laws, the seek-
ing of tax advisors and finding ways of tax eva-
sion unnecessary. While the government
presently not only demands money from tax-
able persons but deprives them of a lot of time
by forcing them to study receipts often collect-
ed in shoe boxes, as well as tax law explanations
and tax tips, the proposed tax reform would
relieve them from all these obligations. 

On the basis of one of the books authored
by Kirchhof43 – voted the best literature in
September 2005 – it is beneficial to take a close
look at the legal considerations behind EStGB. 

The author, on the basis of constitutional
law, rejects the role taxes play in economic pol-
icy, emphasising the financing role of taxes
instead. Its legitimacy is established by the
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concept that income usually and obviously is
subject to the community and the legal and
economic environment provided by the com-
munity. In these cases, the state, acting as the
representative of the community, may demand
part of the income by way of taxes. For
instance, a thriller could be written in a single
day and may reap huge success in the market
and generate a huge income, while another
book, this one on tax reforms, is written for
three years night and day and received by the
market differently, although it may even be
more valuable for the community in spite of
being judged by the market as an unsuccessful
publication. The progressive design of taxes
stems from this idea: Those making a larger
income use the market and the conditions pro-
vided by the state more intensively, thus the
participating community may have higher
demands. 

The state earns its funds differently than pri-
vate economy where income is generated by
the direct exchange of output. The state is not
a market player directly. Its services, ensured
for the greater good of the entire society, are
transferred not amid market conditions. The
financial and economic impartiality and sover-
eignty of the state is protected by the fact that
it finances its operation by taxes. Taxpayers
that pay higher taxes have no stronger clout on
the operation of the state or the legislation than
those paying less, and vice versa, the govern-
ment does not prefer major taxpayers to minor
ones. Strict separation of government revenues
and expenditures is one of the focal points of
the German Basic Law. Ever since the Magna
Charta Libertatum and the taxation policy laid
out by the second political will of Frederick the
Great the constitutional conclusion of the state
policy concept that sets out from limiting tax-
ation rights and protects taxpayers by prohibit-
ing excessive taxes and prescribes that the larg-
er part of income should remain with those
who earn it44 has been the concept of taxation

in proportion to performance, the prohibition
of confiscation-type taxes, and the requirement
that taxes should be on par with income and
wealth.45

Tax benefits described in tax laws and state
subsidies granted by way of tax benefits also
represent the government's commitment to
support conduct desirable for the government
and hampers undesirable conduct. In these
cases, taxes not only ensure revenues but act as
a tool of control while tax benefits have to be
paid by other taxpayers at their own expense in
the form of higher taxes, supporting activities
or organisations they would never support as
they would rather spend their funds on their
families or enterprises they trust. Using taxes
as a control tool is a controversial issue,
because in these cases their role of ensuring
revenues are demoted; taxes efficient as control
tolls cannot be efficient in terms of govern-
ment revenues.46

However, the fairness of taxes above all
means equality, the lack of tax privileges. Taxes
are the price of economic freedom and do not
limit freedom, but, on the contrary, are the
expression of freedom. 

Historic experience, especially the history of
Central and Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union, indicates that countries with
central economic management do not need
taxes, but in these countries property is not
held freely and there's no economic autonomy,
either.47 But wherever property and enterprise
are free, coverage of government spending can
only be ensured by taxes. Government subsi-
dies provided through taxes raise the issue of
limited competition and government subsidies,
as well. 

From the aspect of constitutional law, the
other issue is the requirement48 that tax laws
should be irrespective of organisations, which
means taxes should be independent of what
form of incorporation is used, or not used, to
realise income. 
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Tax legislation has to regard the fact that
Germany has one of the worst fertility rates in
the world, taking 181st place in the ranking of
191 countries. Unless the current trends
change, its population of 81 million will drop
to 65 million by 2050. A typical data, 44 per
cent of the population holding higher educa-
tion degrees are childless. Germany's cultural,
economic and political future is fundamentally
is at risk. Tax legislation must help Germany's
future become open. A change in values should
be done to make people care more about their
families and children than the size of their
income. Also, the misconcept that the emanci-
pation of women can only be realised through
business and professional career should be dis-
posed of. Families are communities of human
beings entitled to dependency and of those
obliged to sustain them. Children demand part
of their parents' income. This title of the chil-
dren and the obligation of parents are derived
from the Constitution49. It is anti-constitu-
tional to disregard the additional obligations
incurred to those raising kids when defining
public contributions, because it violates the
principle performance-based taxation, and the
requirement of imposing taxes on the basis of
wealth and income. A tax which disregards the
concept that the raising of children is not just
an individual commitment, but the interest of
the entire society. Those taking this responsi-
bility cannot be disadvantaged in terms of taxes
compared to those without it, because the tax-
ability of the latter scope is higher than those
with kids. In the case of equal taxes, those
would be at a disadvantage who act for the ben-
efit of the state. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF EStGB

Using a micro-simulation method (FiFoSiM),
the Financial Research Institute of the
University of Cologne has scrutinised the

redistribution impacts of flat taxes, particularly
the Kirchhof bill.

The impacts of various flat tax propositions
have been scrutinised by various micro-simula-
tion studies in terms of how flat taxes impact
the distribution of tax contributions regarding
various income groups in the current status
quo. Such analyses are significant not only
from a scientific aspect, but politically as well,
because the outcome of a comparison may
impacts the chances of implementation. 

The research institute has developed its own
micro-simulation model50, which aims to
analyse impacts on growth, redistribution, and
employment by using tax statistics as well as
social and economic data. 

The model comprises two parts: A micro-
simulation model of Germany's tax and redis-
tribution system and the supply model of the
labour market estimated on the basis of eco-
nomic calculations. As a special feature, the
model is based on a twin database. One of them
uses roughly three million entries randomly
selected by various criteria from the federal
wage and income tax statistics of Germany. The
other incorporates a social and economic sur-
vey made in 2003 that comprised 12,000 house-
holds or 30,000 individuals. The former is used
to describe groups of taxpayers and income by
various criteria, and the latter helps calculate
net income of households. 

According to the findings of the survey51, a
common feature of flat taxes is the widening of
the tax base, an increase in non-taxed income
cap, and a relatively low, standard tax rate.
Various designs for flat-rate tax reform have
different impacts on income distribution, but a
flat tax increases income inequalities overall.
Particularly the middle class as well as employ-
ees outside the scope of self-employment and
pensioners – accounting for the majority of the
population – would be set back by the imple-
mentation of a flat tax, while the upper ten per
cent of the population with the highest income
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– particularly those making their living from
self-employment – would benefit from it.

According to the analysis, reforms to imple-
ment flat taxes would increase social inequali-
ties, and the Kirchhof model has an impact of
increasing income inequalities. 

At the same time, it can also be discerned in
general that the higher the untaxed income
limit and the tax rate, the lower the inequality
increasing impacts of a flat tax.

Although similar studies in 1985 predicted a
five-percent increase in jobs in the United
States and a two-percent bump was expected in
Germany in 2003 – positive impacts of a flat tax
system on labour market cannot be verified
unequivocally. Even if there is such an impact,
it is likely to be insignificant. Impacts on
investments and employment are theoretically
subject to the applied tax rate and the situation
on the labour market at the time. 

It is to be noted that Table 4 of the survey
suggests that on the basis of the Kirchhof
model – when taking the demographics of win-
ners and losers into consideration – 81.77 per
cent of individuals between the ages 35 and 50
and 70.67 per cent of citizens between 55 and
65 years would benefit from the implementa-
tion of EStBG. It should be similarly noted
that the results of the survey conducted on the
basis of family status indicate that 90.12 per
cent (!) of married couples raising children
would benefit from the implementation of
EStBG, whereas 54.44 per cent of singles with
no kids could boast the same.

Obviously, married couples with more than
one child would especially leverage from the
Kirchhof-model. 

Interestingly, one of the biggest losers of
EStBG are taxpayers whose main income
comes not from work but from equity. They
take runner-up position among losers with
47.73 per cent according to Table 5, only pre-
ceded by over-65 citizens with 49.15 per cent in
the age breakdown.

Based on their income, households are divid-
ed into ten categories. The lowest tenth has the
strongest income position, and the highest
tenth has the weakest. Based on Table 5

• in the first four classes of households (40
per cent of less affluent households) the
ratio of losers is under 20 per cent (in the
first class, the poorest, this ratio is 0.02 per
cent), 

• the fifth tenth has the highest ratio of los-
ers at 22.21 per cent, and 

• this ratio decreases but stays above 20 per
cent up to the ninth tenth, but 

• the households with the highest income
would have a loser ratio of 19.04 per cent
only. 

ARGUMENTS AGAINST EStGB 

Many are against Kirchhof's proposition.52

One of the weightiest reasons cited by those
against a flat tax system is its unfairness.
According to their view, a flat tax would mean
higher taxes for the poorer in a multi-bracket
progressive system, and it would be a tax cut
for the more affluent because of eliminating a
high tax rate. Sceptics argue that tax the princi-
ple of performance-based taxes at the same
time means income taxes should be progres-
sive, obliging the more affluent to pay more
than the less well-to-do.53

According to the majority of sceptics, a tax
reform would surrender the basic principle of
performance-based taxation. A secretary would
be taxed at the same rate as the chairman of a
supervisory board. The taxation system would
lose the role of a social equaliser, and taxes
would no longer regroup income. A survey54

released by the managing board of IG Metall55

indicates that the net annual income of a single
head nurse with an annual salary of EUR 34,500
would be EUR 1,010 less, suffering a 4.3-per-
cent slump in income. A family with two kids
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where both parents are blue-collar workers with
one of them working part-time and earning a
combined EUR 52,500 annual income would
suffer a loss of EUR 1,266, representing 3.1 per
cent of their income. As a contrast, a manager
with no spouse and no children earning EUR
65,000 annually would make EUR 4,765 or 12.5
per cent more. The income of a manager whose
spouse is a housewife with two kids and earning
EUR 208,000 annually would be 9.4 per cent
higher when flat tax is implemented. These fig-
ures clearly show that high-income individuals
would benefit from a tax reform. 

Sceptics – including DIW56 according to a
newspaper article – expect the central budget to
lose EUR 26 billion if the Kirchhof model were
to be implemented. Flat rate tax would clearly
lower the tax rate, especially in the scope of
higher income and would cause lower burdens
– both in relative and absolute terms – for this
scope than in the scope of average wages.
Surveys indicate that the abolition of all tax
deductions and tax subsidies would increase
the tax basis by no more than 12 per cent while
14.5 per cent could be achieved by putting a
heavier burden on business earnings.
According to surveys, the tax contributions
paid by 'the wealthy' are substantial in the
scope of income taxes, financing a considerable
ratio of government expenditures. Ten per cent
of the wealthiest taxpayers are responsible for
51 per cent of income tax revenues, and the
topmost 0.1 per cent – representing 29,000
individuals – account for 8.3 per cent of income
tax revenues. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF FLAT TAX 
IN HUNGARY

Impacts of a flat tax on the redistribution sys-
tem in Hungary have also been surveyed.57

The survey is based on the concept that the
government has a number of tools to execute

redistribution. One of these pillars is the tax
system, which can be regressive, linear, or pro-
gressive. Income tax systems are generally pro-
gressive, but tax deductions modify the degree
of progression, and indirect taxes complicate
the system further. The other major tool used
in redistribution is the system of social trans-
fers, which comprises universal or eligibility-
based benefits. Income redistribution in
Hungary is also demonstrated by micro-simu-
lation, using the micro-simulation model
TÁRSZIM-2005 devised by the Ministry of
Finance. One of the core components of the
model is an individual-level database that
describes the composition of the society and
the characteristics of its members well, making
it representative and aptly detailed. The data-
base is built on a compilation by the Tárki
Monitor in 2004, containing the individual
demographic data, labour market characteris-
tics, and income figures of 2,325 Hungarian
households surveyed in 2003, as well as the
main characteristics of the households. This
was supplemented by the database of KSH
Háztartás Költségvetési Felvétel [Hungarian
Statistical Office Household Budget Survey] of
2003, which contains detailed consumption
data of nearly 8,000 households. The third
database is an APEH [Financial and Tax
Control Authority] random sample of nearly
62,000 individuals taken from income tax
returns for the year 2003.

The other core component of the model is
the system of taxes, contributions, and bene-
fits. What the study establishes of the status
quo scrutinised on the basis of regulations
effective in 2006 is that tax deductions account
for a substantial sum in the Hungarian system
of taxes and benefits, but they fail to reach the
really needy, favouring those with medium-
sized income instead. As a contrast, cash bene-
fits are delivered to the poorer third of house-
holds primarily, increasing their income sub-
stantially. The system reaches families with
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children efficiently, and the significance of ben-
efits increase when the number of children are
higher.

The implementation of a flat tax would mod-
ify this redistribution system. In addition to
describing the current situation, the study
examines the potential redistribution effects of
a flat tax by using an imaginary tax regime
which is less complex than the current regime
and similar to the one implemented in Slovakia.
In this imaginary system tax rates are standard-
ised at 20 per cent (both for Personal Income
Tax and Value Added Tax), and all income
would be included in the consolidated tax basis,
but employees' tax rebate and the supplemen-
tary tax rebate ensuring no taxes for minimum
wage would remain in place. Apart from that,
there would be no other tax deductions or gas
price subsidies, but income-based benefits
managed by the municipalities as well as insur-
ance-based transfers and family benefits (fami-
ly benefit, maternity benefit, and maternity
allowance) would remain in place. 

Also operating with ten income brackets,
the study also identifies winners and losers in
the income groups, establishing that the uni-
versal 20-percent flat tax would be beneficial
for higher-income individuals. Although
there are no huge discrepancies in tax pay-
ments except for the upper 20 per cent of the
income range, tax burdens would be signifi-
cantly lower for the wealthiest. Personal
income tax for the entire family in the upper
half of the income range would be lower, but
VAT paid would increase for all ten income
scopes (this latter is an obvious consequence
of the elimination of the preferential VAT
rate). The more affluent would benefit from
the combined result of these factors, and
poorer strata would emerge as losers. Overall,
the income of the upper third would increase,
but the lower half would have to do with less
disposable income. Roughly 15 per cent of
households would benefit from a flat tax

regime and 15 per cent would be at disadvan-
tage, and the rest would not experience sub-
stantial changes. Winners come from the
upper income range, and the rate of losers is
over 10 per cent in each group, but the distri-
bution is highest in the middle range.
Compared to the current system, the imple-
mentation of such a tax regime would reduce
the extent of income regrouping, hence social
solidarity. Expectations suggest that the
implementation of a Slovakian flat tax in
Hungary would be beneficial for well-to-do
households primarily and would make poorer
one the losers. The main reason for that lies
in the reduction of the highest tax rate in the
scope of personal income tax and the impacts
of the VAT consolidation, increasing the
expenses of households.

CLOSING CONSIDERATIONS

A flat rate tax means a more transparent and
more intelligible tax system, provided it focus-
es on a single tax rate, the elimination of all
deductions, the implementation of a wider and
standardised tax base.

Its fairness cannot be assessed in itself. The
main reason is that its most frequently criti-
cised flaw – preferring the more affluent and
causing disadvantages for the poorer strata – is
largely subject to the economic environment58

and the legislative details, including the size of
the tax-free income and the extent of the tax
rate.59 Flat tax is also suitable to express a
number of constitutional requirements or
political objectives. However, the argument
against it – that it would eliminate progression
– is true in formal consideration only.
Although higher income would not be taxed at
a higher rate, progression would still prevail:
In the Kirchhof model the 25-percent rate
impacts income over EUR 20,00060 but leaves
income below that intact. 
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WWith the 2006 elections completed, there was
first a debate on the desirable economic policy,
followed by the events of 2007-2008, and it was
after the conclusion of these events that Péter
Mihályi published the book (2008) that I am
supposed to write a review on hereby but
which I can provide only an opinion paper on.
The two main starting points of the debate fol-
lowing the 2006 elections and preceding the
events or at least the decisive part thereof, was
an article by Lajos Bokros, Tamás Bauer, István
Csillag and Péter Mihályi (2006) as well as a
book by István Csillag and Péter Mihályi
(2006). Discussing the above article of the four
authors, the reviewer published an opinion
paper (Szakolczai, 2006a) – alongside with
many others, whose articles are not to be dis-
cussed here not for lack of merit but for lack of
space – to which articles there was no reply.
The reviewer also published an opinion paper
on the above book of the two authors

(Szakolczai, 2006b), to which – what is very
important – there was a reply (Csillag –
Mihályi, 2007), which latter the reviewer, again,
gave a due response to (Szakolczai, 2007). The
two authors' reply and the reviewer's response
to the reply were published in issue 2007/1 of
this journal, whereby the debate of principle
stopped. It was this debate of principle that the
book of Péter Mihályi (2008) returned to, and
the reviewer is to follow hereby by the current
opinion paper. 

The response to the reply that concluded the
previous phase of the debate of principle sum-
marised the agreements of opinion between the
authors and the reviewer in ten points first of
all. This agreement of ten points is most signif-
icant (for the exact quotations and sources, cf.
the original). Individuals should be encour-
aged to make savings. Although we must
preserve our traditions, we must radically mod-
ify certain elements of it, like the attitude of

Péter Mihályi

Why is the
Hungarian 
economy poorly?
Diagnosis and therapy

HVG BOOKS, 2008
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“leaving our debts to our grandchildren”. 
We must be successful in the competition of
winning over investors. The implementation
of stabilisation and reform should not be drawn
out at will: immediate action is necessary. 
The reforms require wide social support. 
The transparency of public finance is a require-
ment of primary importance. The general
government should have an accounting system
capable of monitoring not only current
changes but also changes in assets. The
Maastricht criteria are arbitrary rather than sci-
entifically proven but, as long as these rules of
the game are applicable, we must follow them.

We must stick to the appropriations related
to the convergence programme until experi-
ence and calculations prove it necessary to
modify them. Without a plan made with a
cool head and the implementation thereof, our
problems cannot be solved. – This wide-scale
agreement could have led to a successful policy
based on wide-scale agreement; we know that,
unfortunately, this has not been the case, how-
ever.

Despite these important and wide-scale
agreements of opinion, there were also deep
disagreements of opinion and the response to the
reply first summarised those referring to the
timeframe of 18 months proposed for the reforms
by the two authors as also apparent from the
subtitle of their book (2006). The 18
months were not justified by international eco-
nomic considerations. The 18 months were
justified by domestic political considerations.

It was the subordination of economic poli-
cy to domestic political and election considera-
tions that had caused the crisis which had
developed by then and it is thus imperative to
break with such practice. The implementa-
tion of the reforms did not appear to be feasi-
ble within 18 months from the very beginning.

The latter lack of implementability within
the timeframe was also confirmed by the unre-
alistic nature of the calculations published in

the appendix of the book. The reforms
could not be expected to accelerate economic
growth. As the reviewer opined from the
very beginning, due to the insistence on the 18
month timeframe, the reforms could not even
lead to either stabilisation or a better interna-
tional judgement of Hungary. The insis-
tence on the 18 months, under the reviewer's
above opinion, raised the danger of a political
catastrophe. The insistence on the 18
months, under the above opinion of the
reviewer once again, also raised the danger of a
political identity crisis. This concept and
policy, as similarly outlined in the above opin-
ion of the reviewer in the very beginning, was
furthermore counterproductive in the political
sense because, instead of the hoped for success
at the next elections, it was likely to lead to an
unprecedented failure. – Advancing the conclu-
sion of this article, predictions could not have
come more true. 

The above was followed by further basic dis-
agreements of opinion: is the major cutback on
the welfare state justifiable and implementable?
Under the reviewer's opinion formulated in the
very beginning already, it was neither justifiable
nor implementable, for the following reasons. 

It was not proven and has not been proven
until today that the reason for Hungary's lag is
the relatively large-scale redistribution. 

It was not proven and has not been
proven until today that the lower the tax rate,
the more we are interested in its proper use – it
is rather the contrary that holds true. 

The way out of the tax competition is
extending legal harmonisation to the restric-
tion of tax competition. 

There have been numerous arguments,
not to be listed here, in favour of maintaining
the welfare state. Under the reviewer's opinion,
the positive result of cutting back on the wel-
fare state and on the role of the state was and
has remained a preconception unsupportable
by facts or scientific arguments. 
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It should be emphasised here that, as the
reviewer agrees, it is unavoidable to restore
budget balance: this is a necessity well proven.
What has not been proven, however, and it is
thus, to put it harshly, a preconception, is that
the only and the desired way to achieve this is
by cutting back on the welfare state and on the
role of the state. 

The third basic disagreement of opinion
referred to any form of a reform dictatorship:
should any idea, even a best one, be implement-
ed against the will or even without the active
contribution of those affected? The reviewer
believes it should not; it ought not even to be
attempted. Society, as the authors also pointed
out, cannot be made happy against their will.
The original response to the reply included a
lengthy quotation by László Csaba on this,
who says the following on the issue: “It seems
that in social sciences the day of experimenting
with and implementing plans conceived at a
writing-desk for societies as a whole, in brief,
the day of constructivism, is on the decline.”
(Csaba, 2007a, p. 7)

• After summarising the main conclusions
of the response to the reply, let us now discuss
Péter Mihályi's new book (2008b). Right away
in Chapter 1, the Introduction, the author
makes his main postulate clear. He quotes
Márton Tardos and Tamás Bauer who, in the
early eighties, said that privatisation was
impossible. Although Tardos discussed the
impossibility of reprivatisation rather than that
of privatisation, which former was indeed not
implemented, Bauer explicitly wrote that “the
elimination of capital ownership, a thirty years'
practice, has become an irreversible process
that could only be changed by outer colonisa-
tion” (p. 10), and yet, capital ownership has
returned: privatisation has been implemented.
What Tamás Bauer said on colonisation, on the
other hand, is very much worth consideration.
Mihályi also quotes László Antal, who says: “it
is doubtful if, from a fully developed social

security system with historical traditions, one
that society has got accustomed to, it is possi-
ble to regress to a much narrower social welfare
system, since this would generate an abrupt
growth of inequality and social tension, i.e. this
is not an open gate for Hungary.” (p. 12)
Mihályi, on the other hand, pointedly argues
that this is not only an open gate for Hungary
but this is in fact a gate to cross: “in an open,
democratic market economy”, we should not
“provide incubator protection (….) for the
premature infant” – the phrase clearly referring
to the “premature welfare state” (pp. 11–12) –;
on the contrary, the welfare state should be
downsized: together with the issue of “general
government balance, these are the key issues of
the coming years” (p. 12). The author thus
argues that privatisation was held impossible
and yet it was implemented; so downsizing the
welfare state should just as well be implement-
ed even if some hold it for impossible. 

With reference to the response to the reply
quoted in length above, the reviewer must
point out here in Chapter 1, the Introduction,
already that, in his view, Mihályi's main postu-
late is not only not to be shared but, consider-
ing what has happened in connection with the
health care reform, this main postulate should
not even have been put down, let alone with the
implication that it was something obvious and
beyond doubt. What has happened in Hungary
in the past two years spectacularly proves that
“from a fully developed social security system
with historical traditions, one that society has
got accustomed to”, it is not possible “to
regress to a much narrower social welfare sys-
tem”. Yet, just as the agreements of opinion
were listed in 10 points in the response to the
reply, basic agreements of view should also be
pointed out here, too. Mihályi is absolutely
right saying that “there is approximately 10 per
cent excess [domestic consumption] (…) to
GDP” because of which “sooner or later, in one
way or another, a correction of a similar rate
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will be (…) necessary” (p. 11). This is beyond
doubt, as the reviewer has also pointed out in
several works that are not to be referred to
here, so in this respect there is an absolute
agreement of opinion between the two of us.
“Sooner or later” – sooner rather than later ; “in
one way or another”: the main question is
whether in this way or another, i.e. what is the
way; this correction, i.e. ending domestic con-
sumption beyond our means, is inevitable. In this
respect, I am in absolute agreement with the
author, while, as pointed out before, I do not
consider it proven, on the other hand, that the
only alternative for this correction could be
largely diminishing or almost eliminating the
welfare state. This basic, conceptional differ-
ence of opinion must be underlined, pointedly
and clearly, in Chapter 1, the Introduction,
already. 

Chapter 2: Reform – why now? – is devot-
ed to the timing of the reform and this is where
we should refer back to the antecedents. In
their article entitled “Last Chance” (2006),
Lajos Bokros, Tamás Bauer, István Csillag and
Péter Mihályi say the following : “In the sec-
ond third of the year 2006 (from May until the
end of August), all important bills related to
the public finance reform must be worked out.
In the third third of the year (from September
to New Year's Eve), Parliament must discuss
and pass these bills.” This article thus set out an
eight-month timeframe for “all important
bills” to be passed. The scheduling is somewhat
more modest in the book of István Csillag and
Péter Mihályi (2006), since the book bears the
subtitle “The eighteen months of stabilisation
and reforms”, while political considerations are
more overtly expressed here: “The question is
if there will be a political situation, if there will
be a government with ministers who, working
together as allies, are able to carry out in 18
months what they know, deep in their souls,
must be carried out. And then they will still
have 30 months left to prepare for the next

election battle.” (p. 96) The above formulation
thus reveals that the scheduling of the reform is
clearly subordinated to election considerations:
the reforms should be implemented within 18
months so that the 30 months thereafter could
be enough for electors to forget it all and to re-
elect the government. Finally, with not 8 or 18
months but as many as 26 months having
passed, Chapter 2 of Péter Mihályi's new book
(2008), under the title “Reform – why now?”
begins as follows: “As dream books of politol-
ogy suggest, it is not advisable to initiate com-
prehensive reforms in the middle of a four-year
parliamentary cycle, let alone at a time of
minority government. There is no need to dis-
cuss here the strong arguments supporting
this. It is the opposite that would need an
explanation.” (p. 17) And there is an explana-
tion to follow here, coming to the final conclu-
sion that “it is only at times of crisis when soci-
ety can be expected to accept genuine reforms.
We have nearly got there already.” (p. 21) 

So here we are with a short deadline once
again – as if we did not have the bitter experi-
ence of the past two years behind us. There is
only one quotation that should be added to the
above: “However, creating the proper size of a
welfare state that is economically and socially
acceptable is a task for which the designated
time limit of 18 months for implementation is
plainly inconceivable. The authors' approach
(…) is (…) counterproductive, because their
efforts aimed at incorporating in the 18-month
timetable questions that cannot be resolved
within such a short time actually represent
obstacles to accomplishing the very measures
that indeed belong among the tasks of this 18-
month period. “ (Szakolczai, 2006b, p. 509).
The lesson of the Bokros package is also clear.
While an 8 per cent import duty or crawling
peg or – for further proof of commitment –
some cutting back on certain welfare services
of almost insignificant effect regarding the
budget can be introduced within 8 months or
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in fact a time much shorter, in just 1-2 months,
the reform of the welfare system cannot. It is
incomprehensible how four noted authors in
the first instance and two in the second case –
including two and one former ministers respec-
tively – could put down something like that.
Finally: the “situation of crisis” described in
Mihályi's current book (2008b, p. 21) would
assumingly not exist, or would at least not be
so severe, if the 8 and 18 months had not been
formulated as a necessity and, more important-
ly, if these timeframes had not been attempted
to be implemented. 

The discussion of this chapter would not be
complete, however, if basic agreements of opin-
ion were not noted. While the reviewer does
have reservations about the crisis index, one
could not more agree that stagflation is a real
danger and especially that the fall of the gross
accumulation rate from 31 to 23 per cent in just
six years is a real national catastrophe. It is thus
indeed inevitable to “reverse (…) this bad
trend” (p. 20). 

Chapter 3 – The unchanging model: welfare
state from the cradle to the grave – would be the
theoretical basis of the book if it could really be
qualified as such but one can certainly not
strive for making a theoretical basis in just
eight pages. It offers two postulates, both of
which appear at the beginning of the book
already and many times, repeatedly, later on.
The one is that, “until today, we have failed to
back out of the dead-end of socialism and of
the centralised economy” because, while we
have successfully implemented “national free-
dom, (…) the privatisation of major companies
and the permeability of borders”, the issue of
“separating the two most important social wel-
fare systems, pensions and health care, from
public finances (…) has not even been raised.”
(p. 9) This in fact means that the welfare sys-
tem, or at least the current form of it, is a her-
itage of “the dead-end of socialism, of cen-
tralised economy”. (Ibid.) The other postulate

is that the Hungarian welfare state – under the
term introduced by János Kornai – is “prema-
ture” (p. 10).

The first postulate, in its current form and
undisputable way, is wrong. The welfare state
dates back to the time of Bismarck, when there
was neither a “Great October Revolution”, nor
a planned economy, nor “socialism implement-
ed”, and least of all was there a János Kádár.
Besides, today's problems of the welfare system
– the financing difficulties caused by the ageing
of society and the development of medical
technology – are much the same in Western
Europe, where there has never been socialism
like in Eastern Europe. Thus the problem is a
global one rather than a “post-socialist” phe-
nomenon, even if there are no two countries
alike and no two welfare systems completely
alike: the German system and problem are not
the same as those of Hungary, for example. The
reviewer cannot even share Mihályi's assump-
tion that there were five points that “planners
(…) took as a basis” (p. 23), either. In the
reviewer's opinion, what the planners took as a
basis was the absolute correct realisation that
individual and social preferences were differ-
ent. If, under the Soviet conditions – and also
under other conditions – the rate of payments
in money had been higher and that of payments
in kind had been lower, more money would
have been spent on current consumption goods
and less on education, health care and housing.
To put it absolutely crudely, there would have
been even more money spent on vodka and less
on the improvement of cultural, health care and
housing conditions, which would have hardly
been favourable for society as a whole, let alone
the development thereof. 

As regards the second postulate, “the prema-
ture welfare state” as János Kornai formulated
it, discussing it here would be somewhat impo-
lite. On the one hand, it is impolite to discuss a
term coined by such a distinguished author,
which term is used not only nationally but
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almost all over the world, in a review on anoth-
er author's article, as if in passing – but it is
unavoidable to discuss it due to the series of
references made to it by Mihályi. On the other
hand, Kornai's relevant article was published in
1992, i.e. 16 years ago, and it is impolite to call
somebody to account for something that,
thank to the development of science, is widely
known today but was not at the time. 

The reviewer's first remark related to this
term is that its formulation, its highly effective
character and wittiness prompted authors to
use this slogan contrary to Kornai's intentions.
The term has had an independent usage, in
Mihályi's book and elsewhere, and has been
used to support intentions, proposals and
actions – by Mihályi, too – that have not met
Kornai's intentions. The second remark is that
the postulate, as has become clear by today, is
imprecise; under the current stance of science,
we would put the emphasis elsewhere. 

Let us begin with the second remark.
Kornai's original formulation in question is as
follows: “The Hungarian welfare state is »pre-
mature«. According to a general observation,
there is a close positive correlation between the
economic development level and the size of
welfare services of a country. The level of devel-
opment is not the only determinative factor
but is undoubtedly one of the basic ones. In
this respect, Hungary »ran ahead of time«.”
(Kornai, 1992, p. 507) The way we would for-
mulate this today would be rather that the size
of welfare services – using the term coined by
Douglass C. North – is path-dependent: it
depends on the historical traditions and earlier
political decisions of a country. As was also
pointed out in the elementary study book by
Samuelson and Nordhaus, which I referred to in
an earlier article: “the budget, the welfare state
and state redistribution, and in fact the state as
a whole have inevitably a lesser role in the colo-
nial states, such as the United States, and a
larger role in societies where traditions have a

stronger part to play, like in Continental
Europe.” (Szakolczai, 2006b, p. 498). Certainly,
both factors have a role. Kornai also underlines
that “the development is not the only determi-
native factor but is undoubtedly one of the
basic ones”. The way we would formulate this
today is that it is traditions and earlier political
decisions that are central and their effects may
be influenced by the level of development. 

The above postulate is clearly supported by
the figure published on page 27 of the Mihályi
book currently discussed, which lists OECD
countries according to their welfare expenditure
as a percentage of GDP in the year 2003. If
development was the factor of primary impor-
tance, the United States would be on the right
hand side of the figure, among the states where
the percentage of welfare expenditure is the
highest. This is not the case, however. The
United States – following Korea, Mexico,
Turkey and Ireland – is number five from the
bottom. Other countries on the left hand side
of the figure – under the OECD average – are
Canada, Australia and New-Zealand, i.e.
English-speaking settler countries as well as –
due to the high cultural similarity – the United
Kingdom and Ireland. On the right hand side of
the figure we can find the countries of conti-
nental Europe, on the other hand, Scandinavian
countries being towards the right edge, with
Sweden right on the edge. What is more,
Hungary, considering the two factors simulta-
neously, is in its right place in fact: according to
its continental European historical traditions, it
is on the right hand side of the figure while, due
to its relatively low development level, it is
towards the left compared to Italy, Austria,
Germany and France. This position does in no
way justify a reduction in the rate of social
expenditure; on the contrary, it would justify a
continuous and gradual increase of the rate of
such expenditure in the hope of catch-up
towards the level of Germany and France. It
should certainly be also considered that in these
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countries there are currently efforts to reduce
this rate, so the target set should thus not be the
current level of France or Germany but a level
somewhat lower than that.

Let us now examine the same in a historical
perspective. If it holds that social expenditure
depends on the level of GDP, i.e. if higher GDP
per capita involves higher social expenditure,
then at around 1880, at the time of the
Bismarckian reforms, Germany should have
been the richest country in Europe. Everybody
knows, however, that this was not the case.
Under the figures published by Angus
Maddison (2003), the actual situation was the
following (see Table 1).

Table 1

GDP PER CAPITA IN 12 WEST-EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES IN 1880

1900 international Geary–Khamis dollars

United Kingdom 3 477

Belgium 3 065

Holland 3 046

Switzerland 2 450

Denmark 2 181

France 2 120

Austria 2 079

Germany 1 991

Sweden 1 846

Norvway 1 588

Italy 1 581

Finland 1 155

Source: Maddison (2003, pp. 60–61)

These figures need no explanation. At the
time of the introduction of the Bismarckian
reforms, Germany was among the less devel-
oped countries; to the reviewer surprisingly,
even Austria was ahead of it in the list.
Remarkably, it was the “poor, pitiable, beggar-
ly” Scandinavian countries that were bottom of
the list. Furthermore, there are no signs at all
suggesting that it was richer countries to con-
struct a welfare system. On the contrary: what

can be established is rather that the introduc-
tion of the welfare system was rather a means of
catching up.

Let us now examine Kornai's actual inten-
tions and recommendations, which are most
apparent from the following quotations. “We
have heard some radical proposals aimed at
diminishing the role of the state (…) in the
[welfare] sphere to a great extent, at least to the
level characterising e.g. the United States
today, in short time. With the exception of a
narrow band financed by the state, fast and far-
reaching decentralisation and privatisation
should be implemented in both health care
services and the pension system. (…) The only
thing I wish to underline in this respect is that
(…) it makes a difference where we come from
and we are heading. It is one thing to decide on
whether the state should grant its citizens cer-
tain rights that they have not enjoyed before,
and it is another thing to decide on the with-
drawal of earlier acquired rights that citizens
are accustomed to. (…) The wheel of history
turns in one direction, but it cannot start turn-
ing backwards. If in Great Britain there had
been no state-financed health care before the
time of Margaret Thatcher, her government
would probably not have decided for its intro-
duction. But, since it had existed before Mrs.
Thatcher, her government did not propose to
liquidate it.” (Kornai 1992, p. 508) “Citizens of
post-socialist societies experience much uncer-
tainty that they were not familiar with before.
(…) It would severely shatter many people's
feeling of social safety if, on top of the above,
state-guaranteed health services, pension provi-
sion and several other welfare services col-
lapsed around them. There is immense resist-
ance against the fast and drastic reduction of
state welfare services and the decentralisation
and privatisation of welfare duties. What is
more, it is exactly the economic difficulties of
the transition that put new items of expendi-
ture on the agenda.” (Ibid.) Considering the
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above, it can in no way be argued that, using
the slogan of the “premature welfare state”,
Kornai wished to suggest suffocating the pre-
mature newborn. It would have been fortunate
if those referring to Kornai had not only taken
over a single term by him that they had heard
from a secondary or tertiary source but would
have taken the trouble to read what he had
actually said. 

It is László Csaba (2005, 2006, 2007) who
formulated the view in accordance with “the
current stance of science” with reference to
post socialist countries. According to his latest
work (2007) presenting the latest data and the
latest and presumably most precise conclusions
drawn on the basis of the former, “the develop-
ment of “post communist” states has taken
permanently different courses” (pp. 258–259).
“The transformed countries can therefore be
put into the following four categories as
regards content. 1, The “rest of Visegrád” plus
Slovenia. (…) 2, Baltic states plus Slovakia. (...)
3, Southeast European countries, i.e. Bulgaria
and Romania plus Croatia. (…) 4, Countries of
the Community of Independent States (…).”
(p. 266) “The common past does not haunt
them; it is differences that are becoming per-
manent .” (p. 283). “Transformed countries
constitute permanently different groups.
Therefore, assumptions on a uniform and opti-
mal way of transformation or on a more or less
arbitrary re-allocation of certain countries
from one group to another are both irrelevant.
At the same time, the example of Romania and
Slovakia prove that there is always some room
for change.” (p. 283) Accordingly, the “debates
in many of the social sciences that have contin-
ued until today, considering “what sort of cap-
italism should we now choose?” lacks a materi-
al basis” (p. 278), since “ the individual groups
have been formed much rather along long-term
path dependence than along the ideologies of
the various periods and eras” (Ibid.). Mihályi's
proposal that the welfare state should be most

radically eliminated or at least diminished thus
lacks a sufficient scientific foundation. In
West-Central and East-Central Europe – com-
prising Germany and Austria as well as Poland,
the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovenia –
the Bismarckian welfare traditions are deep
rooted and are difficult to uproot through
some radical ideological assault. 

There is the case of Slovakia, on the other
hand. In this country, the radical cutback on
welfare expenditure has been successfully
implemented – if one can speak of success in
this respect at all. There is a high price to pay
for it, however. As is presented by Gyõrffy
(2007b, p. 141), regarding all Central-East
European countries, the rate of people who
prefer the old system to the new one from a
financial point of view is the highest in
Slovakia: in 2004, it was almost 70 per cent –
followed by Hungary, with over 60 per cent.
This, according to Gyõrffy, (2007a, p. 196) has
the consequence that in Slovakia – like in
Lithuania – “the low level of trust in the [polit-
ical] regime provides considerable incentives
for the erosion of the consensus” (Ibid.), and,
consequently, “[economic political] sustain-
ability can not be taken for granted” (Ibid.).
Considering these consequences, this is a result
of dubious value and does not justify the cor-
rectness of the radical cutback on social servic-
es in the only country where the latter has been
successfully implemented. Besides, exactly
because of the dissatisfaction, the government
that implemented the reforms has failed, so
there may arise justified doubts as regards the
durability of the reform. It is a great lesson to
learn, at the same time, that the reforms in
Slovakia were implemented during two cycles,
after due preparations, in a considerate way.

Chapter 4 bears the title Changing reality
and is actually an introduction to Chapter 
6 presenting the proposals, because of which it
can be discussed only briefly. Subchapter 4.1 has
the title The interest alliance of employers and
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employees against the state, and discusses the
fact that neither of these groups like paying tax
and contributions. Subchapter 4.2, entitled
Work is no obligation – and it is not worth
working anyway!, is significantly more prob-
lematic. The essence of the problem is in fact
what the author described as such: “The work-
force of the 5 million employees registered at
the time of the change has fallen by over 1 mil-
lion” (p. 43), which means that, accordingly –
as the author most precisely reveals – only
3,947 thousand people of the 7,719 thousand of
employment age, i.e. just 51.1 per cent, are
actually employed. The reason why the rate of
employment is so low is, however, not that
people do not want to work but that there is no
work. The situation is perfectly described
already in the title of Subchapter 4.3 – The
hopeless situation of undereducated employ-
ees: this is the sad reality.

In the rest of the subchapters, however, the
author, following in the wake of early globaliza-
tion theorists (Gyõrffy 2007a, p. 155), overesti-
mates the actually existing tendencies, the
reviewer believes. It is true that, as pointed out
in Subchapter 4.4: “[There are] Hungarians
abroad and foreigners in Hungary”, and, as
Subchapter 4.5, “No work place, no work time
(…)” says, the rate of atypical employment is
growing. It also holds that, as according to
Subchapter 4.6, the rate of “intangible families”,
i.e. “atypical families” is similarly on the rise
and finally that, as subchapter 4.7 underlines,
“Everything depends on your flat”, i.e. housing
property has wide-reaching effects. Yet, all the
above does not mean that the traditional con-
ceptual system of statistics, employment and
labour affairs, taxation and the welfare system
as a whole has completely lost sense and what
we face now is an absolutely new situation, as
the author seems to suggest. And even less
does it follow from the above what is described
in the beginning of Subchapter 4.8 entitled
Subsidy for the sake of subsidisation?, i.e. that

this is a “squirrel's wheel of zero efficiency” 
(p. 65, italics in the original, Gy. Sz.).
Irrespective of the above – to emphasise a basic
point of agreement of great importance once
again – it is true that in Hungary, just like in the
United States before, a group of not insignifi-
cant size of people living traditionally on aid
has been formed. This is indeed untenable; the
aim of aiding in this case should be creating
employment ability rather than sustaining the
lack of it. This is, however, no argument against
the system of the welfare state as a whole, as
this chapter, very well written from a publicist's
point of view, seems to suggest. 

Chapter 5 – What has become of the health
care reform – is really what its subtitle promis-
es: A subjective account (p. 73) of the events: a
real novel to be read, which is difficult to be
reviewed on. The reader learns first of all that
the author has been engaged in the problem of
Hungarian health care since 1997 and that for-
mer minister of finance Péter Medgyessy com-
missioned him to work out the health care
reform (p. 73), moreover, the author has even
written a study book on the issue (p. 74). It
was at the time of the 2002 parliamentary elec-
tions that he became really close friends with
dr. Lajos Molnár (p. 75). “When SZDSZ
[Alliance of Free Democrats] was preparing
for the elections, the complete preliminary
version of the bill on health insurance compa-
nies was available to read on the party's home-
page. Not a single line of it could be read on
the homepage of the Health Care Work Group
of MSZP [Hungarian Socialist Party], on the
other hand. This is thus the way dr. Lajos
Molnár became minister of health and dr.
Ágnes Horváth became his deputy.” (Ibid.) “It
is a fact that (…) the situation of Hungarian
health care could still be considered as good in
the year 2006. (…) If (…) somebody goes to
see a doctor or gets into hospital (…), he will
get the basic treatment and medication even if
he does not give the doctors any gratuities and
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does not have a private health insurance poli-
cy.” (pp. 77–78) 

“In autumn 2006, minister Molnár and
myself consulted with economic experts close
to both SZDSZ and MSZP, with László Antal,
Tamás Bauer, László Békesi, Lajos Bokros,
István Csillag and György Surányi (…), on the
opening of the health insurance market several
times.” (p. 89) “In spring 2007, (…) the unex-
pected, voluntary resignation of Lajos Molnár
left no choice for MSZP and made the situation
of SZDSZ easier in the short run. (…) It was
thus (…) that a compromise solution was made
on June 30, 2007, the last work day of the
spring parliament session.” (p. 93) While this
was probably an unexpected turn for the min-
isterial apparatus, “it was even a greater surprise
for insurance companies. Insurance companies
had been working hard for the previous 12
months, too. They had regularly attended the
Ministry of Health for consultations, they
must have held consultations with one another
as well, and they had probably made numerous
English and German-language summaries and
records for the management of their parent
companies. But because there were a huge proj-
ect and a huge market at stake – some HUF
1,000 bn annually – they did not complain at all
when invited to the negotiating table on the
hot days of July and August.” (p. 94). “The sit-
uation got more and more distressing day by
day, which opinion was shared by the insurance
companies attending the negotiations as well.
Therefore, in the last days of August, I request-
ed the head of the insurance consortium to
express their concerns to the top leaders of the
two parties. The message reached its goal.
Prime minister Ferenc Gyurcsány summoned a
meeting of the faction leaders and experts of
the two parties as well as of the potential
investors in Parliament, to be held on
September 13.” (p. 96) “Already in September
2007, the leaders of MSZP (…) opined they
had no chance for success with the health

insurance reform within their faction, either.
From then on, all their efforts were merely
aimed at saving what could be saved and min-
imising the loss of prestige for as long as six
months – right until the national referendum
held on March 9, 2008.” (pp. 96–97) 

“Would there have been investors?” (p. 97)
“In the second half of 2007, some of the insur-
ance companies really lost interest. (…) For
some of them it must have been the last straw
when, at the end of 2007, wisemen of MSZP
and experts of the Ministry of Finance raised
the base fee of the privatisation bid to HUF 12
thousand/ person. This means that every
investor should have paid at least this amount
when purchasing the minority share package of
the 22 state-established health insurance funds.
Calculating with the population of 10 million,
this means an investment of HUF 120 bn or,
when divided up for 7–8 funds, HUF 15–17 bn
per fund. This was far more than what could be
considered as profitable under the given
boundary conditions.” (p. 98) “The decisive
question now is which of the measures already
taken during the health care reform may be
long-lasting and in the case of which should a
fast and absolute restoration of the original
state be expected.” (p. 111)

In principle, Chapter 6 – What should be
done? – should be the central and most impor-
tant chapter of the book. The Basic principles
are to be found in Subchapter 6.1. “The
change must begin in the social security sys-
tem. (…) These systems must be privatised,
their financing must be separated from the
state and the direct feedback mechanisms
between individual payment and eligibility
must be made significantly stronger.” 
Everybody must be granted “portability of eli-
gibility, i.e. that, in whichever country they live
and work (…), their insurance legal relation
should be continuous and guaranteed”. 
“The above does not mean giving up the social
security principles as interpreted under EU
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norms.” “State provisions (…) are guaranteed
as subjective rights (…); social aid and subsi-
dies (…) are available on the basis of eligibili-
ty.” The creation of employment opportuni-
ties as a conceptual construction is something
to forget. “Hungary (…) will be unable to
resist (…) the temptation of one-bracket linear
taxes referred to as flat taxes.” “Social and
welfare expenditure as a whole (…) should be
cut back on as fast as possible.” “It is
inevitable to (…) revise and/or correct the
wrong decisions made in the past 10 years.” 
“The net migration balance (of minus 3 per
cent) of university graduates characteristic
today [must] be turned in the positive direc-
tion.” “It is essential to present the reform
of the tax and contribution system in an inte-
grated package.” (pp. 115–118)

The summarised review of this nine-propos-
al package can take place only at the end of the
overall review, but the reviewer wishes to point
out right away that the package is heteroge-
neous, with proposals of various weight, and
that the reviewer does not support most of the
proposals. The details are to be discussed
briefly as follows. Subchapter 6.2 discusses dou-
ble grossing up, i.e. that nominal earnings must
include all contributions. Subchapter 6.3 bear-
ing the title Solidarity and proportionality sup-
ports the idea of “fixed amount pension contri-
butions” and “fixed amount patient insurance
fees” (p. 126) adding that this latter “could be
implemented only gradually” (Ibid.). The title
of Subchapter 6.4 is Making social security
funds independent from the work place and the
state. The main conclusion of Subchapter 6.5
bearing the title Transition to sector neutral
taxation is, the reviewer opines, that “in gener-
al and proportional burden sharing in Hungary,
progressivity is hardly implemented even in
principle” (p. 137), which suggests that this
issue should rather not be dealt with at all.
According to Subchapter 6.6 focusing on the
reform of general and proportional burden

sharing, “reducing the relative significance of
income-dependent taxation is an extremely
urgent task” (p. 140). At the same time, this
subchapter firmly supports progressive inheri-
tance tax. The reason why this proposal is
problematic is, however, that it would affect
domestic capitalists only and – considering the
almost absolute lack of savings by domestic
households – would thus further increase for-
eign ownership ratio. The same subchapter
demands the “reduction of social (welfare)
expenditure” once again (p. 142). According to
Subchapter 6.7 discussing the question of local
taxes and subsidies, “although the European
Union has not found any fault with it, we
should eliminate local industrial tax for our
very own interest” (p. 143), while, at the same
time, “easing old-age poverty is something that
should rather be dealt with largely by local gov-
ernments” (p. 146), which latter is a suggestion
made without any reference to the source.
Finally, according to Subchapter 6.8, “demands
of West-European level are simply not to be
met within the framework of small enterprises,
at competitive prices!” (p. 149). The labour
market subsidies designed and earlier intro-
duced for small and medium enterprises have
all proven counterproductive techniques gener-
ating corruption. These, too, must be cut back
on”. (Ibid.) “There is no need for any amend-
ments in tax or contribution regulations target-
ed especially at the small and medium enter-
prise sector.” (pp. 149–150)

As the closing Chapter 7, there follows the
Epilogue, or where did Ferenc Gyurcsány make a
mistake?, which raises two questions as a way of
introduction: “What was the opinion of the
leading officials of the social-liberal coalition
headed by Ferenc Gyurcsány on the reform
proposal outlined in this book? Why have
these proposals failed to be implemented
almost completely?” (p. 151) “I definitely
know the answer to the first question” – the
author continues. “Neither Ferenc Gyurcsány,
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nor János Kóka had a view on the problems of
the Hungarian economy, on what needed to be
done and on the main direction of progress dif-
ferent from that of the author of this book.
This can even be proven by documents. “ (p.
152) At the same time, “there are three main
reasons to explain why the reform strategy of
the prime minister-party president has failed.”
(Ibid.) “He is a liberal reformer leading a
socialist party.” (p. 152) “The question of
order.” (p. 153) Here the author lists the vari-
ous tactical mistakes made by the prime minis-
ter. “The time factor.” (p. 155) 

As regards the time factor, Mihályi argues,
without actually stating it, for the 18 months
urged by the two authors (Csillag – Mihályi
2006) or much rather for the 8 months urged
by the four authors (Bokros – Bauer – Csillag –
Mihályi 2006), when saying the following: “In
2006, the government had Parliament pass five
important health care-related bills at a very fast
pace. The sixth and most important bill,
referred to as the fund bill, could have been eas-
ily passed with the same impetus. The prime
minister believed, however, that it was wiser to
postpone that to a later date. He was very
wrong. The delay gave an opportunity for per-
sons not related to health care at all – within
the Socialist Party and outside it – to join the
debate, organise themselves (cf. the railway
strike) and, through the thousand channels of
social publicity and populist communication” –
he says – “discredit the conception of govern-
ment parties” (pp. 155–156) – which concep-
tion, as Mihályi unmisunderstandably pointed
out earlier, was not and could in no way be the
conception of the Socialist Party. Mihályi thus
suggested that, with a single rush, that is before
the bigger coalition party MSZP and the public
could have understood what was going on,
everything could have been passed – and he is
probably right about this. 

“Three is the Hungarian truth” – as they say
– “and four is the extra on top”. Among the

three postulates of Péter Mihályi there is a
fourth one, since this is an independent postu-
late due to its weight. This postulate is that the
main reason of the slowdown was probably the
hope of EU moneys – which was a vain hope
that the reviewer had warned both political and
economic leaders and the public against, in all
his related writings. The last three paragraphs
of the book – by which the author did not con-
fute himself – describe a “Minimum package
until 2010”, i.e. another 8-months or 18-
months or something similar, which begins by
a “grossing up”. (p. 158)

The discussion of the book being completed,
let us now start the review part. The book bears
the title Why is the Hungarian Economy
Poorly? and the subtitle Diagnosis and
Therapy. In the reviewer's opinion, the most
important elements of the diagnosis are cor-
rect, but this diagnosis does not or does not
necessarily lead to the therapy recommended
by the author.

The right diagnosis is revealed in Chapter 4,
and especially in subchapters 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7.
Here the author clearly states the obvious, as
has been quoted before. Following the political
change, employment fell by one million; only
just a little more than half of the population of
employment age are employed; the situation
of undereducated employees is hopeless and –
as Zsuzsa Ferge has formulated it – “there are
generations growing up (…) in aid culture” (p.
66). Why is the Hungarian economy poorly? –
This is why. The diagnosis is perfect. The diag-
nosis could be continued at length: much of
society is falling hopelessly behind – in fact
such a great part of it that it may drag along
the whole society. Whether the part falling
behind is one third of society, half of it or even
a greater part, is subject to discussions and def-
initions – it is hardly disputable, however, that
only some one third of society, if any, is on the
right path.

The wrong therapy, running through the
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whole book, is downsizing the welfare state
and cutting back on (p. 117) and reducing (p.
142) social and welfare expenditure. This ther-
apy, however, as the reviewer has pointed out
above, does not follow from the diagnosis but
it suitable for making the patient more ill. If the
diagnosis is that one million people of employ-
ment age do not have a work place and are not
suitable for modern employment, either, then
the only therapy may be to make them suitable
for employment and through this way primari-
ly, as well as by other means, to ensure their
employment. This, however, requires strength-
ening the welfare state rather than diminishing
it, and makes its restructuring also necessary in
the sense that its primary goal should be not to
sustain the hopeless situation of people in
hopeless situation, making it at least bearable,
but to eliminate the hopeless situation and
make social rise possible. Restructuring the
system is very different from diminishing it,
however. 

The most important element of the wrong
therapy is making a closer connection between
individual payment and eligibility to services,
i.e. self care, although the author does not use
this phrase explicitly. The basic assumption of
the conception is that a closer connection
between individual payment and eligibility, i.e.
the realisation of the necessity of self care
forces out self care, voluntary payment or at
least the voluntary meeting of the obligation;
moreover, even saving. If deduction is trans-
formed to payment, force is replaced by volun-
tariness and what has been proven impossible
to force out – cf. the one thousand methods of
tax and contribution avoidance – will now be
implemented voluntarily. This is an illusion,
however, which does not become reality even
in the upper third of society; the foresight of
the individual is always weaker than that of the
community. Twenty year olds have no way to
know if they will live to be seventy or eighty
but society must know that there will be old

and ill people in fifty and sixty years' time, too.
To assume fifty years' foresight and self care on
the part of the lower third of society, however,
is not an illusion any more but is self deception,
which no social policy can be based on.
Strengthening the connection between individ-
ual payment and eligibility in the lower third
only leads to a decrease in eligibility, and in fact
a major decrease, with all the tragic economic,
political and social consequences involved.
Thus, diminishing the welfare state, which nec-
essarily deteriorates the supply of the lower
third of society to the greatest extent, can only
make the already hopeless situation of undered-
ucated employees even more hopeless, increase
the division of society and add to trouble. It is
thus unmisunderstandably true that this thera-
py is contrary to the diagnosis. 

The other critical element of the differences
of opinion between the author and the review-
er is the reduction or increase of income, assets
and social differences. While the author aims at
increasing these by almost all of his proposals,
the reviewer believes that all efforts should be
made to reduce them. Differences are clearly
increased by reducing the welfare state and cut-
ting back on welfare services, and numerous
other proposals of the author from emphasis-
ing the taxation of consumption to flat tax,
fixed pension contributions and patient insur-
ance fees all have a similar effect. In the review-
er's opinion, these proposals all make the diag-
nosed illness worse, fostering the fall behind of
a great part of society and the division of soci-
ety as a whole, because of which they are unac-
ceptable or only certain elements of them may
be acceptable after due consideration and with-
in the framework of a complex programme.

So what will happen to the budget under
such circumstances – this is a question that
Péter Mihályi could justifiably raise. The
answer, with reference to the Swedish example,
can be found in Dóra Gyõrffy's book (2007,
pp. 139–172). Sweden strongly committed
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itself not simply to sustaining a cyclically cor-
rected budget balance but to attaining a 2 per
cent surplus, i.e. to reducing the debt stocks (p.
159). This target was not reached by eliminat-
ing the welfare state, however, but by the com-
plete transformation of the system of budget
making. Instead of demands, Sweden took the
framework figures made possible by national
economic and macroeconomic considerations
as a basis; they rejected the lawnmower princi-
ple, too, and made it every minister's own task
– “every minister is his own finance minister” –
to make the necessary savings within their min-
istries in the fields where this demanded the
least sacrifice. The result is clear: the deficit has
disappeared – the surplus has been attained –
the welfare state has been sustained.

In the reviewer's opinion – going back to
the beginning of this article – there are thus
many things we must forget:

• we must forget the various 8-month or 18-
month timeframes;

• we must forget the primary importance of
domestic policy to economic policy;

• we must forget the elimination of the wel-
fare state;

• we must forget the increase of income dif-
ferences; and what is most important of all, 

• we must forget constructivism, i.e. the
conception of forcing through solutions
constructed at the writing desk or import-
ed from elsewhere.

After discussing the serious and basic differ-
ences of opinion, let us – like before – return to
the views shared. As the reviewer earlier point-
ed out that it was inevitable to create a budget
balance, it must be added here that the trans-
formation of the taxation system is similarly
inevitable, the transformation of social security
systems is inevitable just the same; moreover,
even a greater reliance on self care is inevitable.
Mihályi is right about all these, the reviewer
agrees, and several of his actual proposals are
well-grounded and worth considering. The

Swedish welfare state could be sustained not
because it was left unchanged but because it
was transformed, and also because the order of
budget-making was also transformed. There
can be hardly any dispute as regards the
required direction of the transformation.
Investment in human capital, i.e. expenditure
on health care, education and especially further
training and retraining, must be sustained or
even increased – it is especially in the latter
field where an increase is justified or even
inevitable. At the same time, financial subsidies
given to people without employment may be
reduced, and some of it may actually become
superfluous as a result of fruitful retraining and
further training. Retraining and further train-
ing may become an investment with fast
return; it is widely known that there is a short-
age of labour in some professions. Therefore,
the financing of the welfare system is problem-
atic in countries where the welfare system has
not been transformed and the system of taxa-
tion and the order of budget making have not
been amended. It is thus not the reforms that
the reviewer protests against: reforms are
inevitable; he protests against reduction or
elimination and – certainly – against unrealisti-
cally short deadlines. Yet, the protest against
unrealistically short deadlines does not mean
that the reforms should be postponed. Quite
on the contrary, they must be urged, but with
due preparation and with the greatest possible
support of the profession and of society. 

This is the point where we can return to the
last chapter of the book, the failure of Ferenc
Gyurcsány's attempt. The first element of the
failure is clear: the theoretical construction –
which, Mihályi claims (cf. p. 152), was the same
as his, and this was probably the case indeed –
was wrong, and a wrong construction must fail
sooner or later. As regards the second unit, the
following can be read about it in the book:
“Gyurcsány (…) [was] obliged to accept also
the reform rituals inherited from the past. One
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of these – for example – was the widely men-
tioned institution of social debate, the need for
which is talked about as much in his party as if
it was the most natural thing in the world. It is
not that at all, however. In a representational
democracy, all important debates, including
debates on reforms, must be held in
Parliament. “Social debate” is inherited from
the time of the single-party state and is an insti-
tution contradicting the letter and spirit of the
constitution in force; in the legal sense, it is in
fact non-existent already.” (p. 153)

In this review, quite a number of basic dis-
agreements of opinion have been revealed
already, but there is still an absolutely basic one.
The reviewer des not wish to quote the
Constitution, but it is widely known that the
Parliament is only one means of exercising

national sovereignty. More importantly even, a
nation is not to be governed against their will,
and especially, the basic principles of the social
system of a nation are not to be formed against
the nation's will. There is no political success,
especially regarding basic issues, without a con-
sensus – not even in a representational democra-
cy. In this country, they have tried to force
something upon the nation that the nation did
not want to have, and it is very good that this
attempt has failed. It would have had much
worse consequences if this attempt, through
cunning efforts, had brought temporary success.

György Szakolczai*

* The author wishes to thank László Csaba and Dóra
Gyõrffy hereby for their valuable remarks, received
with the usual reservations.
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AThe most famous Hungarian scientist ever,
John von Neumann, said the atmosphere of the
Earth was the most  complex thing on earth.
Transposing this to economics: world economy
is the most complex thing in the world. For
economists, a system not only more complex
but simply just bigger than the world economy
cannot exist – and it is this system that Mihály
Simai has committed himself to studying for
many decades. He does not only have half a
decade's past in research and education (he lec-
tures on several subjects at Budapest Corvinus
University even today), but there is no other
Hungarian economist with such wide profes-
sional experience gained abroad: what is more,
gained at various institutions of the most com-
prehensive world organisation, the United
Nations. 

A person studying the most comprehensive
and biggest system and the operational and
development rules thereof must be endowed

with various excellent qualities. Let us mention
a few of these from the two ends of the spec-
trum: he must be familiar with the characteris-
tics and details of the national economies that
make up the world economy, and he must be
equally well aware of the sometimes concealed
while other times brutally overt driving forces
of international economic relations, i.e. the
general correlations. In the profession of eco-
nomics, young researchers tend to be strong in
the former field, while mature researchers are
usually experts of the latter. Mihály Simai
belongs to the latter group, not only due to his
age, but also considering his professional
achievements and the dozens of books pub-
lished. Besides, there is no other economist
who has been a member of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences for longer than he has (32
years) and among the eleven fellow members
there are six world economists whom he is the
doyen of regarding his age alone. What strikes

Neither chaos, nor a world plan 

Mihály Simai

The world economy
in the vortex 
of the 21st century

AKADÉMIAI KIADÓ, BUDAPEST, 2007
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the reader in the book, i.e. that the situation
descriptions from which the conclusions are
drawn are so rich in detail and include so many
(and up to date) facts, is no wonder thus. It can
be no requirement of a scientific technical
book to be even interesting, but this latest vol-
ume of Mihály Simai is indeed enjoyable to
read exactly because of the great amount of
facts mentioned above.  The reader learns, for
example, that 

• Ninety per cent of the scientists in human
history before the end of the twentieth
century lived and worked in the last third
of that century (p. 9); 

• In the year 2000, 20 per cent of the popu-
lation of the world received 83 per cent of
all incomes, while the poorest 20 per cent
received 1.5 per cent of all incomes (p. 33); 

• In the last decade of the twentieth century,
approximately 140 million people, some 
2 per cent of the world population, lived in
a country other than their country of birth
(p. 44); 

• In countries of the European Union today,
the rate of women with a university degree
is 10 per cent higher than that of men (p.
85). 
The first two chapters of the volume are a

theoretical review presenting the basic correla-
tions as well as the most important fields and
tendencies of change.  Chapter three is devot-
ed to the network of world economic relations.
Chapters four and five outline the internation-
alisation of the microsphere and a tangible
manifestation thereof: the world economic role
and operational characteristics of transnational
companies. The sixth, closing chapter of the
book predicts the expected courses of develop-
ment and it is also here where a regrettably
short, only ten-page long evaluation of
Hungary's connection to the world economy
was given room in the book.

In the case of a book written by a widely
experienced academician professor, it is not so

much the presentation of facts and tendencies
but rather their evaluation and the answers to
the ultimate and “simple” questions that the
reader (or at least the reviewer) is keen to read
about. Is the current arrangement of the world
economy “good” or fair? Are the institutions
of developed market economies of universal
validity and can we expect that the spreading of
these institutions will solve the economic prob-
lems of all parts of the world? Does “the invis-
ible hand” guiding development in the right
direction exercise influence on a global scale? Is
there a need to plan development – and, if there
is, in what form and to what extent?  And to
what extent would that be realistic?

Mihály Simai takes a balanced stance in these
ultimate questions. He believes that, despite
the fast economic growth of the past decades,
the world is not well arranged, the world econ-
omy clearly “underperforms”, it is burdened
with serious inequality and unfairness, but
there is not much hope for radical and fast
change. It is major global problems that will
very slowly force decision makers to imple-
ment the right solution, and this solution will
necessarily be strengthening cooperation and
cohesion. 

Although there are numerous worldwide and
regional institutions and integrations in opera-
tion, still, ultimately: “Instead of a new world
order, you can speak of a unique global disor-
der”. (p. 18) The role of the UN, widely criti-
cised and not much esteemed by many, is
judged positively by the author on the whole,
while its limitations are also pointed out: the
world organisation “…has proved to be able to
survive and operate in the world order of the
time, at the level of willingness for cooperation
of the states and meeting the opportunities of
the age “. (p. 21)

Inequality, interpreted as a difference of
income between various countries is one of the
most serious problems of the world economy,
the trouble with which is not that some devel-
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op and get rich very fast but that much of
humanity is totally left out of this develop-
ment. “According to calculations by economic
historians, the difference of incomes between
the richest and the poorest country was 3:1 in
1820. Calculated on the basis of the GDP per
head, in the year 1960, there was a thirty-time
difference already, while today, there is an over
eighty-time difference between the countries
with the highest and the lowest incomes. A
brutal manifestation of growing inequality is
mass poverty.” (p. 29) Overcoming this should
not really be expected even in the long run
since “The analysis of data and trends reveals
that absolute poverty in the world is not a mar-
ginal phenomenon that can be eased through
charity or development aid but  follows from
the world order and the relations of the respec-
tive states” (p. 35) and there is doubt if “…in a
world based on market economy primarily,
there are any social interests or forces that are
able to eliminate or mitigate the reasons of
poverty” (p. 37) Sharing the view of Pope John
Paul II, Mihály Simai quotes his encyclical let-
ter creating the greatest stir, “Centesimus
Annus”, in which the pope underlined that
“…although communism has collapsed, none
of the world problems that had a role in the
appearance of communism have been solved”.
(p. 28) Most economic problems are of social
origin: “On our planet, there exist no physical
or technical limits that would make it impossi-
ble to meet the basic needs of world population
in the foreseeable future. In a given historical
period, it is because of social-economic reasons
that these needs are not met. The growing size
of humanity and the growing poverty on Earth
are not necessarily a cause and effect correla-
tion.” (p. 140)

The best of all existing worlds, market econ-
omy, should thus change fundamentally for
world problems to be eased in effect: “So far,
capitalism has been based on several moral
norm systems: on the Darwinian, in the centre

of which is the cruel competition for survival,
on Protestant norms built on diligence, sober-
ness and honesty and on technocratic morality,
the core of which is performance. Especially
important questions are if the 'enlightened self
interest' can prevail and under what conditions
a market system based on general human moral
norms and values like humanism, solidarity, the
support of the weak and the downcast, the
respect of public interest, the acknowledge-
ment and tolerance of difference and the rejec-
tion of violence can be realised?” (p. 42)

Regarding the experience of countries
successful in the catch-up (and equally impor-
tantly because of the current situation of
Hungary) it is exciting to consider what role the
state can have in the organisation of the economy.
Mihály Simai finds the role of the “develop-
ment state” acceptable: “The development state
has played an important role in fostering the
economic progress of many, currently devel-
oped countries. The lower the development
level characteristic for the country concerned
was, the greater role the state had to be
assigned. The most important tasks in this cat-
egory included state industrial policy and
industry development, subventions, enterprise
development and support, human resource
development, infrastructure construction and
standardisation, the facilitation of scientific
and technological development, the mainte-
nance of financial stability, the facilitation 
of industrial growth and the establishment 
and operation of state companies.” (p. 62)
(Certainly, mainstream economics has consid-
ered emphasising the above mission of the state
as “moral insanity” since the beginning of the
1980's.) Despite the above, and notwithstand-
ing the overweight of transnational companies
against governments, it is not justified to
“…treat globalisation as the only and irre-
versible process of global development [and] it
would be too early to eliminate states as insti-
tutions”. (p. 74)
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A strong state role is an acceptable concept
only in some countries  – which constitute a
minority regarding their economic strength by
all means – and the implementability of the
world plan concepts of a few decades ago is
remote even if it was not Jules Verne or Herbert
G. Wells with a rich imagination but the later
Nobel Prize awardee Jan Tinbergen, among
others, who urged to work them out at the
time … Well, even if world plan concepts have
failed, numerous agreements and action pro-
grammes have been and are to be made which
urge the treatment of global problems through
international cooperation. And the more seri-
ous the problems are, the greater the need will
be for such programmes. (p. 93)

For the reviewer it is a reason for special
joy that Mihály Simai has a positive attitude to
the role of NGO's in the current development
phase of the world economy. The author says:

“In our age, civil societies reflect the subjec-
tive contents of civilisations, the relations
between individuals and institutions.” (p. 82)
What is more, “the father of classic political
economics, Adam Smith, underlined in his
work The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759)
already that, although the major driving force
of society was self interest, civil society
restricted selfishness and helped avoid dissen-
sion.” (p. 83)

It is widely known that most civil organisa-
tions wishing to fill the role of the conscience
of humanity (or, to put it more modestly, of
society) very firmly oppose the market econo-
my model pursuing economic growth. Mihály
Simai takes a realistic stance in this issue as
well: In the developing world, “… just like
before, no trends wishing to restrict or reduce
the consumption of material goods, either for
environmental considerations or on a moral
basis, will be able to attain significant success.
Within national frameworks, it is generally
only »growth friendly« or »growth oriented«
politicians who can expect success”. (p. 131)

Let us add, nevertheless, that one cannot really
imagine any developed countries where the
above lines are not applicable …

It is a great plus about Mihály Simai's
book that it is not only devoted to the tradi-
tional players and mechanisms of the world
economy. The discussion of civil organisations
has been mentioned above, but the presentation
of the various systems or “regimes”, as referred
to by the author, is even more important. The
most significant of these are: “…global eco-
nomic political coordination, industrial pro-
duction, standardisation, agricultural produc-
tion, transport and transportation (road, rail-
way, sea and air), telecommunications, satel-
lites, finances, relief, currencies, security of
finances, accounting mechanisms, international
trade policy, customs affairs, raw material
turnover, tourism, sustainable development,
ecological cooperation as well as global
resources of common ownership, the air, the
oceans and the space. Regimes actually
embrace all significant areas of world econom-
ic relations.” (pp. 235–236) Even an outline of
these various fields of cooperation indicates
already that the undisturbed operation of the
world economy requires the involvement and
conscious strategy of states and the establish-
ment of successful “global governance”.
[Explaining this widely used term with a rather
vague meaning, Mihály Simai quotes the 
following witty definition: “…the management
of a world that nobody is responsible for”. 
(p. 223)]

Another argument for state involvement
is the activities of transnational companies.
Foreign operational capital investment is an
important source of economic growth; it is no
wonder thus that governments always try to
present winning over serious investors – no
matter how high the “price” paid for them is –
as their own economic diplomatic achievement.
Although it is not an ignorable aspect, either,
what rate of the income produced as a result of
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foreign investments remains in the recipient
country. (We, Hungarians, do have some valu-
able experience in this field already …) The
competition for investments – sometimes even
within a country – is certainly not new and is
characteristic not only for developing coun-
tries: “…in 1986-1990, companies operating
within the framework of the Common Market
received subventions worth some ECU 100 bn
for R&D and for special regional investments.
In some cases, the subventions covered 70-80
per cent of the investment concerned.” (p. 336,
footnote)

Finally, let us return to the opinion that
the most exciting message of a book like this is
the answers given to the ultimate questions. The
development of the world economy can be
evaluated in at least two ways: the effective
range of  market economy is spreading geo-
graphically, world produce is growing and
world trade is widening, while the rate of the
poor is falling. The goal of individual countries
can be no else than  to find the ways and forces
through which they are able to increasingly
successfully hold out in this process. It is these
issues that growth and competitiveness theo-
ries focus on. Under the other evaluation, the
world economy is burdened by increasingly
serious contradictions and things cannot very
much longer go on the way they have until
now. It is the latter opinion that the stance of
academician Simai Mihály is closer to: “What is
going on in the world now indicates that this
age is coming to its end. Changes of a huge size
and with unforeseeable consequences are in
progress. […] In all regions of the world, a
unique differentiation is under way. In this, the
growth of inequalities and economic and social
gaps is of determinative importance. As a con-
sequence of the migration pressure, the popu-
lation of the world will be much more mixed.
Multicultural societies are the unique meeting
points of civilisations and may serve as a good
school of dialogue and coexistence but may

also result in the opposition or exclusion of
certain social groups or strata. They may equal-
ly be the soil of creative diversity and of
destructive diversity and the diversity of exclu-
sion.” (p. 382)

For the former alternative to be implement-
ed, firm economic political and government
action are required in all the countries in the
world. A prerequisite of this certainly is “…to
make decision makers better appreciate the
need for longer-term thinking and action com-
mitted to the future to a greater extent, aspects
so far pushed into the background in the
labyrinth of market economy “. (p. 407) If we
consider that the manuscript of this volume
was made before the money market crisis run-
ning through the world, energy prices getting
out of control once again and the rise of food
prices, we can point out with certainty that the
prediction of Mihály Simai has been proven
right painfully fast.

When reading the book of Mihály Simai, the
reviewer was reminded of the piano play of
Arthur Rubinstein: the old master, equipped
with all tricks of the trade, played with pas-
sionate commitment and great humbleness to
music. Professor Simai, too, avoids sensational
solutions – although in the field of world eco-
nomics, there would be bombastic data to pres-
ent on a mass scale. His opinion and profes-
sional conviction are clearly reflected in the
book; he can see the inequalities, the subordi-
nate and superordinate relations prevalent in
the world economy, the disproportionate dis-
tribution of the advantages of the international
allocation of labour, the excessive role of the
“paper economy” and the harmful conse-
quences thereof, but he refrains from an agita-
tive style (which latter is not at all alien from
many critics of the international cooperation
system). Mihály Simai does not agitate; instead,
he persuades. He has no intention to shock the
reader; he rather wants to wake him up to actu-
al relations and correlations. On the whole, the
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book is an excellent guide for those who need
one for orientation in the vortex of the 21st
century – and who can claim not to be needing
such a guide?

* * *

The reviewer finds it regrettable, on the
other hand, that his volume, excellent also as a
study book, was read by at least one person too
few before it went to print. It seems that the
practice characteristic at the good intellectual
workshops of several decades ago, i.e. that col-

leagues from the department discussed study
books, no longer exists. The truth of the prin-
ciple “more eyes see more” was implemented at
the time and there was less chance for misspelt
names to appear in study material meant for
university students like the following in this,
otherwise nicely edited, volume: “Prebish”
(Prebisch), “Ian Timbergen” (Jan Tinbergen),
“Kautski” (Kautsky), “Bognar” (József
Bognár!) or – something that really hurts –
“Lámfalusi” (Lámfalussy).

Tamás Halm
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IIn his preface to his book László Práger starts
with the thoughts he delivered in the introduc-
tion to a fine art exhibition, how fittingly so,
because – to a certain extent – his book is also
made up of a series of pictures. There is no
doubt that this picture-like quality is a con-
scious choice of the author. Conscious, because
it is clearly impossible to describe within the
limits of a 300-odd page book the world econ-
omy of the 21st century, the history of the 60
years following World War II (or even earlier
than that) that led to globalisation or the
Hungarian efforts aimed at catching up and
adjusting to these trends. Within the limits of a
book, such events can only be flagged up, and
the interrelationship only briefly referred to.
To do so, a series of pictures seems to be the
best approach. This picture-like character is
also supported by the aspiration that Práger's
book is also intended to be a university text-
book. You can rightly raise the question: how

much of this school material will the students
remember after the examinations? The answer
is: they remember a few pictures. For instance,
the series of maps illustrating the development
of European integration: in the first map
(Figure 36, page 108) there are only six unified
territories of only six integrated countries in
the centre of Western Europe, whereas the last
map (Figure 42, page 144) depicts 27 countries
whose territories – with the exception of
Eastern Europe – cover Europe as a whole.
Práger's book -unlike other professional text-
books – contains an exceptionally large number
of illustrative pictures, well-structured figures
and meaningful graphs. Moreover, the pictures
are followed by picture-like language: a seem-
ingly talkative surface and serious meaning;
within and beyond the dividing line of integra-
tion. In the concluding chapter, the author
admits that it was about 30 years ago in the
course of a discussion with the outstanding fig-

László Práger

Within and
beyond global
economy

AULA KIADÓ, BUDAPEST 2008
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ures of modern Hungarian painting that he
realised: “the economy and the world beyond it
are not separated, rather, they are intertwined,
and efforts aimed at exploring and understand-
ing them are of the same nature.”   

The picture-like character of the book is
very well illustrated by the first chapter which
introduces the reader to a global world. Rather
than collecting thousands of different defini-
tions that exist about globalisation, the author
chooses eleven mosaics of globalisation select-
ing topics from a one-week news material of a
daily paper. He continues the exercise by iden-
tifying the clues, the key words that organises
these mosaics in a system (global world, simul-
taneous world, fibrous world and insular
world, business world). How the individual
components fit together is left to the reader.
However, the above key words will resurface
again in later chapters of the book in addition
to globalisation regional integration – and
what is more – even the position of the
Hungarian economy can only be understood
by the use of such clues. Indeed, understand-
ing them is impossible without getting to
know the development and the character of
multinational corporations.

One other key notion, which the author
considers inevitable in understanding the
world today and the recent past is: competi-
tion, the competition of countries, world sys-
tems, regions and enterprises. “This book is
about the world. And the world is about com-
petition” declares the motto at the beginning
of chapter eight (page 190). The second chap-
ter describes the competition of countries.
First the indicators of the individual countries'
fields of potentials are listed (the size of the
economy, economic development, the size of
population and territory, foreign trade, human
resources, the conditions of the environment,
technological level, military force). The list
clearly indicates how limited the widely
accepted indicators, such as GDP or per capi-

ta GDP, are to describe the de facto size and
development level of a given country. This is
followed by the problem of the ranking of
countries, an analysis illustrated by graphs and
summary tables, which explain how different
the ranking is depending on whether the chief
indicator is per capita GDP, military spending
or the HDI indicator characterising the quali-
ty of life.

The third chapter of the book deals with
an economic history survey about the develop-
ment of new potential fields during and after
World War II. This survey is closely linked
with chapter four which describes the objec-
tives, operational mechanism and the develop-
ment of global international organisations that
were established following World War II.
Chapter five focuses on Europe by offering a
brief summary of the history of European
integration. This is a chapter with an emphasis
on school-text like character, a chapter which
makes reference to an abundant source of pro-
fessional literature and which describes the
subject highlighting the trends that are valid
even today.

The following three chapters go beyond
providing information. They make an effort to
understand the world around us by offering  a
detailed explanation about the key terms which
are only mentioned briefly in the first chapter.
Chapter seven is about the world of differ-
ences, he points out the globalisation by no
means eliminates the enormous differences
between countries, regions and individual
human beings. It emphasises that despite the
success of some countries and regions in catch-
ing up, some indicators continue to show
growing differentiation. For example, income
discrepancies in the past twenty years increased
in the United States, in the European Union
and in Hungary as well. Deep poverty of two
billion people and the fact that some countries
are seriously losing in the world competition
remain even more serious problems.
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World competition itself is dealt with in
chapter eight. In sub-chapter 8.2 the competi-
tion of the countries is introduced by the
author with the description of a few indicators
of competitiveness and a table of country
ranking based on the above. László Práger
makes no doubt about his conclusion that “an
endless series of competitiveness indicators
can produce artificial and controversial rank-
ings, which provide us only with a very rela-
tive picture about the real competitiveness of
the individual countries. The following sub-
chapters make it also clear that world compe-
tition is not limited to a competition between
countries, it is a clash of different cultures:
the cold war between the capitalist and social-
ist world orders, the tension between the
American and European approaches, the com-
petition between a liberal and a welfare state
model. By know it has become evident that
this competition has produced a number of
losers (the socialist world order has failed, and
the so-called Washington consensus, which
reflected the basic principles of a liberal eco-
nomic policy, has proved to be incapable of
putting the developing and former socialist
countries on a harmonious development
path). The competition also has its winners
(China, India, and some European countries
which have been able to benefit from acceding
to the European Union). Russia also seems to
be an increasingly dominant player in the
world competition. 

The presentation of globalisation, the world
competition is not a purpose in itself, rather, it
serves the purpose of highlighting the oppor-
tunities and challenges facing the Hungarian
economy and society. The external environ-
ment is going to be only one defining factor of
Hungary's future development, its past devel-
opment also plays an important role as to how
the country can step forward. Here is a quota-
tion from the author: “Today, in early 2008,
rather than dealing with current, momentary

actual questions, I regard it more important to
study the path we have so far taken, to review
our track record and to analyse how the past
trends and the different forces behind these
trends have become incorporated into the
Hungarian economic, political and power
structures. The history of socialism in
Hungary is also briefly dealt with by the
author, who concentrates on the possible ways
out, recognising the fact that for the universi-
ty students of today the story belongs to the
pages of history. There is also a conscious
effort made by the author to indicate that this
is not “old history”, but it is a page of history
that still has its impact on today, for example,
the author illustrates the event the 1956 revo-
lution by quoting from his own diary. A simi-
lar illustration is a recollection of the good old
dictation exercise from his school days, which
used to serve the purpose of ideological educa-
tion. This personal touch is present in the
book in a number of different chapters, for
instance, the author shares his experience of
foreign study trips with the readers illustrating
them with letters he received and pictures
taken about him. This practice may be some-
what unusual in Hungary, but it is certainly
not a purpose in itself but to illustrate that
books are not enough to understand the world
around us. We also need the filter of our own
experiences, an exercise in which we accept
that its subjectivity may be understood or may
be misunderstood.

Chapter ten finally comes to describe the
events of the recent past demonstrating that
the system change in Hungary was, in fact, pre-
ceded by a change in the external arena of
forces, by domestic economic reforms and by
political erosion.

The last but one chapter has a surprising
title: global Hungary in a global world. How
can a country be called global? The answer is
actually given by the author a few chapters ear-
lier, when chapter six on transnational corpora-
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tions and on the world on financial capital
begins with the following quotation: “We are
living in a global world, and the global world is
living within – this is probably the most gener-
al definition in the 21st century of the correla-
tions characterising the economy, the world
beyond the economy and the various field of
potentials”. I must admit that when the author
writes about “within”, I interpret this word as a
term referring to within us, people, whose
lifestyle and consumption are significantly
influenced by the supply of international enter-
prises, people, whose aspirations and desires
are also closely associated with the opportuni-
ties offered by a global world or, alternatively,
associated with the rejection of it. In chapter
11, the author himself spells out that the world
“within” also means Hungary, as we are clearly
witnessing the impact of the global world on
the structure of the Hungarian economy. This
notion is presented by the author by describing
the changes in the export-import structure of
this county, by presenting how foreign capital
is gaining ground, how corporate structures are
being transformed and by illustrating the seri-
ous difficulties caused by unemployment.
Hungary has not just accidentally drifted into
this international arena, rather, it has deliber-
ately adjusted to it. This chapter, and to a cer-
tain aspect, previous chapters as well present
this process in a detailed way, they describe the
development as a result of which this country
has become a ,member of every significant
international organisation and, as a result of a
prolonged multi-staged process, acceded to the
European Union. The author, however, also
make it quite clear – illustrating the subject
with a number of statistical data- that while
Hungary was adjusting itself to the actual
world economic area, each and ever Hungarian
government seems to have been deluded by
many illusions and repeatedly failed to stand up
strongly and firmly for the upholding of
Hungarian interests.  

Having presented the global forces and
the crooked curves of the road Hungary has
taken, in the final chapter, the author ventures
to draw attention to some of the major chal-
lenges facing this country. The title of chapter
twelve is quite telling: within and beyond the
economy (about balances and potential ways
out). This is the chapter that emphasises what
other factors – in addition to economic factors
– are likely to play an important role in the
future development of Hungary. Indeed, at the
very beginning of this chapter the author
points out: “among the possible opportunities
that offer a way out, the Hungarian people
themselves have a defining role to play: the
population number, the health condition, level
of culture, schooling, activity, set of values and
their cohesion. Or if these components are
absent, the power to create them” (page 318).
For the readers it is clear: this is what the
author is hoping for, since he is enumerating a
long list of data to prove that the above factors
are the ones in which Hungary is faced with
competitiveness weaknesses, in other words,
the improving quantitative indicators (the
number of high school graduates, university
students) was not coupled with qualitative
improvement. The conclusion: if we are aware
of our weaknesses, then by systematically elim-
inating them, we will be able to improve our
competitiveness in the world.

It is easy to discover most of these weak-
nesses within the economy. A thorough analy-
sis is given by the author on the gap between
large and small enterprises, a gap “which is
extraordinarily wide in international – includ-
ing European – comparison (page 324). The
author also points out that the proportions of
foreign-Hungarian ownership, vis-a-vis the
proportion of large and small enterprises and
the taxation of labour and capital are strongly
interrelated. Later on, the author stresses that
Hungary badly needs foreign capital invest-
ment, however, foreign capital contributes to
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the widening regional gaps and also to growing
disparities among enterprises in the Hungarian
economy. EU funds may be mobilised to miti-
gate such differences and further efforts are
needed to boost the domestic sector of SMEs
and to assist regions that are lagging behind. It
is also important to coordinate corporate
investments with state development projects
on local, regional and state levels. This is the
context in which at the end of his book the

author formulates one of the most important
rues of the 21st century which offers a hope
and a chance as well: “In the world of today
there is no separate local or regional balance.
No transnational corporation and, as a matter
of fact, no country can have an isolated devel-
opment path or balanced position isolated
from the external environment and from the
internal conditions” (page 328).  

Gyula Pulay
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TThere has been a rising popularity to study
non-Keynesian effects and that of the fiscal
multiplier to be negative (fiscal cuts are fol-
lowed by output growth). For readers on this
East-Central European part of the world this
book is sailing on some un-chartered waters
when providing some clues and a vast array of
empirical evidence for the fiscal consolidation
experience of the recent past of leading
OECD and EU countries. The aim is clear:
helping to solve the puzzle when and under
what conditions can fiscal consolidation lead
to accelerated growth even in the short run.
The ultimate goal of the book is to contribute
to our understanding why only a few coun-
tries have experienced short term non-
Keynesian effects while others, not at all. This
remarkable effort to enrich our understanding
of unusual fiscal phenomenon has been almost
entirely successful, it did deliver on its prom-
ise. The study of István Benczes is a concise,

well-structured scholarly work that offers
rich, albeit careful analysis with balanced
views on the diverse literature. The mono-
graph pays special attention to critically
assessing the underlying theories and marshals
solid evidence on the growing relevance of
non-Keynesian effects in markets both East
and West. The work sheds new light, long
sought after, on why there has been only
slight progress made and on why repeated fail-
ures characterized the Hungarian fiscal scene. 

Part I, – as can be expected from a genuine
scholarly piece – guides us through the relevant
branches of the literature that identify and
explain the exceptional fiscal episode. The
introduction offers a clear structure to be fol-
lowed and a reasonable explanation why a com-
parative political economy perspective was
chosen. In chapter 2, the study goes on to sur-
vey and critically assess some major fiscal
episodes from the EU countries' experience. It

Weathering the storm

István Benczes

Trimming the sails
The comparative political economy
of expansionary fiscal 
Consolidations
A Hungarian perspective  

CEU PRESS, BUDAPEST–NEW YORK, 2008
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convincingly demonstrates that not all fiscal
consolidations resulted in improved public
finances (when improvement is measured by
lower debt/GDP ratios). In fact, – proceeds
Benczes to argue – it was rare to have lasting
debt reductions (p. 29). It is argued with thor-
ough elaboration, and it gets firmly proven that
not all fiscal consolidations had lead to output
acceleration. Conditions and adjustment paths
vary as a function of many variables. As
opposed to common belief, one can learn that
the size of the adjustment itself is not a good
predictor of either persistence, or when and
whether expansionary effects are likely to come
at all. Many caveats apply though. If that is not
enough uncertainty, methodological complica-
tions also abound in trying to predict accelera-
tion. However, the problems with the predict-
ing power of models cannot hide the fact that
international comparative studies have all
found some evidence on non-Keynesian effects
in the OECD countries.

Next, in chapter 3, the arguments of the
so called expectational view (with the nonlin-
ear approach) of fiscal consolidation are sur-
veyed and put to an interesting discussion.
The author duly emphasizes that a very care-
ful identification is needed to understand like-
ly changes in individuals' expectations. The
size of fiscal adjustment itself, the going levels
of the acceleration of the debt ratios, and the
structure of government spending were sin-
gled out as the main factors which trigger
changes in expectations to alter current
spending and the discounting of future tax lia-
bilities. The deep scrutiny of modern con-
sumption theory has underlined the impor-
tance of the expectational view as well as that
of the liquidity constraint. Benczes claims –
very reasonably – that the relevance of the liq-
uidity constraint is still bothering, it does not
support the automatic appearance of non -
Keynesian effects. A key message of this
chapter – and, I hasten to add, it may also be

considered as key finding of the entire study,
– is that the due relevance of the financial
deepening still remains. In countries with rel-
atively underdeveloped financial systems and
banking traditions, (e.g. Hungary, as we shall
read later in the book) this fact gains an even
further leveraged importance.

Chapter 4 should be looked at as the rich
treasury of most valuable track records accu-
mulated by the developed labor markets,
where critical adjustments took place: refer-
ence is made to the EU 14, and to some other
specific country experiences throughout the
1980s and 1990s, Ireland (1987–1989),
Denmark (1983–1984) UK, (1997–1998).
These adjustment experiences, although differ-
ent in composition, speed, and underlying
structure, have all pointed to the same direc-
tion. Namely, pretty much in line with the sup-
ply side literature, they claim that there should
be no sacred cows in the items destined to be
cut. Benczes argues that even the cutbacks in
politically sensitive items may give additional
support to the crowding in effects for firms
wishing to invest more, due to their enhanced
competitiveness. Within a simple statistical
analysis of the sample countries, this chapter
has shown that it is not just the size of the
adjustment alone, but the composition also
matters in debt reduction to help non-
Keynesian effects to take off. As cited by the
author himself, the more than decade-old idea
of Alesina–Perotti (1995: 240) is still alive and
kicking: 

“There is bad news and good news in these
results. The bad news is that one cannot avoid
cutting transfers and government employment;
quite simply, permanently favorable results typi-
cally do not follow from politically palatable poli-
cies. The good news is that major fiscal adjust-
ments do not cause major recessions. Politicians
and their advisers must stop thinking of just about
everything on the expenditure side of government
budgets as untouchable” (cited by B. I. p. 102) 
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One can be in full agreement with the
author's major argument in this regard when he
states: In modern democracies the basic ques-
tion does remain: “how can fiscal consolidation
based on welfare cuts and government wage bill
reduction be implemented in a highly rigid labor
market?” (p. 103). Indeed this is the tough
assignment for all serious thinkers. This dilem-
ma probably points much further beyond than
known frameworks of pure macro-economics,
it carries us to the realm of political economy.
The author is more than aware of that and uses
this awareness to the benefit of his own argu-
ment. Benczes' analysis of the very concrete
consolidation cases, mainly regarded as success
stories of the Netherlands, Ireland and the UK,
leaves no doubt in my mind about his com-
mendable convictions that fiscal consolidation
based on expenditure cuts has a better chance
of success (even with non-Keynesian effects)
than revenue based adjustments. This convic-
tion of his, however, has been, after a rigorous
analysis, converted into a well founded conclu-
sion. Neither the conviction nor the conclu-
sion, of course, are enough, admits the author
himself, without a minimum level of social con-
sensus. The latter is the most indispensable fac-
tor of success and is, at the same time, the most
difficult to arrive at. I gather, recipes for such
arrivals vary more than do fiscal consolidation
adjustment paths. With all that in mind,
Benczes honestly claims that “it would be an
exaggeration to state that we have found and
verified a causal relationship between fiscal
adjustment and growth acceleration.” The dif-
ferent views as well as the supply – and
demand side interpretations are naturally not
mutually exclusive as Rzonca and Cizkowicz
(2005: 9) put it : “the different views are not
competing, but complementary”. This balanced
view is most probably fool-proof, but will this
scientifically sound observation get anybody
closer to policy action ? Well, as always, that is
not up to science to tell. Nonetheless, a little

more decisive stand here would have been
more appreciated.

Part two of the book takes us closer to
some harsher realities, to those of the
Hungarian fiscal scene, which in the last 15
years has been repeatedly labeled as deeply
troubled. In this second part of the volume
one gets a fair display of how sound principles
and fine consolidation concepts work in the
real world of government books and
machineries. They tend to perform poorly.
Adding, of course, that when investigating, all
application of principles is assumed to be put
in place as prescribed. When confronting
actual Hungarian practices some surprise do
await us. The broad comparative perspective
which is offered in this chapter for the testing
the institutional conditions of non-Keynesian
effects in Hungary, come as no surprise. Much
rather, some of its findings: the very inflexi-
ble, remnants of ancient socialistic labor mar-
ket conditions that still prevail prompt the
reader for a head scratch. One otherwise gets
the largely expected results of a properly
structured, disciplined survey on matters such
as the role of financial intermediation, a good,
detailed structural analysis of the expenditure
side, and the inevitable, market-principle-
driven, yet down-to -earth discussion of the
Hungarian labor scene. 

Chapter 5 has clearly reestablished that
the Hungarian financial market (banking sec-
tor) is by now developed enough – as con-
firmed by Szapáry (2002: 115) – to facilitate
the emergence of expansionary effects by
eliminating the credit constraint. Indeed, over
the last 6 years, consumer loans have grown at
double digit rates, and at present make up an
important component of banks assets. These
types of lending are rapidly closing the for-
merly existing gap with company loans. It got
a marked indication in this section of the
book that the euro adoption will most likely
extensify credit growth. This is a very valid
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point worth the attention of policy makers.
The exposure of most Hungarian banks' con-
sumer loan portfolio is large to foreign
exchange risk, since CHF, Euro, and yen-
denominated assets have been increasing at an
unexpectedly high rate. Easy access to credit
has had radical changes to occur to alter bor-
rowing preferences. In Hungary, there has
been probably much quicker reactions and
more responsiveness to changes in available
credit facilities than earlier thought by any-
body in the financial sector. Between 2000 and
2004, financial firms mostly car leasing and
purchase were able to double their share in the
market and stabilized since then. True, the
foreign exchange risk exposure involved is not
seen, or is not properly understood by many
participants. However, from the point of view
of financial intermediation the global credit
channel have for sure helped the spread of
non-Keynesian effects. Along with the grow-
ing availability of foreign funds, the fiscal dis-
cipline has definitely worsened as there was
less competition for domestic savings. As a
negative consequence, global sources of fund-
ing removed a domestic savings constraint on
budgetary overspending. At the end of this
5th chapter, it is rightly pointed out that the
open economy environment brings further
complications for the adjustment since there
was deterioration of both internal and exter-
nal equilibrium. To use Benczes' term, the
“vicious circle” of budgetary overspending did
not seem to disappear. On the contrary, it
seemed that the ease of borrowing foreign
funds did not help the cause of macroeco-
nomic adjustment at all.

Chapter 6 gives a decompositional analy-
sis of the expenditure side of the Hungarian
general government. It covers a wide range of
issues and analytical aspects. The main thrust
of the argument is that the public indebted-
ness is well above the justified level. In addi-
tion, the redistribution rate, in GDP terms, is

about 50%, some 10 percentage points higher
than the CEE-8 average. However, it equally
exceeds the EU-15 average, reaching levels of
countries who have twice the per capita
income of Hungary. These are more than visi-
ble disproportions that cry for change. The
Hungarian case is the sad saga of stubborn fis-
cal deficits giving us the worst spots in EU
public finance rankings. Benczes admits that
the composition of the budget does not offer
any space for much pride either. The main-
tained levels of state employment reflect a
heavy dose of over-employment (in 2006,
some staggering 25% were on state pay roll).
Disability, sick leave pay, early-retirement
benefit related payoffs are also way too gener-
ous, which are all representing strong disin-
centives to work. What is more, subsidies on
drugs and housing are also heavy-weight items
for current expenditures. For Hungary, the
sustainable level of debt to GDP, according to
Benczes, is about 40% (which appears reason-
able, though the number does not get any fur-
ther reference or calculus-driven support).
True, the officially registered debt levels have
been (and are currently) way above that, hit-
ting the lower 60s. The sad indebtedness pic-
ture does get any rosier by the fact that for-
eigners are holding ever larger shares. Over
the last three years, foreign holdings have run
up above 25% of total public debt outstand-
ing. The price of borrowing (with climbing
risk premium) has gone up steep north, seri-
ously hurting the fiscal balance. We are sorry
to report that in the last two years, (for which
the study could account), in this regard, there
is no change on site. So, the warnings of
Benczes are warranted, on target, and are as
timely as ever. 

The descriptions and analytic comments
made in the next chapter on the rather slow
developments of the Hungarian labor mar-
ket, which have long left its working soldiers
in the woods of socialistic traditions, are all
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in good fit with the main line of the argu-
ments for the slow start of expansionary
effects. Theoretically, flexible labor markets
can enhance expansionary effects, if govern-
ment is willing to go ahead with cuts on wel-
fare items and on wage bills. One gets the
impression from this 7th chapter also that
theory is fine on paper in Hungary, too. Yet,
because of a complete lack of social consen-
sus on what government should or may do,
vital encompassing social agreements are not
on the horizon. Governments past and pres-
ent could only weather the storms of fiscal
consolidations but they never successfully
navigated out of the storm zone. Way more
than nothing that many of them managed to
do, but all of them have lost direction and
gained no or very little mileage. There were
only look-warm efforts – and with that adjec-
tive we are forgiving – to pull social partners
together and more importantly, to have their
political representatives, sitting in on both
sides of the isle, arrive on a social minimum.
The crucial effort to reach that minimum is
slipping away repeatedly. As a last dramatic
episode of that unmoving story, an ill-
defined, knowingly budget-elated referen-
dum in March 2008 just put an end to such
efforts for quite a while.

It has been richly documented and convinc-
ingly argued throughout the book that demand
and supply side non-Keynesian effects alike are
highly sensitive to institutional settings. In the
presence of liquidity constraint their strong
impact would be most doubtful. What is more,
many lead to disillusionment, and worse, to
reversals. To avoid all these bad outcomes poli-
cy makers have to go through a long check list
of necessary conditions to be aligned with
when they wish to take their consolidation
efforts to success. (Table 8.1 /p. 219/offers that
list for easy and rapid reference). When it come
to assessing the Hungarian relevance of non-
Keynesian effects Benczes stays pragmatic in

drawing relevant conclusion from the vast array
of possible theoretical outcomes. He firmly
concludes that the consolidation road followed
in 1995-96 with deep currency depreciation and
a loosening of monetary policy is not open any
more. This view is fully supported by László
Csaba (2005:201) 

The GSP with its strict Maastricht criteria
leaves the door open for fiscal measure only.
With an increased credibility along with a
speeding up of euro adoption there can be
hope that financial intermediation will further
help the convergence progress. On matters
such as what Hungary can or may learn or
adopt from the rich EU experience I do not
share the author's skepticism. In my view,
there are ample opportunities to adopt good
practices from the more mature EU members
to increase social cohesion and consensus
building. It is also a matter of wills and serious
(honest) efforts. Despite the fact that
Hungarian social partners are fragmented and
often hostile to each other, the lack of collec-
tive action of the dominant player may be
overcome.

FINALLY, the overall assessment of and pre-
diction of Benczes on Hungary's special case
is straightforward: In Hungary, it is still
unlikely that the fiscal multiplier could turn
out to be negative and provide acceleration.
Despite that unfavorable forecast, Hungary
has to go forward with its far-reaching fiscal
consolidation, otherwise international market
forces will force the country to adjust. The
latter will be, without the slightest doubt,
more painful (I allow, occasionally even bru-
tal) and more costly to everyone. One can
promptly agree, no further discussion is need-
ed on that score. 

To summarize, this book is a very good and
timely piece of a young scholar, who is armed
with all the modern artillery of contemporary
macroeconomics. His work gave many new
insights into the options to remedy the
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plagued Hungarian fiscal scene. Especially
valuable are his contributions to the issues of
financial intermediation, which to quote the
words of György Szapáry, former vise
Governor for the Hungarian National Bank: “A
most welcome novelty of his work is the investi-
gation of the role of non-Keynesian effects”. The

book is eminently suited for classroom use and
as reference volume. It could only be wished
that some super diligent members of parlia-
ment devote their precious time to this volume
as bed side reading. 

István Magas 
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IIf you open the textbook titled Financial (sys-
tem) theory by András Vigvári you have quite a
few points of departure to review it. One such
starting point is to state that the world referred
to as financial system is described by the author
with unique thoroughness. Another possible
approach is to begin with the pedagogical and
didactic viewpoints which are equally impor-
tant, since Financial (system) theory is intend-
ed to be a textbook, an objective which is clear-
ly served by the conscious way the text is han-
dled by the author and the way the book is
divided into different layers reflecting a pro-
nounced structure of content. 

In a critical review it is also justifiable to
highlight the significance of the theoretical and
philosophical components which also play a
dominant role in this work. Developing theo-
ries has always been the fundamental objective
and aspiration of each and every scientific dis-
cipline, since this is the only way to compre-

hend and explain the operation of the studied
subject. When you are learning about the his-
tory of economic theories you are actually test-
ing their application, because the relationship
of economics with its own history (i.e. with the
history of economic theories) is fundamentally
defined by its particular characteristic features.
Researchers of natural sciences attach far less
importance to the various ways their predeces-
sors made discoveries that in those historic
moments represented the boundaries of a given
discipline, boundaries which were further
stretched by every new scientific accomplish-
ment. The logic used by economists is different
from the usual road followed by natural scien-
tists, as economists are involved in studying a
constantly changing world, which is too com-
plex to study without a certain selection of the
phenomena under review. Economists search
for general trends behind events that do not
occur with a repeated pattern, trends that may

What is the relevance of a general system theory?

András Vigvári

Financial system
A non-mainstream approach

AKADÉMIAI KIADÓ, BUDAPEST, 2008
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create a proper ground for scientific observa-
tion, in other words, the simplification of the
studied events enables researchers to find the
constant and repeated elements in this seem-
ingly disorderly chaos. This is exactly the very
domain in which economic theories offer use-
ful assistance by providing economists with the
tools of analysis. It is economic theories that
help us concentrate on the relevant factors,
events and processes only. For the above rea-
son, we cannot say that there is only one rele-
vant theory in economic science, as quite dif-
ferent theories are applied to describe different
phenomena as analytical tools. It is finally up to
each economist to decide the adequate frame-
work to be applied. From this point of view,
Financial (system) theory fully complies with
the tradition which goes back to the 19th cen-
tury and which is still alive (and quite useful),
i.e. the tradition  of a historical introduction,
the summary of methodological principles or
the presentation of the greatest figures of this
scientific discipline, a traditional introduction
that serves to appreciate the results of econom-
ics. In this school material colourful stories and
brief portraits of outstanding economists are
used by the author to make this book an easy
reading by mixing serious scientific text with
reading material which satisfies the curiosity of
the readers. Each and every layer of the text
reflects thorough editorial work, because the
presentation of the subject is indeed concen-
trated on the essential points without neglect-
ing the fundamental intention to convey scien-
tific knowledge to the readers.  Although fre-
quent references are made to theoretical prob-
lems, their presentation is not lost in describing
the details of high theory. It is up to the read-
ers to decide how much they want to extend
their studies in such details. The highlighting
of relevant scientific problems and the abun-
dance of scientific references will help the read-
ers to do further research. In addition to all the
above merits, mention must be made of the

main intellectual message of the book, i.e. the
approach of the author which treats the finan-
cial system as a system.

Let us see what is the concept of general
system theory. According to the concept of
Husserl (1936), who advocated the crisis of
sciences, a scientific discipline is deemed to be
in a crisis if its scholarly character becomes
questionable, in other words, the way its
objectives are defined and its methods are
developed to reach its objectives. Sciences
approach reality in a scholarly manner, but this
is not necessarily the only and not even the
best method of grappling reality. The crisis of
sciences was actually caused by a one-sided
theoretical approach which led to a loss of
their relevance vis-a-vis the problems of real
life.   In the middle of the 20th century, atten-
tion was focused on another aspect of the cri-
sis of sciences, when detrimental side-effects
of scientific specialisation were pointed out. It
became increasingly evident that representa-
tives of the individual branches of science
could no longer communicate with each other.
Scientific dialogue was limited to physicists
talking to physicists only, economists talking
to economists only. The lack of communica-
tion between disciplines was clearly due to the
absence of a common language. The accumu-
lation of knowledge is by acquiring meaning-
ful information, as a result of which the struc-
ture and content of previous knowledge are
being reorganised. The chances of this reor-
ganisation of knowledge are reduced by spe-
cialisation and, as a result, the development of
science slows down, and the representatives of
a given science are becoming increasingly
incapable of receiving knowledge from other
disciplines. 

General system theory offered a possible
solution for the above crisis of sciences by cre-
ating a framework, which can restore commu-
nication among the individual subcultures of
science. General system theory never wanted
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to become a general theory. It does not aspire to
describe reality by condensing it into one sin-
gle comprehensive theory or by trying to go
beyond the particular theories of the individual
branches of science. Instead, change was pri-
marily brought by the appearance of hybrid sci-
ence (physical chemistry, biophysics, biochem-
istry, astrophysics, social psychology, econom-
ic psychology or economic sociology). General
system theory, however, represents a uniform
view and a specific structure which makes the
empiric universe accessible for each and every
branch of science. By using general system the-
ory, the various phenomena (especially the
ones that are studied by different disciplines)
that were formerly described only by the indi-
vidual disciplines can now be integrated into
general frameworks or general theoretical
models that can be handled by each branch of
science without losing the relevant description
of these phenomena. (For example, the models
of population growth and interactions, which
are equally significant in describing ecological
systems or capital theories. Such models basi-
cally describe the very same processes by using
the very same definitions, each and every
model represents the competitive, complemen-
tary or parasite-type relationship of the indi-
vidual species' population, and these individual
species can actually mean individuals, products,
social classes or even molecules).  In conclu-
sion, this is about unifying the methodology of
the individual branches of science (or at least it
is about an effort to do so). System theory can
be interpreted as a frame, which may present
itself as a permanent medium for the constant
changes of the individual branches of science.
(According to some schools of thought, sys-
tem theory failed to meet expectations because
– as it is claimed – neither general system theory
itself nor a system-based approach can be
defined as something outside the domain of
scientific disciplines, in other words, system
theory has also become specialised). 

András Vigvári observes the structure and
operation of modern societies as a complex set
of phenomena which represents only one layer
of this building block of economy, also a com-
plex system in itself. The financial system is
only a segment, a sub-system of the above. Since
we are faced with an immeasurably large num-
ber of phenomena, components and players, so
it is considerably easier to identify the players
and to understand the operation of the system
if we observe this world with a system
approach. General system theory is used by the
author as a tool to apply this way of observa-
tion. However, the author goes even beyond
that. System theory is not only a very helpful
means of understanding the operation of the
financial system, but by using it, the interac-
tions between the financial system and its envi-
ronment also become visible and describable.
The presentation of the interaction between
the financial system and its environment, i.e.
the economic and social system, is especially
important, because each and every segment of
the economy is intertwined by money, which
actually defines their development. The finan-
cial system itself has also been developing in a
way its environment has demanded or made it
possible. This is the condition which makes it
possible for the author to treat the monetary
system, the financial system and the fiscal sys-
tem in a complementary way. The questions
dealing with the interaction between the finan-
cial system and its social environment are most
visible in the chapter dealing with a compre-
hensive overview of the operation of the fiscal
system. In the second part of the book, this
perspective becomes even broader and the
financial system is dealt with in the context of
open economies. Starting with the basic con-
cepts, such as exchanges rate convertibility, bal-
ance of payment, the readers can venture into
the exciting arena of the world economy and
they can study its operation from this particu-
lar viewpoint. In the meantime, system theory
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continues to be the major means of analysis, in
other words, while discussing the international
financial system, its components, processes
and its structure are consciously separated
from their environment, while the system itself
is presented as a total entity made up of the
above building blocks. In conclusion, Financial
(system) theory does its best to prepare the
readers to navigate in the financial world and
provides them with an effective method of eco-
nomic thinking and analysis.

Finally, a few words about those the book
intends to appeal to.  We can only agree with
the author's recommendation saying that the
book intends to appeal not only to the univer-
sity students of economic sciences, who are the

obvious and primary clients of this book.  Since
the related branches of knowledge, such as
sociology, increasingly venture into territories
which have traditionally been linked to eco-
nomics (for example, the economic or budget-
ary policy aspects of regional and local devel-
opment), students, teachers and practical
experts of such related branches of knowledge
will also find this book useful. The author's rec-
ommendations again bring us back to system
approach, because those who are interested in
the research methodology of social sciences
can also acquire new knowledge by reading this
book in which general system theory is consis-
tently applied.

Péter Galbács
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